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1. INTRODUCTION
The reviews, abstracts and bibliography presented in this paper fOIm one output of a threeyear project to investigate the sustainability of small-scale production and trading activities
based on non-timber forest products (NTFPs) that contribute to household incomes. Other
components of this project include an examination of data from small-scale enterprise surveys
in a number of countries in southern and eastern Africa; a household-based survey of incomegenerating NTFP activities in the forest zone of southern Ghana and; a related study of smallscale woodworking enterprises in Ghana! . The focus in this paper, as in the project, is on
identifying which such enterprise activities are the most important, on assessing patterns of
change in their composition and contributions, and on exploring the factors that help explain
such change.
Sale to generate cash income is, of course, only one way in which rural households draw upon
forest products within their livelihood systems. Forest fuels, foods, medicines and construction
and other materials fonn important components of subsistence usage in many areas. Forest
product activities can also help households in building up a stock of assets. Some products and
uses are also culturally important. The present paper (and project), concentrates just on the
widely growing, but as yet poorly understood, role of forest products in generating household
incomes, dealing with subsistence and other roles only to the extent that these bear on this.
Earlier work (see list of previous general reviews below) has shown that snlall forest-based
enterprise activities constitute one of the largest sources of non-fann income in the rural areas
of developing countries. In many areas they also account for a large part of the total forest
harvest. However, it is evident that the contribution of different of the activities varies very
considerably - in tenns both of the employment and income they generate at present and of
their future prospects. Some of the simpler activities provide very low returns to labour, and
may thus provide only minimal and short-lived components of livelihood systems. Some
saleable forest products face uncertain markets, because they are goods that fall out of
consumption patterns as incomes rise, or because they are displaced by alternative products
made from synthetic materials or plantation grown raw materials. As demand grows, some
activities are also threatened by depletion of, or reduced access to, forest resources.
In developing interventions in support of forest activities that will generate household
incomes, it is therefore important to be able to distinguish between those that have a potential
to survive and grow and those that do not, and to understand the reasons for these differences.
The present bibliographical review consequently focuses on literature items that help
illuminate these dynamic aspects of forest-based activities (for a fuller discussion of the
hypotheses pursued in the study see Anlold, 1994).

1 Reported on in Amold et al. (1994), Townson (1995) and Adarkwah et al. (1995)
respectivel y.

The study is based on the following definition of non-tinlber forest products:
, Hall the biological material (other than industrial roundwood and derived sawn timber,
wood chips, wood-based panels and pulps) that tnay be extracted from natural
ecosystems, managed plantations, etc., and be utilised within the household, be
marketed, or have social, cultural or religious significance. Thus, non-timber forest
products include plants used for food, forage, fuel, medicine, fibres, biochemicals, etc.;
as well as animals, birds, fuel, fibres, biochemicals, etc." (Anon, 1991/2).
The present exercise covers five product groups or subsectors. These have been selected on a
number of criteria. Between them they account for the majority of employment in NTFP-based
activities in most countries, and represent a range of different gathering, processing and
trading enterprises. Each represents activities that have in conllllon a particular use, raw
material, or/and production process, and therefore represent a subject area in which it can be
expected that more can be learned by studying the experience of the group as a whole.
Different groups involve activities at difTerent levels of technological or organisational
complexity, serve markets that come into prolllinence at different levels of economic
development - and so offer the potential to study contrasts across groups.
the five groups are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

fuelwood and charcoal
forest foods
basketry and handicrafts
extractive products
furniture and carpentry.

The coverage thus includes artisanal and small workshop scale production of wood products
(as distinct from use of timber in fonnal sector forest industries) in recognition that these are
an important part of the forest products base that contributes to household incomes. It also
includes activities based in part or whole on raw lllaterials frOlll trees grown on fanlls or other
domesticated sources, rather than fronl the forest. Their inclusion retlects the continuunl fronl
forest to ,domesticated stock, and the light that these studies of activities based on the latter
contribute to understanding of the dynarnics of the raw lnaterial supply situation in the
different activities
Infotmation specifically on household incomes from forest products is very limited, reflecting
difficulties in measurement and valuation, and the slllall size of the body of research directly
focused on this issue. The reviews and bibliography therefore of necessity range across a
number of related areas of research and data gathering. Each of the five reviews thus attempts
to draw together what is sometimes conflicting infol111ation frolll a range of case and other
studies, and is structured to exannne employnlent in forest product activities; incollles; the
structure and organisation of production; raw 111aterial supplies; 111arkets and lllarketing; and
patterns of change. Numbers in parentheses refer to the abstracts following the review. The
reviews have also drawn on the larger body of literature relating to non-timber forest
products, forestry and small-scale enterprises listed in the bibliography. The latter represents
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the results of a literature search and screening conducted between September 1993 ,and·May
1994. Some additional items have been added which were brought to the author's attention
after this date, but this does not represent a systematic review of the post-May 1994 literature.
The search focuses mainly on work published after 1985, as a number of earlier reviews (see
below) cover much of the material that appeared prior to this date.
Much of the material still exists as "grey literature". This was located in a number of ways, but
primarily through searches in libraries and institutions in the UK. It consequently focuses on
material available in English.

In addition to the items relating to specific products that have been reviewed in this paper, the
following publications present more general accounts of, or contain collections of papers on,
NTFP use:-

Amold, J.E.M. 1994; Beer J.H. de and McDermott M.J., 1989; Falconer J. and Arnold
J.E.M., 1989; Falconer J., 1990a; FAO, 1987; Fisseha Y., 1987; Nepstad D.e. and
Schwartzmann S., 1992b; Panayotou T. and Ashton P.S., 1992; Plotkin M. and Famolare L.
(Eds.), 1992; Redford K.H. and Padoch C., 1992
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2. FUELWOOD AND CHARCOAL
2.1 Introduction
Concerns over the predicted "woodfuel crisis" in the developing world also drew attention to
the extent and nature of fuelwood and charcoal commercialisation. Many people,
predominantly in small enterprises, earn incomes from the production, transport and marketing
of forest fuels. The sources of raw materials for these industries are often decreasing, although
tree growing specifically to supply woodfuels is rare. Technological improvements are also
rare, except in transporting. In some areas increased commercialisation has resulted in changes
in the organisation of the industry, either with larger fmns emerging or with changes in
marketing channels. The presence or absence of alternatives to the typically low-paid
employment in woodfuel industries can have a great influence on the extent of involvement in
this activity. Although markets for woodfuels are generally expanding with increased incomes
and urbanisation there is no single pattern for their evolution.

2.2 Employment and contributions to income
Fuelwood and charcoal enterprises have traditionally been under-represented in census-type
surveys of small-scale industries as a result of their often itinerant and illicit nature, and their
inaccessible rural location. However, it is now clear that inconles fronl the forest fuels sector
make a contribution to the livelihoods of a large proportion of both the rural and urban
populations of the developing world. Although figures are available for only a few areas, these
case studies give an idea of the scale 'of involvenlent. In Rutiji district, Tanzania, Havnevik
found over 5,000 people, mostly men, engaged in charcoal production, representing over 8%
of the economically active population (Havnevik, 1980). In Las Maderas, the traditional
woodfuel supply area for Managua, Nicaragua, 16% of respondents identified themselves as
fuelwood cutters (5). In Cebu, Philippines, it is estimated that production of fuelwood and
charcoal provides at least supplemental employment and income to 35,000 rural families, or
15% of the population (17). Cutting and selling Prosopis .iul~flora as firewood has been
observed to provide off-season employment to a large proportion (at least 10% in Andhra
Pradesh) of the landless labourers in several Indian states (20). In Pakistan, over 85,000
people were employed in the firewood trade, three quarters of whom were permanent
employees (26). Well over 10,000 women and children in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia rely on
earnings obtained from work as woodfuel carriers and sellers (19). The industry supplying
charcoal to' Nairobi has been estimated to provide employment to 40,000 full-time, itinerant or
intennittent charcoal-makers (25). Based on figures for average production and total volumes
traded, Koopmans (14) estimates that 1,000,000 people (80/0 of the population) are involved in
the forest fuels trade in the Philippines.
The incomes earned from these occupations varies greatly, both between countries and
activities. Fuelwood cutting tends to be an activity offering poor renluneration, and often one
in which people engage only when there is no other work available (3, 5, 21). Returns to
labour in two rural areas of Sierra Leone ~ere slightly below those obtained in upland rice
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production (23). Where people engage in firewood cutting on a more full-time basis, returns
can match or exceed those from the principal alternative - agriculture. A study of the .Raichur
district, Karnataka, found that the 80% of families who gave P. juliflora cutting as their main
occupation were obtaining net returns of Rs 24.61 per day, an additional net return per family
over total cost of Rs 3.75, compared with that earned in agricultural labour (20). In the
Department of Boaco in the interior zone of Nicaragua, fanners near main roads were' found
to be obtaining 50% of their cash income from woodfuel cutting and selling (5). Both of these
examples appear, however, to indicate an agricultural economy incapable of offering sufficient
employment or returns, rather than a successful fuelwood industry.
Charcoal production, however, tends to offer slightly better rewards, particularly when
measured over one charcoal cycle and compared with alternative occupations - for example,
charcoal makers in Kenya were found to be earning 2.5 times the official fann wage rate (25).
Charcoal producers around Pokhara in Nepal were earning returns 2.5 times the wage rate for
labouring in the construction industry (cutters and sellers of fuelwood were making returns
comparable with wages for work in the villages) (1Ii). In Majalaya, West Java, average net
incomes for charcoal making were Rp 2,000 (US$ 1.08) per day, compared with Rp 1,2501,500 (plus lunch) for fann labouring (11iii). Havnevik found charcoal producers earning
hourly returns of Shs. 1.09 - less than other extractive activities such as nlangrove cutting or
fishing, but almost double that of most craft activities (nlat-ll1aking and basketry) (Havnevik,
op. cit.).
Income data for the service activities of transporting, wholesaling and retailing forest fuels are
much less numerous. The literature appears to suggest that transporters and middlemen can
make considerable profits (3, 8, 25), although these returns nlay only be commensurate with
the risk and effort involved (17). Presenting data for all urban traders (wholesalers and
retailers), Kamara (23) found that those in the capital, Freetown, were earning more than 2
times the official wage rate, while those in the smaller urban centres of Bo and Makeni were
earning slightly less than this wage rate. While the high profits of Nairobi's wholesalers may
not be shared by those involved in the retail trade, Kinyanjui (25) suggests that the latter's
earnings compare well with the alternatives available to then1. In Pakistan, the majority of
retail traders were earning incomes (Rs38,OOO in rural areas, Rs 43,000 in urban areas) only
slightly higher than those paid to a skilled urban manual worker such as a carpenter or mason
(26). The most successful traders, the roadside traders, were receiving incomes of
approximately Rs70,000 (US$2,800).

2.3 Raw material supplies
The location of firewood and charcoal producing enterprises in rural areas results primarily as
a consequence of the availability of raw materials supplies in those areas. Supplies come from
a number of sources - primarily large estates (where landowners or dealers hire workers to cut
the wood)(5), large- and small-scale land clearances where wood tends to be seen as a byproduct (6, 8, 9, 18, 25), the clearing and site-preparation activities of smallholders (6, 11w,
l1iv, 18, 21, 27) and, gathering and cutting operations in natural or plantation forests (often
government-owned) (2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, lli, l1iii, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29).
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Growing of trees by private individuals specifically for fuelwood production occurs very rarely
and is usually associated with the production of at least one other output (6,8, 17,21,25,26).
The relative importance of these different sources within a country is dependent upon a
number of factors. The scale and extent of large-scale land clearance sche111es can be largely
detennined by prevailing government policy (5, 9) with the retrieval of timber and firewood
from felled trees often being dependent on the organisation and ability of government
departments in administering such activities (5). Although small-scale land clearance,
particularly in forest fallow systems, may be a potentially major source of woodfuel in many
countries, few of the studies ex~mined here indicate that this wood is traded to any significant
extent. In both large-scale and small-scale (especially in pioneer communities) land clearing
operations any profits accruing from sales of wood or licenses are viewed as subsidies to the
land clearing operation (5, 9, llii, 18).
In examining the motivation behind the sale of firewood or firewood cutting rights by large
landowners in Nicaragua, van Buren (5) also found that such decisions were more often
influenced by considerations of land managenlent than of the econo111ic returns received.
Production of wood for charcoal was also found to be an integral part of land nlanagement in
the kaingin fanns of Laguna, Philippines (11 ii).
The extent to which forests are used as a source of supply in production activities which are
not associated with clearance operation depends on availability and access. In cases where
forest resources have become unifonnly scarce or 1110re distant the use of wood resources on
private, claimed or common lands becomes more COll11110n (11ii, l1iv, 17). Restrictions on
access tQ forests, whether government or private, often has the sanle effect as physical nonavailability of forest resources (27). Those cases where fanl1er tree-growing has been partly or
fully influenced by the commercial demand for fuelwood or charcoal are also associated with
physical or legally-enforced non-availability of resources frorl1 forests (6, 8, 17). However,
even in cases where forest resources have all but disappeared tree-growing for fuelwood
production may be made uneconomic by competition fron1 other supply areas (9) or other
fuels.

2.4 Small-scale firewood production
In contrast to the large landowners in Nicaragua (5), the participation of snlallholders and
landless labourers in the fuelwood trade is frequently detemlined by econonlic motivations, but
often within' the wider context of their predoll1inantIy agricultural livelihoods. Production by
smallholders from their own plots tends to result as a by-product of land clearing and site
preparation operations and can be an inlportant source of inC0l11e as such activities are often
carried out during slack agricultural periods (6, l1iv, 21). In contrast, tree-cropping, typically
from field boundary trees, is an integral part of agricultural production for many farmers in
Pakistan (26). Fuelwood and gathering activities that depend on non-fann sources show
greater variety. While some, such as the women fuelwood carriers of Addis Ababa (19) or the
woodfuel cutters of Kamataka (20), ll1ay depend on such activities for the ll1ajority of their
income, other studies (5, 7, lli, l1iii, 23) poi~t to the seasonal nature of such enlployment in
some areas. Again, these latter studies stress the inlpollance of agriculture in detennining the
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levels of participation in fuelwood production, and in particular the need to find employment
during slack agricultural periods. While fuelwood gathering is an activity in which men,
women and children may participate, cutting of firewood for sale is usually (though not always
(7» carried out by men.

2.5 Charcoal production
Charcoal production shares many of the characteristics of fuelwood production in tenns of its
importance to poorer households and in stress years and the seasonal peak in production
during the agricultural off-season (3,7,8,9, llii, 11iii, lliv, 13, 16, 17, ~7). The lack of
involvement of women in the charcoal-making activities is one of the few features that
distinguishes this subsector from the fuelwood trade. In SOl1le areas it also involves a level of
organisation not encountered with fuelwood production systems (8, 9, lliii, 17). The illegal
nature of charcoal production in some areas (11 i, 11iii) and the ri sks of the charring process
being unsuccessful (lliii, 27) perhaps partly explain the higher returns to charcoal producers
than fuelwood cutters and gatherers. Other reasons lllay include the higher levels of skills
involved in charcoal production and the difficulties of becoming established in the activity.
Most of these enterprises are located at considerably greater distances from the eventual
markets than fuelwood enterprises, a phenonlenon explained by the trade-off between higher
transport costs for fuelwood (per unit of energy) and the loss of energy in the charring process
(2, 8, 9, 25). The distance at which the switch frolll charcoal to fuelwood occurs will be
greatly dependent on the efficiency of the charring operations and the costs of transport
(distances of 200km and 214km are given for Mogadishll (29) and Hyderabad (2),
respectively). In Vietnam, such economies of transportation for charcoal do not appear to
exist as transport charges are determined by volunle and not by weight (12).

2.6 Transporting businesses
The transport of fuelwood tends to involve a nunlber of nlodes of transport, but operations
utilising motorised transport (usually trucks but also rail, buses and other passenger vehicles),
generally account for the vast majority of trade both in tenllS of distance travelled and weight
of wood carried (1, 4). The example given by Haile (19) of the WOlllen fuel wood carriers of
Addis Ababa is perhaps unusual, with the existence of the peri-urban forest close to the city
making this activity feasible. Although the women expressed the view that this was an activity
of last resort and that they were seeking alternative enlploylllent, new nligrants to the city are
continually swelling the ranks of fuelwood carriers and replacing those who do manage to find
more rewarding work. This example also points to the fact that headloading or anin1al-driven
transport are often intimately associated with production and/or retailing stages in the supply
chain (11i, 11iii, 16,20, 21).
Motorised transport is more usually engaged in as a separate enterprise ( 1, 8, 9, 11 iv, 17, 25)
or as a secondary economic activity for bus and truck drivers (lli, 11iv, 17,27). Where
charcoal transporting is engaged in as a separate business it involves considerable capital
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outlay, ensuring that relatively few can afford to enter the business (8, 23, 25). Those that do
are typically urban-based, male, relatively wealthy and involved full-time in the occupation (8,
25). Although in some areas forest fuels are transported by general goods carriers, Kinyanjui
(25) states that in Kenya few of the specialised charcoal or fuel wood carriers can become
involved in fonnal sector transporting (as a way of subsidising return journeys) due to the
often poor condition of their trucks. Thus, although forest fuel transporters may make lower
returns than other transporting businesses, such comparisons are not entirely appropriate. The
example given by Dewees (9) of charcoal being carried as a return journey cargo in Sudan
illustrates how such arrangements can reduce the cost of transportation. Minimising transport
costs can have an important influence on the costs of charcoal to the consumer, as transport
costs generally account for a ,sizeable proportion of the final retail price (2, 5, 8, 9).
Transporting small quantities of charcoal and fuelwood on haulage and passenger vehicles
often occurs when marketing and distribution systems are relatively undeveloped (3, 7, 11i,
lliii). However, government regulations and restrictions on the movement of forest fuels in a
number of countries, appear to be having the effect of promoting this type of transporting even
when the fuelwood trade is well-developed (11ii, 11iv, 27). It is not clear what effect this has
on the efficiency and cost of transporting or the effect it has on the organisation of production
and marketing. In Pakistan the complex and poorly understood systenl of taxes on the import
and export of wood across provincial and district boundaries reduced profit margins for
producers transporters and traders (and so reduced fatmer incentives to plant trees) and were
reported to be open to abuse by officials (26).

2.7 Wholesale and retail marketing
In the retailing and wholesaling sectors there is typically an increase in con1plexity from rural
to urban areas and from small to large urban areas (23, 26, 27). As the distances to markets
increase the small-scale combined producer/retailers decline in importance (3, 17). While
larger-scale combined operations may appear (8, 29), the trend is generally for specialised
retailers and wholesalers to emerge (2, 9, 17, 23). Wholesalers often operate on a full-time
basis, are run by men and occasionally employ regular workers although son1e recruit labour
, as and when required (2, 13, 23, 25). Although they tend to be larger scale enterprises (when
compared to retailers) family and individual ownership still tends to be the norm (2, 23). In
contrast, the retail sector is characterised by a large number of small fimls (2, 17, 11 iv, 23, 25)
and part-time, involvement (especially in combination with other retailing activities in smaller
urban centres) (2, l1i, 11iv). Although a high proportion of WOll1en ll1ay be involved, this is
usually at the smaller end of the size range (2, 23, 25). In larger urban centres such activities
provide increasing incomes and increasing shares of total incon1e as n10re of them become fulltime operations requiring greater labour and capital inputs (17, 23).

A small number of the studies also discovered that a significant proportion of the traded fuels
passed directly from rural areas to consumer. This occurs not only when marketing systems
are just developing (20, 21), but also in more developed situations where large consumers
such, as industries and institutions have supply arrangenlents with larger-scale producers or
rural traders (2, 13, 17).
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2.8 Patterns of change
It is possible, on the basis of these studies, to discern a number of patterns of change in the
forest fuels sector. One of the key dynamic factors leading to expansion in this 'sector is the
rapidly increasing demand which results from high growth rates of urban areas (the main
markets for fuelwood and charcoal) (25). Even in situations where rising incomes may favour
substitution of biomass energy sources by higher quality fuels, the increasing numbers of urban
dwellers can ensure that markets for forest fuels are still expanding (17). It would be expected,
however, that in cases of slower urban growth accompanied by rising incomes, the demand for
forest fuels would decline as increasing numbers of people are able to switch to fossil fuels and
electricity. In North-east Thailand, where this appears to have occurred to some extent, the
quantities of forest fuels traded has not declined, however. Increased inter-village trade has
more than off-set the decline in consumption in urban areas (27). The switch to alternative
fuels is also dependent on their relative prices, and so changes in the costs of these fuels
(whether due to market price changes or changes in governnlent energy pricing policy) can
have a great influence on the forest fuels nlarkets (5, 8, 9, 11 i, 26). This is not always the case
- in Kenya, Dewees (8) found no significant correlation between demand for charcoal and the
price of paraffin. Choice of fuel is also dependent on availability (11 i, 15) and levels of income
(2, 11iv, 17,27). A number of these studies (2, 11iii, 13) have identified a decline in household
demand (resulting from increased prices or fuel switching) and a rise in the importance of
commercial consumers, including small industries, food vendors and restaurants.
The participation by smallholders and landless labourers in the production activities of this
sector depend to a large extent on the availability of alternative inconle sources and the supply
of raw materials. Full-time year round involvement in fuel wood or charcoal producing
activities appears to indicate a stagnant or declining agricultural sector, which cannot provide
sufficient employment even during times of peak agricultural labour demand (5, 7, l1ii, 20).
The example from North-east Thailand records the decline in the involvement in charcoaling
after the initial charcoal boom which occurred during the establishment of pioneer fanns in the
uplands (11iv). In both the Philippines (llii) and Nicaragua (5) it is speculated that agrarian
reforms will lead to a reduction in the numbers of full-time producers of charcoal or fuelwood,
as individuals who are granted land devote their time to agriculture. Those with other, nonagricultural, sources of income such as a shop or other snlall enterprise Inay have a part-time
involvement in production that continues throughout the year (5). Those who see themselves
primarily as fanners may engage in forest fuel production on a part-tinle basis throughout the
year, but typically there will be a peak in their activities during the agricultural off-season
when labour demands are lowest (3, 5, l1i, 25, 27). Involvenlent in production activities also
tends to increase during stress periods, such as during years of drought or after typhoons (8,
9, 11ii, 13, 24). The activity is not always associated with a lack of other alternatives, as the
example from Nepal (11i) demonstrates, with increasing involvement of individuals of higher
caste and higher socio-economic status as fuelwood production beconles nlore profitable.
The availability of raw material supplies is another inlportant factor detennining involvement
in the forest fuels sector. In the dry tropical areas the nlajority of sources for small-scale
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enterprises are either located off-farm in natural or plantation forests (2, 6, 13, 29) or are
obtained as a result of land clearing operations (8, 9). In either case these sources tend to
become depleted around major demand centres and the source of supply becomes more distant
(2, 8, 9, 13, but see 6). The increasing distance between supply and 111arkets is the most
imp9rtant factor encouraging a switch to charcoal production (2). In the wet Tropics
biological production can be much higher, and thus even in situations where most off-fann
sources have been depleted supplies can still be obtained through annual site clearing and
preparation operations on-farm (3, 11ii, 11iv, 27). A lower level of year-round production can
also be maintained through occasional clearing and pruning operations on trees growing on the
fann (3, 11ii). Competition from alternative sources can also affect the level of production
from any particular area. Although production from other small-producers who are perhaps
closer to the eventual markets may play a role in some regions (18), the occurrence of
government and private land clearance (both on a large and small-scale) can have widespread
consequences, flooding markets and excluding other producers (5,9). It appears to be the case
that there must be a decline in the quantities available, leading to a rise in real prices, before
production of fuelwood and charcoal from p11vate lands enlerges as an industry unto itself
(11ii, 26). When' the rate of land clearance slows, the potential earnings from sales of
fuelwood or charcoal can act as an additional incentive to fall11er tree-growing, although this
will often be associated with the production of other outputs such as til11ber, fruits, fodder or
bark (3, 6, 8, 17, 26). The switch to smaller and nlore dispersed sources of wood also seems
to be associated with a change in charcoal production ll1ethods to sn1aller and more easily
constructed kilns (11iv, 27).
The scale of service activities (transporting, wholesaling and retailing) in this sector are byand-large detennined by the above demand and supply factors. Except in cases where supply
areas are located close to markets (11i, 19, 20), human and aninlal transport tends to be
succeeded by motorised transport, especially trucks (1, 2, 4, 8, 9). The nunlber of operations
is related to the supply of trucks, spare parts and fuel and the existence of entrepreneurs with
sufficient capital to start their own business (8, 16, 23, 25). The existence of regulations and
restrictions on the movement of forest fuels ll1ay prevent the developnlent of larger-scale
transporting, with "piggybacking" of small quantities on buses and trucks beC0l11ing the main
means of transport (lli, llii, 17,27).
The large alll:0unts of capital (particularly start-up capital) required is also an important factor
in restricting the number of large wholesaling operations (2, 23, 25). Retailing operations
become more full-time and more financially rewarding in larger urban areas (17, 23). However
they still remain overwhelmingly small-scale, with the low capital costs of entry and large
numbers of people with few alternatives resulting in there being a ready supply of new entrants
to the occupation (2, 17, 23, 25). The retailing and wholesaling activities can also be affected
by the change in demand. A decline in household denland (15, 27) or an increase in the
importance of commercial customers (13) both seenl to result in a reduction in the number of
traders (even though in the latter case quantities traded were increasing). In North-east
Thailand the rise in the importance of inter-village trade has resulted in an increasing
involvement of rural pr09-llcers in the trade with fonner urban traders now employed in other
occupations (27).
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In addition to the annotated items that follo\\' see also the follo\\'ing studies on this
subject listed in the bibliography:Ribot J., 1990a; Ribot J., 1990b; Ribot J.C., 1993; de Treville D., 1987; UNDP/National
Energy Board, Ghana, 1988; UNDP/World Bank, 1987; UNDP/World Bank, 1988a;
UNDP/World Bank, 1988b.
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3. FUELWOOD AND CHARCOAL • SELECTED ABSTRACTS
1. Addo S.T., 1990. The transportation factor in woodfuel distribution in Ghana. The
Journal of Manaiement Studies (Ghana), Third Series, Volume 6, 1-12.
Charco~ is the most important source of domestic energy for 70 % of urban
households in Ghana. The working hypothesis in this study - "transportation cost of
charcoal is a function of size of load, distance traversed, and quality of road used" - is
fonnulated to identify and explain the detenninants of transportation costs of charcoal.
About 80% of supply comes from the Savannah zone, and production is dominated by
men except in the northern sector of the country where women figure prominently. The
key identifiable modes of transport involved in the charcoal trade are headloading,
motorised canoes, tractors and trucks. Transportation of wood to charcoaling points is
either very minimal or absent as the Weberian principle of locating a processing unit at
the source of heavy raw material inputs operates. The only exception is in the Anloga
suburb of Kumasi where off-cuts from saw-lnills arc trucked in. The cost of
headloading to the roadside represents 8-500/0 of the roadside price. In the main
charcoal producing area in Ashanti and Brong-Ahafo roads are built to the charcoaling
points and locally-owned tractors are used to deliver the charcoal to the roadside.
Trucks are the dominant mode of transport for charcoal distribution. Most of the
trucks used are imported used-trucks in the ten tonne capacity range, carrying 2000/0 or
more of the weights they are actually licensed to carry. Transportation charges are
positively related to the distance and about 200/0 of haulage expenses goes into the
purchase of fuel. Sample calculations of vehicle operational costs indicate that for
conveying charcoal from Kintampo to Kumasi or Accra the vehicle operator makes
about ~ 100 and (t 180 respectively on a 50kg bag of charcoal or about 99(; and 120/0
respectively of the final retail price to the conSUlner. Inefficiencies in charcoal
transportation by specialised transporters in Ghana ari se due to the poor quality of
roads in the main charcoal producing areas and the nUlnber of days a truck may have
to wait for a load in between trips. Many trucks also retulll empty to the charcoaling
area after discharging the load in the urban centre. It is suggested that by fonning a cooperative the charcoal traders could reduce these inefficiencies by encouraging
companies and individuals to hire their services for retunl jOUl11eys and by improving
communication in the charcoaling trade to enable better co-ordination between
producers and traders. A more lasting solution of establi sh-ing peri -u rban woodlots is
also proposed.

2. Alam M., Dunkerley J., Gopi K.N., Ramsay W. and Davis E., 1985. Fuelwood in urban
markets. A case study of Hyderabad. Concept Publishing Conlpany, New Delhi.
This study of the fuelwood trade in Hyderabad was undertaken to fill part of the gap in
knowledge of urban fuelwood use. It focuses on the following aspects: 1) estimating
the quantity of firewood and charcoal arriving in a major Indian city, Hyderabad, in
1981; 2) analysing the organisation and structure of the trade; 3) analysing energy
consumption patterns among household and commercial users in order to identify
substitution possibilities for firewood and charcoal; 4) projecting fuelwood
consumption to the year 2,000. Limited resources Ineant. that the study focused mainly
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on the consumption side of the fuelwood issue. Thus the details of the supply from
private wood lands (where most of the fuelwood was found to come from) are not
considered.
The study found that yearly consumption figures for firewood and charcoal for the city
were 137,000 tonnes and 21,000 tonnes respectively. Private sources (i.e. nongovernment reserve forests) are by far the major source of firewood. Most pass
through the wholesale centre (less through the retail market), but substantial supplies
(about 25%) arrive directly from producers to consumers. Most charcoal supplies pass
directly from "producer" to consumer, even though retail centres are also a major
source of supply. Wholesale centres are relatively unimportant. Trucks are the major
fonn of transport for wood; rail for charcoal. In firewood, domestic consumers are the
largest of the final consumers. In charcoal, commercial consumers are the largest. The
household survey indicated that firewood was a major source of fuel only in the lower
income households. Relatively small amounts of charcoal are consumed in households
over a wide range of incomes. There are fewer sources of supply of charcoal than of
firewood, and the average distance to theln is lTIuch greater (224kJn as compared to
88km for firewood).
The fuelwood trade was found to be predominantly in private hands with little
government regulation. In the six wholesale centres for firewood, commission agents,
acting as intelTIlediaries between buyers and sellers, auction the firewood by the truck
load. Two of the wholesale centres account for 70% of all firewood arrivals in the city.
The two smallest centres deal mainly in low-quality and low-priced firewood, delivered
mainly by bullock cart. The real cost of firewood declined in the early 1970s, but has
risen steadily since 1975; 1981 prices were about 30%; higher in rea] teoos than in
1975. The locations of the six wholesale charcoal centres are detetmined (as are the
locations of the firewood wholesale centres) by proxinlity of supply and markets.
Wholesale charcoal traders have to obtain a licence from the city administration to
carry on trade. Of the seven wholesale businesses in the city (two are located in the
same wholesale centre), three are owned by individuals, three by families, and one by a
group of individuals in partnership. All the shops have considerable space (over
200m 2), both covered and uncovered. Only one shop space is owned by the
shopkeeper, while the remaining six are in rented prelnises. The monthly rent paid by
the wholesalers for shop space varies from Rs 18 to 400 per ITIonth. The investment in
·the wholesale trade ranges from Rs 3,000 to 25,000, with an average of Rs 9,700.
Four of the shops employ regular workers, while the others engage workers
periodically as and when required. All of the traders have been in business for a long
time - five for more than 10 years, and the other two for more than five years.
Charcoal prices are not much higher in real teImS than in 1975.
472 firewood retailers were enumerated in Hyderabad, although a number of other
establishments who sell firewood along with other merchandise were nOl included. The
scale of operations of the fonner establishments was typically small. Average
investment is Rs 2,800. About 75% of the retail outlets are owned by individuals, and
250/0 by families. Less than 1% are owned and managed on a paltnership basis. A
large number of the retail shops are managed by women. In general, the income from
firewood trade supplements the family income rather than prov:iding the tnain source of
family income. The retail outlets are clustered in those areas of relatively low-income
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where the demand for firewoOO is greatest. Retail prices, closely tracking wholesale

prices, fell in the early 19708, but have since risen sharply in realtcnns, by 12 to 33°k.
There are a total of 115 charcoal retailers in the city, as well as 57 retailers who sell
both charcoal and woOO. Their average investment appears to be Inuch higher, at about
Rs 4,000, than in firewoOO retailing. As in firewood, though there are retail locations
throughout the city, there is greater concentration in the central city. Prices of charcoal
at the retail level have shown an upward trend since 1975, but this increase is not as
marked as the rise in woOO prices.
Estimated components of the final consumer pl1ce of 1 tonne of 1irewood are
presented. The cost of the wood at the forest is about 180/0 of the consumer price.
Transport, from the forest to the city gate accounts for 250/0, retailers overhead charges
for 12%, and the remaining 45% is accounted for by the profits of forest contractors,
commission agents, and retailers. It is concluded that the retail end of the trade in both
firewoOO and charcoal appears to be reasonably cOlnpetitive, with a relatively easy
access, large numbers of outlets and the possibility for consulners to bypass the
retailers and buy direct from wholesalers. The wholesale trade also appears
competitive. However, as little is known on the functioning or this Inarket, it is
suggested that the Forest Service should sell its wood directly -in the auction Inarkets
rather than through a forest contractor. This would providc data on the working of the
wholesale markets and ensure that the market is more transparent.

3. Ato V.A., 1987. Charcoal production and nlarketing schenzc: The case (~l Pagkalinawan,
lalajala, Rizal. Learning Site series in Social Forestry, No. 6. Social Forestry Program,
Department of Social Forestry, College of Forestry, University of the Philippines at Los
Banos, Philippines.
Fifty eight fanners in Barangay Pagkalinawan, Jalajala, Rizal were selected to
detennine and document the meth(x1 and systelTI of I11arketing charcoal. Respondents
were mostly migrants from Batangas province who scttled in the barangay more than
twenty years previously. Very few of the settlers were engaged in charcoal production
before their arrival in Pagkalinawan, but due to the abundance of woods and the high
demand for charcoal from nearby markets, charcoal-making and selling became a very
important source of additional income for the farmers. Average annual income was
P8,165, and that from charcoal-making was P708 (range PIOO-P2,OOO). The pit is the
only method employed by the fanners in the production of charcoal. Although it
requires less capital inputs, this method was found to be inefflcient and labourintensive. Ipil-ipil, kakawate, and aroma gathered froln the fanns arc the Inajor source
of raw materials for charring.
Charcoal-making is primatily a Inale task, associated wHh clearing and site preparation
operations in the fanns. It is concentrated during SUI111nCr when ral111CrS are not busy
on other farm activities and transpol1 and charring are not 111ade di fllcult by the rains.
The average frequency of charcoal-making by fanners was found to be five tilnes in
summer and only three times during the rainy season.
Most of the charcoal produced from the community goes to the Inarkct. Marketing is
not organised. Rather, most individuals sell their products to raI111er-nliddlelnen or a
few sell directly to the market any time at their convenience. The cosl. of transport is
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relatively high so that fellow fanners who buy charcoal from the community and trade
to dealers/consumers do so in bulk. Difficulty in obtaining sufficient charcoal and high
overhead expenses reduce the ability of middlemen to pay higher prices to producers.
The middlemen were relatively better off (some owned motolised banca) and engaged
in buying and selling as one of their major off-fann secondary economic activities..
Fanner-producers usually borrowed money from middlemen to be paid later with
charcoal
Although many fanners reported planting ipil-ipil for a number of end-uses, the recent
infestation with psyllid had removed any incentives to continue this practice. Other
sources of charcoal have also been steadily depleted.
The recommendations of the study include the encouragement of tree-planting;
improvement in charcoal production methods; establishment of a charcoal-makers c0operative; better road links; planning charcoal sales for when demand is high; and
investigation of alternative economic activities.

4. Bertrand A., 1985. Marketing networks jor .lores! .lueLs to SUPIJLy urban centers in the
Sahel. Rural-Africana, 23/24 33-47.
The fuelwood trade in the Sahel is part of the infonllal sector. Its organisational
patterns are similar to those of traditional trade networks. Fuelwood is first cut into
logs or faggots and then transported to roads, by either donkey carts or on human
backs, and is taken to towns in small-capacity motor vehicles where it is usually sold
to primary or secondary wholesalers. Within the towns the Iuarketing networks are
complex, involving many individuals froln primary wholesalers to Inicroretailers who
sell small volumes of wood chips measured by the 'plate'. A practical distinction can be
made between two standard situations for fuelwood transport, depending on whether
the predominant means of transport, usually trucks, is used on a specialised basis or
whether fuelwood is carried by genera] goods carriers (as retunl joullley freight).
Analysis of firewood pricing structures for three Sahelian towns indicates that a
relatively high portion of income (about 30%) and expenditure (40-50 %) remains in
rural areas. Consequently there are reduced portions remaining for carriers and city
retailers. This contradicts the "lnyth" of firewood trade generating large amounts of
income for the "traders". However, such a generalisation should be avoided because of
the specific situation in each town, particularly as regards transport conditions. Both in
trade inside towns and in wood purchases in the bush, and then in transport to the
towns, profit margins that were substantial in 1975 have shrunk considerably in recent
years. Fanners in areas around towns are becoming more interested in firewood
production, which can provide them with a reliable and regular flow of income so as to
offset the disastrous effects of poor harvests. It is suggested that it Inay be possible to
make them more aware of the potential of wood as a private hlcollle crop.

5. van._Buren A., 1990. The woodfuel market in Nicaragua: the eco!1o/'nics, sociology, and
management of a natural energy resource. Latin American Studies, 52.
This is a study of the market for w(x)dfuel in Nicaragua during 1979-84, its
importance in energy supply, its role in deforestation, the nature of the woodfuel
'problem' and the appropriateness of govemluent woodfucl policies. The research is
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based on data collected during 1983-85, covering historical land use since 1950 and
recent developments up to 1989. Half of Nicaragua's energy cotnes frOln woodfuel.

This demand is expected to double by 2,000, Inostly in the Paci fic Zone, and to a lesser
extent in the Interior Zone. The Pacific Zone has only 100/0 of the country's forest and
4% of its sustainable tree resources. Although there is no shortage of woodfuel
nationally, scarcity is apparently increasing in the Pacific Zone.
The analysis of the woodfuel market is based on 201 interviews. The traditional supply
of woodfuel was provided by either large estates (where transpo'rters or dealers
purchased from the landowners woodfuel which has been already cut, or the rights to
cut), or alternatively from smaller properties where the wood was often cut by the
smallholder. A cost breakdown shows 3-8% of the final consumer price accruing to the
landowners, 20-400/0 to the woodfuel cutters and 10-309(; to the dealers (with 30-609()
being transport costs).
Large landowners allowed wood to be cut on their land. for land Inanagelnent reasons
rather than for the income they derived from fees. All the slnallholders interviewed sold
wood for off-fann income during the dry season when there was no other work
available and transport was easier, but saw themselves prinlarily as fanners. In two of
the supply areas for Leon most said they had been active in the trade for 12-] 5 years.
The increasing distance to wood sources was seen as a rnajor proble1l1. There is also
another group of woodfuel cutters who are hired by w(x)dfuel dealers and see this as
their primary occupation. In Las Maderas, the traditional w(x)(1ruel supply area for
Managua, 160/0 of respondents identified themselves as w(x)dfuel cutlers. In the
Department of Boaco in the interior zone fanners near Inain roads \vere found to be
obtaining 50% of their cash income froln woodfuel cutting and selling (250/0 in ITIOre
isolated areas). The Director of the Peasant ProgralTIlnein the Ministry of Agrarian
Refonn (MINDIRA), has called "maize the basis of subsistence and woodfuel the basis
of accumulation" for most peasants.
Fuelwood transporters fell into one of a nUlnber of categories - c0l11crciantes, IUI1l1mg
an entire operation including cutting, delivery and final sale; sinlplc transporters to the
city; individual fanners selling locally using a buIJock carL: and co-operatives or
syndicates. They identified their major problclTIS as being di rficulLiesin obtaining fuel
and spares; depletion of nearby sources and increased tilTIC to lind fuc)w(x)d; and
prohibitions on the taking of green wood.
The study also identifies the iInpoltance of woodfuel supply fronl large-scale land
clearance, particularly government agricultural schelnes. Since the revolution these
clearances have released large quantities of fuelwood onto thc Inarket, effectively
flooding it and reducing the supply from traditional areas. Once these clearances end it
is postulated that woodfuel prices, which have relnained relatively static in real telms,
would rise as producers have to travel further to obtain supplies. Thc dynalnic of
woodfuel supply thus depends Inore on land InanagclllcIll for agricult.ure than on the
market demand for fuelwood.
Future options for managing woodfuel supply and demand 'include taxation, organising
transporters' co-operatives, and planting trees. Most probabl y, woodfuel will continue
to come from existing resources, raising transport costs for vehiclcs and fuel. The
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alternative costs of producing wood in plantations arc c.olllpared to those of growing
food.

6. Cline-Cole R.A., Falola I.A., Main H.A.C., Mortimore M.J., Nichol J.E. and OtReilly F.D.,
1988. Wood fuel in Kano, Nigeria: The urban-rural conflict. ODI Social Forestry Network
paper 7b. Overseas Development Institute, London, U.K..
The Kano Rural Energy Research Project was established to investigate the
quantitative and organisational dimensions of wood fuel production, consumption and
exchange, and the ecological implications of wood fuel resource management. This
paper summarises some of the major and most interesting findings of the study. The
area chosen for the study was the Kano region, in northenl Nigeria, where a major
urban metropolis is extending its firewood. hinterland beyond the Kano close-settled
zone (where intensive agroforestry is practised) to woodlands at ever greater distances.
This long term study shows how urban demands for fuelwood have affected local
resource management systems. The commonly accepted hypothesis of an urban
firewood hinterland constrained by transpolt costs to a prox"inlatc and widening zone
around urban centres, and subject to progressive deforestation, is inappropriate under
northern Nigerian conditions. The burden of providing for urban delnand has been
effectively shifted from the Inner close-settled zone to the further Kano region, butwithout deforestation of the near areas. The fuel hintcrland or Kano has widened, with
merchants taking advantage of improvements in the transport infrastructure,
intensifying motor traffic and subsidised fuel costs. Fanl1crs in areas close to the urban
centre have retained and increased the tree cover on thei r fanns wi th small scale
production of wood fuel as a component of an intensivc systenl of agroforestry.
In view of the evidence of the importance given by w(x)dcuttcrs to sustained yield, it is
out of place to diagnose an ecological crisis in the local wood fuel hinterland of Kano,
even under present conditions of inflation and recurrent {()(xi shortages. However, in
the distant hinterland an ecological crisis is in the Inaking, unrestricted large-scale
cutting of firewood will lead to massive environmental degradation. It is these areas
that are in need of immediate management with restrictions inlposed on wood cutting.

7. Conway F~J., 1979. A study o.{ the fuelwood situation in Haiti. Prepared for the USAID
mission to Haiti.
This study is concerned with problerns involved in the procurernent and consumption
of fuelwood in Haiti. It is based on a review of the literature and flcld research in three
separate areas of Haiti. A study of the firewood procurclllcnt systenl revealed that the
quality and accessibility of firewood arc decreasing. Onc resuJt of tlTis has been the
increased commercialisation of firewood distribution at the local level. Firewood is
collected largely by women and children; commercial harvesters or firewood tend to be
older women with no other economic possibilities. Individuals engaging in charcoal
production also only did so when they perceived that they had no other economic
alternatives. It is estimated that full-time charcoal producers can earn between $1.05
and $2.22 (at the extremes) in a six-day working week. Charcoal production fluctuates
seasonally, especially as producers switch to attempts at agricultural production.
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,11Ie','most',important factors in marketing strategies are capital, Ineans of transport,
distance from shipping IX>ints and degree of competition. Charcoal producers without
any capital are forced to accept lesser payment in advance. Producers without means
,~of U1U1sport must sell to intennediaries who make a modest protlt on their invesnnent.
,lntetmediaries in turn sell to shippers who transport charcoal to Port-au-Prince via

truck. or sail boat.
Fuelwood procurement for charcoal production and the setting up of kilns are usually
perfonned by individuals rather than ,groups. There is some group activity in areas
which, are still forested and experiencing the first wave of charcoal production.
A review of the history of charcoal production in the various research sites reveals
certain similarities. Deforestation takes place more rapidly on public lands than on
privately held lands. There is an increase in full-time participation in charcoal
production by both men and women as production reaches a peak in an area, especially
in time of drought. At such times there is also an increase in the nUlnber of outsiders
involved in charcoal production. As deforestation proceeds, therci s a decrease in both
the quality and quantity offuelwood resources.
Charcoal production is perceived by local people as the cause of deforestation. Poverty
is seen as the cause of deforestation because only pOvClty leads a person to make
charcoal. Rather than resentment against charcoal lnakers as destroying a natural
resource, there is great sympathy for such people.
The study goes on to examine domestic firewo(xi and charcoal consulnption patterns
and efforts at reforestation. RecoInmendations for future actions arc 111adc.

8. Dewees P.A., 1991. The impact

(~l

capital and labour availahilit}' on smallholder tree

growing in Kenya. D.Phil thesis. Oxford Forestry Institute, Departnlent of Plant Sciences,
University of Oxford, Oxford, U.K..

Appendix 8 of this thesis provides details of charcoal production, marketing and
pricing in Kenya. Currently the largest sources of charcoal supplies for urban areas
come from the non-sustainable "mining" of closed-forests, bush, and savannah
rangelands. In both cases, charcoal production 'is largel y the result of land
improvement practices which are caITied out in preparation for agricultural
development. In some areas, particularly in arid and sCIni-arid lands, charcoal bun1ing
is being undertaken only to supplement household incomes and is not associated with
any particular land clearance exercises. Charcoal becolues a dOlninant fOlm of income
generation and increases in intensity when other types of activities fail to produce
sufficient household income, for instance, during the dry season or during extended
periods of drought. Production from wattle bark plantations has also been an
historically important source of fuelwood, and one which has again risen in importance
in recent years. The coastal forests were ilnportant sources of supply to the charcoal
~xpon trade (banned in 1975).
In describing the present-day pnx1uction from wattle wo(xHots, i I is noted that
traditional prooucers range fruIn slnall (less than '10 sacks per cycle) to large-scale
(more than 100 sacks per cycle). Conversion efficiencies arc quite high, and the final
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product of high quality. Burners work in teams, producing up to a. dozen stacks '{or
burning each month. Payment arrangements vary. UsuaLly the landowner evtnlysplits
the earnings from the sale of the bark and the charcoal with the burners. In other
charcoal production systems in Kenya producers pay virtually nothing for their wood.
Transportation is the most crucial link between rural producers and urban wholesalers
and retailers. The efficiency of this part of the supply/demand network is perhaps the
most critical determinant of how, and at what price, charcoal will be delivered to urban
markets. Transport from the roadside to the city contributes most significantly to the
cost of delivered charcoal (45% of Nairobi retail price). Long-haul primary charcoal
transporters operate wherever charcoal demands and prices are sufficiently high
enough to guarantee a market for a lorry-load of charcoal. Most carriers are "return
transporters", Le. dedicated charcoal transporters who travel up-country empty and
return with full loads of charcoal (only 10% were backhaul transponers, returning upcountry with a load of goods for local delivery). Most common amongst the return
transporters are those who operate exclusively in the charcoal delivery business.
Drivers of these lorries are very familiar with areas where supplies can be obtained.'
They will buy only in relatively large quantities - 40 to 250 sacks from any single
supplier. Suppliers may produce everything themselves, or 'instead will act as local
marketing agents, collecting the production from nUlnerous prlx:lucers to sell to one
transponer. Transporters will usually deliver to a nUl11ber of urban dealers, or will sell
a few sacks to small-scale dealers off the back of the truck. ,While retunl transporters,
for the most part, operate independently of urban wholesalers and retailers, an
increasingly'common trend is the emergence of the retailer-transporter who either owns
or has direct interest in a lorry. For high volume retailers who have access to capital,
the acquisition of a lorry gives them much better control over their supplies and costs
and enables them to widen their margins. These margins can be quite large. Transport
problems during the rainy season reported] y lead to an increase of '10-40% in retail
prices in NairobL
Transponers ultimately deliver their loads of charcoal to distribution points in the city,
seldom delivering more than 100 sacks to a single dealer, and often selI-ing single sacks
off-the-truck. Dealers sell by the sack or by small quantities - usually in amounts of ]
or 2 kg (but by volume). Household users generaBy buy charcoal in sI11all quantities,
rather than by the sack (except around the end of the Inonth when sal aries have been
received). In areas where there are high demands for charcoal, sccondary retailers buy
single sacks off-the-truck, and divide them, usually by volumc, for sale to urban
household consumers. The mark-up for small quantities of charcoal can be as high as
25 percent above the price of charcoal sold by the sack.
Effects on the price of charcoal have been introduced by: price controls on charcoal
and paraffin; fluctuations in paraffin prices; paraffin subs'idics; fluctuations in
petroleum prices; export markets; monopolies on production and sale; local political
events; and periods of low rainfall.
Price controls on charcoal are relics from the colonial era. Both charcoal and fuelwood
prices are controlled. In practice, however, these controls are ignored, and they remain
only due to political expediency. The main impact of paraffin subsidies has been to
limit the consumer's exposure to large price fluctuations. Although the govemmenfs
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OUrreflt-;policytowards paraffin subsidies is that they are necessary to reduce charcoal
~pti.on.

since

1985 there has been no clear relationship bel\vCCn the price of

paraffiR·and the price of charcoal.

Recent prices increases in charcoal may have been moderated by improvements in the
transpOrtation infrastructure in Kenya. Prices have increased since 1985, however.
1bis m·ay be related to slowing in the pace of land clearance, with supplies increasingly
being produced as the sole object of land clearance (which raises costs). At the same
the propottionof charcoal supplied to Nairobi as a result of the burning of wattle has
increased from 0.05% to almost one third. Movement and transport controls on
charcoal transportation may have also limited supplies to the market (for example from
the 'wattle woodlots of Murang'a - an historically important supply source for Nairobi).
9. Dewees P.A., n.d. Woodfuels and gum arabic industry and trade. Working paper 1.
ESMAP - Sudan: Wood energy project/Forestry. UNDP / World Bank.
This report summarises some of the key econolnic and financial constraints and
opportunities for invesunents in the fuelwood/forestry sector in Sudan. It is based on
infonnation collected in Sudan in Novelnber and Decenlber of 19H6. The plincipal
commercial woodfuel in Sudan is charcoal. The charcoal 111arket in Sudan is
characterised by a complex network of entrepreneurs, agents, and labourers who
produce huge quantities of charcoal in highly-efficient earth ki Ins, operating from as
far away as 500 km from urban markets. This type of production is dependent on
large, contiguous areas of savannah forests which, for the nlost part, are being cleared
for agricultural development (rainfed mechanised fanning schen1cs). In 1985 as much
as 80% of Khartoum1s demands for charcoal were supplied from Blue Nile and
Kassala provinces. Here production is controlled, financed and organised by around 25
of the leading businessmen in the trade. These, in tunl, clnploy between 1 and 3
foremen/agents who oversee production at particul ar si tes and are responsible for
recruiting anywhere from 50 to 100 labourers to work at each site. Labourers are
drawn from a large pool of seasonal, migrant workers, Inostly froln Westenl Sudan,
who are employed primarily in mechanised rainfed fanning schellles. Charcoal
production activities are financed by credit alTangelllents which arc Inade between
businessmen, agents, and labourers. During the earliest period of labour recluitment,
charcoal prices are highest, and working capital is often generated by the sale of
charcoal which has been stored since the previous season. As s(x)n as charcoal
production has commenced, additional capital is generated through the sale of
charcoal, more labour is hired, and production accelerates. S0l11C production will be
stored in anticipation of higher demands between July and January and 'in anticipation
of capital requirements to recruit labour in the fall, but the balance w:ill be sold to settle
immediate labour accounts. Production slow down in June and ceases cOlllplete]y from
July when the rainy season commences.

The costs of wood used for making charcoal, accounted for by royalties collected by

the Forestry Administration and by local authorities, makes up a very S111aU percentage
(around 4%) of the Khartoum retail price.

The market frdIllework becomes quite complex from the point. of production or storage
to the market. The more integrdted an entrepreneur is in t.he market structure, the
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greater the profit margin and the greater the ability to compete in the market. ,Charcoal
transporters travelling by road play a key role in ensuring that supplies, reach urban
markets in a timely and efficient manner. Charcoal transport can be especially cheap,
as it is seen as a means of carrying a profitable load to KhallOUln or lO Port Sudan in
order to pick up more valuable primary commodities f-br transport to the interior.
Transport distance from centres of production in Blue Nile province to Khartoum are
around 470km. Transportation costs account fbr between 20 and 25 'percent of the
Khartoum· retail price for charcoal: the largest single cost-component of the retail
price. Despite the very long transport distances which are involved, by comparison
with other African charcoal markets, these costs are low (c.f. 45% for Kenya).
In urban areas, charcoal is generally delivered to large or medium sized depots
(zaribas) for both wholesale and retail selling. Wholesalers generally sell by the sack.
Retailers sell by the sack and small quantities (by VOIUlllC). Examination of the long
term price trends for charcoal show that real prices have shown little change over the
period 1976 to 1986. Periodic fluctuations in the price or charcoal are the result of a
range of factors, and are not solely accounted for by an abundance or scarcity of
roundwood for burning into charcoal. These could include: petroleuln price increases,
increasing the cost of transport and of bottled gas for household use; good agricultural
harvests resulting in higher labour demands and thus higher labour costs; high prices
for agricultural crops contributing to higher rates of agricultural land clearing,
increasing the supply of available wood; pressures on capital Inarkets which have
traditionally financed charcoal operations; efforts at. price control could have
contributed lO hoarding and therefbre higher prices; collusion ,ul1ong producers and
dealers (although this is thought unlikely); and charcoal exports to the Middle East
Because charcoal is generally produced as a salvage operation - as a by-product of
agricultural land clearing - the availability of future supplies will be dellned by the
extent of future land clearing activities. Mechanised fanning is expected to Inove into
South Kordofan, Upper Nile, and White Nile Provinces, and into SouthenlDarfuf, and
so these areas are likely to become major sources of charcoal in the future. Labour
costs are predicted to be lower in these areas whereas transportation costs will be
higher. The net effect on the price of charcoal is calculated as being a 5% annual
increase over a period of 5 years.
Finally the author considers the economics of developing sustainable systelns of
production to meet market urban demands. He concludes that. except f()r wood which
is grown very cheaply and close to urban Inarkets, it will be cheaper to continue
transporting traditionally produced charcoal from great eli stances for some time to
come.

10. Ellenbroek W.E., 1988. The wood marketing system in GunungKiduL, Central Java,
Indonesia. Forestry/Nature Conservation Project comn1unications, No. 7. Facultas Kehutanan
Universitas Gadjah Mada, Bulaksumur, Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
After an introduction to marketing in tropical countries (which covers both general
features and the marketing of forest and tree products), the results are given of a
survey carried out in Gunung KiduJ in 1986. The survey was conducted by interviews
at 2 levels: the assembly level (rural wood trading Inkk11enlcn) and the urban Inarket
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levet Descriptions are given of the survey villages (which were selected to cover a
variety of land uses and locations) and survey markets.
1be wood marketing system is described as traditional (i.e. it has no price coordination by public or governmental bodies), and is seen to be less efficient than
systems marketing other products, although its structure is competitive. The dispersed
and small-scale production of wood typically leads to the high profit luargin ealned by
the wood-traders. Recommendations for actions in the sphere of marketing focus on
reducing the marketing margin (consisting mostly of traders' return). It is suggested
that this may be achieved not by improvements in transportation (as the road network
is well-developed) but rather through economies of scale achieved by increasing the
supply of wood with reforestation and tree-planting schemes.

11. FAO RWEDP, 1991. Woodfuel flows. Rapid rural appraisal in .lour Asian countries.
GCP/RAS/131/NET. Field Document, No. 26. Regional Wood Energy Developn1ent
Programme in Asia, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, Bangkok,
Thailand.
i) Wood energy fLows, RRA study in Pokhara, Nepal: reports on fieldwork carried out
in the summer of 1990. The study area is located in Kaski district in the Western
Development Region of Nepal. The business of supplying w(x)(1fuel to the Inajor town
of Pokhara has recently become very profitable. Although the industry is traditionally
considered to be a low status activity in Nepal and participants appear to be mostly
from low-income groups and the low caste "untouchables", 'increasing nUlnbers of
urban people, and those of higher caste and socio-econolnic status participate in it. The
main source of wood energy, both fuelwood and wood for conversion into charcoal, is
government forest. Exploitation of 'government resources for cUlling either fuelwood or
timber is prohibited by law. In practice, villagers make extensive use of the forests and
considerable illegal cutting is common in the hills surrounding Pokhara (as it is
throughout Nepal), although there is always the risk of being caught by forest officials.
In the Pokhara urban area and the countryside around it, Inajor participants in the
fuelwood production and distribution system include: fuelw(x)d producers, market
travellers, roadside vendors, bus and truck operators, and Iniddlclnen. Siln:ilarly, in the
charcoal production and distribution system, the participants involved are: producer,
market travellers and middlemen.
Most of the producers are landless labourers or very slnall land owners who depend OIl
the sale of fuelwood for earning their livelihood or to supplenlcnt thc'ir income from
other work. Such people have very few economic alten1,uivcs because the traditional
occupation associated with their caste is already overcrowded, generating intense
competition. Most of the people engaged in the production and distribution of fuelwood
do this work mainly in the winter months when there is nothing to do ill the fields.
Fuelwood collecting for sale also peaks during days of the new In(x)n or the full moon
(when, according to traditional belief, agricultural work is inauspicious) and dUling the
\:'leek before major festivals when villagers require cash for food, clothes, etc.. Women
mainly collect dead branches and twigs and leftovers of felled trees. Men cut large
trunks into pieces and then split the pieces into slnaller ones for use as fuelwood. The
two day's work of collecting a backload of fuel wood and then carryi ng and selHng i l in
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Pokhara brings in about Rs 50-60 (U.S.$1.66-2.00). This h; about the salne as two
days wages for working in the village.
Bus and truck operators driving to Pokhara froln distant places act e:iS fuelwood
middlemen, buying a few small bundles of split fuelwood from roadside vendors or
middlemen and reselling them in Pokhara. The findings of the team suggest thal this
type of fuelwood entrepreneurship started about five or six years ago. It increased in
1989 because of a trade blockade by India, which led to severe fuel scarcity and the
relaxation of forest protection activities by the government officials. Up to 4,0005,OOOkg per day comes into Pokhara this way, although truck and bus drivers are
limited in the amount that they can carry (both by forest officials' advice and by lack of
space). Profit margins for this business are very high. One group of middlemen is the
shopkeepers who buy backloads from villagers at the entry points into the town,
making an average Rs 5-10 (U.S.$ 0.17-0.33) per backload of fuelwood. The degree of
involvement varies, although some traders are reported to Iuake consioerable profits
solely from the fuelwood trade. Traders who purchase w(xx1 frOITI the incolning trucks
and buses usually engage in the trade as a secondary business to suppleluent income
from their shops.
The charcoal production system is also dominated by lnelnbers of low income or low
caste groups. Often those from the blacksmith or goldsmith castes will sell charcoal to
fellow villagers or in Pokhara, as well using it in their work. Although the activity is
illegal it is the most economically attractive alternative for its palticipants (returns to a
father and son were 2Y2 times those from construction labouring). Men are involved in
the production of the charcoal, the seasonal pattern of production and sale of charcoal
is similar to that of fuelwood. It is usually wOlnen who take the charcoal to the market.
Producers also sell to lniddlelnen, again these trade rs arc often 111ctalworkers. The
largest customers are the lnetal workers of Pokhara or thc surrounding villages.
ii) Rural-urban dependence on wood energy in a selected area in Laguna province,
Philippines. A rapid rural appraisal: reports on a an intensive study of woodfuel use
in the municipality of Siniloan. Although the population of thi s area has been steadily
rising since the beginning of the century, a new wave of lnigrants arri ved during the
1980s, attracted by the potential profits to be Inade by producing charcoal and
fuelwood from the abundant woodland and the extensive convcrs-ion of forests to
agricultural uses in the pioneer upland settlement areas. About 60°;(; of the woodluels
for the town of Siniloan come from upland barangays (villages) of the Inunicipality, the
balance comes from neighbouring municipalities. The producers are tTIostly subsistence
fanners in the uplands, exploiting their lands or forest lands. For lUOst of them,
charcoal and fuelwood are an integral part of the InanagelTIent and expansion of their
kaingin fanns. Wood for charcoal production becolues available after an area is logged
over and again when it is initially cleared for cultivation and lnaintained later in the
cycle. Some people, particularly landless people or those with low productivity farms,
also make charcoal as a primary source of income. They often procure wood from
other fanners, under a number of arrangements including provision of -1/3 of charcoal
produced to the fanner and payment i11 wood for cleating operations. Other individuals
become more involved in charcoal making during tinlcs of cash needs, when typhoons
destroy crops, or when they are waiting for their fanus to beC0l11C productive. When
charcoal-making started in the area in the early 1980's the main source of w(xx1 was
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from the nearby University of the Philippines - Quezon Land Grant. After logging, and
before establishment of plantations, salvaging groups were contracted to clear
damaged and defective trees from the area. This served as the Inajor source of wood
for charcoal and fuelwood makers. Presently the newly logged-over areas are more
than 15 kms away from the main road of barangay Magsaysay where charcoal makers
reside. This makes it impractical for charcoal makers to get wood from there.
Fuelwood production for sale also occurs in the study area. The bulk of fuelwood
production activities are done by women and children. Fuelw(x)d production in the area
is declining as the preferred fuelwood species become less abundant.
A number of constraints and issues related to the charcoal production industry are
considered. Problems that producers mentioned include the health hazards involved in
charcoal making, the declining accessibility of the source of wood Inaterials, and
transport problems. It is also speculated that recent agrarian refonns lTIay result in
fewer full-time charcoal makers, as the fanners spend more time working their land.
Others who make charcoal as a supplementary source of 'incotne Inay be inspired to
pursue agricultural activities more aggressively, which Inay have an effect on charcoal
production. .
After processing and packing, charcoal makers transport their produce to roadside
traders. To ensure that they will have charcoal to se)), especially if they already have
orders from lowland buyers, roadside traders often give cash advances to some
charcoal makers and then deduct this amount frOITI the cash value of the charcoal
delivered. Some local traders also provide subsistence allowance to certain producers
who are waiting for the "harvest", this is often used as a way of ensuring supplies
during the wet season. Direct buying (cash on delivery) is usually done by assemblertransporters who collect and deliver charcoal in bulk to commercial users, town traders
and urban traders as far away as Metro Manila. Transport to Siniloan and other towns
in Laguna province is by delivery vehicle or hired jeepney. Transport to ManHa is
made difficult by checkpoints along the road at which doculnentation and proof that
the charcoal is from a legal source may be required. This encourages transport of
smaller quantities (20 to 50 bags) on passenger jeepneys, which are not checked at
monitoring stations. Although some individuals have Inadc cons'iderable profits from
charcoal trading, generally profit margins are not vcry high and volume and
frequencies of capital revolving must be high for an ent.erprise t.o be very protltable.
The price of charcoal is generally lower in the dry season due to the better transporting
situation, lack of labour requirements on-fann, better charring weather, and the need
on the part of producers to earn income to use as capital for wet season fanning.
The problems of traders and retailers related principally to theincons'istencyin the
enforcement of regulations and chan!:,ring policies or regulating agencies and
dishonesty/non-comminnent by producers and other traders.
Although the quantities of charcoal traded are declining as raw Inaterial supplies
diminish, the study concludes that wood fuel production in the area seems to be
emerging into an industry unto itself, and one which is a valuable component of the
subsistence economy. In some areas it seems that wo(xi fuel is produced in a
sustainable manner (e.g. through the pollarding of Gliricidill spp. and Leucaeana spp.
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for fuel). In other areas tenurial arrangements and the growing demand to convert land
to agricultural purposes, coupled with the income that people can expect to receive
from wood fuel production, has gradually replaced m()re sustainable patterns with a
more extractive system of wood fuel production. It is suggested that there are many
opportunities to turn wood energy production into an (additional) income generating
activity in the uplands in the same way that it has becOITIe Cl nourishing industry in the
lowlands.
ill) Rural-urban interdependencies in the comfnercialwood energy system in
Majalaya sub-district, West Java: reports on the woodfuel trade in the subdistrict town

of Majalaya. While households use kerosene more than fuel wood or charcoal, side walk
food vendors, small restaurants and small industries all rely on fuelwood for most of
their energy needs. As in other regions, charcoal producers in Majalaya sub-district
come mainly from low income rural families. They are small-scale fanT}ers or landless
labourers who engage in charcoal production to supplement inadequate incomes.
Charcoal production is an activity usually perfonned by l11cn only. Charcoal makers
are usually backed by an investor who has obtained Cl concession 1'1'0111 forestry
officials (soInetimes the investor does not obtain a concession and the wood is taken
illegally). Usually charcoal makers work in groups ror a COlllpany. 'fhere are also some
small-scale producers who get their own raw materials fronl the forest illegally.
Production of charcoal from on-fann tree resources is rare. People usually Inake more
money by producing charcoal than by working as agricultuntl labourers, but the risks
are higher. :wtIen working on a fann, a labourer would be paid Rp. 1,250-1,500
(U.S.$O.68-0.81), plus lunch, for a workday lasting fr01TI seven a.ITI. until one p.m..
But the average net income from making charcoal is about Rp. 2,000 (U .S.$1.(8) per
day.
Farmers who are involved in charcoal production as an otT-season supplementary
economic activity will often carry and sell charcoal in town. A second system involves
charcoal makers selling their labour, but at higher wages than they would receive for
agricultural work. This system is more elaborately organised, usually by relatively
well-to-do absentee middlemen. It has larger working areas and better transportation
facilities. There are seven such big middlemen living outside the production area. This
second production system provides a greater and ITIOre regular supply of charcoal' to
Majalaya town than the system cOInposed of slnalJ-scale individual producers.
Middlemen supply retail shops in town where the inhabitants purchase their charcoaL
These retailers also buy from the small vendors who have brought their charcoal to
town. The bulk of charcoal produced is used either 'in ()od processing or by small
industries.
Commercial fuelwood gathering is also carried oul in the forests to the south and
south-east of Majalaya town. Again fuelwood pickers are usually landless or nearlandless. This work pays less than fann labour. Adult men, W0l11en and children are all
involved. Although the activity goes on to some extent throughout the year, it is more
common and more productive during the dry season, when ITIOVCment in and around the
forest is easier. Other employment opportunities are also scarce during this time. The
gatherers are divided between "professionals" who usually have a vehicle to transpoJt
the wood and sell fuelwood in large alnounts, and "anlatcurs" who usually sell
fuelwood b,y the pikul (in lots of two sInal] bundles) in indiv"idual transactions.
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AlQateurscan earn about Rp. 1,500-2,000 in a,two day peJl0d. Occasionally they band

together to. hi~· a vehicle to transport their wood to a better Inarket - this can raise
~tumsto Rp. 2,750-5,000. Although tree-cutting is forbidden and gatherers claimed
only to take dry woOO, fresh fuelwood was frequently observed on the lnarket.
Fuelwood is either sold direct to customers by producers or sold to middlemen based in

Majalaya town.
iv) Urban-rural wood energy interdependency in a district o.{ Northeast Thailand: the
study area for this research was the municipality of Ban Phai, a district seat in Khon
Kaen Province in North:..eastem Thailand. In this area woodfuel consumption has been
decreasing in urban areas as incomes have risen. Most of the surrounding forest lands
have 'been cleared for timber and fuel and converted into agricultural land. Changes in
. agricultural systems have also resulted in the removal of large numbers of trees from
fannlands. Most of the charcoal makers of years past have turned into full-time
f~ers. Only those who have no other economic options, such as landless villagers,
now earn their living by making charcoal or selling fuel wood. Those Inigrant villagers
who arrived in the area in the early 1970s and turned to lnaking charcoal for their
livelihoOO are still, for the most part, landless villagers. Another group of low or
middle income land owning households occasionally make SOITIe charcoal for home
consumption and sell some once in a while to get additional incolne. Most wood for
producing charcoal now comes from privately owned or claimed lands and from village
common lands. Only small dead trees not tit to use for lUITIber, branches stumps and
roots, or crooked trees are available for making charcoal. Landless producers of wood
energy are forced to "beg, barter, buy, or even collect without pelmission" from those
who have a source of wood. Wood scarcity has also resulted in a change in production
methods with much smaller kilns and ones which can be built with little labour input.
FuelwoOO production is not carried out commercially in Ban Phai. Supplies come ti~om
a neighbouring district where landless labourers are the principal producers. They
supply fuelwoOO instead of charcoal because they get cash quicker and they do not
know how to produce charcoal.
Those producers who make charcoal for sale but do not want to take it to Ban Phai
market themselves, usually sell it either to those fellow villagers who do charcoal
retailing in town on a regular basis or to collectors who serve as locallniddlemen. Any
distribution of charcoal outside the producer's own village is greatly af1ected by legal
regulations. At present only a few types of vehicles arc used to carry charcoal from
production sites to the market: small and mediUlTI-sized trucks owned by local
middlemen, mini-buses running from the villages to town, and horse carts: pushcarts
are not used to transport charcoal. This may be beGause the charcoal-producing
villages are so far away from town. The big buses do not pennit charcoal aboard
because it is too dirty.
Retailers of charcoal include rural retailers (lnainly W0111Cn, eanling low incolnes frOlTI
this activity), some of the urban collectors and small stores.
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12. FAO RWEDP, 1992. Tropical forestry action progranlnle, Vietnam", Fuelwood and
energy sectoral review. Field Document, No. 33. Regional Wood Energy Development
Programme in Asia, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, Bangkok,
Thailand.
The woodfuel trade is briefly reviewed. Production by rural households is often an
irregular activity, dependent on the season -and economic conditions. Fuelwood is
transported by various means ranging from shoulder and headloads for short distances
to the use of draft animals, bicycles and other means for longer distances. For long
distances or for larger quantities, trucks are used, though they are avoided where
possible due to high costs. In fact, many other types of transport are common, such as
buses and logging trucks, often carrying bags of charcoal and bundles of fuelwood.
Fuelwood traders tend to buy supplies where they can, and do not nonnally have a
regular supply source through the same people or from the same forest. Bigger traders
tend to buy fuelwood in the fonn of larger pieces or trunk wood, which they sell as
such to fuelwood retailers or chop into smaller pieces, either for sale to retailers or
directly to consumers. Big consumers, e.g. brick and roof tile factories, often bypass
the system by either buying directly from harvesters or middlemen or by employing
their own labour to cut and transport fuelwood to the factory. Charcoal is used to a
relatively small extent. The use of it is lnainly limited to southenl V-ictnam, where it is
typically used for cooking. Ho Chi Minh city is a major market for charcoal producers,
as charcoal is made from mangroves and hardwoods growing nearby. It is commonly
sold by producers to urban wholesalers in sacks of 25-40 kg, which are transported by
trucks and boats to urban areas. There the charcoal stacks are sold first to retailers and
vendors, who in turn sell charcoal to households by kilogralTIs.

13. FAO RWEDP, 1993. Charcoal production and lnarketing in Gujarat.
GCP/RAS/131/NET. Field Document, No. 36. Regional Wood Energy Development
Programme in Asia, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, Bangkok,
Thailand.
Reports on the features of charcoal production, trade and marketing in GujaraL. The
study revealed that in Ahmedabad city itself charcoal continued to be used by a large
number of manufacturing and service industries. Traditional uses of charcoal for
domestic cooking and textile processing have drastically declined because of the rising
price of charcoal. Outside Ahmedabad, the calcium carbonate and calcium carbide
industries consume sizeable quantities of charcoal. It is noted that about 90% of
charcoal which was routed through Ahmedabad market actually CalTIe from only 4
districts of Gujarat. All these four districts tell into the low rainfall rCbrion of Western
Gujarat. The trend also indicated that charcoal was produced in relatively drier regions
with irregular rainfall. Supply patterns from these disu;cts were also not regular.
Infonnal discussions with the trade revealed that charcoal JTIanufacturing provided
much needed employment during stress years. Most of the charcoal produced comes
from Prosopis juliflora stands growing on wastelands. A case study in Vadgam village
on cultivating Prosopis juliflora in problematic soils showed that it was economically
more favourable to use wastelands for Prosopis-based charcoal production. Marketing
of Prosopis as fuelwood was less beneficial than selling it as charcoal. A. well
developed market in Ahemedabad for charcoal facilitated the success. Although with
charcoal production administrative formalities are reduced, the procedure for
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barvesting and converting Proso/Jis into charcoal renHlins cUlnbersolne, involving

seven separate administrative steps.
While charcoal arrivals in Ahmedabad market are increasing, the nUITIber of active

traders is declining. Instead of retailing charcoal to the local small users, traders are
now despatching nearly 80% of the arrivals to almost 180 towns and cities spread all
over the north and north-western parts of India. This is coupled with the decline in
demand from household users and increased demand from industries. Active traders
and their Association are unfamiliar with the new users of charcoal and, therefore, of
the marketing functions to be perfonned. Cheaper production from southern states,
such as Tamil Nadu, is increasing competition in the trade. The demand for charcoal
existS and appears to be growing. Therefore, a need to step up production systems
. appears highly desirable as charcoal meets impoltant deve}oplnent objectives like
improvement of wastelands, development of drought-prone areas, promotion of fann
- forestry, generation of income/employment and the fu]fi.1ment of needs for cottage,
small-scale, and other industries. It is suggested that charcoal production should,
therefore, merit stronger policy SUPPOlt.

14. FAO RWEDP, 1993. Wood energy developlnenl: Plannin~. policies and strategies.
Volume 11. Papers presented at the "Expert consultation on data assessnzent and analysis for
wood energy planning". GCP/RAS/131/NET. Field Docunlent, No. 37b. Regional Wood
'Energy Development Programme in Asia, .Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations, Bangkok, Thailand.
This volume presents papers from an expert consultation held in Chiang Mai,
Thailand, on 23-27 February, 1993. In addition to a nU111bcr of papers dealing with
data collection and analysis, summaries of the FAO R WEDP llcld doculTIcnt No. 42
and Panya et al. (1988) are given.

15. FAO RWEDP, 1993. Marketing of' woodfuels in Peshcl\·var city (a case study), Pakistan.
GCP/RAS/131/NET. Field Document, No. 38. Regional Wood Energy Development
Programme in Asia, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, Bangkok,
Thailand.
This study focuses on marketing of wo<x1 fuels 'in Pesha\var city ~ Pakistan. The
national picture reveals an apparent decline in the role of wood fucls~ with growth in
consumption considerably less than for gas and kerosenc. A s,unplc survey of
households in Peshawar city conducted in 1992 revealcd thal ~8. 7(j{; or the households
use natural gas, 33.8%) use kerosene, 13.4°"" use w(xx1 fuels, 7.8(;1(, use LPG and 6.3°10
use cow dung. A household's choice of cooking fuel is influcnced Inainly by the
availability of natural gas supply in- the area. Other factors include household income
level and occupation of the head of household. The choice or ruelw(xx1 'is associated
with the non-availability of gas and a low level of household inconlc.

Most of the fuelwood supplies come from the natural forests in tribal areas

(500/0),

some from the Punjab (160/0) while the rClnaining 34 ck is derived rr0l11 local faImlands,
sawmill offcuts, etc.. The future demand for wood fuels -in Peshawar Inarket will
largely depend upon the supply of natural gas. If the gas supply ~ysteITI were to be
extended to all areas, the demand would be expected to drop drastically. H.owever,
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even under the most optimistic scenario, the fuelwood denland is likely to remain at the
present level.
Distribution takes place through lniddl_elnen which include local assemblers and
retailers. There are about 200 retail fuelwood depots in Peshawar_city. Trucks are the
preferred transport mode for wood fuels from the production sites to Peshawar. TIle
transport distances involved are far, with 200kril in the case of supplies from the tribal
areas and about 350 km in the case of supplies from tl)e Punjab. The current retail
price per maund of 40 kg varies with species, from 50 rupees to 65 rupees. Charcoal
sells at 5 rupees per kg. The profit margin of local assemblers and retailers was found
to be aoout 12-14%. The middlemen rely on non-institutional sources for finance.
The study recommends that in the future the marketing effbJt will have to be directed
towards retention and expansion of the existing market systenl.

16. FAO RWEDP, 1993. Woodfuel flows in the dry zone (~t' Myanfnar. A case study.
GCP/RAS/131/NET. Field Document, No. 39. Regional Wood Energy Development
Programme in Asia, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, Bangkok,
Thailand.
This report focuses on a particular fuel resource area around Pyinyaung and Yinmabin
of Thazi Forest Township, a hilly re!:,J1on which suppl.ies ruel\v(xx.1 to the central plains
of the dry zone. Fuelwood gathering and selling is considered asa secondary source of
income, particularly during the off-fann season. Most or the people involved with
woodfuel are young. The Forest Depart111ent at Thaz-i issues -identity cards for genuine
woodfuel gatherers. Traders are expected to use only registered w(x)dfuel g~therers and
they should keep a list of those gatherers under their control. Only those gatherers who
are registered and appear on the list are allowed to enter the area for which an
extraction petmit has been granted to the traders. The same relationship exists between
gatherers and middlemen, who are often employed by traders on a per truck or piecerate basis. Most woodfuel gatherers work for the woodfuel traders and/or middlemen
in their own villages. The relationship between theIn is si,npJe and based on trust and
legal contracts between them do not exist. The traders and/or the Ink1dlemen nOlmally
pay a certain amount of money in advance to the gatherers. The gatherers deliver
woodfuel to the woodfuel yard or depot of the trader. The incoJne of fuel gatherers
from fuel collection is considerable but their socio-econolllic status is quite low, mainly
due to the increase in the price of essential commodities.
Nearly half of the woodfuel traders are engaged in trade or balnboo fuels. Traders
prefer bamboo because petmits are not required for extraction (unlike fuelwood and
charcoal), extraction levies need only be paid once, and recruiuncnt of workers is easy
as even youngsters can be employed in cutting and transporting the culms. Woodfuel
traders are much bener-off than the collectors but their net inC0l11C is declining due to
the increase in the price of oil and spare parts for transportation. In addition as
supplies hav'e dwindled and prices have risen, consulners have sw-itched over to less
expensive alternative fuels such as rice husks and ITIcsquite wo<x1. This, in turn; has
resulted in many woodfuel traders switching to other trades, rnainly in transportation
services along the Yangon to Mandalay highways.
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17. FAO RWEDP, 1993. Patterns oj'commercial woodfitel supply~ distribution and use in the
city and province of Cebu, Philippines. GCP/RAS/131/NET. Field Document, No. 42.
Regional Wood Energy Development Programme in Asia, Food and Agriculture Organisation
of the United Nations, Bangkok, Thailand.
This report presents the results of a local study of woodfuel trade in the city and
province of Cebu, Philippines. The province is widely regarded as one of the most
environmentally denuded areas in the country, with less than 1% remaining forest
cover and severe soil erosion throughout the island's extensive upland areas. Woodfuel
use remains widespread in Cebu, with 90% of rural and 60%; of urban households still
dependent upon various fonns of biomass fuel for sOlne or all of their cooking needs.
Fuel-choice decisions in the residential sector appear to be strongly affected by income,
with 75% of the low-income households utilising woodfuels as their primary cooking
fuel while 80% of high-income households utilize LPG. Between 1960 and 1990, the
percentage of households in Cebu City using fuelwood as their prilnary cooking fuel
declined from 92% to a little over 400/0, with LPG use increasing froln 1Oh) to over
30%. The absolute number of households utilising woodfuels as their primary cooking
fuel, however, actually increased by close to 10,000 due to a near tripling of the
residential sector population. Woodfuel-using businesses and institutions account for
370/0 of the fuelwood and 49% of the charcoal consul1led annually in Cebu City. The
larger commercial establishments were found to be receiving t11uch of their woodfuel
directly from rural traders, by-passing the urban trading network altogether.
The bulk of commercially-traded woodfuels in the province arc produced from planted
trees grown and managed on agricultural lands. Fast-grow"ing valieties like Leucaena
leucocephala and Gliricidium sepium account for close to 609~; of fuelwoood
(excluding non-woody biomass) and over 700/0 of charcoal being sold. Fruit bearing
trees are the second most important source, but only fallen branches or slonn -dalnaged
trees are used. Naturally-growing trees species [roIn shrub and secondary forest areas
in the central Cebu hillylands still provide sOlne w(x)d for the fucl W(xx:l and charcoal
trade, but much less than in the past. On the whole, however, I1l0St of the
commercially-traded woodfuel in Cebu Ineets govelnnlcnt rcquireInents or originating
from a planted variety halVested from titled lands, The existcnce of a strong urban
demand for woodfuels even appears to have induced Inorc widespread tree-planting by
Cebuano farmers, a development which is beneficial both in tcnns of the envirorunent
and for rural living standard as well.
Fast-growing tree species like Leucaena and Gliricidia are typically harvested on a
two-year rotation, with the most common approach being to coppice these trees at a
height of about 25 cm above the ground. Depending on conditions, harvested trees are
either cut up for fuelwood bundles and/or conveI1cd to charcoal at the point of
extraction, or are hauled as is to a roadside for further conversion. Most charcoal is
produced in simple earth-pit kilns. Smallholders growing trees in w(x)dlots or as part of
an agroforestry approach will tend to halVest these trees on their own. In cases where
trees are being grown in larger fallow areas or in plantations, cutting and conversion is
usually done by tenants and/or hired wood-cutters 011 either a sharing or wage basis.
The harvesting and conversion oftrees for sale in cOlnmercial w(x)dfuel Inarkets of the
province is estimated to provide at least supplemental clnploylnent and ulcolne to
35,000 rural families, or 150/0 of the population.
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There is no single "system" of rural woodfuel trading in Cebu, instead the approach
taken and the number of intennediaries involved varies greatly depending on distance
to the city, the fuel being traded, and the history of the comtnercial w(x>dfue] trade in
that particular area. Rural traders were found to perfonn a critical role in the trade,
expending large amounts of time and financial capital in the process, and earning
returns generally commensurate with their effort and the risks involved in the trade.
This contrasts with the widely held view of them as "exploitative middlemen".
Woodfuels are transported from rural to urban areas in a variety of conveyances. Sixwheel drive cargo trucks with capacities of from 2 to 10 tons generally ply the longerdistance routes originating from points north and south of the city. Passenger jeepneys
are more commonly used for loads of woodfuel originating from mountain barangays
west of the city in the Central Cebu hillyland area. Although there was significant
variation throughout the province, wood-cutters and charcoal-makers typically earned
from 30 to 50% of the final selling price of these fuels, landowners 15 to 200/0, vehicle
owners 10 to 25 %, rural traders 10 to 20%, and urban traders 10(0 209(j.
Of all the woodfuels originating from rural areas of the province and ultimately
consumed in the urban areas, close to 809(; first pass through the hands of one of
hundreds of woodfuel wholesalers and retailers found throughout Metro Cebu. Large
wholesalers stock bulk fuelwood logs and sacks of charcoal for sale to bakeries and
other commercial establishments. Small retailers carry split fuel wood sticks in bundles
weighing as little as .6kg each, and re-packed charcoal ill cellophane bags of ten
weighing only .2kg each, for sale to'low-income residential consulners. With a few
notable exceptions, the urban woodfueltraders were found to be rclying on this activity
for most of their income, and they generally belonged to a lo\vcr socio-economic
bracket than their rural counterparts. They also reported that the business is less
profitable today than in the past due to a combination of increased cOlnpelition in the
trade and fuel-switching in urban households and cOlnlnercial establishments.
The study recommends a change to the way that the woodfuel trade is regulated in
Cebu. The regulations that are currently in place are largel yineffective and may be
discouraging more wide-spread tree-planting on the part of fanners. An alternative
regulatory system is proposed which is based on the licensing of larger traders and
enforced solely on the basis of tree species being shipped, as opposed to the current
system. which attempts to determine the origin of each shipn1cnt. Further examination
of the total potential woodfuel supply on the island, the costs and benefits of improved
end-use efficiency programmes, and the potential for propagation of fast-growing tree
species primarily for woodfuel purposes are also reC0111111Cnded.

18. Fujisaka S. and Wollenberg E., 1991. From .forest to agro.lorest and logger to
agroforester: a case study. Agroforestry SystenlS, 14 113-129.
This paper examines interactive change and adaptation of hUlnan and natural systems
in two pioneer forest communities in the Philippines. Annual cereal and cash cropping
did not prove to be either profitable or sustainable because of high rainfall, weeds,
insect pests and poor soil. A shift to root and mixed perennial cropping was made,
financed by boom and bust incomes ftum stnall-scale logging and charcoal making. In
Calminoe illegal logging was the principal income earner. Charcoal production was
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carried out for about one year but ceased with the depletion of logging slash and
competition from more accessible areas such as M.agsaysay. Barred fronl logging by
legal loggers (and the resulting depletion of tilnber), residents of Magsaysay instead
planted homegardens and practised shifting cultivation. They also cut fuelwood and
produced charcoal when fuel prices increased nationwide in 1984. 61 % of families
engaged in charcoal production, an activity undertaken solely by men, providing them
with an average US$357 p.a. - by far the largest source of family income. Only 120/0
of families were involved in the fuelwood trade (in which women also participated), it
contributed only US$28 p.a. to family income.

19. Haile F., 1991. Women fuelwood carriers in Addis Ababa and the peri-urban forest.
Report to the Government of Norway, the International Development Research Centre
(IDRC) and the National Urban Planning Institute (NUPI). International Labour Office,
Geneva.
This report presents the findings of an action-research project to assist women
fuelwood carriers in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Women and children backloading mostly
branch-wood and leaves supply about one-third of the town's fuclw(xx1 requirements.
In spite of the extremely arduous work, they have very low incomes and belong to the
most disadvantaged sections of the society. For want of altclllative livelihoods, the
women contribute to the depletion of the peri-urban forests or Addis Ababa. Guarding
and harassment have been ineffective in dissuading the W0l11Cn froln pursuing their
illegal activity.
A revised estimate puts the number of urban-based t'uclw(x)(1 carriers at well over
10,000 women and children. Women were found to walk 30 km on average (round
trip) and to carry an average load of 30 kg. Studies of the fuelw(xxl supply system (not
under the project) suggest that human and animal transport are very competitive and
would probably continue to play an important role, but the fonner would only be
acceptable if the drudgery of the work could be alleviated.
Socio-economic sUlVeys revealed that about half the carriers had been on the job for 19 years only. More than 40 per cent are below 20 years of age. Mjgration is a major
resetvoir of new entrants into the occupation. About 60 per cent of the carriers are the
heads of their respective households. Education levels are low: ahnost three-quarters of
the carriers are illiterate. Housing, water supply, access to health services and child
care facilities are all extremely poor.
Of an average working day of 10 hours, about 7 hours are spent fuelwood gathering
and carrying. Two-thirds of the women depend entirely on fuelwood carrying for their
livelihoods. The remainder get some additional income frolll fanning, {()od processing
or handicrafts. The monthly expenditure of a household ranges between 24-54 EBirr
and averages 37 EBirr (US$18).
Self-help groups were set up to enable the WOlnen to ilnprovc their present situation.
Intetventions proposed by the wqmen all aimed at finding an a)tenlativc occupation.
Such activities included grain-grinding, soap-making, vegetable fanning and
beekeeping with ornamental plant production. It is also suggested that while alternative
sources of income can be developed, these will have to be cOlnplenlcntcd by a lasting
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solution on the forestry side. Unless the carriers are integrated into forest management
and harvesting in an order!y and legal fashion, intolerable working conditions and
forest degradation will continue because new carriers will take the place of those
transferred to other jobs.

20. Hugar L.B., Prabhakar A.S., Mahajanshetti S.B. and Reddy P.P., 1989. Economics of
Prosopis ;uliflora activity in northern Karnataka - case study. Myforest 25( 1) 95-100.
The introduced legume, Prosopis juliflora (Swartz) DC, has aggressively invaded
almost all the waste lands in a number of Indian states. Cutting and selling P. juliflora
as firewood has been observed to provide off-season employment to a large proportion
of the "economically backward classes" (at least 10% in Andhra Pradesh). The present
study was conducted in Raichur district, Karnataka,. to investigate the economics of
this activity. Over 80 per cent of the 45 families interviewed gave P. juliflora cutting
and selling as their main occupation. All were landless agricultural labourers with few
possessions other than a pair of bullocks, bullock earL, one or two axes and a
temporary house. The cost-return analysis, on a per unit basis, indicated that the profit
per cartload of fuelwood was Rs 26 and Rs 34.5 in the case of long and small sized
wood, respectively, showing a net return of Rs 10.76 and Rs 11.78 per man day.
However, considering the total quantity of wood handled, the net returns over paid out
costs accrued to a family were Rs 24.61 per day. Hence, the additional net return per
family over total cost was Rs 3.75 per day, cOlnpared with that eanled in agricultural
labour. Similarly, the employment generation potential of the activity was considerably
higher (at 250 man days per year) than that for agJicultura] labour (208 Inan days per
year).
JI

21. Hyman E.L., 1983. Analysis of the woo4fuels market: A survey o.l.luelwood sellers and
charcoal makers in the province of'flocos Norte, Philippines. Bio111aSS, 3 167-197.
A survey of fuelwood sellers and commercial charcoaJ Inakers was conducted in the

wood-scarce province of Ilocos Norte in the Philippines as part of a study of rural
energy consumption and policies. The woodfuel enterprises arc small-scale (usually
involving no more than 2 people) and dispersed; many of the participants are involved
in this occupation seasonally or.pan-time (390/0 for less than 3 months p.a.). Retail
prices vary according to location, volume of sale, responsibility for delivery and
special relationships between the seller and buyer. Nearly half of the sellers grow their
own wood, while one-sixth are middlemen and a few collecl w(xx1 for free. In contrast
to household collection which is often a task for adult felnales and children,
commercial cutting and transport of fuelwood is usually handled by adult males. Most
sellers retailed along a street within a town or village, the rein ai nder either delivered
direct or sold their produce at a local market or along a road leading to a town.
Household income was significantly related to total revenue frOlTI selling firewood even
though most firewood sellers had additional sources of inCOlTIC from other occupations.
Annual household income had a mode of P6,375 in urban areas and P4,750 in rural
areas; mean gross revenue from firewood sales was P680 around which there was
substantial variation. A government project for the production of dendrotherrnal
electricity from fast-growing wood plantations may cause disrupLionsin the fuelwood
market if the associated plantations are unsuccessful,
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Charcoal is unimportant as a marketed fuel in the area but this is expected to change
after construction of two government pig iron blast fUlnaces to be operated with
charcoal as the fuel. The pig iron project would require itnprovetnents 'in the efficiency
of charcoal production and the quality of the outpul.

22. Inglis A.S., 1988. Rural women and urban men: Fuelwood conflicts and forest
sustainability in Sussex village, Sierra Leone. OD1 Social Forestry Network paper 6c.
Overseas Development Institute, London, U.K..
1bis paper details the conflicts between users of a forest resource, showing how urban
needs for firewood are threatening the local economy of a rural village. The economy
of Sussex is primarily dependent on two renewable natural resources: tish and trees.
The local wood cutters collect most of their fuelwood from the lower slopes of the
peninsula mountains which are separated from the flat degraded land by the main road
to Freetown. The mountain slopes are pl;vately owrlcd up to thc GoVCt11lnent Forest
Reserve boundary. The local woodcutters do not have forn1al or I1nancial rights of
access agreements with landowners. However they are not physically prevented from
entering the area or harvesting firewood. Shebro WOlnen (who tend to be poorer than
the local Creole population) collect the majority of fue]wood that is used in Sussex and
some of the woodcutter women are also commercial fishmongers. AInongst this group
of female woodcutters are six women from different ttibes (Mende, Temne). They
operate as woodcutters and traders throughout the year, selling fuelwood to the
fishmongers and to the Creole women who do not cut and collect the'ir own firewood
but who depend on it for cooking. A few unenlploycd rnales (non-Sherbros and
Sherbros too young to be fishermen) also cut wood to sell in Sussex but only in the dry
season.
In recent years, however, the woodcutters have been joined on the lower Inountain
slopes by urban woodcutters and traders - mainly males of the Fullah tribe. The
Fullahs have formal and informal fmancial arrangements with the landowners in
Freetown for entry to these lands to cut firewood. The Fullahs have acquired a
reputation of being very industrious and this characteIistic extends to their woodcutting
activities on the lower slopes. Large trees are felled, split into firewood with axes and
the tied bundles are then left to dry for a few Illonths before they arc transported to the
city. They also harvest the forest regrowth, cutting all coppicc wexx1 and small trees
which are popular locally, leaving no regeneration. Groups or 2-4 1l1Cn work froln early
morning until mid-afternoon, every weekday during the dry scason and 2 days each
week during the rainy season.
The stress that local firewood demands are placing on the forest resource have been
estimated to be sustainable from the forest. However, if the male urban
woodcutters/traders are permitted by absentee landowners to continue and even to
expand their exploitative operations on the lower mountain slopes, then the local
community and in particular the women (lshlnongers and woodcutters will suffer. A
number of alternative approaches to the situation are suggested: '1) do nothing, 2) allow
urban traders to cut and collect firewood in the Forest Reserve, 3) reduce the demand
for firewood in the capital (through stove progralnlnes) and 4) help the Sussex
community to put pressure on the absentee landlords, to stop theln allowing urban
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traders access to their land, and giving local woodcutters priority over rights of access
to firewood on the land.
'

23. Kamara J.N., 1986. Firewood energy in Sierra Leone - production, marketing, and
household use patterns. Studien zur Integrierten Landlichen Entwicklung, Verlag
Weltwirtarchiv series, No. 9. Hamburg.
The study' investigates factors affecting the level of household firewood energy
consumption in Sierra Leone. It briefly considers the characteristics of firewood
producers - most of whom are women, although women are increasingly being replaced
by men in firewood provision because of the increased distance to the wood sources. In
both the rural areas around Bo (southern Sierra Leone) and Makeni (northern Sierra
Leone) the quantity sold per household (4.1 tonnes and 4.4 tonnes respectively) just
exceeded the quantity consumed (both 3.5 tonnes). The quantity collected was
negatively related to income - more was collected for the market the poorer a
household was. In the areas studied men provided over 20~; of the total firewood sold.
Returns to labour at Lel.07 per man~equivalent day for rural 80 and 0.46 for rural
Makeni were only slightly less than for upland rice production.
In the rural areas the marketing of firewood is still nOl highly developed. Most activity
is located near to main roads leading to urban areas. Incomes arc generally used to
augment household income - the average household inCOITIC froln selling firewood for
rural Bo was Le56 p.a. and Le27 for rural Makeni (average pCI' capitaincolnes Le219
and Le 196 respectively).
87% of urban consumers obtained their fuelwood through a chain of middlemen. The
distances to the sources of firewood were progressively greater for Makeni, Bo and
Freetown. This was reflected in the plice of fuelwood - the price in rural Makeni being
13.30/0 of that in Freetown.
In the urban markets it was found that 80%; of sellers were (-clnalc. The Inarket is still
extremely fragmented with many small vendors seJJjng "hand to ITIouth". Many of the
economic variables show a trend from Makeni (average annual household income
Lel,709) through Bo (Le2,005) to Freetown (Le2,800). The propoltion of full-time
sellers increases from 58% for Makeni (through 80~; for Bo) to 850/0 for Freetown.
The percentage contribution of firewood income to average annual household cash
income also increases from 4.60/0 in Makeni to 42.80/0 for Freelown (Bo, 10.] 0/0).
Monthly sales range from 0.5-1.7 tonnes (for more than 60(k) of sellers) in Makeni to
6.7 tonnes (for most sellers) in Freetown. Labour inputs, usually from family
members, are 42,90 and 218 man-equivalent (ME) days for Makeni, 80 and Freetown
respectively. Returns per ME-day in Freetown are sHghlly higher than two times the
wage rate of Le2.50, returns in Bo and Makeni arc slightly below this wage rale.
High capital costs are associated with both transporting operations and also selling
operations in Freetown. Only people with high levels or capital can undertake these
activities.
.
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24. Kgathi D.L., 1984. Aspects of firewood trade between rural Kweneng and urban
Gaborone (Botswana): a socio-economic perspective. National Institute of Development
Research and Documentation Working paper, No. 46. National Institute of Development
Research and Documentation, Gaborone, Botswana.
The report presents the results of research carried out ill 1983 on aspects of the trade
in firewood between urban Gaborone and rural Kweneng in order to understand trends
in firewood demand and supply. Trade between Kweneng district and Gaborone is seen
as a major factor contributing towards the deflection of this energy source in the
district.
Most firewood cutters were of low socio-economic status, engaging in the activity to
supplement their incomes due to low agricultural productivity and recurrent drought.
They halVested wood from up to 15 km around their homes, devoting an average of 20
hours per month to this activity. Monthly earnings were slightly lower than the lowest
paid industrial workers in Botswana. The study reC01111nends enforcing existing
legislation on the cutting of live trees, and programmes of afforestation 'in urban areas
and reforestation in rural areas, both accompanied by integrated rural development.

25. Kinyanjui M., 1987. Fuelling Nairobi: the importance
enterprises. Unasylva, 39(3-4) 17-28.

(~t'

srnall-scale charcoaling

The charcoal industry supplying Nairobi has been estimated to provide employlnent to
40,000 fulltime, itinerant or intennittent charcoal-lnakers. The key dynamic factors' in
its expansion have been the accelerating urban growth, agricultural land clearance and
the sectorts profitability (especially. for dealers). Demand, nlainly froln urban areas, is
growing at 6.7% p.a.. Of the enterprises salnpled in this study. 26°k were slnall-scale
(employing 1-2 people), typically supplying local Inarkets with a stnall surplus sold at
the road side; 640/0 were medium-sized (3-5 people), selling charcoal to Nairobi-based
transporters; and 10% were large-scale enterprises (enlploying usually 15-20 people)
and fulfilling long-tenn contracts to supply specific Nairobi-based transpolters.
A gradual decline in the number of full-time producers (lnostly fOWld in the high
agricultural potential zone) is noted, they now represent on1 y 3 Ok; of enterprises.
Seasonal producers, who produce charcoal when woodlots mature, when there is a
drought or crops fail or when cash is needed (e.g. for school fees). 111ake up 78%) of the
total ~umber of enterprises. Finally there are the casual orinrrequent producers who,
in contrast to the other two types, nonnally use makeshi ft techniques and trees felled
for other purposes (usually for land clearance). Profits to charcoal 111akers over the
charcoal cycle can be about 2.5 times (KSh 39) the official 111inilnuln farm wage,
depending on the technology, efficiency, distance to market, input costs and tree
species. Capital productivity is also high. These incolnes generally fonn only a small
part of the total income of the charcoal-maker.
Although transport to the roadside (usually by the seller using headloading or donkeys)
and within the city (via push carts or bicycles) are ilnportant, the Inajor transport
business is trucking the charcoal from the roadside to the city. Enterprises at this level
have grown both in number and operational complexity. Each truck usually employs a
driver and two or three workers. 600/0 of the trucks surveyed \vercinvolved full-time in
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transporting charcoal. Good returns can be made by the driver (KSh 2 500 per month),
proprietor (KSh 5,800-7,600) and assistants (KSh 9(0), with transporter/dealers
making more than simple transporters. Although other trucking business Inay be more
profitable most trucks are old and therefore unsuited to fonTI al sector work.
Retailing (and to a much lesser extent, wholesaling) provides probably the largest
number of full-time jobs in the charcoal industry. In some densely populated areas
95% of the full-time charcoal sellers are women. In most other residential areas the
selling business is dominated by men - they represent 85 %) of all retailers and
wholesalers. These selling enterprises, which offer stable self-employment (average 3
years in full-time operation) are generally growing in number rather than size,
springing up in every new residential area established. Profits to wholesalers are high,
averaging KSh 6,000-7,000 per month on a turn-over of 600-700 bags. With a net
profit of KSh 15 per bag and typical sales of 3-5 bags per day, an average retailer can
expect a daily income of KSh 45-75. This compares favourably with and is in many
cases better than incomes earned by workers with qualHiocations and skills similar to
those of the charcoal retailers - many of whom are WOlnen assisted by their older
children. Frequently, however, they have problems in passing on price rises to the
consumer and often make a loss on sales.

26. Leach G., 1993. Farm trees and wood markets: A revievv arul econornic appraisal.
Pakistan household energy strategy study (HESS). Prepared for the Governnlent of Pakistan
under United Nations Development Progranlnle PAK/88/036 by Energy Sector Management
Assistance Programme in association with The Energy Wing. Stockholm Environment
Institute, Stockholm.
Chapter 4: The firewood trading system. This chapter exalnines in detail the systeln of
firewood marketing in Pakistan. Results from surveys suggest that close to 45,000
traders are involved in this system, employing just over 85,300 people. Three'<juarters
of these workers are pennanent (including enterprise owners) and the vast majority
(85%) are employed in the retail sector (as are the vast nlajority of part-time workers).
On average, firewood retailers have 1.42 pennanent personncJinclucling the owner and
0.59 workers. Wholesalers have about 70%) Illore staff, with an average of 2.61
personnel and 0.78 part-time workers. Total t1rewood sales for all traders amounted to
roughly RS 11,300 million in a full year - Rs 100 annual) y for every person in the
country or close to 100/0 of the value of all Pakistan's exports in 199°J -2.
Three broad categories of trader are identified: 1) retailers (and Cl very few
wholesalers) operating in villages; 2) retailers and wholesalers operating on roadsides
outside urban centres; and 3) retailers and wholesalers operating in urban areas. Many
firewood traders also deal in timber. Retailers frequently cut out the Iniddleman and
buy wood direct from producers, while wholesalers often sel) direcl lo the final
consumer.
Analysis of urban retail firewood and kerosene plices shoes that whereas firewO<Xl
prices have increased overall by some 40% during the 35 year period between 195792, most of this increase occurred in two distinct jumps in 1973-74 and 1980-82, with
fairly steady or falling prices in the intervening periods. These price trends are not
taken as indicating a scarcity of firewood resources, rather there is a strong suggestion
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that firewood price changes have been detcnnined to a large extent by the price of the
main competing fuel - kerosene - and possibly also by diesel prices, which have Inoved
in step with kerosene, and their effect on transport cos ts. The second steep rise in
firewood prices in 1980-82 coincided with a near doubling of kerosene prices following
the 1979 global oil price rise. The first large firewood price increase coincided with the
large world oil price hikes of 1973/74, although the match to Pakistani kerosene price
rises is less clear-cut. While the free market prices for timber and firewooo have
increased very sharply since 1974/75 the controlled prices of the major crops (wheat,
rice and cotton) have declined in real tenns by about 15-300fi; over the 1957-92 period.
The policy of holding down crop prices has a major effect in making farm tree
plantations more economic than agriculture.
. The majority of firewood and timber entering commercial markets comes from
fannland trees, in particular, larger-scale farm tree plantations (c.f. boundary
plantings). Typically trees are sold standing to a "fann commission agent" - a
specialised rural wholesaler who may be working on behalf of an urban trader - or to a
local trader, usually with a roadside yard to facilitate onward transport and sales to
passing truck drivers. The tree price is nonnally negotiated only through visual
assessment of the standing wood volumes.
Just over half of all the firewood traders operate in rural areas (villages), 17.20/0 work
from roadside depots, and 32.4%) are found in urban areas. Supply routes to rural
consumers are relatively simple, passing either through rural retailers or through the
roadside yards. Urban consumers obtain their supplies frolll either urban retailers. or
urban wholesalers, who in turn may be supplied either by the roadside yards, rural
wholesalers or direct by the producer.
Trader incomes are detennined by a number of factors but depend most on the
turnover and percentage mark-ups. When urban, rural and roadside retailers were
compared the percentage mark-ups were found to have a slnall range - from 260/0 to
37% - with an overall average of 300/0: atypical tigure for this type of cOlnlnodity
according to the market research consultants who conducted the survey. The traders
who are doing best - the roadside retailers - are doing so lnainly because of their larger
sale volumes, although they also have the highest percentage price lnark-up. Annual
net margin (or owner's income) for a typical roadside trader was Rs70,000 (US$
2,800) which is approximately double the typical annual eaInings of a skilled urban
manual worker such as a carpenter or mason. The average urban and retailer business,
with net incomes of Rs 38,000 and Rs 43,000 respectively, gives the owner an income
only a 'little higher than these craftsmen. Considerable differences in traders earnings
were found between regions with Sindh being relatively low (due to low Inark-ups and
volumes) and Baluchistan relatively high (due to high volulnes traded by roadside and
urban traders and high mark-ups by roadside and rural traders). The author suggests
that there -may be an element of "profiteering" by the Baluchistan traders who, with
scarce local supplies, are in cOffilnand of a strong seller's Inarkel.
The wood trading system involves large volumes of freight traft] c - of the order of 107
million ton-km for the month of the sUlVey. Much of this (93 v;{)) is accounted for by
Baluchistan, which only reported 45% of wood bought in the Inost recent purchase.
This is largely attributable to the very long haulage distances, wh'ich range from an
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average of 138 km for roadside traders to 546 km for ·rural retailers. For the.same
reason, the unit cost of transporting wood was by far the highest, at RS 284 to Rs 353
per ton, as is the share of this cost in the total landed cost (270/0 to 350/0). The author
suggests that firewood supplies and pIices to this area, and a) so some large cities in
other provinces could be severely affected if transport costs (e.g. diesel prices)
increased markedly. There are large differences in the unit costs of wood trdnsport ..
Le. the costs per ton-km - with very low values for the long haulage trips to
Baluchistan, with a range from Rs 0.55 to 0.85 per ton-km, and tend to be highest
where trip distances are short. This phenomenon is explained by the way in which
truck operators who do most wood hauling over medium to long distances use a two
part tariff: a fixed overhead for undertaking a haulage trip at all and a distancedependent price. The latter rises with distance but with a marginal rate of less than
unity. As a consequence the average cost per ton-kilometre falls as the haulage trip
increases. Lower costs for long-haul trips are also partly explained,by the use of larger
trucks, and the frequency of "back-hauling" in which trucks pick up wood for their
otherwise empty return trip to the city after delivering goods.
The author concludes that the wood trading and transporting system perfonns with
good economic efficiency, with operators making reasonable but not excessive profits.
There is therefore little that the govenllnent can or should do to intelvene in this
complex free market.
However, it is suggested that there is one important Ineasure that the government could
undertake to promote tree growing and wood production while allhe same time holding
down consumer prices. This is to refonn and simplify the presently inconsistent, poorly
understood and frequently abused systeln of taxes on the export and iInport of wood
across provincial and district boundaries. These taxes can be large in comparison to
wocxJ producer prices and transport costs, eating into profit Inargins and incentives for
tree producers as well as transporters and dealers. The author suggests a country-wide
review of these taxes and also the pennits and paYlnents for W(x>d harvesting required
in some provinces, with a view to simplifying them and standardis'ing them and then
publicising the changes.
The author also suggests that the government should educate fanl1ers and provide them
with good infolTIlation on the true value of their products and how besl to sell them to
various markets. Farmers frequently sell their standing trees at low prices because they
have little idea of the actual volumes, weights and wood quality they are selling. This
recommendation relates much lnore to the sale of wood as tilnber than as lirewood.

27. Panya 0., Lovelace G.W., Saenchai P. and Pron1buron P., 1988. Charcoal making in
rural northeast Thailand. Rapid rural appraisal o.f a wood-based, slnall-scale enterprise.
Research report. KKU-Ford Rural Systellls Research Project. Khon Kaen University,
Thailand.
This report summarises the findings of a study of the small-scale charcoal production
and distribution system in sampled sites of six provinces of Northeast Thailand. It was
found that charcoal is produced in ru ral areas for two basic reasons: 1) to provide an
alternative or supplementary cooking fuel for use, palticularly duling the rainy and
agricultural seasons and 2) to generate needed household inCOlTIC through sale. At
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present, the people who engage in small-scale charcoal production and disttibution in
the studied sites tend to be members of medium or lower inCOITIC rural households, the
latter including the landless. Charcoal activity tends to be ITIOst pronounced among,
and most critical to, households at the lowest end of the incolne spectrum because
many have few or no other options for income generation. The involvement of medium
and medium-low income households seems to be sensitive to yearly or seasonal
variation in the success (or the lack thereof) of other economic activities (e.g.
agriculture). Small-scale entrepreneurs have in the last decade also become extensively
involved in the transportation and sale of charcoal. At present, they appear to be the
dominant actors in the transporting of charcoal, both within rural areas and from rural
areas to urban areas. During this same period, there has also been a decreasing
. involvement of larger-s~ale middlemen, wholesalers, and retailers who once dominated
the rural to urban flow of charcoal as well as its sale in urban areas. Various factors
appear to be involved in this changing pattern of actors, e.g., the increasing difficulty
of moving larger quantities of charcoal at anyone time due to new regulations and
more effective enforcement, a change in the supply and spatial distli.bution of wood
resources (smaller and more dispersed resources) in ITIany areas which favours the
production and distribution of smaller amounts of charcoal, and tinally the increased
knowledge of small-scale, village-based entrepreneurs about urban Inarkets.
The data gathered by the field research strongly suggest that Inosl. lower or medium
income households which produce charcoal obtain the \v(x)(1 they use fronl privately
owned or claimed lands and common areas rather than frOlTI areas of reserved forest.
Increasing wood scarcity has led to dead wood, prunings, stumps and branches being
used, species selectivity is also rare now.
Some producers with no other economic options make charcoal throughout the year to
meet the year-round demand of urban areas. Many others are seasonal producers who
make charcoal during the dry season to prepare for their own later needs and to
generate needed additional household income during the off-season. SITIaller and more
temporary kilns are used as wood resources become more reduced and dispersed. The
use of more permanent fired-clay kilns is restricted to areas where there is a continued
availability of smaller quantities of wood from the SalTIe general area. It appears to be
particularly favoured in Sisaket province where small w(x)d resources in paddy lields
are increasingly managed in an apparently sustainable 111anner.
Charcoal is sold within villages (it is also shared bartered or borrowed), to
neighbouring villages and to urban areas. Inter-village distri bution seems to be a
relatively new but increasing phenomenon and directly linked in most cases to an
increasing scarcity of wood resources in other areas. It may also be linked, to a lesser
extent, to changes in employment patterns in villages near urban areas (as more people
find work in the towns) or to increased off-season fanning (e.g. tobacco planting). The
study found that the transportation of charcoal to other villages and to urban areas
involves a number of different types of small-scale entrepreneurs, ·including individuals
who push cartloads of charcoal, who transport charcoal by bicycle or motorcycle, or
who take advantage of the local. bus system to move charcoal. Sometimes these
individual are specialists, sometimes they are producers as well as transporters. In
general, transporters move small amounts of charcoal, although the amounts are often
in excess of the legal limit (0.5 cubic metres). Cart pushers and cyclists moving
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charcoal into urban areas can either sell their charcoal directl y to urban users or they
can sell it to urban retailers who resell it. In many areas transporters using the bus
system to take charcoal into urban areas are frequentl y Inet at the bus station by
charcoal retailers, in other areas, such as Nakhon Phanoln and Sakon Nakhon,
however, these bus travelling transporters are often local traders who market charcoal,
along with other goods, in urban areas. Interregional movement of charcoal produced
in rural areas of the Northeast to urban points outside t~e region is believed to be
substantial although this trade was not examined in detail. Much of the distribution
seems to involve small-scale, part-time entrepreneurs, for example, truck drivers and
other motorists transporting amounts of charcoal that are basically within the legal
limit in order to supplement their income. Although demand from urban areas may
decline in the future as a consequence of rising incomes, it is thought that this will be
off-set by increased use and purchase of charcoal in Inany rural areas due to an
increasing scarcity of wood.
'

28. Prior M.J., 1986. Fuel markets in urban Bangladesh. World Developn1ent, 14(7) 865872.
The results of a survey into fuel use in urban Bangladesh are presented. The fuels
considered include wood, gas, kerosenc, clectricity and other biolllass. The sUlVcy
Shows a dominance of biomass use except in towns where natural gas and LPG are
available. The consequences of this for energy planning in Bangladesh arc discussed.

29. Robinson A.P. and Smith A.E., 1986. The charcoal industry in Somalia; a technoeconomic appraisal. R1203 (A). Tropical Development and Research In~titute, Overseas
Development Adminstration, London, U.K..
This report is based on the findings of a technical and econollllc aSSCSSlllent of charcoal
production technologies. Whilst much of the report is conccIl1cd with comparing
improved against traditional kilns, the charcoal trade itscJfis briet-ly detailed. The
major source of wood for charcoal manufacture in Somalia are the woodlands and
wooded bushlands which comprise just under half of the total land area. The principal
locations for access to the Mogadishu market are in the Bay region, 300-350 km
distant from the capital. In the Bay region, producers are licensed by the N ationa!
Range Agency to exploit given areas and live trees are felled. In the Lower Juba region
only dead or "over-mature" trees are used, most biolnass cleared for large-scale
agriculture is burned. The Cadceed Charcoal Production Co-operative supplies most of
the charcoal needs of Mogadishu. Fuelwood is mainly supplied by the GaIol Wood
Production Co-operative. The Cadceed co-operative has 114 calnps, Inostly in the Bay
region. Camps consist of: a man'ager, who nonnaJly resides ai, a nearby town or
village; a foreman; and around 14 charcoal workers and thei r falnilies. Cost
breakdowns show that transport, wages and equipment (drulns for flattening into the
metal sheets for covering the kiln) are the major components of the co-operative's
production and distribution costs. Distribution from the pr<x.1ucers in the Bay region to
Mogadishu is by means of trucks and trailers hired by the Cadceed Production Cooperative. The charcoal, transported loose, is weighed on arrival at Mogadishu where
it is then purchased by the Xilaac Marketing Co-operative whose members represent
349 charcoal stores in the city. There is no central charcoal store and Xilaac Cooperative distributes the charcoal direct to the retailers without transhiplnent. Charcoal
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storekeepers sell well above the official retail price. This introduces an elen1ent of
inequity, the producers adding most of the value (but with payments to them
stringently controlled against weighbridge receipts) but the storekeepers receiving the
lion's share of the proceeds. It is suggested that decontrolling both wholesale and retail
prices may be more equitable.
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4. FOREST FOODS·
4. 1 Introduction
Forests can provide a number of food and beverage products, some of which have become
commercialised. The production, transport and trade of four groups of products - bushmeat
(or gamemeat), fruits and leaves, beverages, and leaf wraps and plates - is considered below,
followed by a discussion of common patterns of change (and differences) in these industries.

4.2 Employment and income
Employment figures for the forest foods sub-sector are alnlost totallyl absent. This may partly
be a result of the illegal nature of some of the activities (e.g. bushnleat and palm wine), the
fact that many collecting activities are also for subsistence use, and the seasonal nature of
some of the activities. The study of uppage collection in Karnataka, India, found that at least
one woman from each household in the study villages collected uppage during the season (7).
In the Ashante region of Ghana, it was found that the collection of food wrapping leaves was
the major source of income in some villages, and in many it was the lnain source of income
during the early rains (6i). Caldecott (3) found that hunting represents the major source of
income for many rural people in Sarawak. Marketing and processing aguaje provided
employment and income to over 500 people (lnostly wonlen) in Iquitos, Peru (17).
Income data is more available. For hunting, Anadu (1) found that in south-weStern Nigeria the
average monthly incomes from the sale of bushmeat were three tinles the national minimum
wage at the time of the survey. In the villages around the Korup National Park ip Cameroon it
was found that hunting is the single most important source of cash inconle for the majority of
village households and for the village as a whole (10). On average hunters earned
approximately 350,000 CFA per annum which accounts for approxinlately 38% of total village
income. Trappers earned on average approximately 75,000 CFA which accounts for 18% of
total village income. Falconer found that the bushnleat trade in southern Ghana could be
particularly lucrative for wholesalers, with retailers receiving sinlilar returns to other NTFP
retailers (6ii). The sale of fruits provided the inhabitants of Conlbu Island, near Belem in the
Brazilian Amazon, with a "reasonably high level of inconle" (2). The $2,265 p.a. which was
earned from the sale of afai (out of a total of $3,171 from afai, rubber and cacao) compares
well with the $1,828 p.a. earned fronl the sale of all agricultural products by shifting
cultivators in Tome-A~u, Para. In the southern Indian state of Karnataka it was found that
more money could be made collecting uppage fruit in good yield years, than could be earned
working as temporary field labourers transplanting rice (7). Padoch found that the trade in
aguaje could be very lucrative, especially for the large-scale wholesalers but also for many of
the smaller retailers and vendors of the raw and processed fruit (17). Although she does not
provide income data, she estimates that the earnings of one retailer on a good day were eight
times the official minimum wage.
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In contrast to these general findings, those of Lim et al. (12) in peninsular Malaysia may point
to the future prospects for these products as econonlies develop. They discovered that the
sales value of NTFPs (mostly food items) was low conlpared with other goods and they
provided a below average income for sellers.

4.3 Bushmeat
The hunting of game animals for meat is, in most of the examples found here, a part-time
activity (1, 6ii, 21) although in the areas surrounding the Korup National Park, where hunting
appe3!s to be of particular importance, hunters would on average hunt for sixteen days of the
month (10). In most cases it is a year-round activity, though there is an increase in intensity
during agricultural slack seasons (1, 6ii, 10). Hunting is alnlost exclusively a male pursuit (1,
3,6ii, 10). One of the major investments for hunting is a gun" and ammunition (6ii). The lower
financial investment required is one of the reasons why 1110re 111en were actively involved in
trapping than hunting in the Korup National Park area (10). In S0111e cases 111eat undergoes
some primary processing (dressing, cooking or smoking, etc.) before sale, although few details
are provided on this (3, 6ii). In most cases the game laws which apply to the hunting of wild
animals are ignored or circumvented (1, 10, 21). Wild aninlals are frequently treated as a
common property or, more commonly, an open access resource (3, 6ii). Hunting pressure
often appears to have resulted in a decline in aninlal populations with s111aller species and those
species that can survive in agricultural areas renlaining (1, 3, 6ii, 10)." Evidence from
Cameroun points to a reduction in the availability of meat in rural areas as supplies have been
diverted from rural subsistence use and markets to the Yaounde,111arket (Franqueville, 1972).
Although in Ghana it was found that most hunters sold their catch in their own village (6ii), in
other areas improvements in access to markets (as a result of i1l1prOved transport and storage
facilities in Sarawak (3) and as a result of logging operations in Congo (21») have resulted in
large increases in the sale of game meat to urban markets. Increased de111and has also resulted
from increasing urbanisation (21) and perhaps also increased incomes (6ii). A variety of
marketing channels may exist (3), often these are well-developed and highly commercialised
(1, 3, 6ii). Traders, particularly wholesalers, can make substantial profits (1, 3, 6ii). In the
market in Kumasi, Ghana, wholesalers play an important role in ensuring the continued supply
of meat by providing financing and credit services to hunters, traders and chop bar owners. In
West Africa women dominate both the wholesale and retail sale of bushll1eat (1, 6ii).
Most of the studies make recomnlendations about 111anagell1ent of the wildlife resource.
Usually these relate to the control of hunting (with the enforcenlent of existing laws), creation
of reserves and sanctuaries and the domestication of preferred species ( I, 3, 10, 21).

4.4 Fruits and leaves
The collection and sale of forest fruits is heavily dependent on the natural fruiting season of
th~ trees (2, 7, 8, 13). Generally, this restricts activities to a only a few nl0nths in a year,
although in the case of the aguaje palm (Mauritia /lexuosa) fruiting can occur throughout the
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year with only a short period of relative scarcity between nlid-August and mid-November
(17). During the peak fruiting season the collection and sale of fruits can beconle the primary
economic activity (2, 7, 8). Variability in yields between years can great!y influence the degree
of involvement and the returns obtained (7, 17). The degree of involvenlent can also be highly
dependent on agricultural practices (8), although in the case of uppage collection in Karnataka
(7) the relatively high returns have resulted in aq increase in its collection even though the
fruiting season coincides with the rice paddy transplanting season. Little can be concluded on
the gender division of labour, except that it appears to be dependent on cultural factors as well
as a number of other factors, such as socio-economic status, caste status, etc. (7, 8, 13, 14,
17). In the case of uppage collection the study su'ggests that men may take over collection as
the activity becomes more profitable (7). Considerable differences were found in both Orissa
(8, 9) and Karnataka (7) between rich and poor collectors. Wealthier collectors were able to
store fruit and take advantage of higher prices later in the year (7), they were also able to hire
workers to collect produce for them and had access to more lucrative marketing channels (8,
9). Nationalisation and sale of forest produce by state governlnents in India is concluded· by
one author (9) to have benefited government by earning nlore revenue, rather than to have
assisted tribal development. In Peru, the government requirement for conmlercial harvesters of
aguaje to obtain a licence and pay a tax has discouraged small-scale extractors and resulted in
production being dominated by large-scale dealers (17). Collectors of the fruit are hired
labourers, recruited by an extractor-contractor.
There is often no sharp distinction between wild and doolesticated sources of fruit tree
products. Although in some cases the majority of the trees are naturally occurring and
unmanaged (7, 8, 16, 17), often there is some degree of rnanagernent ranging in intensity from
selective weeding and thinning (2) to planting and nlanageI11ent in C0I111110n or state lands (11,
13). In a number of cases access to fruit tree products is restricted by tenurial claims (2, 7, 8,
9, 11, 13), often based on land claims or on active manageolent. In Orissa (8, 9), access to
trees in village lands is highly dependent on class and caste status. Differences in access to
trees can make a large difference in the pattern and quantity of collection (8, 16). The
existence of oligarchic forest, such as those in the An1azon tloodplain (2, 18, 17), can be
important in greatly increasing the income from collection. Destructive harvesting activities
have had negative impacts on resource quality in a number of cases (2, 7, 14, 17, 19, 29). In
the Peruvian Amazon the increase in these destructive harvesting techniques is directly linked
to the commercialisation of the products (20). It is suggested that in the case of the Brazilian
Amazon land reform may result in more sustainable management practices (19). Deforestation
has also significantly reduced the availability of forest produce in Orissa (8, 9), with the poorer
members of communities being most affected.
On Combu Island in the Brazilian Amazon, where land tenure is relatively secure, management
practices can result in significant economic gains for producers (2). Increased
commercialisation appears to be one of the factors in encouraging the increased planting of
petai in Malaysia (13). In the Peruvian Amazon native fruit species are increasingly being
grown as crops (20).
Although in most cases fruits do not undergo any significant processing before 'marketing,
some processing may occur where only part of the fruit is required (7). In lquitos, Peru (17)
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the processing of aguaje fruits to produce drinks, frozen drinks and popsicles was carried out
exclusively by small-scale enterprises, although the manufacture of aguaje ice-cream was
performed by larger, tt more professional't (17) operations. Few studies provide much detail on
the marketing of forest fruits. Generally marketing channels appear to be relatively
undeveloped. This may be a result of the short distances to markets for a number of fruits,
necessitated by their perishability (19). A positive aspect of this may be that a higher
proportion of the sales value accrues to the producers (19). The aguaje trade in Iquitos
contrasts with this general picture (17). The license-holding dealers who dominate the trade
appear to benefit most, and the marketing system is relatively conlplex with wholesalers,
secondary wholesalers, retailers and secondary retailers of raw fruit and retailers and vendors
of processed products (17). The importance of the dealers, the relatively large size of Iquitos
and the variety of forms in which aguaje is sold may all contribute to this Inarketing structure.
Patterns of marketing in India appear to have been heavily influenced by government
intervention, although even in cases where state corporations are now responsible for
marketing many of those involved previously are now agents of the corporations (8).
It is difficult to make any conclusions on demand prospects for this group of forests foods, as
many of the products have attracted the attention of researchers sinlply because their nlarkets
are expanding (2,7, 13, 19,20). However, it is possible that those factors responsible for the
increased commercialisation of these products (increased urbanisation and increased popularity
of certain products) may equally apply to other fruit and leaf products. It may be significant
that in Malaysia it was found that of the few NTFPs that continued to. be consumed by
households as markets became a more important source of goods, all but one of these
products were foods (12).

4.5 Beverages
The production of (mainly alcoholic) beverages can be a source of supplementary income in
some areas. No general statements can be made fronl the few studies identified here. In Natal,
South Africa, palm wine tapping was found to occur equally throughollt the year (4). In Orissa
it was found to be dependent on the flowering of the tree fr0l11 which the liquor was produced
(8). ~n most cases tapping was not destructive in Natal (8). PaIn1 wine tapping was perfonned
by those unemployed or to supplement incomes. The money earned could be used for a variety
of purposes i~cluding the purchase of goods, payment of school fees and the paynlent for the
assistance of herd boys. In Orissa (8) the relatively weaJthy fanlilies often owned flowerproducing trees near their homes. While they mostly llsed these tlowers for producing liquor,
the poorer families depended on the flowers for nutrition.

4.6 Leaf wraps and plates
The production of wrapping leaves in Ghana (6i) and the production of sal plates and thals in
West Bengal (15) share some features, although the end 11larkets for the two products are
different (general trading and food vending in the fonner and nlarriages and ceremonies in the
latter). In both cases it is women who are predominant in production. Both have fluctuating
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patterns of supply (due to supply of labour or leaves) and denland (due to harvests or
marriage/festive seasons). In both cases it is poor comnlunities who are involved in the
activity. In Ghana the collection of leaves serves an important role as a buffer in times of
scarcity and instability (6i). The producers have no usufruct rights to the source of leaves. In
Ghana there is limited evidence to suggest that supplies are dwindling although it is not clear
how widespread such a decline may be (6i). In India the supplies are threatened by the
increasing establishment of monoculture plantations in place of natural sal forests (15). A
variety of trade patterns existed in Ghana with some established wholesale traders relying on
produce to be brought to them at the central market, some buying leaves at regional markets
and villages, and a further group of rural-based traders who combined this activity with other
urban trading. Retail traders were again mainly women and purchased leaves direct from
gatherers or from wholesalers before carrying the leaves around the market to sell to other
traders. Wholesalers (Ghana) or contractors/middlemen (India) can receive high profits from
their trading activities. Retail leaf traders in Ghana earned considerably less than wholesalers
and, with the exception of Kumasi central nlarket, only engaged in trade on a part-time basis.
l

Markets for these two products seem assured, at least in the short- to tlledium-teml. Food
vendors in Ghana have few alternatives to Marantaceae leaf wrappers and the use of plastic
bags by traders is restricted to areas which are ITIOre distant froll1 supply sources and prices for
leaves are consequently higher. The introduction of sal thals (sal plates with a plastic liner) has
helped this traditional product to nlaintain its popularity in India.

4.7 Patterns of change
Although some of the dynamics of change in these industries have already' been discussed, this
final section will consider whether any C0l111110n patterns can be identified from the assembled
evidence. In most of the studies it appears that the demand for forest foods is increasing,
primarily as a result of a growing urban population and in1proved infrastructure allowing
access to markets (1,3, 6ii, 7, 13, 17, 19,21). This increase in delnand has usually stimulated
an increase in the number of people involved in production rather than any great change in the
organisation of production (3, 7, 13, 21). In a number of cases the increased demand has
resulted in resource degradation as unsustainable harvest levels or destructive harvesting
practices have become more common (1, 3,7, 10, 17,20,21). In a few cases the increasing
commercialisation of forest foods has resulted in increasing 111anagell1ent (2, 19) and, in some
cases, domestication (11, 13). This has principally occurred with fruit tree species. In those
cases where no controls on harvesting have been introduced and enforced or where
management of the resource is absent, the future sustainability of the activity is questionable

(1,2,3,14,17,20).

In addition to the annotated items that follow see also the following studies' on this
subject listed in the bibliography:Madge C., 1990; Malhotra K.C., Deb D., Dutta M., Vasulu l'.S .. Tadav G. and Adhikari M.,
1993; Packham J., 1991; Packham J., 1993.
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5. FOREST FOODS - SELECTED ABSTRACTS
1. Anadu P.A., Elamah P.O. and Oates J.F., 1988. The hus/uneat trade in south-western
Nigeria: A case study. Human Ecology, 16(2) 199-208.
Results from intelViews with hunters and bushmeat traders in Bendel State, Nigeria are
presented. Only six of the twenty hunters interviewed were full-time hunters, the others
being schoolteachers, roadside mechanics, fanners, etc. who hunted for the pot and/or
to supplement their income. Average monthly incomes from the sale of bushmeat were
calculated to be nearly three times the national minimum wage at the time of the
survey. Hunting was found to take place in all months of the year, but became more
intense during the dry season. Game animals were found to be shot and sold with little
regard to existing laws, with the result that the larger mamlnals have become rare in
Bendel and populations of the smaller ones have COlne under scvcre pressure. The
bushmeat trade is highly commercialised, and substantial profits accrue to lniddlemen
(who were almost exclusively women). It is suggested that the wildlife rcsource can be
conserved through a combination of education, better enforcclllcnl, the creation of
reserves and sanctuaries and the domestication of preferred species.

2. Anderson A.B. and Ioris E.M., 1992. The logic of' extraction: Resource management and
income extraction by extractive producers in the Atnazon estuary. In Redford K.H. and
Padoch C., Conservation of neotropical forests. Working fro 111 traditional resource use.
Columbia University Press, New York.
This article examines the production of extractive products in the Anlazon estuary,
taking the case of Combu Island, located 1.5 kilolnetres frolll the rnajor port city of
Belem, as an example. The floodplain forest here is dOl1linated by a few species, Inany
of which are of economic importance and fonn the basis for extractive economies.
Over half of the families on Combu own land, 23% have free access to forest resources
and 24% have restricted access through contractual arrangernents. The area of
floodplain forest outside the house garden is Inanagcd at low intcnsity to eliminate or
reduce undesirable species and favour desirable species. On COlnbu, a~'ai palm is the
most important component of forest-based extraction systenls, as weB as of the entire
island economy; in fact, this species has recently ovettaken rubber as the highest
revenue-generating extractive plant resource in the Brazilian Alnazon. A~'ai is also the
most ecologically abundant tree species in the floodplain forcsts of Combu. In addition
to a ~ide range of subsistence uses, a~'aifulnishes two products that have a significant
role in regional markets: edible fruits and pahn hearts. The fruits of the pahn are used
to make a thick beverage that serves as a staple food both on the island and throughout
much of eastern Amazonia. A~·ai's clumped habit rnakes paInl heart extraction
analogous to pruning: the process results ·in the deInisc of stcrns but not of individual
palms, which include a cluster of stcms that regenerate readily lbllowing sclective
cutting. Palm hearts are not part of the popular dictin the Arnazon estuary, and a
regional market for this product developed only in the ·1 970s, when other extractive
sources of palm heart (i.e., nonclumping palln species) had been destroyed in southeastern Brazil. In many areas of the Anlazon estuary, palrn heart extraction is
undennining fruit harvesting of aqai, due to indiscrinlinatc cutting of steIns.
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Inhabitants on Combu Island and at numerous other local~s in the estuary recon(,i!e
these two activities by applying selective pruning (rather than clearcutting) of a~ai
stems. These practices result in substantial economic gains for extractive producers.

A9ai production exhibits seasonal peaks, corresponding to the peak fruiting season
from April to November. Fruiting of cacao from December to March allows the sale of
this product to complement the production from aqai. Data from five producers on
Combu Island indicate that reasonably high levels of income can be obtained from
extractive activities. Sale of a~'ai gave an average retuln of $2,265 p.a. out of a total
income from rubber, cacao and a~'ai of $3,171 p.a. (colnpared with $1,828 p.a. from
the sale of all agricultural products by shifting cultivators near Tome-A~u, Para). Not
only is the gross income derived from extraction greater, but it exhibits less variability
from year to year, thus reducing risk - a crucial factor for small-scale producers.

3. Caldecott J., 1988. Hunting and wildlife managelnent in Sarawak. IUCN, Gland,
Switzerland and Cambridge, U.K..
Wild meat is routinely sold for cash throughout Sarawak, although in some
communities it may be ITIOre often bartered (or just shared). Where cash is involved,
marketing may be handled by the individual hunter selling to his neighbours, through
shops in the larger longhouses, or through organised Ineal-trading facilities in the
towns. Distribution may be by longboat and foot, by road, or by river express, and
meat processing and storage may be by simple dressing and cooking or StTIoking, or
involving refrigeration.
One major trade route was investigated, whose great artery is the Batang Rajang river
and whose main market is Sibu. This Rajang trade depends for ·its supply of wild meat
on hunters working from longhouses on and around the Baleh, upper Rajang and
Balui. It is organised by a number of private businesses based in Belaga, Kapit and
Sibu, and can be highly profitable because of low transport costs and high price
differentials between source and Inarket. Bearded pig 111cat., for exalnplc, may be
bought for M$O.50-1.00/kg upriver and sold for M$6.00-7.00/kg or ITIOre in Sibu,
having incurred a transpoltation charge of only M$O.33/kg by public river express in
between. The Rajang trade has grown up very rapidly since t.he 1111d-1970's, its volume
and value being sufficient to justify substantial 1nvestlnent in commercial freezer
facilities at longhouses and on boats, transfonning local hunting patterns by providing
a large and pennanent market for wHd meat. It is difficult to assess the trade fully
since it is almost completely unregulated and its few records arc in private hands.
However the author estimates that the total value of this trade at. average 1984 pl1ces
was about M$4 million.
Wild animals are not usually thought to be owned by anyone in particular, and they are
generally treated as common property. In sparsely-populated Sarawak, the concept of
exclusive hunting rights to an area of forest by each COlllJ11UniLy is not highly
developed, and the near-universal right to kill wildlife is often casually assumed.
Although some communities are beginning to denland rnore exclusive use of local
wildlife resources, especially where they perceive their ·interests to be threatened by
"outsiders", this is not really compatible with existing legal and administrative
procedures. Thus, for example, the establishlnent of COlnnlunal Forests under the
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Forest Ordinance has proceeded extremely slowly in cOlnparison w"ith schemes more in
line with traditional priorities.

A follow-up survey in January 1986 suggested that the YOIUnlC of traffic had declined
in Kapit by about 25% during 1985 as against 1984, and perhaps by Inore than this at
Belaga. Such changes could reflect inadequate documentation, natural variance in
bearded pig populations and/or the impact of excessive halvcsting.

The author states, that the rajang trade must make a substantial contribution to the
economy of the Seventh Division overall, and that proportion of revenue which reaches
,the longhouse level represents the major source of cash income for many rural people.
Among the Kejaman of the lower Balui, it has been estimated that hunters receive a
average return of M$8.00 in cash per man-day's hunting effc)rt. The author questions
how long the trade can be sustained at its present level. Recommendations for
management, regulation of hunting and trade, and protection of habitats are made.

4. Cunningham A.B., 1990. Income, sap yieLd and (~fj'ects (~t' sap tOfJfJ/nu on pab1ls in southeastern Africa. South African Journal of Botany, 56(2) 137-144.
Within the Natal region of South Africa, Hyphaene coriacea and Phoenix reclinata
are tapped to produce wine. Palm wine tappers were interviewed to determine the
number of palms tapped at a particular time and the yields obtained. The yields of one
representative tapper were then followed throughout the year. Hc had tapped 712
palms to produce 4,846 litres of palnl w'ine. Tables of tOlalinc()1l1C and yields are
given. Production does not vary with the seasons. After 10 1l10nths danlage to palIns
was assessed and it was found that the InajOt1ty recoppiced. Wine tapping is perfolmed
by those who are unemployed or as a means to earn supplclnentary income by those
with jobs. Palm wine tapping is an ilnportant source of inCOlne for those with few
alternatives in this area with marginal agricultural potential. Ttlis study is significant in
that it actually measures yields in order to evaluate best sustainable lnanagement
strategies and to improve production.

5. Cunningham A.B., 1990. The regional distribution, rnarketing and economic value of'the
palm wine trade in Ingwavuma district, Natal, South A.frica. South African Journal of Botany,
56(2) 191-198.
This study found that within the Natal region of South Africa, 980,000 Litres of palm
wine was harvested and sold from November 198] to Octobcr 1982. The species
tapped were Hyphaene coriacea and Phoenix reclinata. It \Vas estilnated that a total of
US$145,113 (1982 US$) was generated as income froln the tapping, transport and
resale of palm wine. On average the yearly income for individual tappers and sellers
respectively equalled US$359 and US$175 (1982 US$). In an area with marginal
agricultural productivity, these activities arc particularly 'inlportan1. ror the rural poor.
The money earned can buy other goods, pay for school fees or pay for the assistance of
herdboys. Palm wine is the beverage consul11ed Inos1. by local people and is a source of
nicotinic acid and vitamin C. Palm fibre is also used for basketry. G'iven these varied
uses of palms and their significance to the rural conllnunity~ the author recommends
that land-use planning should combine palm tapping with pastoral activities and the
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cultivation of cashews and Inangoes, rather than the prolllotion
monocultures.

or Eucalyptus

6. Falconer J., 1991. People's uses and trade in non tilnber .f()rest products in southern
Ghana: A pilot study. (mimeo). Draft Working paper. Prepared for the Ghana Forestry
Department and U.K. Overseas Development Administration Forest Resources Management
Project.
i) Chapter 3.4: Food wrapping leaf trade. Leaves from a variety of species in the
Marantaceae family are widely used by traders and food-sellers as packaging material.
These herbaceous forest plants are widely found in disturbed and swanlpy sites. The
leaves are very strong and durable, withstand heat and are somewhat liquid-proof characteristics which contribute to their value as packaging material. Most traders and
food-sellers preferred Marantaceae leaves to the alternatives such· as plastics; for
cooked foods most food sellers claimed that there was no effective alternative. Leaf
wrappers are sold in all urban and town markets and in most ruraJ markets as well.
Thus there is a year-round demand, especially in urban centres. There are peak demand
periods (for different species) during the flshing season and during the cola nut harvest.
There is a marked seasonal variation in supply of leaves with thcm becolning scarce in
the dry season and flooding the market in the rainy season. This rise in supply is due to
an increased availability of leaves, as well as an increase in the nUlnbers of people
gathering leaves. The vast majority of gatherers are WOlTIen and school children (boys
and girls) who collect during holiday periods. In one village studied, lear gathering had
become the Inajor economic activity for wonlcn afLer bush flres destroyed the cocoa
farms as well as other fann resources such as cola and palnl trees. On average women
gathered leaves worth 600 cedis in one day. The author pint out that the ilnporiance of
leaf gathering in the early rains (the lean season) and also in the case of this village
highlights one of the forest's most vital functions in this and other areas': proviqing a
buffer in times of scarcity and instability. Leaves are collected on a rotational basis in
the forest reserve surrounding this village. There is no usuary right system: women
from other villages are allowed to collect even on the villages' stool lands. Some
women claitn that supplies of leaves arc dwindling as the nUlllbcrs or people gathering
has increased. It is not clear however, whether it is those resources near the villages
and farms which are dwindling or whether the forest supplies arc also being heavily
exploited. All the women who gather leaves have a regu lar trade relationship with
village buyers or traders who come to the village regularly. SOlllC WOlllen also take
leaves to the local weekly market and to KUlnasi.
Most traders and food sellers purchase leaves daily in the sarnc Inarket where they
work. Most do not have regular suppliers, although morc do in KUInasi than 'in Accra.
In Accra, where leaves are more expensive, many traders prefer plastic to leaves.
This study of the Marantaceae leaf trade was centred on KUlllasi where the wholesale
trade supplies only other traders in sub-urban 111arkets. Retai I leaf traders are mostly
women and buy leaves from wholesale traders or fr0J11 gatherers who enter the Inarket.
They sort the leaves into retail bundles (sometilnes thi s has al ready been done) and
then carry the leaves around the market (few have their own slalls). They sell between
20 and 200 bundles a day (earning between 500 and 200 cedis a day). Demand for
leaves fluctuates considerably being much lower during the rainy season. Unlike
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traders at the regional and rural weekly markets, the retail leaf traders in KUlnasi
generally sell on a full-time basis.
Wholesale leaf traders are of three kinds. Those who trade only in Kumasi rely on

leaves being brought to them by traders as well as on buying leaves fIum gatherers.
They sell only leaves and do not sell any other items as part of their trade. Most have

been in the business for a number of years. They sell mainly to, retail leaf traders.
Often they act as financial brokers for gatherers; advancing them monies against future
goods. The women sell between 60 and 300 bundles of leaves daily. The returns from
this level of the chain are high: they earn an estimated 600 to 4,000 cedis a day (before
costs). There are also a great deal of wholesale go-between traders who regularly bring
leaves into Central market These wholesale traders buy leaves at regional markets or
they go directly to villages where they have established contacts. The returns vary
considerably depending on the cost of transportation. There is a great range in the level
of trading activity; some traders sell only one or tw'o bales a week while others sell
hundreds. Wholesale traders who live in rural regions and bring leaves to Kumasi
generally combine this activity with other urban trading. They buy leaves from women
and transport them to urban markets. It is only in villages where the 111ajority of people
are involved in collection that regular traders can be sustained.
A crode estimate of the quantity of leaves traded in Kumasi per \vcek is 233,070
bundles worth 5,989,520 cedis.
The author finally considers management issues related to leaf gatheling. The
exploitation of Marantaceae leaves presents the Forestry department with a good
opportunity for co-operative management. The leaves are harvested with no damage to
the forest. They regenerate quickly. There is a steady market for the product, and a
large number of people with an interest in sustaining their exploitation. There are a
number of infonnation gaps related to leaf gathering: these include the identification of
exploitable populations, the effect of harvesting practices on plant populations and the
effect of different forest management practices (including the establishment of
plantations) on leaf abundance. The author also suggests that ret()nn or the permitting
system may lead to substantial positive benefits to the Forestry department as well as
local communities.
ii) Chapter 3.6: The bushmeat trade in KUlnasi. The bushtneat trade in Ghana
involves many thousands of people: both men and WOlnen. Bushlneat Inarketing is
dominated by women. Men are involved as hunters, butchers, transporters and in a few
cases as chop bar owners. This study examined the~bushlneat trade in Kumasi in the
Ashante region of Ghana. In Kumasi there are two main Inarkets - one dealing in
smoked meat from the savannah area and one dealing w'ith fresh Ineal from
surrounding areas. Only hunters from the surrounding areas of Kumasi were
interviewed. Most hunters hunt irregularly. Most of those who sell their catch (31 %
never do) sell it only in their home villages. Hunters don't usually own their guns - they
obtain supplies (ammunition, carbide for lamps, etc.) from a trader or the gun owner
and either pay back the trader in meat or share the kill with the gun owner. The
quantities traded have not declined but some evidence indicates a decline in wildlife
abundance. Some hunters agreed with this conclusion, but the Inajorit.y stated that
reduced success in hunting was due to increased difflculties in hunting (such as greater
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abundance of dense akyempong weed) as opposed to reduced wildlife populations.
Most game is caught on or at the periphery of farm fields. It is not clear what is the
main habitat of these species and what to what extent they rely 011 cultivated land for
food.
Entry to the bushmeat trade is difficult and trade networks are well developed (and
often long established, being passed from mother to daughter) and the key to success in
the business. The primary wholesaler in the fresh meat market is an "armchair" trader
who relies on hunters bringing their produce to the market. Primary wholesalers in the
smoked meat market must travel to the supply source in the savannah. The main
functions of the wholesale traders are ensuring a continual supply of meat and
providing financing and credit services to both hunters, traders and chop bar owners.
The author states that it is clear that the wholesale bushmeat trade is lucrative. Retailer
traders receive similar returns to other NTFP retail traders.
There are three main markets for bushmcat for those selling in Kutnasi: the general
public, chop bars and traders frotTI other Ashante tTIarkcts. Bushtneatis of equally high
demand in urban and rural areas. Prices for bushmcal are equivalent or higher than
meat from domestic animals. Limited evidence suggests that consunlption increases
with increasing income. Although data from the Game and Wildlife Department
suggests that the quantity of meat brought into Kumasi has not diJniJlished there are
seasonal fluctuations. These are related to the hunting seaSOIl, seasonal fluctuations in
fanning activities, and other cash earning opportunities, as well as people's spending
power. A rough estimate of the quantities of bushmcat traded -in KUlnasi in a year i.s
159,210 kgs worth 115,176,987 cedis.

7. FAO, 1991. Women's role in dynamicjorest based small-scale enterprises. Edited with an
introduction and conclusion by J. Y. Campbell. Forests, Trees and People, Community
Forestry case study, No. 3. Food and Agricultural Organisation of the U.N., Bangkok,
Thailand.

Case study 1: Uppage collection. This report exalnines uppage fruit collection in the
south Indian state of Kamataka. The collection of uppage is the traditional occupation
of a group of women of a particular Brahmin caste who collect the fruit for its seed
and use it to prepare a substitute for ghee (clarified butler). Uppage is the most
commonly used name of Garcinia carnbogia, a nlcdiul11 sized evergreen tree which
grows in tropical moist evergreen, semi-evergreen, and wet tcnlperatc forest types in
southern India. Uppage fruits ripen in the tTIonsoon season, fnJI11 June to August. They
are collected primarily during that period. Because uppage fruit production has a twoyear cycle, yields vary from year to year considerably. Most uppage ghee is consumed
by the family.
A recent development has been that dJied uppage fruit rinds arc now experiencing a
commercial boom with a growing market in the neighbouJing state of Kerala where
they are used as a condiment. Businessmen frOlTI Kcrala calnc to the study area to
purchase uppage and the forest department began officiall y auctioning collection rights
to uppage separately. As a result of the link with the Kerala market, collection of
uppage rind has become an important seasonal economic activity for increasing
numbers of villagers. What was once the traditional activ:ity of Havyak Brahmin
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women has become economically attractive to W0l11Cn fro III other caste and class
groups, and to growing numbers of men. Uppage coUcction now offers I1lany women a
more convenient means of seasonal self-employnlent~ even though it coincides with the
rice paddy transplanting season (which peaks in July-August), when jobs are readily
available. Village women the case study team intelViewed said that tTIore money could
be made collecting uppage fruits in good yield years, than could be. earned working as
temporary field labourers transplanting rice. Uppage collection has the added benefit of
fitting into a flexible schedule. In good years some women reported that they could
make as much in half a day of uppage collection as they could working all day in the
fields. With increased collection of the rind, more women have also begun extracting
ghee from the seeds. Total production of both ghee and rind has substantially increased
as new markets have developed.
Uppage fruits are collected during the monsoon months (June to Septelnber) from
forest lands or from residual forest patches known as betta lands. Men, women and
children from most caste and class groups now collect uppagc. WOlnen, especially
from the Havyak Brahmin and Nayak castes, fonl1 the 1110Slinlportant groups of
uppage collectors. In the villages visited, the research team was 'infonned that at least
one woman from each household collected uppage during the season. The wealthier
Havyak Brahmin women have access to uppage trees on their arecanut orchards and
betta lands, while others must search in the forests. Destructive collection methods
have become more common. Amounts collected vary depcnding on the yield, ranging
from 0.375 kg/hour in poor years to ].7 kg/hour 'itl good years. According to one
estimate, the total availability of uppage in the Uuara Kannada and SagaI' areas is
1,000 tons, which implies that there is potential for 3'30,000 person days of
employment. Once collected the uppage undergoes SOlnc processing to rClnove rinds
and dry them. Then the rinds are sold to a village agent. These wealthy villagers have
established themselves as NTFP collection facilitators. Because these village agents
are often the local shopkeepers, landlords, money lenders or traders who supply
necessities to the collectors, payments are often adjusted against outstanding debts or
credits, maintaining a cycle of dependency. Uppage collectors are often agricultural
labourers, employed by the trader-cum-landlord~ this facil'itatcs payInent in kind.
Uppage is also sometimes used to make payments on loans provided by the
intermediary. The price that is paid to collectors varies from Rs 3 to Rs 8/kg of dried
uppage, with higher prices towards the end of the season. Wealthier collectors are
sometimes able to collect and store the dried uppage, taking advantage of these higher
plices. The sometimes even wait until the season ends or the ncxt calcndar year bel()re
they sell their dried rind. However, poor villagers, especially the landless and Inarginal
farmers, exchange their dried uppage for cash or kind 'ilnmediately aftcr a few kilos are
ready. Collection agents procure uppage on behalf of a contractor. Contractors must
bid for collection rights in area. A recent aUeln pt at co-operati ve collection of uppage
failed dU,e to a combination of poor tnanagelnent, insurncienl organisation and
resistance from established Inarketing networks. In recent years the uppage collection
contract has been heavily contested, increasing its value to the govcllllnent. One
contractor, who wants to diversify uppage processing, has a virtual Inonopo]y over
uppage in Kamataka. Wholesalers either come to Kalllataka to collect uppage or buy
it from contractors in Kerala. As uppage collection increases, serious questions arise
as to ,the sustainability of the resource base, particular.ly in view of the destructive
collection methods sometimes employed. Proposals for longer-tC1111 contracts and the
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auctioning of rights to smaller user groups have been made, but il is not clear how
beneficial these will be. Similarly it is not known whether the -intr(x1uClion of improved
drying technologies will have a beneficial environmental effect. Finally the authors ask
whether, with increased profitability of the uppage tradc, Inen may increasingly take
over uppage collection.

8. Fernandes W., 1987. Tribal women and forest economy. D~torestation, exploitation and
status change. Indian Social Institute, Tribes of India series, 1. Indian Social Institute, New
Delhi.
Reports on studies of the forest use of scheduled casts and scheduled tribes in Orrisa.
It is stated that though deforestation has reduced the availability of fbrest produce,
minor forest products still play a major role in the forest dweller economy. 75 persons
in the study area (or 28 per cent of the total population) declared the collection and sale
of firewood or minor forest produce as their primary occupation. It is the subsidiary
occupation for 27 per cent of the total population. The dependencc of the wOlnen is
greater than that of the men. Deforestation has, however, reduced considerably the
availability of minor forest produce. This, and the increasing workload of activities
such as agriculture, has resulted in most of the minor forest produce collection being
presently restricted to a peak season of three or four months.
The traditional practice of men climbing the tree and shaking it, and the women picking
up the fallen flowers, fruits, etc. is observed also today. For sevcral days in the peak
season, women spend the entire day collecting or processing ITIinor forest products,
though on most days these operations take 5-6 hours. There arc regional and class
differences in this. In the Kerandimals region the shifting cultivation and minor forest
product seasons (of tamarind etc.) coincide, the ronner beginning in March~Aplil and
the latter in February. Hence the people divide their tllne betwcen the two. Often they
collect minor forest produce on their way back frolll the bOJ,?odo plot. On the other
hand, minor forest produce collection is a more intensive activity for the lower classes
in Kalahandi. Since a large number of families there are landlcss, their very sustenance
depends on minor forest produce and men may spend 8 to "10 hours a day and women
about 6 to 7 hours oli'its collection and processing. While 1110sl Ininor forest produce
collected in the Kerandimals are consumed since very liule is available at present and
what they get is insufficient even for consumption. In Kalahandi, Inany families sell
datun, kendu leaves etc., as well as Inany processed articles such as siaU leaf plates
and mahua liquor. They are sold in the Bhawanipatna 111arkct, about 12 kJns away
from the village. Men do the work of selling (irewood as well as that of selting liquor
while women attend to the sale of other lTIinor forest pnx1ucc. Processing of Ininor
forest produce is primarily women's work, the only exception being liquor Inaking froln
mahua flowers which is done exclusively by men. Even {()r this, the drying and
clearing is done by women. Considerable differences exist between scheduled castes
and scheduled tribes in the gender division of labour. The panenl of Ininor forest
produce collection by men and women differs according to the socio-economic status
of the family. In the Kerandimals and in Mohana very few hunilies own trees. Minor
forest produce are collected mostly frOlTI COmlTIOn lands. But in both these regions the
ownership of a few trees does Inake a difference in tenns or work. The WOlnen and men
in these slightly better off families collect produce themselves only in the peak season
from trees near their houses. The inf()nnation gathered showed l.hal in sorTIe cases the
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upper class women employ others to collect minor forest produce for them or buy
minor forest produce from poorer families at a low price and sell them at a profit. This
disparity is much more visible in the village of Bhawanipatna. All upper class families
own trees, mostly mango and mahua from which they earn an average of Rs. 423 per
year. They get this big amount partly because of their higher negotiating power and
partly because they can afford to sell all the minor forest produce they collect since
they get enough food from settled agriculture. There is also a considerable difference in
the workload of different classes. In the peak minor forest produce season, the upper
class men do not go to collect minor forest produce. But, as in Ganjam and in
Kalahandi, upper class women collect a few products like rnahua from near their
house. Since they have many trees, they employ labourers [roln poorer faInilies both to
collect mango and mahua near their house and other items like kendu far away, since
these fetch a good price in the market. Thus, the upper class women have an extremely
limited workload. On the other hand, the poorer families do not have access to trees
near the village and have to walk 4-5 kms everyday to collect some minor forest
produce. Thus, though they work for 3-4 hours to collect it, they get Inuch less than the
upper class families do.

9. Femandes W., Menon G. and Viegas P., 1988. Forests, environrnent and tribal economy_
Deforestation, impoverishment and marginalisation in Orissa. Indian Social Institute, Tribes
of India series, 2. Indian Social Institute, New Delhi.
This study gives details of the tribal economy in Orissa, where in a nUInber of study
villages 13% of the population were found to be enga!:,Ting in Ininor forest produce
(MFP) collection as their main occupa~ion and 340/0 as a secondary occupation. This is
an area where job opportunities are few and viable econolnic altcnlatives all but nonexistent. Not all forest dwellers are uniformly dependent on MFP. The higher classes
are less dependent on the MFP but have greater access to rhein than the lower classes.
Although upper class families collect more fruits (mainly nlango, Inahua and kendu)
the lower classes earn more from sale of fruits as they sell a larger proportion of what
they collect. The upper classes collect more flowers (mostly Inahull) than the lower
classes but use them mostly for preparing liquor for salc~ while the lower classes
depend more on the mahua flowers for nutrition. Overall, howevcr~ the lower classes
rely on MFP for a greater proportion of their incolne than the upper classes. Access to
MFP resources is heavily dependent on class status. Higher status fruits such as
mango are accessible only to the upper classes, and in only two districts are fruits
accessible to the poor for collection. There are many trees in the village commons but
in most villages they are monopolised by the politically powerful and economically rich
families of the village. Deforestation has thus had a greater 1.In pact on poorer families
as the only supply of MFP accessible to them is more distant. The result has been a
vicious circle of impoverishment as they have becolne more reliant on incomes from
MFP (in part to pay back moneylenders). In some cases where the villagers have not
had the option of selling fruits, seeds and leaves they have tUllled to fi.rewood selling.
When these MFPs have become accessible they have abandoned the selling of
firewood. The greater tend~ncy to sell MFP (even where MFP has become less
~vai1able) has also been encouraged by the activities of the Tribal Development Cooperative COlporation. People now sell sal seeds to the TDCC when once they used to
eat them. Most people prefer to sell the high protein sal leaves to buy rice because it is
easier to cook. The TDCC has affected the sale of scheduled tribes but not helped the
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scheduled castes. Exploitation by middlemen has not been reduced by the actions of the
TDCC and similar organisations. In many cases the fbnner Iniddlelnen now act as
agents for these organisations. Nationalisation and sale of forest produce by the
government has tended to be seen as a way for the state to eanl revenue rather than as
a way of further tribal development.

10. Infield M., 1988. Hunting, trapping and fishing in villages within and on the periphery of
the Korup National Park. Paper Number 6 of the Korup National Park socio-economic
survey. Publication 3206/A9.6. WWF, Godalming, U.K..
Reports on research conducted in a number of villages bordering and within the Korup
National Park. The study found that hunting id carried out during both the day and
night. The average hunter hunts on sixteen days in the month. Hunting is carried on
throughout the year though its intensity declines during the four month fanning season
between December and March. Hunting is an exclusively tnate pursuit. Boys Inay
begin from an early age (as young as fourteen) but because hunting is strenuous and
requires much experience, commercial hunters are usually at least twenty, and have
generally stopped by the age of fifty. Hunting is the singlc Inost important source of
cash income for the majority of village households and for the village as a whole. The
main impetus for hunting is the need tbr cash income rather than the need tbr protein.
The average hunter earns approximately 350,000 CFA per annUITI which accounts for
approximately 38% of total village income. Within these figures there is great
individual variation. Hunting also produces large amounts of protein for consulnption,
estimated to be as high as lOOkg of bush meat per villager per year.
Trapping is largely a rainy season activity and is carried out at a high level for five or
six months of the year. The average trapper sets approxiJnately 130 traps of three
designs, all of which use steel wire to construct the snare or noose. More men are
actively involved in trapping than hunting because it is easier to perfonn and requires
little financial invesnnent. Trapping has a crop protection function but is mainly
carried out as a money earning activity. The average trapper earns approximately
75,000 CFA which accounts for approximately 18%; of the total village -income.
The value of bush meat halVested from the Park per year is worth approxitnately 135
million CFA (£271,000) and is thus an important local industry. Current pJices for
bush meat are low (between 400 and 700 CFA per kg) and, dcspitc being the favoured
meat, it is cheaper than domestic meat.
To conserve the wildlife populations or the KNP and surrounding arcas, reductions in
hunting and trapping levels will be required. However, fullinlplcmentation of
Cameroon's wildlife regulations would result in a significant loss of earnings for
affected communities. This would compromise a stated objective of the Korup Project
to raise standards of living in the area. A number of recon11nendations relating to the
control of hunting are made.

11. Lim H.F., 1992. Agroforestry f'or economic survival. Farnl Forestry News, 5(2) 8-9.
Data is presented on the household income from NTFPs of a SClnai community living
in Bukit Tapah Forest ReselVe area of Peninsular Malaysia. Over 63%; of household
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income was obtained from the sale of fruits, mainly durian and petaL Most of these
trees are planted by villagers.

12. Lim H.F., Vincent J. and Woon W.C., 1992. Markets for non-timber .forest products in
the vicinity of Pasoh forest reserve, Malaysia: Preliminary survey results. Unpublished
mimeo.Forest Research Institute of Malaysia, Kepong, Malaysia.
This article reports on a preliminary sUlVey of markets around Pasoh Forest Reserve.
At the time of the study non-timber forest products (NTFP) were sold in all markets,
except pennanent shops. However, only 9 types of NTFP were sold. All, except one,
were foods, including 3 leguminous fruits, 2 leafy vegetables, fern shoots, bamboo
shoots and an herb. The authors suggest that although the Malaysian rain forest may
contain many plants with traditional uses, very few continue to be consumed by
households that rely on markets as their source of goods. The sales value of NTFPs is
low relative to other goods, and they provide a below-average income for sellers.

13. Lim R.F., 1993. Spotlight on species: Parkia sneciosa. Farnl Forestry News, 6( 1) 8.
Parkia speciosa, a leguminous forestry tree species. is gaining popularj ty in Malaysia.
Known in that country as "petai" , P. speciosa has llnportant {-()od uses. The main
source of petai is the forest. Aborigines (forest-dwellers and forest fringed villagers)
and Malays living near the forests harvest the fruit. Able-bodied, young men climb the
trees and pluck fruits using their hands or sickles. Fallen fruits are collected mainly by
women and children. Middlemen buy the fruits from villagers and distribute them to
towns and cities. Some aborigines, realising the comlnercial value of petai fruits, are
now selling them directly to consumers by displaying the fruits along main roadways.
Increasing demand for petai by the Malaysian population has resulted in some
aborigines and Malays planting the species near their villages and houses.
Domestication of this species is a fonn of secuIity for present and future generations.
To ensure that regular supplies meet the needs of dOlnesLic and cxtenlal Illarkets the
authors suggests that the government should consider establishing petai plantations and
provide incentives for the private sector to domesticate the species on a larger scale.

14. Mialoundama F., 1993. Nutritional and socio-economic value oj' Gnetum leaves in
Central African forest. In Hladik C.M., Hladik A., Linares O.F., Pagezy H., Semple A. and
Hadley M. Tropical forests, people and food: Biocultural interactions and applications to
development. Man and the Biosphere series, Volume 15. UNESCO, Paris.
The leaves of Gnetum fonn an important part of the diets of ahnost all the social strata
in central Africa, providing protein, essential atnino acids and l11:ineral elelnents. Its
leaves can be eaten raw and green, but generally they are added to lneat and fish dishes
at the end of the cooking time. The role played by WOlnen in the process of supplying
leaves, from gathering them in the forest (from the tiny understorey lianas of the genus
Gnetum) to selling them in the market, is paramount. In the Congo, for example, the
leaves are gathered by women who deliver Gnetum to traders who transport it either by
train to the Kouilou region, or by vehicles to other regions where other WOlnen wait to
sell it as small traders in the markets. An investigation in 1980 found that the trade in
Gnetum in the Kouilou region was employing 400 people, cxclusi\!ely WOlnen. Sale of
the leaves is a year-round activity. Gnetum consulnption has been evaluated at 2g per
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capita per day in the Congo, a level of consumption which Inay be high enough to
endanger Gnetum populations, as it only grows spontaneously. This plant has
disappeared in certain parts of the country. The author concludes that their is a need
for the establishment of a gene bank of Gnetum resources and for further research on
the biology and physiology of Gnetum.

15. Pachauri R., 1991. Sal plate processing and marketing in West Bengal. Sustainable Forest
Management Working paper, No. 12. Ford Foundation, New Delhi, India.
Reports on the findings of a study of the production, marketing, and sale of Sal tha.l
(leaf plates) in the Midnapore district of West Bengal. The sal tree (Shorea robusta) is
a monsoon forest tree prevalent in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. As far as leaf
collection is concerned, it is carried out up to the point when the tree is three years old
and the coppice growth is thinned. The communities involved in sal plate making live
within the vicinity of sal forests, are not affluent and have few ..other skills. Sal leaf
plates are made by stitching together 8-9 leaves with sI11all sticks to form a circular
plate. Collection and stitching of the leaves is done 111ainly by women. It takes
approximately ten days for one person to produce 1,000 plates which would sell for
Rs. 8. Monthly earnings are therefore of the order of Rs. 24. There are no costs
involved in leaf production. Plates are sold in bundles of 1,000 (although nOImally one
bundle does not contain more than 600-650 plates). The plates have. traditionally been
used in marriages and other ceremonies. The process of Inaking plates has recently
been improved upon such that the sal plates are further processed to obtain sal thals.
This method involves placing a sheet of polythene between two sal plates and using a
mechanised press (utilising heat) to weld the three into a thal. Sal thals are sold in
bundles of 100. Demand for sal plates and thals fluctuates through the year, rising
during the marriage seasons and during religious occasions. On the supply side, since
plate making is a secondary occupation done mainly during the agriculturally lean
periods, the prices fall during the lean period time as supply increases.
The completed plates are taken in bundles of 1,000 to village depots (also organised by
individual members of a village) to be sold for approximately Rs. 8 a bundle. These
depots are areas of storage and stocking and the bundles of plates are stored here till
contractors from Calcutta send their trucks (on an average of twice a week) to buy the
material from the depots. The depot owners sell the plates to the contractors at a rate
of Rs 10-12 a bundle (these prices can vary depending on the del11and-supply situation
prevailing at a given time). The contractor pays a royalty to the Forest Department of
Rs. 416 per truck. In Calcutta, the contractors sell the plates to wholesalers at the rate
of Rs. 14 to Rs. 16 a bundle. The profit margin (of almost Rs. 4-6 per bundle) of the
contractors /middlemen is high. The wholesalers make a prol1t of Rs. 2-3 per bundle
when selling to the retailers, who in turn, sell directly to the COnSUl11erS at the rate of
between Rs. 20 and Rs. 24 a bundle, once again, making a high profit.
In conclusion the author notes the threat to traditional NTFP-based livelihoods trom
deforestation and the establishment of mono-culture plantations. She also notes the low
prices paid to producers and their dependence on intelmediaries. Although
nationalisation was supposed,to reduce these problelTIS,i ts pritnary effect has been to
maximise revenues for state governments. earnings hum sal plate production can be
greater than from the sale of sal poles. The sal plate industry 'is particularly important
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for women and low income groups. It is therefore suggested that the Forestry
Department should attach more importance to industries based on non-timber forest
resources.

16. Padoch C., 1988. The economic importance and marketing
in the Iquitos region. Advances in Economic Botany, 5 74-89.

(~t',t'orest

and fallow products

This article presents a review and analysis of the marketing of forest and fallow
products in the Iquitos region of Peru. It begins with a historical background of the
trade of such products as rubber, vanilla and sarsparilla to North America and Europe.
Marketable products were divided into ten categories consisting of intensively managed
crops, fish and eight categories of forest products (e.g. cultivated fruits, forest fruits,
firewood and construction wood, handicrafts and medicinals). Households in thirteen
communities were inteIViewed regarding the income they received from these products.
Villages could be divided into those whose households derived the Inajority of their
income from staple crop production and/or fishing and those dependent upon forest
product extraction. For the latter, household averages for annual 'incorne ean1ed from
forest products ranged from 61 % to 86%. Households in the village of Tamshiyacu
were reported to earn an income of US$] ,200 per year {'rorTI forest products. Even in
those villages dependent upon staples and fishing, households could earn as much as
390/0 of their income from forest products. Location of villages and their relative access
to land and water resources influence not only opportunities to engage in other
occupations but also the type and quantity of forest and fallow products that can be
collected. Few villagers will exploit stands of fruit-bearing pahns such as aguaje
(Mauritia flexuosa) or ungurahui (Jessenia bataua) located more than about two
hours' walking distance from their homes or from sites where the heavy fruits can be
loaded into boats. Some communities located not far fro stands of forest fruits have no
access to these resources because residents of other villages clailTI tenure to these sites
and exclusive rights to harvest and sell the products. Within villages differences in
household income could be due to access to forest resources~ as we)) as the number of
men in the family to carry produce. Transport costs as percentages of sale price were
also assessed for eleven villages. In 1980 the production of just thirteen forest products
in the Iquitos region was valued at US$952,780. The article is completed with a
thorough analysis of the complexity involved in Inarketing forest products. This
includes a description of the trade network of collectors, wholesalers and retailers. The
influence of price fluctuations, government policies, transport and seasonal variations
on supply and demand are explored.

17. Padoch C., 1988. Aguaje (Mauritia flexuosa LJ'.) in the eco/'lO/'lzy of Iquitos, Peru.
Advances in Economic Botany, 6 214-224.
This article discusses the role of the fruits and other products of aguaje (M auritia

flexuosa L.f.), a naturally occurring palm, in the CCOnOITIy of Iquhos, Peru. The author
states that aguaje is of considerable economic importance f()r ru ral areas, although this
is not examined in detail in the article. The urban population elnploycd and deriving at
least some of their income from aguaje processing and n1arketing is estitnated at over
500 individuals. Most of these are individuals, especially in the retail vending and
"ripe" aguaje trades, are women, (unusually, even at the large-scale wholesale level
over the half of the traders were female), many of thenl with large fanlilies, and most
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of them of modest economic resources. In Iquitos aguaje fruit is sold in several fonns:
raw, maduro (ripe, that is, made soft by soaking it in lukewalnl water for a few hours),
as masa (that is, the pulp mashed and the seeds extracted), as aguajina (a drink), as
curichi (a frozen drink in a plastic bag), as chupetes (popsicles), or as ice-cream. The
raw and masa fonns are sold in the market and aguajina is sold mostly from stalls,
juice bars and restaurants. The manufacturer and sale of the other products becomes
progressively larger-scale and more fonnal (respectively) as one goes from curichis
through chupetes to ice-cream. The author estimates that the daily demand for aguaje
is approximately 15 metric tons.
The fruits are obtained from the poorly drained lands where extensive palm-dominated
forests (aguajales) occur. Aguajales located less than a day's travel to the city are now
generally very poor in fruit because of destructive halvesting practices: palms are
generally cut down to harvest the fruit. The maximum distance from Iquitos of
commercially workable aguajales generally depends on the rapi51ity with which the
fruit spoils and the slowness of river transport. Although SOll1e fanners have planted
aguaje palms cultivation is rare - the majority of fanners believe that the aguajales of
the region are an infinite resource and therefore planting -is unnecessary.
The Department of Forestry and Fauna requires that all cotnmercial halVesters of
aguaje should obtain a license (which specifies the are and amount to be halVested) and
pay a tax. Few small, rural-based extractors wish to do so (because of the bureaucratic
complications) and consequently the halVesting industry is donlinated by a few
(probably about 8), mostly large-scale, urban-based dealers. The work of harvesting
the fruit is usually contracted out to extractor-contractors (often resident in the
extraction area) who either hire harvesters, or further sub-contract the work. Aguaje is
taken downriver to market by the contractor in his own boat or the fruit is sent by
lancha (public cargo boats). Although contractors are supposed to deliver the fruits
direct to the dealer, frequent cases of contractors selling to the highest bidder were
reported. Some fruit that arrives has no predetelmined buyer and lllay be bought
directly frolD the boat by smaller-scale wholesalers (who operate with tDuch more
modest funds than the large dealers) or retailers. These wholesalers and retailers tend
to be a flexible group, changing the produce in which they deal with the varying
prospects for profit that each item offers. Once the fruit is in Iqui LOS, it is packed into
sacks (if not already so divided) and then transferred from the boat to the dealer's
storage or selling area. At the wholesale Inarketing area, retailers (and a few secondary
wholesalers) purchase aguaje by the 50 kg sack. ll1ese retailers either sell the product
in the raw state or process the fruit in some way. Some retailers also sell to other
retailers, for example, many of the streetcomer sellers of "tipe" fruils buy the raw fruit
in quantities of less than a sack, Le., in retail quantities. Makers of chupetes, aguajina
and ice cream often purchase their aguaje, not as fruit, but already processed as masa,
adding another link to the marketing chain.
Although the author was unable to estimate the incolDes of those involved in the aguaje
trade, from anecdotal evidence she suggests that the large-scale wholesaling business
can be very lucrative, a).lowing its participants to accumulate considerable wealth. At
the level of street corner vending, the earnings of one WOITIan were estilnated to exceed
1./200 or about $11.50 on good days, which was eight. tilTIeS the govenlment mininium
wage and more than some domestic selvants ealll in a lTIont.h. While the income of
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many other street vendors may be lower, the author suggests that the aguaje business
offers considerable opportunity for profit and for women to move beyond the most
basic subsistence level. It can, however, be a risky business as well, requiring a good
knowledge of varieties, seasons, and possible defects in the fruit.
The future of the aguaje trade is threatened by the decline in the number of fruitbearing trees in. swamps near the city. The effect on lnarketers of an increase in
transport costs (from more distance sources) and a drop in volumes traded is difficult
to predict, although increased costs will obviously affect all levels of the trade. The
author recommends that some change in harvesting methods will have to be made if the
trade is to continue in its present form, and especially if it is to increase and the
presently small export trade is to be expanded. Although the women involved in the
trade would most likely continue as traders, but dealing in other produce, they would
be adversely affected if the trade were to change.

18. Peters C.M., 1992. The ecology and econOlrlics q!'
Economic Botany, 9 15-22.

oli~archic

.!()rests. Advances in

Tropical forest dominated by only one or two tree species extend over tens of Inillions
of hectares in Amazonia. In many cases, the dOlninant species produce fruits, nuts, or
oilseeds of economic importance. Oligarchic Amazonian forests Inay contain from 100
to 3,000 useful trees!ha and produce up to 11.] meuic tons or f"nri t/ha/year. Given
their density and yield, the sustainable exploitation and Inanagclncnt or plant resources
is easier, and considerably more profitable, in oligarchic forests~ than in the speciesrich forests within which most extractive reserves have been located.
The rural inhabitants of Amazonia are well aware that many valuable tree species
occur naturally in high-density populations. Oligarchic forests play an unportant role
in the subsistence and market economies of the region, and large quantities of fruit are
halVested from them every year. Some of these tree populations are actively managed
to increase the density and yield of useful products. The actual patteIll and intensity of
exploitation is primarily controlled by the size of available Inarkets for each species.
Orbignya phalerata, Mauritia jlexuosa, and Euterpe oLeracea are undoubtedly the
most widely exploited oligarchic forest resources in Anlazonia today. Over 250,000
tons of O. phalerata kernels were marketed in Brazil in 1982 alone, this species
providing over 80% of all the vegetable oiJ obtained frOITI non-dolnesticated sources. In
addition to producing large quantities of fruit, oligarchic forests of (). paLerata in
Maranhao also fonn the basis for traditional agroforestry systenlsin which rice, corn,
and cassava are cultivated under the palms. The fruits of M auritia flexuosa are
collected in large quantities from natural populations in Westen1 Atnazonia, and most
of this material is sold in local markets. The extensive oligarchic forests of Euterpe
oleracea found in the Amazon estuary are exploited commercially for both fruits and
palm hearts. Official Brazilian sources report that ahnost 8.5 ~OOO tons of fruits and
99,000 tons of palm hearts were extracted in 1982. In responsc to thc rising demand
for these products, floodplain fanners have started to use weeding and pruning
techniques to increase the density and yield of E. oleracea in local forests.
The current commercial demand for the fruits of Jessenia bataua and Myrciaria dubia
is less pronounced. Oil from J. bataua has dropped has ceased to be a commercial
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product while the market for M,. dubia fruits, on the other hand, has exhibited a slow
but steady increase over the past 15 years. Preliminary analyses of local halVesting
regimes suggest that approximately 50 to 100 tons of this fruit are collected and sold in
the Iquitos market each year.

19. Richards M. 1992. A review of the impacts of the commercialisation of extractive forest
products on welfare and resource use in Amazonia, and implications for sustainable forest
management. (mimeo). Draft report. Natural Resources Institute, Chatham, UK.
In addition to examining the social organisation of production in the Amazon, this
review also summarises research on the production of a number of extractive products
including a~ai juice and palm hearts (both mainly from Euterpe oleracea), aguaje
(Mauritia flexuosa) and camu camu (Myrciaria dubia). Euterpe oleracea occurs in
extensive natural stands on the flood plains of the Lower Amazon in Brazil, as well as
in the Guyanas and Venezuela. The commercial iInportance of avai juice is recent, but
by 1987 it had become easily the most impoltant (by value) extractive product in the
Brazilian economy. The main marketing constraint is the high pelishability of a~ai
fruits, which must reach the market place within 24 hours. This therefore limits it, as a
cash crop, to areas near market centres. However the short distances, ease of
processing and absence of complex wholesale and export Inarkct structures result in a
high proportion of the sale value accruing to the producers. Most pf the produce is
brought by the producers themselves to the processing plants. A<;ai palms have the
advantage that they can be easily managed for both the juice and palm hearts on a
sustainable basis, due to their multi-stemmed self-regenerative habit. They are
increasingly planted, and respond well to low intensive Inanagement. A~ai juice is
regarded in Para as a staple food fonning a major and basic part of the diet with a
daily consumption of up to 2 litres per person per day, with 50,000 litres of
unprocessed fruit nonna1ly sold daily in Belem alone (up to the cholera epidemic). It is
therefore not an ephemeral "boom-bust" extractive product. The fruit is also equally
popular at all socio-economic levels, meaning that it does not suffer that the nonnal
demand problem associated with staples - a negative incolne elasticity of demand.
Another advantage is that due to regionally different seasons of Inatulity, an all year
round supply can be maintained. The palm heart canning industry moved to Para and
Amapa states after depleting the natural stands of Euterpe edulis stands in southern
Brazil during the sixties. Production has declined froIn mid 1980s levels, when a~ai
stands were exploited at a rate of over 90,000 tons per annum, due to the destructive
halVesting methods used, with gangs of contracted labourers cutting the tops off entire
Euterpe oleracea stands, and lower export plices. The palln hearts are processed and
canned in factories on the banks of the Amazon, before being taken to Belem, from
where they are distlibuted to the large domestic market or exported,i f the fibre level is
sufficiently low, principally to France and the US. It is reported that poor quality
control by numerous small finns in the canning business has led to the rejection of
much of the export material, and that the product is very variable due to the subjective
decision of which outer fibrous leaves to eliminate. Palm hearts could be harvested on
a sustainable basis by leaving some of the steIns and cutting from the base, but
labourers are paid on a piece rate basis and have no incentive to practice slower
sustainable practices. It is suggested that this is a clear case where land refonn would
result in sustainable management practices: the combination of extractive reserves and
co-operative marketing in Amapa was under investigation in 1990. In the absence of
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rationalised haIVesting techniques, future demand could be nlel from plantations of
Bactris gasipaes, which can produce palm heaJts at sic times the rate of E. oleracea in
experimental plantations. Researchers have looked at the 1111 pacts of rapid market
expansion on extractive groups on Combu Island in the Amazon estuary near Belem.
Many extractors were share-cropping tenants to the major (absentee) landlord of the
island, whose main interest was the profitability of a~ai extraction~ Thus access to land
became more dependent on willingness to specialise in this increasingly profitable
activity. this was resisted by many share-croppers who preferred a broader livelihood
basis. The result was increased social conflict, and marginality of those denied access
to land. The recent collapse of the a~ai juice market due to cholera will have vindicated
the actions of the more conservative extractors.
Infonnation on agauje is taken from Padoch (1988) and Vasquez and Gentry (1989),
abstracts of which are also given here.
Camu camu (Myrciaria dubia) is a lake Jnargin plant found throughout Amazonia in
nutrient poor black water forests, and is of particular cOJnmercial iJnpoltance ill Peru.
the fruit matures as river levels rise, making it easy to harvest by canoe. The fruit,
which has the highest known vitamill C con~ent of any fruit, some 30 times that of
citrus, is sold in Iquitos markets for processing into fruit drinks and ice cream. One
study has calculated a sustainable annual gross income of $6,000 per hectare,
presumably within easy reach of the Iquitos market. Another study has suggested that
the local market is limited.

20. Vasquez R. and Gentry A.H., 1989. Use and ,nisuse
Iquitos area. Conservation Biology, 3(4) 350-361

(~l.rorest-harvested.{ruits

in the

Of 163 fruit species observed to be regularly consulned -itl the region surrounding
Iquitos, Peru, 120 species are exclusively wild-harvested and 19 ITIOre originate from
both wild and cultivated sources. The wild-harvested fruits of 57 species belonging to
24 different plant families are sold in the Iquitos market and are very itnportant in the
economy and diets of the area. Nearly half of the Iquitos fruit vendors sell wildharvested fruits (if fruits used as vegetables or starch sources arc excluded), and over
half of the fruit species sold are wild-harvested. Many fruit species consulned at
Iquitos differ from those consumed in other parts of Amazonia. Although some native
fruit species are beginning to be grown as crops, the wild populations of these highpotential species are being rapidly depleted by destructive harvesting techniques as
market pressure begins to build. In the last few years, the availability of several of the
most popular fruit species has decreased markedly. If non-destructive sustained-yield
haIVesting of resources such as wild-harvested fruits is to play its suggested role in
tropical forest conselVation, much stronger efforts will be needed to prevent destructive
over-haIVesting of these potentially significant resources.

21. Wilkie D.S., Sidle J.G. and Boundzanga G.C., 1992. Mechanised logging, Irlarket hunting
and a bank loan in Congo. Conservation Biology, 6(4) S70-SRO
Presents the results of an assessment of the environmental consequences of an African
Development Bank loan to a logging company. It was found that prilnate abundance
was extremely low in logged forest. This is not believed to be a' direct consequence of
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the reduction in canopy, but results from the extremely intensive market hunting that
coincides with timber sUlVeying and extraction. Weapons and hunting camps were
common, and logging company vehicles transported primates, duikers, and other game
daily. Wildlife laws of Congo are openly violated and they are rarely enforced. While
market hunting is clearly facilitated and intensified by the presence of logging
concessions, it is the Congo's highly urbanised population that provides the ever
growing demand for meat, a demand not being met through animal husbandry. Thus,
although selective logging in the absence of hunting may have only limited adverse
effects on wildlife, when the two are combined the consequences are grave for the
Sangha region's wildlife. The authors recommend that loans to logging companies from
the Africa Development Bank should incorporate conditions for ensuring wildlife
conservation.
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6. BASKETS AND HANDICRAFTS
6. 1 Introduction
Basketry and handicraft enterprises are grouped together here in recognition of t~e fact that
the products of a proportion of basket-making, mat-making and cane-working enterprises are
intended for non-utilitarian purposes. The dichotomy between utilitarian products and "craft"
products for decorative, ceremonial or other purposes, and the relevance this has for their
growth prospects, is examined in more detail below.

6.2 Employment and contributions to income
Basketry and handicraft enterprises appear to be very in1portant in tenl1S of nU111bers of people
employed but, nevertheless, this category of enterprises ren1ains poorly studied. Mead et al.
(6) found that mat-making accounted for half of all non-fanl1 activity in rural areas of Dosso in
Niger and suggested that it may attain sinlilar n1agnitudes in neighbouring Tahoua and
Madoua. In Rufiji district, Tanzania, Havnevik found that aln10st 15,000 people, mostly
women, of a total population of 131,000 (active population 65,000) were engaged in basketry
or mat-making (Havnevik, 1980). Although in Ghana it was nlore usual for fewer people to be
involved in basketry and only on a part-time basis, Falconer (4) found it to be the major
economic activity in some study villages. Most of the other studies, in the Philippines, Java
and Botswana are of areas chosen specifically because there was a high concentration of
producers. Data from GEMINI studies in countries of southern and eastern Africa underlines
the importance in tenns of employment of the "grass/cane/banlboo" nlanufacturing subsector
while highlighting the considerable variation between countries (Arnold et aI., 1994). In
Botswana, Kenya and Lesotho grass/canelba111boo enterprises accounted for only 0.5% to
2.9% of all small- and medium-scale enterprises (the figure for the DOlninican Republic is also
low at 0.3%). In Malawi, Zimbabwe and Swaziland the respective percentages are 7.1 0/0,
13.8% and 31.5%. In these latter countries the nU111bers of people employed are quite
substantial - 52,217 (Malawi), 151,671 (Zimbabwe) and 29,113 (Swaziland), representing
approximately 0.6%, 1.5% and 3.8% of the populations of those countries respectively.
In tenus of income contributions, the evidence fron1 these few studies indicates that these
activities provide only minimal returns to producers. Havnevik found returns to labour for
basketry or mat-making to be Shs. 0.48 per hour and the potential 1110nthly inconle about Shs.
100, only about 300/0 of the official rural minin1um wage. Two of the studies (9, 11) point to
the positive effect that links with export and tourist nlarkets can have on wages. Returns to
basket making for the producers in Botswana exceeded those possible from the principal
alternative occupation of beer brewing (11). In the Philippines the daily wage rate of home
workers and workshop labourers producing goods for the export 111arket· at least approximated
the local agricultural wage rate, whereas the independent producers Inanufacturing for the
domestic market were earning only half the agricultural wage (9). The higher wages paid to
wage labourers was also found in Regino's study (8) of the larger, 1110re fOlmal fmns involved
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in the woven crafts industry in the Philippines where workers were receiving wages equal or
slightly above the legislated minimum wage rate.
Despite the evidence of low returns to the basketry producers, the data gathered by GEMINI
surveys demonstrates the importance of these activities in tenns of contribution to overall
income. In all the countries for which data is available (Zimbabwe, Malawi, Lesotho and
Swaziland), over half of the business proprietors stated that the enterprise accounted for 50%
or more of their household's income. The continued participation of producers in the industry
despite the low returns available is in most cases indicative of the lack of (10, 11), or poor
remuneration available from (9, 4), alternative employn1ent opportunities. This case study
evidence is confinned by GEMINI data, with over half of the proprietors interviewed stating
that they were previously unemployed before they started the present activity. In most cases,
therefore, wages from basketry and craft production represent either a supplementary source
of income or the only source of income for individuals who would otherwise have no
alternative. This is not to say that earnings from these activities are not important, but the
evidence seems to indicate that it is only in exceptional cases that these earnings can fonn the
basis for accumulation (9).

6.3 Organisation and structure of production
Units producing for the domestic market are generally located in rural areas and home-based
(4, 6,7,9, 10). Workshop or factory production is rare (4, 5, 7) and usually associated with
production for more lucrative urban or export markets. Systellls of production such as batch
production have evolved in some cases (10). However, 11lost production is still organised in
parallel, with co-operative production (specialised craftspersons undertaking different steps in
the manufacturing process) only being reported in the wood-carving industry in Indonesia (5).
In the production systems for the urban and tourist ll1arkets in both the Philippines and
Indonesia, systems of subcontracting (putting out production to other producers) have
developed (9, 10). These have largely been developed by exporters, and local traders and
entrepreneurs. In the example from Botswana, where nlarketing is controlled by a state-owned
organisation, no similar arrangements are found in the industry structure (11).
The studies also demonstrate the differences between countries in the degree to which this is
an activity undertaken only by one sex or by both. In situations where both men and women
are involved in the industry, such as Smyth's example frolll West Java (10), nlore than one
person per household may be involved in the industry. In Niger (6), Botswana (11) and the
Philippines (9) where the industry is dominated by W0111en, and in Ghana (4) where men
predominate, one-person operations are the noml. In 1110st countries where GEMINI surveys
have been conducted the grass/cane/bamboo subsector is a fenlale-dolllinated activity, both at
the level of workers and proprietors. However, Malawi is an exception to this general trend,
with men representing over 70% of both the workers and the proprietors. Such gender
divisions of labour that exist appear to be nlaintained when production is organised on a wagelabour or factory basis.
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While some barriers to entry may exist, in the fOlm of capital requirements (10), skill
requirements' (10) or knowledge of marketing contacts (10), these are generally not
significant. The simple tools used in production are often used for other purposes in the
household or are very simple and low cost (4, 11). SystenlS whereby traders or entrepreneurs
advance capital to producers are rare (9).
Where people are able'to, they collect their own supplies of raw materials (4, 8, 10, 11). rhe
plant species from which the raw materials are obtained are usually relatively common and
display high growth rates, factors which tend to reduce the risk of over-exploitation (1, 3).
. However problems may occur when utilisation is increased rapidly. Falconer (4) suggests that
in Ghana there is a need to assess the resource base of the cane-working industry before the
government sponsored export promotion begins to have an impact. This caution appears to be
justified, as the expansion of the basket making industry in Botswana has resulted in problems
of depletion of the natural sources of inputs (11). A number of possible interventions are
suggested in this case, including the cultivation of palms by smallholders - this has already
occurred in the examples from the Philippines studied by Rutten (9). The examples from Niger
(6), the Philippines (7) and Indonesia (5) indicate that people will obtain supplies from
elsewhere if they are not available locally.
The effect of government on the industry, beyond the support prog~anlnles discussed below, is
minimal. The only significant example found in the studies exanlined here was in Ghana (4),
where the controls on gathering exercised by local governnlent and the forestry department
were partly blamed for the decline in cane collecting.

6.4 Sources of demand
The main source of demand is the low-inconle domestic ll1arket. The output for this market
includes a variety of products, but prinlarily consists of containers for foods and other items.
Sales of baskets to traders, farmers and fishemlen are also inlportant in Ghana, where they are
used for carrying produce. The peaks in demand associated with seasonal increases in activity
(4) or yearly festivals (10) encourage the development of production to order and
subcontracting relationships. Generally these domestic nlarkets tend to show a lack of
dynamism (10), and in some cases are shrinking or stagnant (5, 6, 7). In some cases
substitution by modern alternatives has taken place (4, 5).
Export and some urban markets offer m~re hope to producers in tenns of expanding demand
and better prices (4, 5, 9, 10, 11). The strength of such markets is greatly dependent on urban
growth, increases in urban inco~es, government export pronlotion activities and marketing
arrangements.

6.5 Marketing structures
Marketing systems vary greatly in sophistication, from the direct sale to consumers preferred
by the wood-carvers of Java (5), through wholesale and retail arrangenlents in the basket trade
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in Ghana (4), to more complicated credit-based putting out arrangements and production to
order found in the examples from Southeast Asia (9, 10). Evidence frolll the GEMINI surveys
indicates that individuals are by far the most important customers for these enterprises.

In Ghana, producers in the main production area sell to wholesalers or at local markets - sales
direct to urban markets only occur in Ashante region. Wholesalers are mostly women and
combine their trade in baskets with other trading and non-trading activities. R~turns from the
basket trade are lower than those obtained from other non-timber forest product based trading
activities. The retail trade in Ghana is also dominated by women and is restricted to urban
areas where it is combined with other trading activities. In West Java local producer/traders
(usually the larger producers in the village) and urban-based intennediaries (mostly men)
provide the outlets for most of the village's production. Although the traders from the city
offer higher prices, producers tend to prefer to deal with .local traders who are more reliable
with payments and to whom the producers often have obligations. Both of these systems
appear to be disadvantageous for smaller producers as they have" little opportunity to be
innovative, with little access to market infomlation on latest designs and a reluctance on the
part of intennediaries to take a risk in dealing with new products ( 10).
The study by Rutten in the Philippines (9) provides an opportunity to con1pare the effects of
two different marketing systems on producers. The expansion of lnarkets for the plaited hats
and sleeping mats produced in Aklan to areas outside the province, has resulted in a small
increase in the degree of security of producers due to the steady, large demand for products,
and to the willingness of traders (half of whom were wonlen) to extend, credit to weavers.
Weavers have remained independent, however, and can still sell on the open markets. In
contrast, the expansion of the export craft in Malilipot has given rise to a highly differentiated
industry based on wage labour and an unequal access to the 111eanS of production. The
workers are highly dependent on entrepreneurs (mostly female) and are not organised to
defend their interests collectively. Although this subcontracting putting-out arrangement is, in
theory, the most disadvantageous for artisans, several characteristics of export production
(high demand for labour, sharp deadlines and severe coo1petition alnong exporters and
suppliers) have given them some leverage, reflected in their relatively high wages. On the
strength of advances forwarded by exporters several of the craftworkers have managed to
enter the realm of capital and become suppliers themselves.
The work of Botswanacraft (11) gives an example where the fonl1ation of co-operatives and
the assistance of government has enabled s111all producers to produce new designs and access
a lucrative tourist market.

6.6 Patterns of change
A number of the studies (5, 6, 7, 10) point to a declining denland for utilitarian products as
incomes increase or substitutes become available. Declining availability of raw materials (2, 6,
7) .and increased. numbers of competitors (10) are also squeezing returns to producers.
Producers who have access to alternative employnlent are leaving the industry, while those
with no alternative are forced to accept lower and lower returns.
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Production for the urban, and particularly, the export nlarket offers rather better prospects for
producers. In Botswana (11), where marketing is undertaken by a government organisation,
there appears to have been little change in the structure or organisation of production. In other
countries, where such arrangements are absent, larger producers, and in particular factories (4,
7), are expanding in response to growing urban consumer and tourist denland for their higher
quality and more sophisticated products. An alternative to this development is the evolution of
an industry structure which involves increased use of subcontracting arrangements in which
small finns still play a major role, as observed in Indonesia and the Philippines (9, 10). While
Rutten (9) suggests that in the Philippines example she studied some of the subcontracted
iutisans benefit from this system, Smyth (10) reports that producers in West Java are reducing
quality and removing high cost inputs in an attempt to maintain nlargins. While this enables
survival in the short term, she predicts that in the long tenl1 it will make producers more
vulnerable by reducing their skill base and forcing them to overly specialise.

6.7 Appropriate interventions
Opportunities for government intervention to assist snlaller producers are limited.
Organisation of producers into co-operatives and the provision of nlarketing and technical
assistance are two possible options (10) which seenl to have been- particularly successful in
Botswana (2, 11). Rutten (9) also recomnlends that working for a higher, tTIore stable demand
for handicraft products may be the most appropriate support activity. However, marketing
contacts made through government or charitable agencies have been t11onopolised by larger
producers in West Java (10). Mead et aI. (6) and Terry (11) both suggest that the nlost
appropriate approach in the long run is· to promote alternative incoIlle-generating activities, at
least for the less-skilled producers (11).

In addition to the annotated items that follo\\' see also the follo\\ling studies on this
subject listed in the bibliography:Bishop J. and Scoones I., 1994; Terry M.E., 1984b; Terry M.E., 1988a; Terry M.E., 1988b;
Terry M.E., 1990; Terry M.E. and Cunninghanl A.B., 1993; Varalakshnli V., 1992.
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7. BASKETS AND HANDICRAFTS - SELECTED ABSTRACTS
1. Cunningham A.B., 1987. Commercial craj'twork: Balancing out human needs and
resources. South African Journal of Botany, 53(4) 259-266.
Production and sale of handicrafts made from indigenous plant materials has
dramatically increased in southern Africa since the 1970's. Despite this, few data are
available on the amount of plant material utilised. The quantity of indigenous plant
species used annually by a craftwork project in the Ingwavuma district, Natal, South
Africa from 1978 to 1983 was detennined from sales records. Resource management is
facilitated by the use of species that have high biom~ss production and/or abundance
(Hyphaene coricea, Digitaria eriantha and funGUS kraussii) and by control of species
use through selective buying. Alternatives need to be provided for plant resources that
are vulnerable to over-exploitation, particularly those used for natura] dyes.

2. Cunningham A.B. and Milton S.J., 1987. Effects q{ baskel tveaving industry on mokola
palm and dye plants in north-western Botswana. Econonlic Botany, 41 (3) 386-402.
The basket-weaving industry on the edge of the Okavango Swalnps in north-western
Botswana is dependent on natural populations of the pahn Hyphaene p~tersiana. After
the initial organisation of the collection and sale of woven pahn baskets from this
complex of villages by the manager of the Etsha co-operative, basket-making as a
cottage industry expanded rapidly when two Peace Corps volunteers developed
markets for the baskets in Europe and the USA. Botswanacraft Marketing Company
(Pty.) Ltd was then established to buy baskets from the villagers, to encourage
innovative basketry and maintain a high standard of crat'twork, and to provide a sales
outlet for the finished product. As sales, particularly expons, increased the industry
expanded rapidly. By 1984 over 50% of the felnale population of Etsha (ca. 1 500)
were making baskets to supplement their inconles~ in thal year Botswanacraft
purchased baskets worth 25,000 pula (1 pula = $] U.S., 1984).
Commercialisation of the basket industry has led to changes in the population structure
of the palms. The mean size of palm leaves has decreased and the resource has been
depleted in the vicinity of swamp villages. Plants used to dye the palm fibres for
basketry are becoming scarce. Through use of altel11;.Hive raw tnaterials and
development of new crafts both natural resources and the incolllcs of the village
craftspeople could be sustained.

3. Cunningham A.B., 1988. Leaj' production and utilisation in Hyphaene coriacea:
Management guidelines for commercial harvesting. South African Journal of Botany, 54(3)

189-195.
The objective of this study was to assess Hyphaene coriacea leaf production in order
to provide management guidelines for palm leaf harvesting. I r palm leaves suitable for
basketry were harvested on a sustainable basis CUITent levels of leaf production would
provide an estimated 140 leaves!hectare/year or approxilnatcly 2.5 1l1illiol1 leaves/year
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in the study area. This is far in excess of the current level of dOlnestic or commercial
use and there appears to be a high potential for increased harvesting of this resource.

4. Falconer J., 1991. People's uses and trade in non-tinlber f()rest products in southern
Ghana: A pilot study. (mimeo). Draft Working Paper. Prepared for the Ghana Forestry
Department and U.K., Overseas Development Administration Forest Resources Management
Project.
This document reports on the findings of a major study of the use of non-timber forest
products in Ghana. Infonnation for the study of the cane and cane product trade was
collected in a number of ways including interviews with snlall-scale cane processing
enterprises in Kumasi and cane gatherers and basket weavers in Western region,
surveys and censuses of traders, consumer surveys and an inventory of cane resources.
Canes are an important resource in Ghana, being used in housebuilding, basket-making
and the production of cane furniture. The cane-utilising industries are divided
geographic~y. Most baskets used commercially and on the fafln are made in rural
areas. The largest concentration of basket-making enterprises are found in the southwestern corner of the country, this is also where the forests with the largest populations
of canes are found. Cane and cane baskets have an unpoltant cOITIITIercial as well as
subsistence value in rural areas.
The urban weavers concentrate on "urban" goods such as fUl11iture, baby's cots,
shelving, and shopping baskets which fetch far higher prices than baskets. IInpoltant
centres of furniture production (and other urban cane go(x1s) are Accra, Asamankese
and Kumasi.
The cane most commonly used is known as mjza (Erythmospatha spp.) although eye
(Laccosperma opacum) and demmere (Calamus deeraus) are also used. Canes
collected on a commercial basis, both by rural people and urban-based collector
groups, are mostly destined for urban-based processors (sometitnes through
intennediaries). Most people interviewed claimed that cane collection was more
common in the past, giving a number of reasons for the decline, including reduced cane
population, transportation problems and interventions by the locaJ government or
forestry department. In Western region the reason given was that basket-making was
considered a more rewarding activity. Rural gatherers (and also gatherer/traders) are
usually involved on a part-time basis and can make subst.antial ccollolnic returns from
this activity. The wholesale traders in cane, most of Wh0I11 arc urban-based, also make
good returns.· All gatherers and most of the traders of cane arc In ale.
Cane basket production is also a traditionally male preserve, engaged in on a part-time
basis by men who are often also farmers. Many of the producers only operate on a
small-scale for their own use or local delnand. However in sOlnc villages studied,
basket-making is the major economic activity, providing Inorc incoIllc than fanning for
some of its participants. Usually this is a solitary occupation although children may
also be employed to produce bases to be finished off by the adult. Children sometimes
may also produce their own finished articles, particularly during school holidays. Most
basket-makers collect their own canes from the forest Of fann-bush. The produce is
sold either to local consumers and traders or to lraders ftUITI urban areas, or direct to
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consumers by prooucers in Ashante region. Generally there will be a tnixture of
weavers who are producing to order and those who are nOl. Production to order is
especially common during periods of peak demand, when dealers want to ensure
supplies. Such peak periods occur, for example, during the cocoa harvest and for fish
baskets during the fishing season. Basket weaving generally' compares favourably with
other rural wage earning activities, although if prices fall then this dramatically affects
profitability.
From the few centres of commercial production much of the produce is traded through
a variety of channels depending on local demand and particularly transport networks.
In the Western region few prooucers take their produce to urban markets to sell as
there are many alternative local marketing including sales to visiting wholesalers and at
regional markets. In Ashante more of the producers go to urban markets, as fewer
wholesale traders visit the rural areas. Of those who are involved in the basket trade
the majority are women. Wholesalers are found in all areas, whereas retail traders are
rare except in large markets. The wholesale basket trade involves transporting baskets
to urban centres, coastal fishing centres as well as nOlthenl cities. Many traders
combine this trade with other products, or other activities (especially fanning). Rural
wholesale traders, who have the advantage that they can ensure a steady supply but
who also experience difficulties with transport, mainly supply urban retail traders.
Urban traders don't have the same advantage of contacts with suppliers' but have better
contacts in markets and access to storage facilities in the towns. Returns to the
wholesale cane basket trade, whilst substantial, appear to be lower than those of other
NTFP trades examined (especially bushlneat, chewsticks and raw canes).
The only major retail trade occurs in the urban areas, and is ITIostly the preselVe of
women. It is often combined with other income earning activities, perhaps due to the
marked seasonal fluctuations in basket sales. In Kumasi the supply is mainly provided
by basket makers bringing their wares to the market, delnand nlainly C0l11eS fronl other
traders.
The results of the consumer sUlVey found that baskets are used by the majority of rural
and urban people. Even in rural areas (and even in those areas where most basket
weavers are concentrated) most people bought their baskets rather than made them
themselves. Traders who were .questioned said that they preferred baskets to other
types of container. The survey also confinned the existence of considerable
fluctuations in supply and demand (supply being squeezed during periods of peak
labour demand).
In urban centres there are a growing number of cane processing enterprises producing
a range of goods for the urban household and tourist ITIarket. These artisans make sets
of furniture, shelving, many types of baskets and containers, lalnp shades, waste
baskets, baby's cots and other household items. 39 enterprises were studied: all of them
were small, ranging from 1 to 10 weavers per entelprise. Many enterprises employ
apprentices. All cane processors are men. Within the last Hve years business has
expanded. In Accra 67% of those intelViewed had been producing cane goods for less
than 5 years. Considerable differences were found between enterprises in Accra and
Kumasi in monthly production, quantities of cane used and types items produced.
Returns per enterprise are considerable, although relulns per person are difficult to
calculate due to the presumably lower pay of apprentices. Estilnates of retulns based
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on actual sales and on production can differ considerably. Supply of canes in Kumasi
is usually by regular suppliers, while in Accra many people get their canes from the
railway station rather than having it brought to theln. Few processors have regular
buyers, most rely on road-side sales. Baskets, shelves and trays selllTIost readily, while
the greatest profits are earned from furniture sets. In Kumasi, most processors produce
furniture on order, other products are produced regularly. In Accra, furniture
production appears to be more common. Many producers make furniture for road-side
sale rather than on order. In Accra, for many producers cane supply dictates what they
produce and when. The higher prices paid for cane in Accra as well as the fact that
production is dictated by supply suggest that the growing nUlnber of enterprises are
putting pressure on cane supplies getting to Accra. In Accra, some producers claim
that peddling wares is difficult because they are restricted by the city authorities. Of
those enterprises studied few rely on the tourist trade, and few had worked with the
Export Promotion Council. Few producers had had contact with this Council, but it is
suggested that once the programme begins to have an effect, it is most likely that the
demand for canes will increase at an even faster rate. There ·is a great and urgent need,
therefore, to assess the resource base, and the potential user-connicls which fnay ensue
with even higher extraction rates.
Management of the cane resources of forest reserves is based on a pelmitting system.
This system is largely ineffective as it is ignored by lTIOst loca~ gatherers. Although
some gatherers complain~d of a decline in the availability of canes, there is little
infonnation on actual stocks of canes in reseIVes. It is suggested that any management
system should first concentrate on obtaining data on stocks before attempting to
control exploitation. Canes are also obtained outside reserve forests in stool forest and
secondary re-growth of clearings. Little infonnation on the quantities produced from
these sources exists. It is suggested that canes could be grown in the bush fallow areas.
Canes could also potentially be incorporated into a nUlllber or Forestry DepartInent
activities including rural forestry programmes, plantation dcveloplTIcnt, buffer zone
management as well as management planning for the reserves.

5. FAO, 1991. Case studies in forest based small-scale enterprises in Asia. Rattan,
matchmaking and handicrafts. Edited with an introduction and conclusion by J.Y. Campbell.
Forests, Trees and People, Community Forestry case study, No. 4. Food and Agricultural
Organisation of the V.N., Bangkok, Thailand.
Case study three: Forest-based handicrajis in Indonesia. A combination of
government policies that favour the small-scale household-based Inanufacturing sector
while limiting the export of unprocessed forest products (e.g. logs and rattan) has
helped to spur the growth and developlnent of forest-based small-scale enterprises
(FBSSEs) in Indonesia in the last decade. Among the most prominent and successful
FBSSEs to have developed are wood carving and the l11anufacture of rattan funriture
and household goods (not included in this abstract). Not all FBSSEs have continued to
prosper however. The traditional umbrella and clog Inaking crafts represent two
industries which 1x>omed at the start but are now declining because of heavy
competition from plastics and other synthetic materials and a drastic change in market
demands.
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Jepara in central Java was chosen for the study of the wood-carving industry. It is one
of the major centres of the wood carving industry. Forest-based handicrafts account for
a large proportion of the total industrial employment in the area. They also ofler higher
incomes to labourers than other sm all industries and handicraft industries. The
traditional craft of wood carving experienced a boom in the -1970's with the provision
of technological guidance and market infonnation from the Department of Industry.
The number of units increased from around. '500 in 1966/67 to about 1,560 units
(employing around 16,000 skilled workers) in 1984. Jepara County is a poor woodproducing area so most logs are imported from neighbouring counties. Most
manufacturers prefer to buy on credit from wholesalers and retailers because Perhutani
(the state-owned Indonesian Forest Corporation) demands cash payments. The
conversion of logs into sawn wood is carried out using traditional manual or
mechanised bandsaws. The technological level employed in wood carving is still
traditional. Although machinery is available in the market, few craftpersons can afford
to buy it. The study gives little information on the organisation of production or the
earnings of entrepreneurs and labourers. Of the four industries studied product markets
are largest for the wood carving enterprises. Most production is for the domestic
market - either in the county or large cities outside. Although direct sale (particularly
on order) to the customer is the preferred business, there are several marketing
arrangements in practice including peddling the products thelnselves, sale to a broker
and asking a showroom to display their goods. The lnajor constraint on the industry is
the saturation of the market with carved handicrafts. This -is reducing the sale price of
items while raw material prices are increasing. Entrepreneur's pront Jnargins are being
reduced, forcing them to lower worker's wages. Poor quality and the lack of
organisation and co-operation between producers Lo 111cet orders constrain any
expansion into export production. The author suggests that flllther expansion of the
industry will be dependent on increases in the purchasing power of the domestic
market. The wood carving and rattan enterprises were noted to share a number of
characteristics: they are both very labour-intensive, with specialised craftspersons
undertaking different steps in the manufacturing process; they offer a wide range of
products and can respond fairly easily to new product delnands; they have both
received support and technical assistance from govenunentinstitutions; they are both
dependent on raw materials imported froln other parts of the island of Java or from
other islands witllln Indonesia.

Tasikmalaya County in West Java was the area chosen for studying ulnbrella and clog
production. The umbrella industry, which had been in existence since the 19th century,
experienced a boom in the 1950's- with over 600 households and finns engaged in the
business. But in 1964, many finns went out of business because of competition from
imported plastic umbrellas. As a result only two units were engaged in the umbrellamaking industry in 1980 and four were reported in 1984. The commercial clog-making
industry is of more recent origins. In their early developnlent, clogs were very simple
and used lower quality woods. This industry boolned during the Japanese occupation in
the 1940's because shoes and raw materials for their manufacture were not available.
Since that period the quality of clogs began to improve. The heels and the sides were
carved artistically. It was at this time that the industry gained its popularity in the
, country. From 1962 to 1966, the demand for clogs increased dramatically. As
substitute materials like rubber and plastic began to take over the dOlnestic market~ the
industry had a brief export boom from 1975-1980, when Australia provided the major
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market for Indonesian clogs. However, problclns with quality control resulted in a
dramatic drop in local production. At the time of the study, only two finns were
engaged in clog making, principally because of their detennination to presetve the
tradition.
The author concludes that in order to survive as viable concerns in today's dynamic
market,- traditional FBSSEs must be able to continuously diversify products to meet
demand. Improved production rates and the use of new technology may need to be
adopted. This is easier in crafts such as wood calVed l1uniture and rattan handicrafts
where new designs can be followed using the same materials, and where a range of
products has always been the rule. In very specific activities like umbrella or clog
making, it is not as easy to be resilient and innovative. Finally, the government's efforts
in giving guidance and technical training to further the skills of both entrepreneurs and
craftspersons in the wood carving and rattan industlies have helped stimulate these
industries.

6. Mead D.C., Dichter T., Fisseha Y. and Haggblade S., 1990. Prospects for enhancing the
performance of micro and small-scale nonjarm enterprises in Niger. GEMINI Working
Paper, No. 3. Growth and Equity through Microenterprise Investnlents and Institutions
(GEMINI) Project, Bethesda, Maryland.
This paper reports on the findings of a study undertaken by Mjchigan State University,
concerning micro and small enterprises and their role in the devcloplnent of Niger.
Four subsectors were examined in more detail, including tnats. The tealn found that the
weaving of mats provides minimal levels of income to large nUITIbers of women,
particularly in rural Oosso. Future prospects for thi s activity are bleak. Increasing
prices of raw materials have combined with downward pressures on finished product
prices to squeeze returns to the producer. It is recolTIlnended that ·the primary focus
should be on developing alternative income-eanling opportunities to enable participants
to leave this activity. In the meantime, there is a strong case for reducing or removing
the highly regressive tax paid by those selling ITIats in the Inarkel.

7. Pye E.A. (Ed.), 1988. Artisans in economic development: Evidence.t'rom Asia. IDRC 262e.
IORC, Ottawa, Canada.
The Philippines chapter of this volume examines a nUlnber of local handicrafts
including weaving, rattan furniture and mat-making. The 111at-Inaking industry is a
traditional pass-time, which provides goods for home and fann use and supplements
agricultural incomes. The industry continues to provide full and part-time employment,
since there remains an effective demand fronl those at low -inC0I11C levels who calIDot
afford more expensive alternatives. The industry has also expanded into novelty items
for export, further stimulating production and enlploylnent. Secondary data show a
rapid increase during the 1960s in the number of mat-making finns, from 247 in 1964
to 2,392 in 1972. Virtually all are small-scale: only six firms elnploy more than 20
people. At the same time, the labour force experienced an eight-fold increase, from
1,200 in 1964 to 9,941 in 1972, outpacing the expansion rate of employment in the
other four craft industries studied.
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The study then examines the mat-industry of Bohol and Samar provinces in more
detail. Here the industry is organised mainly as household units and produces goods
primarily for the low-income domestic market (53% for domestic, 38% exported, 90/0
to tourists). Bohol's industry has been relatively stagnant since the ]960s whereas
Samar finns have flourished with the growing popularity, of embroidered mats,
particularly those made in the more accessible and commercially active town of Basey.
The industries in Bohol and Samar rely on grass leaves from palm trees such a ticug,
which is brought from Leyte Province. There are problems in ticug supply, because the
fields where they grow are also used for intensive rice cultivation. The mat-making
process is manual, tedious and inefficient. Except for the factories in Basey and
Inabanga, quality of the finished products is low.
There is a noticeable absence of women under 40 in the craft, due to low salaries' 'and
heavy out-migration of local residents. Earnings vary considerably because of
differences in working hours and wage rates. Factory employees in Samar net a much
higher PHP 366 per month than Bohol's factory workers at PHP 219 per month; homebased weavers earn an average ofPHP 132.70 per month in SaITIar and PHP 97.73 per
month in Bohol. The industry is an important source of employment and income for
home-based workers, in view of the households minimal earnings from agriculture.
Earnings from this activity represent a significant one hal f (Samar) to two-thirds
(Bohol) of all household income.
Entrepreneurs identify the following Inarket problelTIs: 'insufficient infonnation;
transport and travel difficulties; and the low delTIand for and low price of their
products. On the supply side, product development, financing, supplies, and quality
control are dominant problems. However, entrepreneurs generally view the industry as
having a bright future. Domestic demand for novelty products has been steadily
growing, although traders who deal in utilitarian g(x)ds see delnand trends less
positively.
In considering the policy implications of these findings the study recommends firstly
that policy makers should recognise the importance of the sector. Secondly it
recommends greater effort on the part of development agencies in delivering assistance
to household production units, combined with greater organisation by producers.
Thirdly, measures for minimising the role of middlelnen except in distIibuting to more
remote areas are recommended. Financial and technical assistance to take advantage of
new opportunities are also recommended. Finally the study recommends a more
concerted effort to preserve and develop an indigenous raw material base.
8. Regino M.M, 1989. Taking stock. Inventory report 0.1' the lesser-known .forest species.
Survey of the local andforeign markets. Canopy International 6-8.

The results of a sUlVey of registered cottage industries producing a variety of woven
goods are presented. Most firms were established ill 'the early 1980s. 88% are small
scale. Raw materials are obtained from wild stocks of herbs and grasses growing in
'natural forest. Firms rely on suppliers to provide thelTI with raw Inaterials - obta~g
raw materials is a greater problem for small finns. Except for onc large finn which
was a direct exporter, all producers sold to local traders who cater to both domestic
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and international markets which are generally characterised by a single proprietorship
type of ownership. Finns paid better wages to full-time workers than piece-workers
(P71 per day cf. P62.50 per day respectively; legislated ITIininlUITI wage rate was P64
per day). High capital requirement is the major barrier to entry for potential new firms.
The increase in the number of finns from 1970 suggests, however, that barriers to
entry are not significant.

9. Rutten R., 1990. Artisans and entrepreneurs in the rural Philippines: making a living and
gaining wealth in two commercialised crafts. CASA monographs 2. VU University Press and
. Centre for Asian Studies, Amsterdam.
The central figures in this study are the artisans and traders of Nabas, a coastal
municipality of rice and coconut growers in the province of Aklan, located on the
island of Panay. In the municipality are some three thousand women and girls who - at
home, on a part-time basis - make plaited hats and sleeping mats for the domestic
markets, about sixty village middlemen, and several large traders. The area chosen for
a brief comparative research study is the municipality of Malilipot in the province of
Albay. Although similar in topography, crops, and pattel11 of landownership, here the
artisans are wage-dependent home workers or workshop labourers who produce
Western-style placemats for exporters and their sub-contractors. In both regions the
raw material sources are planted palms, barivv (from Pandanus copelandii) and abaca
(from Musa textilis) respectively. The author makes the point that it is di.fficult to say
to what extent the two cases can be generalised.
It is the poverty of a large part of the population that accounts for the survival and
growth of many of these handicraft industries. Labour relnuneration for handicraft
producers is, in general, extremely low, and hardly reaches the level of the local
agricultural wage. This is true for craft producers in both research locations. Agrarian
developments (increased landlessness and labour-saving changes in rice cultivation and
halVesting) exacerbate this situation. Poor producers are willing to accept very low pay
in crafts because they also have other, often marginal sources of incoIne. Thus, they
fonn a large supply of cheap labour which is readily recruited by handicraft
entrepreneurs.
Despite these negative aspects, the two cOITIITIerciaJised crafts also have SOlne
advantages for artisans which stem precisely from thc cOITInlcrcial orientation of the
industries. In Buenavista (Nabas), the expansion of Inarkets to areas outside the
province has resulted in a (small) increase in the degree of security of producers due to
the steady, large demand for products, and to the willingness or traders to extend credit
to weavers.
Even in Malilipot, a number of workers have been able to accull1ulate an invesLible
surplus on the basis of the craft and have developed -into srn all entrepreneurs. The
workers in this craft are home workers and workshop labourers, recruited by exporters
through a network of suppliers in towns and villages. The industry is based on the
subcontracting putting-out arrangement. This systeln is, in theory, the most
disadvantageous for artisans as the craftworkers are wage dependent, perfonn only one
step in the production process, have no control over the final product nor over its
proceeds, and can be laid off whenever demand for the product decljnes. The whole
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arrangement is based on advances provided by exporters: the advances are channelled
through a chain of suppliers and sub-suppliers "itl towns and vi llagcs. These advances,
however, enable some workers without capital of their own to recruit fellow home
workers to fill orders and become sub-suppliers and, if circumstances are favourable,
eventually become established suppliers. In the town of Malilipot and in the village of
Santa Teresa where part of the research was done, at least thirty percent of the
suppliers were originally craftworkers, apparently ITIany of them landless or nearlandless.
Regarding the relations between artisans and entrepreneurs, the experiences of the
artisans in Nabas suggest that growing importance of entrepreneurs in the process of
commercialisation is not necessarily accompanied by a loss in the bargaining power of
artisans. In Nabas artisans gained somewhat in bargaining power as their craft
expanded, and trade relations have become more personalised with a more pronounced
credit-supplying element which enhanced the subsistence security of artisans. This
development contrasts sharply with that in local rice cultivation. The main factors
responsible for the evolution of relations in the weaving era ft are increased market
demand and free competition among entrepreneurs. As delnand for Nabas-made
sleeping mats and hats expanded in the last thirty years, traders proliferated,
competition increased, and traders had to make 1110re efforts to Ineet increased demand.
In the course of these developments, weavers have relnained independent producers
because raw materials and implements are cheap and locally available, and weavers
have still the possibility to sell on the open markets besides selling to credit-supplying
traders. Moreover, they continue to depend on their own labour and that of their
husband and children, and seldom employ wage labour. In short, the commercialisation
of the weaving craft, in the village of Buenavista at least, involved little differentiation
in access to the means of production.
In contrast, the expansion of the abaca export craft in Mali1ipot has given rise to a
highly differentiated industry based on wage labour and an unequal access to the
means of production. Exporters and their subcontractors developed a system of
putting-out production and manufacture in small workshops which responds to the
requirements of the handicraft export market. They need to react fast to changing
foreign tastes and keep strict control over quality and timing of production. Therefore,
they supply raw materials to craftworkers, specify designs, and pay piece wages. The
workers are highly dependent on entrepreneurs and are not organised to defend their
interests collectively. Nevertheless, production for the world Inarket Inay give some
leverage. The high demand for labour, sharp deadlines of export orders, severe
competition among exporters and suppliers, and the personalised ties between workers
and suppliers fostered by the risks involved in export productiof'l, result in some
bargaining power of workers. Their bargaining position is a tenuous one, since a drop
in market demand decreases their leverage. But even in the present period of slack
demand, the daily wage income of hOlne workers and workshop labourers at least
approximates the local agricultural wage rate, a condition that is quite exceptional for
home workers in crafts (in Nabas independent producers canl only half the agricultural
wage).
In Nabas about half of the hat and tTIat traders are WOlllcn; -in Malilipot, WOlnen appear
to predominate among the subcontracting entrepreneurs. WOlncn are also prominent
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among handicraft exporters: the largest exporter in Aklan ·is a WOlnan, and in Albay
many women have either an export business of their own or run one together with their
husband. Their economic background is valled, and they include lnarried women,
single women and widows. Concerning the prolninence of W0t11en in the crafts sector
the author argues that the cultural role of Philippine lowland women encourages both
self-exploitation (working for an income that is lower than a subsistence income) and
entrepreneurial accumulation. Women's responsibilities for household welfare, their
role as financial managers in the household and their freedom of movement are all
important cultural factors encouraging them into craft production and also to take up
an entrepreneurial role whenever some capital is available.
The author makes two conclusions regarding the importance of crafts in rural
development. First, the income from crafts is vital to the rural poor who work at crafts,
in particular to landless workers and marginal cultivators. It cushions the effects of
seasonal underemployment, may save households from destitution, provide some
income security, and cover the schooling costs of a child. It 111ay also give poor people
opportunities for socio-economic mobility, as in the subcontracting craft in Albay.
Artisans in both areas repeatedly point out how itnpoltant the craft is in their scramble
for a living. But on the other hand the income from crafts is extrelnely low and, in the
case of the export craft, irregular and insecure. Handicraft lllay alleviate conditions of
poverty but does not, on the whole, solve problems of poverty and need. The causes of
the low earnings of artisans -low market prices because of sharp conlpetition, and (not
excessive) profit-taking by entrepreneurs - have no easy solution. Working conditions
of the wage dependent craftworkers who work at honle orin sl11all shops are hardly
affected by protective labour laws. These laws arc diflicult to enforce and Inay, if
applied, unintentionally undennine the cOITIpetitivc position or thc products. Given the
reality of a competitive handicraft lnarket, striving for a higher, 11l0rc stable delnand
for handicraft products is the most feasible way to illlprOVe the artisans' bargaining
power and hence their labour income.
A second aspect relevant to rural development is that handicraft provides a broad
range of rural entrepreneurs with a surplus for local reinvestlnent. In this respect,
handicraft compares favourably with large-scale, capital-intensive industry whose
profits are monopolised by large urban corporations. Tile slate has played a role of
some importance in this process of local acculTIulatioll. 'T'radersinNabas largely
accumulated and expanded on their own account, but a nUlnber has recently benefited
from low-cost government credit. The subcontractors in Malilipol owe part of their rise
and expansion to the government's export prolnotion policy: govcl11Jnent-sponsored
trade missions helped raise foreign demand for Philippine crafts, and government credit
enabled handicraft exporters to develop a wide network of subcontractors by means of
advance payments. As the subcontractors of M.alilipot acculllulated SOlne capital of
their own, they, too, began to avail themselves of govemnlent credit By investing their
profits in other rural ventures the entrepreneurs in Nabas and Malilipot undoubtedly
contributed to a further linking of the local econolny to \-vider 111arkets and to a fulther
commercialisation of the local econolny.
The author questions, however, whether ru rat craft production can be regarded as a
dynamic force in rural development, contributing to sel r-susl.ained industrialisation.
This depends greatly on the investnlent policy . or handicraft entrepreneurs. The
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entrepreneurs of this study use their profits not only to expand their enterprise but also
to invest in land, transportation, and various types of upward and downward trade.
Practically no entrepreneur has invested in manufacturing ventures other than crafts. It
appears that the orientation of the entrepreneurs remains one of traders and "rentseekers", interested in the circulation of goods and in activities that yield quick returns.
This may be quite obvious for the craft traders of Nabas, who are traders by
profession. But it also applies to the subcontracting manufacturers of Malilipot. This
investment policy is perfectly sensible and understandable froln the viewpoint of their
own family interests and the limited range of, and risks involved with, alternative
investment opportunities. But, the author states, this does suggest that one should not
exaggerate the "dynamic" contribution of crafts to economic development. Nor should
one hail too easily the accumulation taking place in crafts as an alternative route
toward industrialisation.

10. Smyth I.A. 1986. The weaving of women's life: a case study o.f rural non-agricultural
activities in a Sundanese village (West Java, Indonesia). PhD thesis. Anthropology
Department, University College London.
This thesis questions the prominent representation of Javanese women as enjoying a
high degree of personal and social power as a direct consequence of the"ir participation
in production. The first part of research is an investi gallon of the fa·ctors which
influence the gender division of labour. In the second part it is shown that, despite the
importance of agriCulture, most households in the research area (Rankulan, a village in
the Tasikmalaya region) carry out a number of productive tasks in different sectors of
the economy: from subsistence fanning, to ~tty cOlnmodity production and to wage
work. The author considers that such combinations are a consequence of strategies
adopted by households as units to ensure their own survival and reproduction and that
such strategies are made possible by the dominant gender division of labour.
Among the activities in which women are involved the case of anyaman (bamboo
weaving) is taken for closer scrutiny. This study offered the opportunity of
investigating more closely an area of work in which superr-1ci all y there is no strict
gender division of labour.

Anyaman is of recent origin in the study area, but with the considerable reduction in
the amount of work available after agricultural tnodenlisation in the 1960s it
represented one of the few employment alternatives to emerge. Weaving is undertaken
by household-based units using family labour. Among the 77 households intetviewed,
30% were involved in bamboo weaving to some extent. In 2/3 of the households more
than one person was involved, there was a roughly 50:50 division between those
households involved in bamboo weaving as a primary occupation and those for whom
it was a secondary activity. Households were of similar size to the village average, but
examination of land distribution shows that 80% own less than 0.05 hectares.
All skills have been passed on from family, neighbours or friends, with transfer of
skills from mother to children particularly important now. The simple tools and raw
materials involved in production are easily available to most producers. Bamboo is
found in the surrounding hills, with several people owning balnbo() producing land and
selling rights to cut on it. In other cases balnboo is cut and sold at slightly higher prices

to women and older people (who cannot collect their own due to social or physical
restrictions on their mobility). Initial sawing and cutting of the bamboo is perfonned
by both men and women. Weaving is by hand, frequently in batch production with
bases, bodies and then final touches of the baskets conlpleted. The fmal product is
plain in appearance and quality is mediocre. Labour times varied between 4-7 hours
every working day for those involved full-time to a few hours a day or week when the
activity was a secondary occupation. Women would devote more time than men when
the involvement was only on a part-time basis. Individuals would change the degree of
involvement in weaving over the course of time. The amount of time devoted to
anyaman was dependent on a number of factors including the seasonal variation in
demand (with some working up to 12 or 14 hours per day in the 'period leading up to
the festival of Lebaran when demand was high),. loss of marketing channels (due to
illness, bankruptcy or other problems for traders) and the availability of altemative
employment opportunities.
Similar to other small-scale marketing in Java, the trade in banlboo products is
characterised by a high degree of complexity. Producers rarely sell to the final
consumer, rather they take orders and deliver to local producer/traders (tengkulak) or
to urban-based traders (bandar). The bandar are ITIostly men, and are purely involved
with trade (with no associated provision of credit or raw ITIatcrials). Producers tend to
prefer marketing contacts with local tengkulak as they are often more reliable with
payments than bandar (even though the latter pay higher prices). The author sees the
existence of the tengkulaks as a process of differentiation of producers leading to the
eventual emergence of a class of capitalist enterprises.
In the same way as refined bamboo work (and in contrast to the ITIOre utilitarian rough
bamboo work) the final outlets for semi-refined baskets and other iLCITIS are the market
stalls and. souvenir shops of the cities and smaller urban ccntres. A sinal] number of the
larger and wealthier producer/traders have links through a local chari table organisation
to western charities such as Oxfam and Novib and the ITIOre lucrative Inarkets they
represent.

Anyaman represents a poorly remunerative occupation for 1110St producers. Although
figures for hourly or daily returns are not presented the author states that anyaman's
principle importance is in offering a separate, supplementary sourcc of income which
can be relied upon in times of need.
The author's principle interest is in the position of W0l11en in the productive process
and how this is related to their position in society. Shc concludes that women should
correctly be classified as dependent workers (as opposed to petty comtnodity
producers) as a result of their lack of oppoltunities to seek other clTIployment (thus
tying them to home-based production) and their p(x)r control over the productive
process (e.g. their dependence on men for raw tnateIial supplies and, at the other end,
their reduced access to markets).
The increasing numbers of people seeking work and tunling to anyanlan has lead to a
"reproductive squeeze" on producers. TIley have been forced to lower the costs of
production in order to maintain the same levels of sales from anyan1an. This has been
achieved by product debasement with lower quality work and thc reduction of use of
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high quality materials such as rattan. Anyaman brings lower retulllS to labour than
most other occupations hence producers are unlikely to invest titne and energy in
upgrading skills, but reduced quality, skills and level of technology means producers
are more vulnerable. This trend to involutionary development - producing more and
more for a limited and specialised market - could be altered drastically by a new
government project to encourage co-operation between producers and make credit
available.

11. Terry M.E., 1984. Botswanacraft and Hambukushu basketry: The effects of a major
marketing operation on a group of African people, their traditional craft, and the natural
resources. Unpublished report. Botswanacraft Marketing Company, Etsha, Botswana.
This report examines the effect of a major marketing operation by the Botswanacraft
Marketing Company on the women of the Hambukushu tJibe in Etsha, ~heir traditional
craft of woven palm baskets, and the main natura] resources used to Inake the craft
(Hyphaene petersiana palm and two dye materials). BotswanacrafL has been in
operation since the early 1970's. This company purchases crafts flum all over
Botswana and markets them throughout the world. lLs prilTIary product is the woven
palm basket from the Ngamiland District in north-westenl Botswana. Hambukushu
women, who are refugees from Angola and now reside in Etsha, are the lnajor
producers of this particular craft.
Craft making is very much sex-specific, with the wotnen working primarily with
natural plant fibres from trees and reeds, while the men work mainly in wood and
metal. From the mbare palm (Hyphaene petersiana), the wonlen tnake several
varieties of baskets and bracelets. These palJns arc found in the surrounding
environment of the Okavango delta. Natural dyes are obtained fro III lWO species of
tree. The tools used in basketrnaking (a short, sharpened piece of wire and a razor
blade) are few and simple.
Botswanacraft Marketing Company is a parastatal C0I11pany of the Republic of
Botswana under the investment film Botswana Developlnenl Corporation. It is devoted
to the development and marketing of BoL"wana handicrafts. Botswanacraft buys
traditional and contemporary crafts throughout Botswana and sells theln in retail shops
in Gaborone and Shashe, and to wholesalers and retailers abroad. Commercial buying
started in early 1970 in Ngamiland District, the northwcste111lTIOst district. Purchasing
was made by a combination of a single travelling buyer who visited villages and local
buyers ("agents") working on a commission basis. Transportation of the goods is a
critical part of the buying system. Botswanacraft has a contract with a transport
company, with most of the production being transported by -its trucks. Although the
operation has received grants from donor agencies, it has ahTIOsl been self-supporting
from the sales of crafts.
Basket weavers in Etsha Jnake an average or 19.4 open baskets and 9.4 closed baskets
per year. One medium-sized open basket will take onc WOITIan about 60 hours of
~ontinuous weaving. Even though baskelmaking is sandwiched in between other
demands around the home, 440/0 of the weavers claim to spend all day making baskets.
The amount of time devoted to basket making varies depending on the agricultural
season and seasonal cash needs. Most weavers worked within their diyunlbo (gathering

of homesteads), often transfonning it into a social event by working with other female
family members or friends. As individuals, basketweavers are not deriving a great deal

of positive social benefits from basketry such as high status or true appreciation of
their creative abilities, but they are also not being criti.cised for thei r skills or the time
invested in weaving.
Approximately 70% of the goods purchased by Botswanacraft are sold in Botswana,
with baskets accounting for 40% of total sales. Export sales have expanded over the
years, baskets account for a much greater proportion (900/0) of these sales. Sales of
exports by Botswanacraft are made to a number of organisations including nine
alternative marketing organisations, nine wholesalers, eleven retailers, and seven
combined wholesalers/retailers. Botswanacraft also hired experts and volunteers to
work on the development side of the handicraft industry. Their activities have included
attempts to improve the quality of existing products, introduce new craft items,
develop solutions to the increasing problems of raw material depletion, and improve
the organisation of the handicraft industry at the village level through training of and
supervision of craft leaders, teachers, and local counterparts.

The activities of Botswanacraft have provided a significant alnounL or cash income
over the years to the households of Etsha and, therefore, lc\v people have needed to
migrate to larger towns in other districts or countries Lo seek employment
opportunities. As a source of income basket sales have been criLically important to
Etsha households during years of drought. The purchase of baskets has also meant that
this aspect of the Hambukushu culture has been maintained and even nourished. Other
aspects of the producers' culture (e.g. traditional clothing) have, however, suffered as a
direct result of the purchasing and marketing operations.
The mass purchasing of Etsha baskets by Botswanacraft has had an effect on the
baskets in three areas: type, design and quality. Certain types of baskets have
flourished because Botswanacraft encouraged people Lo tnake these types. Overall
design and quality have improved through Botswanacraft's encouragement.

The increased utilisation of the palm and dye tnaterials due to Botswanacraft's
expansive purchasing program has had an obvious negative ilnpacl on the natural
resources in basketmaking. The potential problem of over-utilisation and possible
depletion was not recognised in the early years of expanded basketmaking. Education
of basket weavers in non-destructive harvesting techniques, encouragement of palm
planting, and trials on palm propagation are now being undertaken.
The author concludes that although the Botswanacrafl operation has provided a lnuch

needed service to the rural poor a number of iJnprovelnents could be made. In
particular she suggests that the organisation should concentrate on the more competent
producers, through training and an increase in the prelTIiulTI for the highest quality
baskets, to assist them to become full-tiIne "professional" baskeunakers. More effort
also needs to be placed upon looking for, and developing, altenlative and better sources
of income, especially for the less-than-competent weaver. Botswanacraft should also
attempt to operate more as a business, reducing its inefficiencies whilst trying to obtain
higher prices from dealers. Efforts to conserve the natural resource base of the industry
should also be continued and expanded.
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8. EXTRACTIVE PRODUCTS
8. 1 Introduction
Extractive products are defined here as any product derived from a natural forest which enters
into a large-scale industrial process as a raw material or is exported in an unprocessed or semiprocessed fonn. Although historically important in the high forest zones of West Africa
(Townson, 1992) and Southeast Asia (de Beer and McDermott, 1989; Peluso, 1992d), many
extractive industries in these two regions have declined or disappeared altogether (the
gathering and trade of rattan in Southeast Asia is an important exception, having increased
dramatically in recent years, and is considered separately below). Most of this discussion is
therefore based on examples from Latin America, especially fronl the Amazon region where
the majority of studies of extractive systenls have been conducted.

8.2 Employment
As a result of the number of studies conducted in the A111aZ0I1, this area is the one for which
there is the most reliable data concerning enlployment. However, estinlates of the current
number of "extractivists" vary. 1985 Census figures (quoted in 16) give a figure of 340,000
rubber tappers, while Schwartzmann and Allegretti (1987) suggest that half a nlillion people
depended on rubber and other latex products as their 111ain source of inconle. Browder
(1992a) suggests that the number of people deriving a significant proportion of their
livelihoods from the extraction of natural forest products tnay be as high as 1,500,000, or 20%
of the economically active population of Brazil's Anlazon region. Figures for other areas are
less common. May (9) quotes surveys fronl the early 1980s which show that products from
the babassu palm (Orbignya phalerata) contributed 22% of incolne ti·Olll all sources to as
many as 420,000 rural families in north-east Brazil. Case study ll1aterial from other areas (4,
11) suggests that extractive industries can be locally inlportant sources of enlployment.

8.3 Income
Although many analysts state that extractivisnl is a poorly renlunerated activity for those
engaged in it (7), a number of the studies exanlined here suggest that returns compare
favourably with the alternatives available. Rubber tappers working under the more
remunerative autonomous system (see later) earned approxinlately $1,000 p.a. from sales of
rubber and Brazil nuts, placing their earnings above those of half of the economically active
population of the region (16). A number of authors also note that the sale of extractive
products is only one of a number of market and subsistence activities engaged in by rubber
tapp.ers (3, 7, 16). Some studies point to a recent decline in the inlportance of extractive
products in the economies of some comnlunities - for exanlple, the contribution of rubber to
the total earnings from forest-derived products on ConlbLi Island has fallen to $75.06 p.a. out
of an average total of $3,171.56 p.a.. In a study of copal and rattan collecting in the
Philippines, Connelly (4) found copal collectors to be earning an average of P18 per man day
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compared to the PlO to be earned in agricultural work. The surveys quoted by May (9) show
that sale of babassu kernels alone provided an average of between 27 and 30 percent of cash
household income. In the Guatemalan Peten (11), cutters of the decorative fern xate were
found to be earning an average, over a year, of $8 per day - considerably T110re than the $2-3
per day available for work on ranches or in agriculture.

8.4 Structure and organisation of production
There is no single pattern for the organisation of production. Although in some situations
collectors work autonomously (2, 4 and 16), they 111ay also be en1ployed in harvesting teams
as wage-labourers (11 and, historically, 5). The systenl of avianlento has had a very strong
influence on the development of extractive industries in the Brazilian Anlazon (as described
below). Some of the collection activities are engaged in year round (4), perhaps with some
seasonal peaks (11), whereas others are undertaken for only a few n10nths of the year because
of conflicting labour demands (16 and 2) or natural seasonality of production (10, 11 and 16).
The priority given to labouring in rice cultivation is one of the reasons given for the inelastic
supply of babassu kernels in Brazil - this problelTI had a nU111ber of negative consequences for
the industry and producers (16). While extraction is a 111ajor source of cash income to women
in the babassu system of Brazil (6), in most other cases' the rnajority of labour involved in
collecting activities is proyided by men (4, 11 and 16). Sonle products, such as copal and
rubber, undergo only minimal processing before sale (4 and 16). The processing of other
products, for example Brazil nuts and babassu kernels ( 16), involves considerable labour input
which is traditionally provided 111ainly by W0111en.

8.5 Raw material supplies
Many of the studies reviewed have a conservation bias and concentrate on aspects of resource
availability and management. Rubber tappers living on traditional holdings and with rights to a
number of rubber trails and Brazil nut groves, are only one exarnple of resource use and rights
(16). On Comb6 Island rubber is also tapped, though econon1ically it is of minor importance
and tenure systems and managelnent do not centre around it. ]n the babassu areas of Brazil,
the palm is actively managed as part of an agroforestry systen1 conlbining crops and cattle (9).
A system of usufruct rights to palms close to holdings has developed, and collectors also have
access to babassu stands on private holdings (providing that sale of kernels is only made
through the landowner). May (9 and 16) stresses the inlportance of these tenure rights in
detennining management for sustained production, and details the way in which dilution of
these rights has contributed to a decline in the babassu industry and the clearing of babassu
stands for other uses. The Uaxactun-Camlelita rnultiple-use reserve in the GuatelTIalan Maya
Biosphere reserve allows harvesting of forest products, with workers being brought in on
trucks by contractors (11). In the Philippines, copal is collected fron1 trees in the forest up to 5
hours walk away from the village (4). In both these latter exanlples there appears to be little
active,management of the resource.

A number of cases point to destructive harvesting practices. Overexploitation is given as one
of the reasons for the depletion of copal supplies, although agricultural expansion and, in
particular, mining and logging operations have also played a part (4). The excessive increase in
collection is due to an increase in population and also an increased desire to participate in the
market economy. Although collection of the three major products of the Uaxactun-Carmelita
reserve should be sustainable, overexploitation of resources has become a major problem (11),
especially for chicle gum where inexperienced harvesters are using destructive tapping
methods. Historical studies in the Amazon (16) and in West Africa (Harlns, 1975) (5) also
point to cases where harvesting has resulted in destruction of the resource base. Nations (11)
suggests that training and licensing of harvesters is one solution to the problems in the
multiple-use reserves in Guatemala (11). Connelly (4), criticises sinlilar efforts by the
government in the Philippines for ignoring the greater destruction caused by mining and
logging operations.
In addition to the possible negative effects of harvesting, raw nlaterial supplies are under
threat from a number of other directions. Forest clearance for agriculture or cattle ranching is
occurring in a number of areas. As Honlnla (8) points out, "the expansion of the agricultural
frontier often reduces the area of forest available for extraction independently of its
[extraction's] profitability". Destruction of forest in Mexico is resulting in an increased share of
the xate export market for Guatemala (11). Hecht (6) points out the negative effects of current
rural development programmes on the babassu industry, which are "undennining access to
resources and often imply their destruction". Sonle studies have discovered that the resource
base upon which the Brazil nut industry of Acre depends nlay be dwindling - a lack of
regeneration and juvenile trees has been noted, and the trees are being illegally felled for
timber (16).
A major factor contributing to the decline of extractive industries in S0111e areas is competition
from domesticated sources of the product (8). Rubber production in the Brazilian Amazon
almost disappeared as a result of cheaper production in South East Asian plantations, and only
survived as a result of governlnent subsidisation of production (16). In West Africa, where
production was not subsidised, natural rubber production rapidly declined and eventually
ceased altogether (Harms, 1975). Brazil nut plantations have recently been established in the
Amazon and, although their future productivity is still debatable, they represent a potentially
n1ajor threat to production from wild sources (10 and 16).

- extractive reserves
In Brazil, a system of "extractive reserves" has developed as a response by the National
Council of Rubber Tappers (CNS) to forest clearance and expulsion of rubber tappers. These
areas are reserves for the extraction of potentially renewable comn1ercial forest products by
traditional resident populations (3). The state retains ownership of the land and grants usufruct
rights to rubber tappers for an initial minimunl period of 30 years (Sch wartznlann, 1992b).
Property rights follow traditional patterns of land use and the areas are adnlinistered on a local
level by locally elected groups (16). Although 16 reserves covering a total of 3 million
hectares had been decreed by 1991, demarcation and in1plenlentation is progressing slowly due
to continuing land rights conflicts (16).
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The extractive reselVes movement has been promoted by some researchers as a means of
reconciling development and conservation (Allegretti, 1990). However, recent discussions
have tended to downplay the potential of extractivism as an approach to promote forest
conservation (3). As detailed elsewhere in this review, extractive activities suffer from a
number of problems related to sustainable production and marketing. Browder (3) also
questions whether the interests of extractive communities necessarily coincide with the
objectives of protecting biological diversity. Recently a consensus has emerged that, although
extractive resetves should be supported on the grounds of social justice, they represent only
. one (and a relatively minor one) of a much larger collection of approaches necessary to protect
significant areas of the Amazon's tropical forests (3, 16). In addition there are doubts about
the transferability of the extractive reserves approach to other areas with significantly different
ecological, socio-economic and political environments (Peluso, 1992d) (18). The example of
the Uaxactun-Cannelita multiple-use reserve in the Peten demonstrates that locally applicable
models can, however, be designed (11).

8.6 Marketing systems
• aviamento (16)
Throughout the Amazon Basin this is an historically important, and still widespread, system of
credit and marketing. Although existing in many fonns it usually involves the supply of market
goods on credit at inflated prices, to be paid for in extractive products, mainly rubber and
Brazil nuts. It was thus highly regressive, frequently resulting in rubber tappers being
maintained in a state of debt peonage to the rubber merchants or patraos (owners of the
rubber trails). The system was manipulated in such a way as to keep the tappers engaged in
extractive activities with little time for agriculture and therefore dependent on the patrao for
food supplies. Although the system had few advantages for its participants (including the
patraos and rubber merchants, who were frequently in debt themselves), it did manage to
allow communities in remote rural areas to participate in the market economy. The support of
the rubber industry by the Brazilian government can also be explained by the involvement of a
number of powerful interests in the industry. Recently there has been a shift away from
aviamento to more autonomous systems in areas that have becon1e more accessible and rubber
tappers have become less dependent on the merchants for supplies of foods and other goods.

• other systems
Few details are given of other systems of marketing extractive products. In Guatemala xate
passes from contractors to processing warehouses where the stems are sorted before being
shipped or air-freighted to Europe and America (11). In West Africa the gum arabic trade
became dominated by one lineage who became economically and socially powerlul as a result
of their numerous trading activities (5). In spite of the lack of detailed studies, May (9) states
that the tenns under which extractive products are traded in the market is one of the factors
that detennines, in large measure, whether such resources J11ay be managed for sustained
production. Poor market infrastructure, perishable products, and isolation from infonnation on
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prices or market trends make forest dwellers vulnerable to buyers' manipulations and limit the
scope for increased output. The volatility of markets, their limited size and scope for
expansion and the possibility that rapid expansion in n1arkets may lead to resource
overexploitation are other problems facing NTFP trade expansion. May (9) illustrates this with
examples from the babassu industry. Here the structure of market intetmediation was partly
attributable for the failure to fully realise the potential of babassu. Despite increased demand
and prices, merchants and landowners failed to pass on benefits to producers. This resulted in
declining terms of trade for extractors and a failure of production to increase (16). Ribbans
(15) also details some of the problems, including access to markets and access to product and
market infoffilation, facing those wishing to expand the lnarket for extractive products in
developed countries.

8.7 Demand
The poor future prospects for demand for many extractive products is another weak point for
these industries. Many of the authors note the falling den1and for products, either as a result of
substitution by synthetics (5, 8, 9, 11, 16) or natural products (9, 11, 16) or as a result of
declining popularity (11, 16). Homma (8) states that the process of substitution is triggered by
two different conditions. First, the price of the natural resource begins to climb because of
depletion of the product in the forest and increase in denland. Second, technological
improvement of the substitute reduces its price and increases its competitiveness. In the case
of Brazil nuts, falling .demand was related to problems with quality (16). Ribbans (15) notes
that there are a number of uncertainties over the demand for "rain-forest products" in
developed countries which indicate that they may have difficulty in transcending the "novelty"
market.

8.8 Rattan gathering and trade in Kalimantan, Indonesia
While the majority of extractive products obtained fronl the forests of Southeast Asia have
now become economically insignificant, especially when cOlnpared to the timber exports from
the region, rattan exports have expanded rapidly. The nlajority of production came from
Kalimantan and Sumatra in Indonesia. The raw rattan industry there has steadily increased,
bringing in US$ 335 million (or 6.5% of total forestry earnings) in 1988 and employing
perhaps 100,000 people (13). Recently the government has introduced a ban restricting the
export of rattan to only finished goods such as furniture, ll1ats and trinkets (17) (see below).
Much of the information reviewed here pre-dates this ban, and it is not clear how well it
reflects the present situation in Kalimantan.
Rattan cane is obtained from one of a number of species of climbing palms. In Kalimantan,
both natural and cultivated sources are utilised (little infomlation is available on the balance
between the two sources). Although cultivation of rattan has been practised for over a
century, cultivation is still rare in some areas, especially in West Kalinlantan (17). Rattan
cQltivation ranges from being a secondary occupation to being a major source of incolne for
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some fanners. Under pressure from a number of directions, local controls on rattan harvesting
.have broken down in many areas. Over-harvesting is now widespread (13).
Rattan collection is generally a part-time activity among the peasant and off-fann labouring
households involved (13). Recently new migrants have swelled the numbers of rattan
gatherers, placing further pres~ure on the resource. The act of gathering rattan, which is
performed in groups or individually, requires no specialised tools (only a machete). Ethnic
differences exist in the degree to which women are involved in collection. Collectors usually
perform some limited first-stage processing on the rattan before selling it to traders.
Studies of the rattan trade conducted before the ban was introduced indentified two types of
traders - "long-term" traders to whom collectors were bound by credit-based obligations and
"short-term" traders who became involved in trade when market prices were high and had
fewer direct ties to collectors. Trader-boats (employing 4-5 semi-pennanent labourers)
delivered rattan canes downriver to first-stage processing centres. Here the canes were airdried, sorted and treated to preserve them and enhance their colour. Canes were sorted once
again before being dispatched to wholesalers and retailers. Much of the production was
eventually exported, to be used in the rattan furniture industries of Hong Kong, Singapore and
other Southeast Asian nations. The market for these goods had been expanding rapidly in
recent years. Demand for rattan by these industries has thus been increasing also, and together
with·the shrinking supplies from the forest, had resulted in the rea'l price of unprocessed rattan
in the world increasing by 9% per year since 1981 (17).
.
The rationale behind the ban on all but finished rattan goods was to encourage domestic
processing of rattan, leading to an increase in local employ111ent and of the value added from
manufactured exports. The government proposed that the ban on~ rattan could create 75,QOO to
160,000 new jobs in manufacturing (17). It is too early to conlment on the outcome of this
ban, although initial studies suggest that it has had a strongly negative effect on rattan-growers
and collectors by reducing prices and incomes. Many fonner growers have slowed or stopped
cultivation, and farmers switched to and/or intensified other productive activities (17). To
have the desired effect of increasing manufacturing activity, furniture manufacturers must also
overcome a number of constraints relating to technology, training and finance (13). Significant
smuggling may also be allowing foreign producers access to low-cost supplies of rattan (14),
although world prices of rattan have increased (maybe by as 111uch as 100% (17). These high
world prices have also prompted marginal producer nations to expand exports and to establish
plantations of rattan or rattan substitutes (17). Manufacturers have also been encouraged to
develop synthetic and natural substitutes for rattan in the furniture industry (17).

8.9 Patterns of change
Historically, the fortunes of extractive activities have followed a booln-bust pattern, with rapid
expansion of production being followed by a nlore-or-Iess rapid decline in production from the
,forest. The causal factors in this typical trajectory have been raw material supplies and
demand. The source of a product has often either suffered destruc~ion due to unsustainable
harvesting practices or as a result of forest clearance for alternative land uses. Commercial
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pressures to domesticate wild sources of valuable products have often also resulted in the
production from natural sources becoming uncompetitive. Demand problems relate to the
general decline in popularity of some products, coupled with a tendency towards the
substitution of the extractive product in favour of cheaper and better quality synthetic or
natural alternatives. It can be expected that without considerable effort to fonnalise and
enforce rights to sources, improve management at:td seek out and develop alternative products
and markets, the future of many extractive activities is bleak. Even in those areas where such
efforts are being made, it may be more appropriate to view extractive activities as providing a
breathing space in the short-term until more robust and viable alternatives can be developed.

In addition to the annotated items that follow see also the following studies on this
subject listed in the bibliography:Afsah S., 1992; Anderson A.B., 1990; Anderson A.B. (Ed.), 1990; Anderson A.B., May'P.H.
and Balick M.J., 1991; Anderson A.B., 1992; Balick M.l., 1984; Belsky J.M. and Siebert S.F.,
1993; Browder J.O., 1992a; Browder J.O., 1992c; Butler J.R., 1992; Clay J., 1992a; Clay J.,
1992b; Clay J., 1992c; Clay J., 1992d; Clay J.W. and Clement C.R., 1993; Dransfield l., 1988;
Fearnside P.M., 1989; Godoy R.A. and Feaw T.C., 1989; Godoy R.A., 1990; Godoy R.A. and
Feaw T.C., 1990; IDRC, 1989; Iqbal M., 1993; Johnson D. (ed.) 1991; Kilmer G.D., 1994;
LaFleur J.R., 1992; Lescure J.-P., Pinton F. and Emperaire L., 1994; May P.H. et aI., 1985;
May P.H., Anderson A.B., Balick M.J., and Frazao J.M.F., 1985; May P.H., 1990a; May
P.H., 1990b; Mori S.A., 1992; Nepstad D.C. and SchwartZ111ann S., 1992; Nepstad D.C.,
Brown F., Luz L., Alechandra A. and Viana Y., 1992; Padoch C., 1988a; Padoch C., 1988b;
Padoch C. and DeJong W., 1990; Padoch C., 1990; Padoch C., 1992; Peluso N.L., 1983;
Peluso N.L., 1992d; Plotkin M. and Famolare L. (Eds.), 1992; Posey D.A., 1992a; Reining
C.C.S. and Heinzman R., 1992; Richards M., 1993; Schwartzlnan S., 1992a; Schwartzmann
S., 1992b; Siebert S.F. and Belsky J.M., 1985; Siebert S.F., 1988; Tangley L., 1993;
Whitehead B. and Godoy R., 1991; Ziffer K., 1992.
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9. EXTRACTIVE PRODUCTS - SELECTED ABSTRACTS
1. Anderson A.B., 1987. Management of native palm forests: a comparison of case studies in
Indonesia and Brazil. In Gholz H.L (Ed.), A~roforestry: realities, possibilities and potentials.
Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netherlands.
This paper considers the value of native forests dominated by palms, examining in
detail two forest-dominant palms: "Iontar" (Borassus sundaicus), a sap-producing
palm that fonns pure stands on highly degraded sites in eastern Indonesia, and
"babassu" (Orbignya phalerata), an oil-producing palm that occurs on secondary
forest sites in central and northern Brazil. Lontar and the people who use it represent a
highly successful example of integration between palm forests and rural communities.
The palm is tapped throughout the dry season but with peak periods at the start and
end of the season. At the beginning of the season sylup froln the sap is either sold
directly or used for making gin, which is exported to regional population centres. The
output from the second, more intensive tapping period is principally used for the
subsistence needs of the population, being particularly ilnportant when harvests are
poor. Lontar also supports a number of other econolnic activities (pig-raising, honey
collection, etc.), and the stands of lontar provide the basis for pelmanent garden plots.
Forests of babassu originate and are maintained by human activities, in turn providing
subsistence and traded products to inhabitants of the areas in which they are found.
Manual extraction of kernels from the extremely hard fruits of babassu constitutes a
cottage industry involving over 500~000 families in Brazil. One study found that,
during the 3-month peak of the babassu harvest (October-Decelnber), selling of kernels
contributed an average 40% of total monetary incolne for households in three rural
districts of Maranhao. In contrast to the situation in eastern Indonesia, babassu stands
are being eradicated over widespread areas due to conversion of fOlll1erly cultivated
lands to cattle ranches.
The viability of palm forests as a resource seems to depend on whether they occur on
sites where competitive and potentially disruptive land uses are practised. The two
examples suggest that use and management of these forests are viable enterprises on
climatically and lor edaphically marginal sites. Based on the scant evidence that
currently exists, this paper proposes that palm forests posscss a potentially unique
pattern of nutrient cycling, which enables them to support relatively productive and
stable fotnls of agriculture as well as to contribute to recovery of disturbed sites.

2. Anderson A.B. and Ioris E.M., 1992. The logic of extraction: Resource management and
income generation by extractive producers in the Amazon estuary. In Redford K.H. and
'Padoch C. (Eds.), Conservation of Neotfopical forests. COIU1l1bia University Press, New
York~

A fuller abstract of this article, which examines managclnent of forest resources on
Combl1 Island in the Amazon estuary, appears in the "Forest Foods" section. After
afai and cacao, rubber is the third most economically ilnportanl forest resource on
Combu Island. Declining prices for processed rubber in recent years, however, have
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reduced this species' relative contribution to revenue, and other products such as
shrimp have assumed greater importance. Although not consciously favoured by
management practices, the greater abundance of rubber trees on sites subjected to
management suggests that it appears to benefit indirectly from such practices. Rubber
is a nonperishable product that can be stored for sale when prices are higher or when
alternative sources of income are minimal: in the household studied, rubber was sold in
March and August. Data on the sale of forest' products by five producers from 1984
through 1988 show that rubber contributed only $75.06 p.a. on average out of an
average total of $3,171.56.

3. Browder J.O., 1992. The limits of extractzvlsm: Tropical forest strategies beyond
extractive reserves. BioScience, 42(3) 174-182.
In this article, the author examines the claims regarding the potential ·for
extractive reserves to combine conservation and developnlent as"they apply to
the Brazilian Amazon. The article also challenges the growing view among
conservation groups and donor organisations that extractive reserves will help
save tropical forests on a meaningful scale.
The proposal that extractive reserves will protect tropical forest biodiversity is
questioned. Extractive reserves are not intended to preserve biodiversity in the
tropics and are more likely to be successful in (relatively) biologically poor
oligarchic forests which constitute only a sInall fraction of the Amazon's total
forest area. Extractor populations also have no direct interest in conservation
of forest biodiversity other than to protect their economic opportunities. Many
of them engage in activities (such as ranching and snlall-scale agriculture)
which require the forest to be cleared. NUlnerous exanlples point to destructive
harvesting by extractor populations.
The study also criticises some financial analyses for over-exaggerating the
returns to extractive activities. Several other comparative financial analyses of
alternative land-use strategies indicate that forest product extraction is among
the least remunerative uses of Amazon forestlands. The social organisation of
extractive activities also often involves exploitati ve labour and trading
relationships.
The author also points out that the future prospects for Inany extractive products are
poor, the use of land and labour inputs in extractive reserves may be inefficient, and
extractive systems do not capitalise on the diverse array of products naturally provided
by tropical forests.
Evidence from three case studies points to some of the problelTIS commonly found in
extractive communities. These include declining .incomes as rubber prices fall,
household debt, exploitative trade relations, low literacy rates and high child mortality
rates. These findings suggest that it would be wise to take a closer look at how
extractive reserves work, who actually benefits from them, and how well they serve· the
goal of forest conseIVation. This task will not only require 1110re detailed research of
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life in extractive reserves, and in some cases on adjoining indigenous areas, but also a
careful examination of the new global structure of environlnental politics, especially
the emerging role of envirorunental non-govelnmental organisations and networks in
elevating and transfonning .local social movements into global environmental causes

celebres
The author concludes that although extractive reserves may play a useful role in
natural forest conservation for a small proportion of the Amazonts forest area and
human population, much greater emphasis must be given to strategies that go beyond
the limits of extractivism, to stabilise the precarious economic and ecological situations
of small- and medium-scale fanners and ranchers, the principal agents of forest
destruction in the Amazon.
'

4. Conelly W.T., 1985. Copal and rattan collecting in the Philippines. Economic Botany,
39(1) 39-46.
This paper examines the economic and environmental significance of the collection of
forest products for the market by the Tagbanua, an indigenous ethnic. minority group
living on Palawan Island in the Philippines. The paper begins by looking at the history
of forest collecting in Palawan. It then discusses the profitability and economic
. importance for the islandts indigenous collectors of the trade in rattan and Manila copal
- a resin, used in the manufacture of paint varnish and other industrial products, that is
produced by the tree Agathis dammara. Though other forest subsistence activities
(gathering edible wild plants and hunting wild pig) have declined in importance in
recent decades, Tagbanua exploitation of copal and rattan for sale on the market has
intensified. Market-oriented forest collecting now takes up a large percentage of labour
time for Tagbanua men and is a vital source of cash inC0l11e for 111 any falTIilies.

Agathis trees are found only on well-drained slopes at higher elevations in the
mountains above Napsaan, or farther in the interior of the island. Walking time to
copal sites is usually between 2 and 5 hours frolTI the village. The collectors use
machetes to make incisions in the sides of trees frolTI which resin slowly leaks out into
sacks. The sacks are then carried in rattan backpacks to pickup points along the road
or back to the village. Both the copal and rattan are delivered to lowland Filipino
agents, some of them local settlers, who work on a cOlTIITIission basis for the owners of
the forest concessions in the area.
Contrary to the impression received from accounts wl;tten earlier in the century, today
both copal and rattan collecting appear to be reasonably profitable endeavours. At
Napsaan, the returns from collecting copal averaged about P 18.00 per ITIan day, with a
range from 0 (caught in heavy rains) to about P40.00/day. These returns are
considerably higher than the agricultural wage rate (PIO.OO/day) at the time. Data
from two earlier studies also confinn the higher retulTIS to copal collecting in Palawan.
Although Napsaan forest collectors are currently able to achieve relatively high cash
returns for their labour, their livelihood may be threatened ill the near future by the
growing scarcity of both copal and rattan on the west coast of Palawan. The depletion
of rattan and copal resources in the area appears to be the resul t of 3 factors: 1) the
resource-extraction practices of large-scale mining and loghring companies, 2) the
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fanning activities of the local population, and 3) the increasing intensity of exploitation
by local forest collectors. This increased intensity of exploitation has resulted in the
collection of forest products, which was once primarily a dry-season activity, now
being undertaken year-round. During 1981, for example, adult Tagbanua men in
Napsaan spent on average more than 10% of their daylight hours collecting copal and
rattan in the forest. Over a year this represents approximately 35-40 days of forest
labour for each Tagbanua male. Some of this increase in labour time devoted to forest
collecting may be explained by the longer distances collectors must now walk to find
copal and rattan. Much of the increase, however, is the result of the recent growth of
the Tagbanua population living in the area and the higher frequency of exploitation by
individual collectors who are motivated by a growing desire to obtain the cash
necessary to participate in the regional market economy. ,
The minor forest products of Palawan can be preserved only if further destruction of
Agathis and rattan by agricultural expansion and logbring can be minimised and the
current intensity of exploitation can be reduced. These goals, easily stated, will be
difficult to achieve, however, because of the problelTIS of cnf-orcement and the powerful
interests of the various participants involved in the trade. Two recent government
measures to control the loss of forest resources - extension and enforcement of
improved tapping techniques and prohibition of swidden-clearing on forest land - are
criticised by the author. Both ignore the damage caused by mining ~nd logging
operations and ignore alternative approaches such as reducing the quota of minor
forest products that concession holders tnay purchase fronl indigenous collectors and
establishing programs to raise levels of agricultural production

5. Hanson J.H., 1992. Extractive econonzies in a historical perspective: Gum arabic in West
Africa. Advances in Economic Botany, 9 107-114.
This study concerns the history of gum arablc in the nineteenth century, when intensive
halVesting for the world market occun'ed. It argues that cOlnmercial expansion
unleashed pressures which contributed to increased social oppression and
environmental degradation in the gum-producing areas or the region. Control over the
extractive economy in gum arabic came to be exercised by Z(llvaya lineages, who had
become an "emergent class" in the southenl Sahara through their trading and other
economic activities. During the nineteenth century gUlTI boom, zawaya lineages
increasingly turned to slave labour to harvest gUlTI frOfTI the acacia forests. In addition,
the economic incentives of the gum trade encouraged extractors to inflict so many
wounds to the trees that entire groves died prematurely, allowing the de·sert to encroach
further to the south. Eventually, as a result of declining yields, competition from
domesticated sources and a decline in demand due to substitution by synthetics, the
trade in gum arabic fell dramatically in the early twentieth century. Relating this
evidence to the present-day Amazon, the author recoJTIITIends that expanded
commercialisation of forest products be confined to local fnarkcls.
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6. Hecht S.B., Anderson A.B. and May P.H., 1988. The subsicly.{rom nature: shifting
.cultivation, successional palm .forests, arul rural de ve!oplnent. Hunlan Or~anisation, 47(1)
25-35.
This paper outlines the role played by successional palm forests of babassu palm
(Orbignya phalerata) in the livelihoods of rural communities in the Brazilian state of
Maranhao. Extractive activities are important as inputs to household reproduction, and
are critical as a source of cash income. In the case study the authors analyse, smallscale extraction was roughly equivalent to wage labour and to agriculture in its
contribution to household income. Of particular importance is the sale of the oil-rich
kernels of the babassu palm, which has steadily increased over the past 60 years now
accounting for 89% of all vegetable oilseed production from non-domesticated sources
in Brazil. Rural inhabitants (mostly women) manually extract the oil-rich kernels for
sale to local industries for production of lauric vegetable oil, used in soap manufacture,
other industrial uses and feedcake. Land distribution in the babassu area is extremely
regressive with many landless households. For these landless households the income
from the sale of babassu products is particularly important, especially during the
period between crop harvests. A number of changes in land use and social relations of
production have occurred recently which have resulted -in a large reduction in the
labour/subsistence opportunities in the area. These changes include: increases in
extensive land uses, especially livestock: increases in intensive laf!d uses such as
mechanised rice cultivation; and the increased industrialisation of babassu fruits. All
three have resulted in a decline in tenant relations, and an erosion of access to both
fanning land and babassu stands. By far the most significant factor has been ranching
expansion.
It is suggested that in rural development analysis, a significant source of both use and
exchange values has been overlooked. This issue is of pani cular concern due to the
important contribution extractive activities make to the incomes of the landless
generally and women in particular. Also, current rural developll1ent programs are
actively undetmining access to the resources and often imply their destruction.
Through this detailed social and ecological analysis of the babassu palnl/shifting
cultivational system in Northeast Brazil, the authors show the interdependence of
regional biological and human agricultural systems. Changes in social relations and
technology can undennine the bases for the sustainabi I'i ty of the stable interactions
between shifting cultivators and palms.

7. Hecht S.B., 1992. Valuing land uses in Arnazonia: Colonist agriculture, cattle, and petty
extraction in comparative perspective. In Redford K.H. and Padoch C. (Eds.), Conservation
of Neotropical forests. Columbia University Press, New York.
,This exercise of comparing the economics of the three Inain land uses in Amazonia is
based on a considerable amount of regional westenl Alnazonia field data and uses
household income generation as the point of departure. his also unusual in that it
incorporates the costs of land degradation. Although the rcsul ts are not consistent,
good and average extraction tends to give higher household incoll1e and retunlS per
hectare than average livestock or average colonist agriculture but is behind good
livestock and colonist agriculture. If an indicator is used to value the loss of forest,
land uses other than petty extraction are not sustainable and -go out of production. If
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they are to enter into another cycle of production, they require either a long fallow or
fertilisation plus fallow.
The author concludes that extraction is a land use that is not very lucrative for its
inhabitants, but its returns from productive activities based on actual use of land
resources is better than the alternatives. The problem, however, is that if land markets
are such that land as a commodity is of greater interest than land as an input to
production, there is little incentive to work for sustained activities. In this light,
extractive reserves, which effectively remove forest lands from land markets, provide
the tenurial basis through which sustainable livelihoods for people and forests can be
maintained. The consensus view, however, is that extraction as it is currently
elaborated is a land use of great economic hardship and 'one of exploitation through
rents, through markets, and, in many cases, through continued debt and debt peonage.
Any strategy for improving the lot of extractors must take account of the large array of
activities they undertake to assure subsistence and cash.
..

8. Homma A.K.O., 1992. The dynamics o.{ extraction in Al'nazonia: A historical per~pective.
Advances in Economic Botany, 9 23-32.
The main objective of this paper is to examine the econonlic dynamics of forest
product extraction in Amazonia. Although based on a renewable resource, the
extraction of forest products typically undergoes three distinct developmental phases:
expansion, stagnation, and decline. Four main factors contribute to the decline of forest
product extraction: (1) the inelastic supply of forest products, (2) harvest rates that
exceed regeneration rates, (3) the domestication of the fc)rest product, and (4) the
development of industrial substitutes for the producl. Other variables that affect
extraction include expansion of the agricultural frontier and (X)pulation increase which
reduce the area of forest cover available for extraction, independently of its
profitability. The economic dynamics of forest product expansion must be understood
to successfully carry out conseIVationist and preservationist measures, and to secure
equity for future generations.

9. May P.H., 1992. Babassu palm product markets. In Plotkin M. and Famolare L. (Eds.),
Sustainable harvest and marketing of rain forest products. Island Press, Washington, D.e..
"An adequate market assessment of the potential of non-titnber forest products
(NTFPs) is important prior to investment in product development. The terms under
which such products are traded in the market, and the tenure rights over the resources
from which they are derived detennine, in large Ineasure, whether such resources may
be managed for sustained production. Prospects for trade expansion in NTFPs suffer
from the following restrictions: 1) poor market infrastructure, peJishable products, and
isolation from information on prices or market trends, which make forest dwellers
vulnerable to buyers' manipulations and limit the scope for increased output; 2)
markets may be highly specialised, fickle, and limited in size or scope for expansion,
and if output expands, the bottom may drop out of the market, leading to abandonment
of production; 3) if markets expand, the rush to exploit new opportuni ties tnay exhaust
fragile and poorly understood resources that previously suppJicd low volumes of useful
products in a sustainable fashion."
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The author illustrates these points with exmnples from the industries based on the
babassu palm in Brazil. Although this species fonns dense stands in oligarchic forests
throughout Amazonia, it is in Maranhao and Piaui that babassu palm forests are most
impressive in area and economic importance. According to surveys carried out in the
early 19808, babassu kernel sales alone provide an average of between 27 percent and
30 percent of cash household income; and babassu products in general contributed 22
percent of income from all sources to as many as 420,000 rural families in Brazil.
Unfortunately, however, a great deal ofbabassu's potential has not been and may never
be realised. This assessmentis primarily due to the secularly low value of the palm's
principal products in relation to forest productivity and fruit bulk. It is also attributable
to the character of the forest products industries that have arisen based on babassu, the
structure of market intennediation, and the property rights over the palms themselves.
The traditional markets for babassu oil have constricted sharply due to falling demand
and substitution by synthetics or other natural oils. The result of these problems has
been a decline in the babassu industry, low remuneration to producers, and consequent
deforestation of high-density stands to make way for more reIn unerative land uses.
, Only development measures that address these probleIns in concert can be expected to
ensure that babassu products may becoIne more viable components of rural
enterprises.

10. Mori S.A., 1992. The brazil nut industry - past, present and future. In Plotkin M. and
Famolare L. (Eds.), Sustainable harvest and marketing of rain forest products. Island Press,
Washington, D.C..
The edible seeds of the Brazil nut tree (Bertholletia excelsa), along with rubber, are
often cited as the most important products of extractive reserves in Amazonia. Brazil
nuts are collected mostly during the wet season and rubber is tapped mostly during the
dry season. The combination of these two forest products provides year-round income
for those living by extractivism. This article reviews the natural history, the value of
the Brazil nut harvest, the possibilities for plantation cultivation, and the future of the
Brazil nut industry.
Brazil nuts are harvested almost entirely from wHd trees during a five to six month
period in the rainy season. Collection of Brazil nuts has a major impact on local
Amazonian economies. Available figures, however, only provide 'approximations of
total production because of the difficulty in obtaining accurate data from the Amazon.
Brazilian production has ranged from 3,557 tons in 1944 to ') 04,487 tons in 1970.
Since 1980, annual production has been around 40,000 tons. In 1986, the total value
of shelled and 'unshelled Brazil nut seeds exported fro 111 Manaus alone was
$5,773,228. Most of the seeds are sent to England, France, the United States, and
Germany. The primary value (money paid to collectors)'of Braz'il nut stands has been
calculated to be $97 per hectare. Over a ten' year period, utilisation of a forest for
Brazil nut production appears to be Inore profitable than extracting timber or cutting
the forest for pasture.
Recently, plantations of Brazil nut have been established in Amazonia. Although
commercial production has not commenced, the owners have high expectations. The
authors warns, however, that the future success of Brazil nut plantations is still open to'
debate. If plantations are viable, then conservationists will "have to be prepared to

assess the impact that plantations will have on the maintenance of extractive reselVes.
It is also important that not too much hope is placed on Brazil nut extraction as an
economically viable way to support an ever increasing population in Amazonia. In the
first place, world markets may not be able to handle much of an increase in Brazil nut
production, and, in the second place, such low intensity use of land is not capable of
supporting human populations at the level needed to increase the standard of living
demanded by more and more people.
Those interested in the preservation of tropical nature should be careful not to equate
the establishment of extractive resetves with the Inaintenance of Amazonian
biodiversity. Because Brazil nut gatherers and rubber tappers do more than just gather
Brazil nuts, they often have a negative impact on plant and animal diversity. Indeed,
extractive reserves may become little more than secondary vegetation with economic
plants such as Brazil nut and rubber trees scattered here and there. Therefore, the
establishment of extractive reserves does not negate the need for well planned
biological reselves.

11. Nations J.D., 1992. Xateros, chicleros, and pimenteros: Harvesting renewable tropical
forest resources in the Guatemalan Peten. In Redford K.H. and Padoch C. (Eds.),
Conservation of Neotropical forests. Colulnbia U niversity Press~ New York.
This paper details the production of extractive forest products from the Maya
Biosphere Reserve. The Peten multiple-use resetve, or extractive reselVe, focuses on
three natural forest products: chicle gUln from the tree Manilkara zapota, allspice from
the pimienta gorda tree (Pimenta dioica) , and xate palm frolu several species of
Chamadorea. All three of these products are renewable forest resources. Combined,
the three produce between US $4 million and US $7 IniUion per year in export
revenues for Guatemala.

Xate palm stems are exported to the United States, S\vitzerland, Gennany, and the
Netherlands for use in the floral industry. More than 100 111illion steIns are exported
per year. The Chamadorea palms occur naturally in the lowland tropical forests of the
Guatemalan Peten, as well as in neighbouring Tabasco and Chiapas, Mexico, and in
Belize. Guatemala is the second major producer of xate in the world, just after Mexico.
But Guatemala may soon be the primary exporter because lowland tropical forests will
not last much longer in Mexico. Mexico's small reluaining areas of xate-producing
tropical forest are fast being replaced by faImland and cattle pasture at a rate far
surpassing that in Guatemala. The appeal of xate as a forest resource and as the basis
for the Peten extractive reserve is the fact that the paltns can be harvested every three
months without damage.
Xate haIVesters, called xateros, are organised into harvesting teams by contractors
based in the town of Santa Elena, Peten. The contractors provide the xateros with rice,
corn flour, sugar, coffee, powdered milk, and soups, then take them by truck to a
tropical forest region where xate is known to grow. The xateros set up a camp and
begin to work the forest. Every other day the contractor returns to the camp, bringing
in more food and taking out the xate the workers have cu t. The contractor then rushes
the xate to processing warehouses in Santa Elena, or takes it to the Peten airport for
shipment to processors in Guatelnala City.
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Kale harvesters are paid by the number of leaves they cut during their stays within the
forest. During 1988, xateros were receiving $0.20 per fifty leaves of jade or one
hundred leaves of hembra (the two main species). Over the year, a xatero makes an
average of about $8 a day. This is considerably more than the $2 or $3 a day that
labourers in the Peten make working on cattle ranches or harvesting corn.

After the xate is delivered to processing warehouses, workers grade it, sort it, and
discard unusable leaves - those that are discoloured, poorly fonned, or too small for
export. Combined sales of the two main species of xate reach almost $4 million per
year. Xate production also creates jobs in a country plagued by underemployment. At
least six thousand professional xateros live in the Guatelnalan Peten today, and
another two hundred professional sorters wor~ year round in processing warehouses in
the Peten and Guatemala City. In addition several thousand Peten falTIlers gather xate
during a few months each year to earn additional income.
A second important product from the Peten forest is allspice, the dried, unripe berries
of the tropical forest tree known in Guatemala as pilnienta gorda (Pimenta dioica or
Pimenta officinalis). Allspice is gathered each year during June, July, and August by
coppicing seed-bearing trees and boiling and drying the harvested seeds. This practice
is not destructive - allspice trees soon sprout new branches, and the tree can be
harvested again after six years of regrowth. Enough trees exist within the Peten forest
to support the export of almost one million pounds of allspice" per year. Guatemala
currently has about 30 per cent of the international allspice Inarket, trailing Jamaica,
which benefits from plantation production. The aUspice season coincides with the
lowest seasonal demand for xate.
Many Peten xate halVesters also work February to June collecting chicle gum, a latex
halVested by cutting cross-sections in the outer bark of the chicle tree. Although this
should not be destructive if performed properly, inexperienced harvesters may damage
the trees. Increased demand for "natural chewing gum" has reduced the effects of
substitution by sorva gum from Brazil, but recent figures indicate a decline in exports.
Recent cashflow analyses for three alternative land uses (using a planning horizon of
twelve years and a discount rate of 50/0) produced ITIOre favourable results for
extraction than either cattle ranching or colonist agriculture. Extractive activities also
leave the forest intact, which has considerable advantages, particularly for the growing
tourism industry in the region.
A number of problems with extractive reserves and extractive industries are identified
by the author. The problem of changing markets is reduced by the fact that extractive
reselVes do not have to depend on only one or two products. Over-exploitation of the
resources has become a major problem. This is lnainly caused by inexperienced
hatvesters entering the industry, and one proposed solution is the training and licensing
of harvesters. Other problems include the lack of organisation of halVesters and
difficulties in guaranteeing contin~ed access to resources. Conflict with other pressure
groups, panicularly cattle ranchers, contributes greatly to this latter problem. Although
demon~trations of the economic superiority of extractive reserves are needed they are
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rarely enough on their own. ConselVationists should also support extractive
alternatives scientifically, politically, and financially.

12. Nepstad D.C., 1992. The challenge of non-timber forest product extraction. Advances in
Economic Botany, 9 143-146.
This article draws the following conclusions based on the evidence presented at the
1989 symposium "Extractive economics in tropical forests: A course of action", papers
from which are presented elsewhere in the same volume. 1) NTFP extraction is an
extremely diverse forest use. 2) The portion of remaining tropical forest suitable for
NTFP extraction is significant but depends greatly on the organisation of producers,
the emergence of new markets for NTFPs and, the success of current efforts at forest
management. 3) NTFP extraction is ecologically benign relative to the principal
alternative land-uses - cattle ranching and selective timber extraction. 4) In its current
form, non-market values of NTFP extraction in Amazonia appear more unportant than
market values. 5) In the medium- to long-telm, the income generated by NTFP
extraction could increase greatly. This would depend on forestlnanagement to increase
production of NTFPs, emergence of new NTFPs, increases in on-site processing and
profit-sharing agreements and, certification and promotion in "green" consumer
markets. 6) NTFP extraction from Inanaged tropical forests can proceed for decades or
centuries without yielding to alternative land-uses that require deforestation. 7) The
potential of NTFP extraction to reconcile the seemingly conflicting goals of forest
conselVation and economic development will be realised only if populations of
extractors organise themselves to (a) defend their natura] resources, (b) itnprove their
educational systems, health care, diet and income, (c) build their capacity to manage
natural resources, and (d) build their capacity to process and sell their products. 8)
Governments have often acted to undetmine NTFP extraction by ignoring it or undervaluing it in regional planning programmes, by providing economic incentives to
competing land uses, or by attempting to control it in ways that neglect the biological,
social, and economic complexity of extraction.
The author recommends that a more widespread, effective network of extractor
organisations is needed to realise the potential of NTFP extraction. These groups will
require assistance from researchers and extension agents to improve production
systems and livelihoods. Other non-governmental groups can also help with the reform
of laws that discriminate against extractive activities, assistance with structuring the
new organisations' campaigns for human rights and the provision of infonnation about
markets, laws, natural resource management and potential sources of funding.
Governments, the private sector, the intelnational finance cOlnmunity and bilateral aid
agencies also have a role to play in supporting NTFP extraction.
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13. Peluso N.L., 1986. Rattan industries in East Kalimantan, Indonesia. Paper commissioned
by FAO Policy and Planning Service, Forestry Department, Food and Agriculture
Organisation, Rome. (A condensed version of this paper appears in FAO 1991, Case studies in
forest-based small-scale enterprises in Asia: Rattan, matchnlaking and handicrafts. Forests,
Trees and People, Community Forestry case study, No.4. Food and Agriculture Organisation,
Bangkok, Thailand.)
Cas~ study one: Rattan industries in East Kalimantan, Indonesia. Of all the nontimber forest products, rattan is by far the most important economically, accounting
. for 6.56% of Indonesia's total average annual export earnings from forest products in
1988, and nearly half of the earnings from non-timber products in the early 1980's.
Supplying 90% of the raw rattan traded on world markets, Indonesia earned US$335
million in 1984, with some 83,000 to 100,000 people employed in collection, trade,
and processing activities. The value of NTFP exports has increased greatly in recent
years, a result not only of the higher world prices for raw 11latcrials, but also of the
increasing percentage of rattan exports which are selni - or full y processed. Although
Sumatra is considered by some analysts to be potentiall y the biggest supplier of rattan
in Indonesia, an estimated 50% of current exports originate froln Kalimantan. Of the
four provinces in the island East Kalimantan boasts the largest production areas for
wild varieties of rattan.

The rattan industry in East Kalimantan has three main components: a) cultivation and
collection; b) trade; and c) processing. Rattan collection is relatively silnple operation
requiring only a machete for cutting the rattan and relnoving the sheath and the
strength to pull it down from the treetops. Two to four labourers 1l1ight work in a
household of part-time collectors. More men than wOlnen arc elnployed in the rattan
collection industries. Until it reaches a first-stage processing centre, the only treatment
given cut rattan by collectors is bundling (Le. folding 4-6 111etrc lengths in halt) in
packs approximately 28 kilograms each, air-drying, and f()r some varieties in some
locales, removal of the outer coating on the stems. The bundled rattan is then sold to a
trader who takes it down river by boat to a first stage processing centre. Collection is
somewhat seasonal, being influenced by agriculture cycles and cash needs among other
factors. It is generally a part-time activity combined with other farm and non-fann
activities. The contribution of rattan collection to total incolnc depends on the location
of villages, being lower in downriver villages (close to cities and altelnative
employment) and greater in upriver villages, especially areas where rattan is grown in
plantations. Some rattan growers receive one-third to onc-hat r the selling price of the
rattan in their gardens, the other portion going to cutting labourers working
independently or with a trader. In spite of its pan-time or seasonal nature, particularly
for collectors and labourers, the rattan related industry rClnains a crucial portion of
their livelihood, especially as it is flexible enough to be engaged in as and when
circumstances demand.
The property status of rattan within a village forest territory has shifted from "open
access" to common use by a harvest group depending on village. Sorne villages have
attempted to control rattan collection through local regulations such as restricting
clump cutting to 10-20 percent per year. Plantations belong to the planter who
originally claimed the land by clearing the forest f()r cultivation or by inheriting the
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land from the clearer. Conflicts between tilTI ber concessions and villagers have
occurred.
There are two types of traders - long..term and shorl-lenn. Long-lel1l1 traders may be
village shopkeepers or river middlemen, trade boat operators, or the agents of shop
keepers or river traders. Long-tenn traders have greater knowledge of the rattan trade
and develop, often debt-based, relations with collectors. Short-tenn traders are usually
attracted to the activity when market prices are high and have fewer bonds with
collectors. Trading skills vary according to ethnic affiliations with Bugis, banjar, and
Chinese rattan traders having a long history of trading experience and displaying welldeveloped skills in managing trade operations.
Processors sort the rattan, air-dry it, then pass it through either a diesel or sulphur
treatment to preserve and enhance the rattan. In some cases more specialised
processing takes place to separate the rattan into peel and pith for local handicraft
production, or to make rattan carpets and mats. Processing plants are also somewhat
subject to seasonal constraints due to agricultural activities where workers come from
agricultural villages. Seasonality, in telms of drought or rain, also affects the
capability of trade boats to travel upriver to buy rattan in bulk, and of collectors or
middlemen to transport rattan from shallow tributaries by raft or canoe. A large scale
first stage processing centre employs 20 to 80 workers at a time, the number" depending
on the agricultural season and the availability of rattan. The author states that the
employment potential of manufacturing operations such as funliture Inaking and rattan
mat or carpet production is fonnidable. Wages are paid on a dail y or piecework basis,
depending on the task. These plants are mostly owned by Chinese.
Indonesia provides a majority of raw materials to the intelllational rattan funulure
industry, with most of it sent to Hong Kong (approx. 60%) and Singapore (approx.
200/0). There, the canes are either manufactured directly into furniture or simply
cleaned and re-sorted to meet international trade standards, and re-expolted to Europe,
the USA, or Japan. The rest is manufactured and sold locally as rUl11iture or other
household items such as baskets, Inats, and other decorative anicles.
The author considers a number of issues and constraints relevant to the industry. The
exploitation of raw materials is particularly inlportant as over-harvesting is
widespread. Local controls on collection have been seriously eroded by government
laws, improved access (with motors on canoes), and 'increased numbers of migrants.
The processing industries also suffer from several problen1s related to technology.
Production for a very competitive and quality-conscious market requires very
expensive machinery (for splitting and shaping the rattan), iJllPOrtS of which attract a
high government-imposed tax. There are also difficulties in finding trainers from Hong
Kong and Taiwan to teach furniture-Inaking skills to local people.
Collectors and processors experience greater financial constraints than traders or
middlemen. Collectors are often trapped in a cycle of indebtedness and exploitation by
traders. However collectors with long-tenn arrangeJllents with shopkeepers enjoy
patronage benefits not obvious in the rattan agreement itself. Downstream indebtedness
and patron-client relationships are currently being replaced by cash transactions,
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resulting in new advantages and disadvantages to both collectors and traders.
Processors problems with financing stem from the large amounts of capital required to
establish an operation, particularly if they wish to buy splitting machines or the
machines for bending large canes into standard shapes for fu 1l1i tu re.
Labour is also relatively costly in East Kalimantan compared to Java. The world
market for rattan goods is highly competitive, and Indonesia must compete with
prooucers in Hong Kong and Singapore where shipping costs are much lower. Finally,
a lack of data on these industries makes analysis difficult for policy makers and slows
. down the development of all important extension efforts to share information with
prooucers.

A number of recommendations for possible directions to ameliorate some of the major
problems of the industry are presented. These include encouraging the establishment of
rattan plantations, whether by individuals or by villages. To retain a higher percentage
of the value close to the source of collection, first stage processing centres should be
established upriver, both at major bulking villages and at sin all ones nearby. The
activities of timber companies should be regulated and the forest service should uphold
the rights of indigenous people to non-timber forest products on concession lands. If
property rights to forest rattan are to be officially allocated, villages should be allowed
priority to the forest territories they once controlled.
The author concludes that future expansion of fU111iture Inanufacture in the province
would not only increase rattan' important contribution to local people's incomes and
provincial revenues, but might also serve as a check on over-exploitation. If increased
support for rural processing centres were to be combined with the implementation of
the recommendations above, processing rattan in rural areas has the potential to
support men and women in rural East Kalilnanlan for gcncral10ns lo cOlne.

14. Peluso N.L., 1992. The political ecology of' extraction and extractive reserves in East
Kalimantan, Indonesia. Development and Change, 23(4) 49-74.
In this paper the author uses a political ecology fralnework to analyse the sociological
and environmental factors emerging over the past two and a half decades and
influencing contemporary rattan production and trade in East Kalimantan.
Rattan is managed in various ways throughout the province. Rattan gardens, where
rattan is planted alongside other economic and useful species, are common in the
southern parts of the province (Pasir disuict) and along thc Mahakanl river. In SOITIC of
the same areas, or elsewhere, managelnent systelns arc bascd on limited harvest
regulations, in which a certain percentage of the harvestable steIns are taken in one
year and the rest left for subsequent years. Collection is sometimes doe by the
owners... dried in the sun and sold to village shopkeepers, village middlemen, or
tradeboat operators, who sell the rattan downriver. Rattan collection is generally a
part-time activity, engaged in by various members of peasant or labouring households,
who work individually or in groups. Collection is but one of a variety of economic
activities. The level of involvement fluctuates with the agricultural cycle, the market
and the weather. Property rights, availability of land for shifting cultivation, access and
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relationships with rattan buyers, other members for group working and knowledge of
rattan ecology also influence rattan collection.
Traditional systems of trade involved the sale of rattan by collectors to ri verboat or
village-based middlemen who then transported the rattan to an exporter or a processing
factory. The system was based on the provision of credit by middlemen, who expected
collectors to purchase subsistence and trade goods frum them. Debt tied collectors to
particular middlemen, and middlemen to higher order traders. Co-operation (largely
intended to protect traders from delinquent collectors not selling their produce to the
traders to whom they were indebted) and price setting between traders was common.
Recently the number of traders operating outside this system and, therefore without a
long tenn interest in sustaining trading activities has increased. This has opened new
opportunities for collectors to sell their products for cash (cash transactions have
become increasingly common, particularly in the rnost accessible villages) but the
increased collection has had negative impacts on forest sources of rattan (although it
may also have created incentives for planting more rallan in hOllle or forest gardens).
The difficulties of trader collusion as cash transactions have become more common has
resulted in traders (or trader's agents) accompanying t.heir collectors (usually in
groups) into the forest where they coJlect for a week or 1110rc at a time. Provisions are
provided by the traders for the duration of the collecting expedition and, at the end of
it, the trader takes possession and pays for the rattan in cash or goods based on his
valuation of the wet rattan minus the cost of provisions consulned in the forest.
The author considers some of the iniluences on the collection and trade in rattan since
the 1960s. The ban on manual logging in the early seventies resulted in many timber
traders looking for alternative activities, which included rallan and damar (resin)
production and trade. New migrants were forced into non-titnber forest product
extraction after they lost their employment as manual woodcutters. Local people also
became more dependent on non-timber forest products when access to timber and
timber-management rights were taken from theln. ltnproved transpolt (after the titnber
boom) and the rapid expansion of credit along the trading networks (improving the
collector's bargaining power by leading to increased cOlnpetition between creditors and
an increased use of cash in transactions) both lead to increased extraction of nontimber forest products. World demand for rattan increased greatly at a time when other
sources for the world market were being depleted or restricted (especially the
Philippines ban on the export of unprocessed rattan). The increase of foreign
investment, particularly by the Japanese, in rattan carpeting and 1l1atting factories in
South Kalimantan province also had a Inajor effect on rattan supplies. Rattan cutters
from other regions would take, sometimes by force, the supplies of rattan from
gardens. Factory scale, capitalist production of rattan carpeting has eliminated the
home production of carpets, with some people now working as wage labourers in the
factories.
In the 1980s the forest fires of 1982-3 destroyed or tenlporarily elinlinated many prime
sources of rattan. Forest collection activities remained dramatically reduced as late as
six years after the fire, especially those which were not for direct subsistence. The bans
on the export of raw rattan (1979) and then semi-processed rattan (1988) also had
major impacts on participation in commercial collection and trade in areas not directly
affected by the fires. Both laws, particularly the Inost recent, were Ineant to increase
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value-added from rattan and to stimulate lx)th rattan-based industries and commercial
(plantation) production of rattan. By July 1989 rattan Inanufacturing capacities had
increased more than 600 percent since the passing of the law, and the number of rattan
manufacturing enterprises had increased by more than 250 percent. Most of these
manufacturing enterprises are not providing new opportunities for the people of East
Kalimantan, for they are located either in South Kalimantan or in Jav a where labour in
Indonesia is most abundant and least expensive. However, the smuggling of large
quantities of raw rattan has been reported, while the legal trade is reportedly suffering.
Large-scale forest conversion projects and forest clearance by transmigrants have put
more pressure on rattan resources. "East Kalimantan today provides a classic case of
widespread and difficult to control forest extraction. Moreover, while the transition to
capitalist relations of production in extraction and processing of rattan has benefited
collectors in some ways, it has simultaneously deprived theln of rights and the Ineans
of enforcing their rights to NTFPs, and thus exposing the sources of rattan to more real
threats of depletion. Considering the extensive destruction of rattan habitats (by fire,
logging, conversion to plantations, and migrant populations), and the ovelWhelming
increase in rattan extraction, it seems safe to say the current rate of extraction is
anything but sustainable."
The author concludes that the specific political-economic and environmental
circumstances of Indonesia and interior Kalimantan preclude the application of the
Amazonian model of extractive reserves. The politics of f()reSl management, at both
the national and local levels, are more conducive to village level extractive reserves
than to regional, labour-based organisations.

15. Ribbans E., 1992. Marketing the Amazon: Forest products in the First World.
Unpublished MPhil thesis, Centre of Latin-American Studies, University of Cambridge.
This thesis examines the recent efforts to promote the sale of natural forest products in
developed country markets. The history of trade in sevcn NTFPs (rubber, piassava
fibre, sarsaparilla, brazil nuts, babassu oil, vegetable ivory and balata) is analysed. It
is concluded that the typical scenario has been over-exploitation and resource depletion
to meet rising demand, before the product is turned over to cultivation, replaced by
chemical cloning, superseded by scientific discovery or substi tuted by a more
convenient alternative.
A number of economic, ethical and local problems in supplying international markets
are identified. These include: insecurity of commodity prices; world recession;
competition from overseas and the development of synthctic substitutes; loss of
"intellectual property"; access to land; heterogeneity of forest; heterogeneity of forest
peoples; access to markets and; access to product and Inarkcl in fonll at10n.
The task ahead of extractivists is formidable. Beyond the inherent problems of
engaging in international trade, Brazilian producers arc further disadvantaged by
infrastructural constraints and a lack of goven1lnental or other official institutional
support. Furthennore, a question mark still hangs over delnand. Recession in the
industrialised countries has made potential consumers more introspective and there is a
dearth of infonnation concerning the specifications of forest resources and, equally
important, the potential, for new markets. Meanwhile, im porters and retailers are split
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over the perception of their role in providing opportunities for forest products which
indicates that Amazonia's produce may have difficulty in transcending the "novelty"
market.
If the uncertainties of supply and demand could be conquered, there would still be no
guarantee that commercialisation of NTFPs would be self-sustaining. Indigenous
peoples have proved as capable as any other of destroying the resource base to meet
their own financial needs or the demands of the market. Increased demand is also apt to
lead to over-specialisation - making communities even more vulnerable to market
shifts.
The author concludes that the shortcomings of commerciaf extractivism as a means of
defending the rainforest and providing a decent standard of living for its inhabitants,
derive from the fact that essentially, it is a model which addresses the s~mptoms and
not the causes of deforestation and rural-worker exploitation. Although extractivism
may offer a short-tenn fix in a small number of cases it is in danger of diverting
international attention away from the real problems - land distribution, poverty and
inadequate welfare and legal provision - that confront the region.

16. Richards M. 1993. Commercialisation of' non-tbnber,lorest products in. Amazonia. NRI
Socio-economic Series 2. Natural Resources Institute, Chathanl, UK.
This study examines the impacts of the development of the principal extractive
products of the Amazon. The production of rubber, Brazil nuts and baba~u products is
considered in detail. Rubber became an important cOInmodity foUowing the discovery
of vulcanisation in 1839, and exports from Amazonia expanded rapidly, especially
after 1870. Workers were recruited from the drought-prone north-east of Brazil and
from local indigenous groups. A highly regressive systelTI of credit and marketing
called aviamento developed in which market goods were supplied on credit at inflated
prices, to be paid for in extractive products, lnainly rubber and Brazil nuts. The system
resulted in rubber tappers constantl y being in a state of debt peonage to the petty
rubber merchants and patraos (owners of the lubber trails). The aviamento system is
still widespread and exists in many fonns throughout the Alnazon Basin. It is very
difficult to replace as it does offer a means by which groups in remote areas can have
access to outside markets. The participation of many powerful interests in the
aviamento system also helps to explain the SUppOI1 and protection given to Amazonian
rubber by the Brazilian government. This support includes the payment of subsidies
that have, at times, kept the price of Brazilian rubber at three times the international
market price. Recently there has been a shift from aviamento to autonomous systems
in more accessible areas. According to one study this systenl offers a better quality of
life to producers. The average holding was 372 hectares and an average family
exploited 1100 rubber trees. From an annual production of 750 kg of rubber and 4500
kg of Brazil nuts, annual incomes of almost $1000 were ealTIed, with some earning
over $1500 plus subsistence benefits. This gave theIn an incoIne that put them above
half the economically active population of the region. Increasing conflicts between land
speculators and ranchers occurred between 1960 and 1980. In 1985 the National
Council of Rubber Tappers (eNS) was established and called for the fonnation of
extractive reserves. This allows for the legal recognition of property lights based on
traditional patterns of land use. Each landholding allows for a Inix of activities, as in
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the autonomous rubber tapper system, with generally three rubber trails of 120 trees
per trail in some 100-150 ha. The land is retained by the State and is leased to the
rubber tappers for an initial minimUITI period of 30 years: this avoids the nOlmal
process of land concentration and deforestation which has followed privatisation in the
Amazon region. The extractive reserves are under the joint control of eNS and the
Brazilian Environmental Institute (IBAMA), but at the local level are administered by
locally elected groups.
Despite these developments, natural rubber faces a bleak future as a result of
successful domestication in non-Amazonian Brazil. These plantations, which are
estimated to supply 60% of Brazil's market, will soon be able to supply all Brazil's
domestic rubber needs at a reduced cost, thereby removing the. rationale for subsidising
wild rubber extraction. Lib~ralisation policies in the Brazilian economy are also likely
to increase pressures for reduction or removal of this subsidy.
Brazil nut trees (Bertholettia excelsa) are ()undin groves of 50-lOO trees in the
unflooded forest throughout Amazonia. The seasonal COJllp]cJnentarity with rubber
production - it is harvested in the rainy season while rubber is extracted in the dry
season - contributes to its importance in the extractive economies of Brazil, Peru and
Bolivia. Women have an important role in the extraction activity, as they crack the
fruits collected by the men, separate out the nuts, and· prepare theIn for home
consumption. Although Brazil nut extraction becanle ilnponant f()l1owing the rubber
price crash of the early 1900s, the share of the edible nut 1l1arket has declined now to
less than five per cent, due mainly to the growth in consumption of almonds and hazel
nuts. The quality and quantity of Brazil nut production varies w·idely between trees,
regions and years. Recent problems with quality have reduced demand and prices.
Although production has shifted to Acre and Colombia and Peru, the future of Brazil
nut extraction may be under threat due to a dwindling resource base. A lack of
regeneration and juvenile trees has been reported in Acre, 10r which a number of
explanations have been proposed. Unless technical or disease problems intervene,
production from domesticated sources may also increasingly compete with supplies
from natural sources. The author suggests that co-operative processing and marketing
(such as that established by Cultural Surviva1) will be iln portanl if Brazil nut gatherers
are to be sufficiently remunerated to continue.
Baba~u (Orbignya phalerata) , a palm used for its oil. charcoal, food and shelter,
grows in successional palm forest over large areas of Brazi I and Bolivia, but especially
in the transition zone between the selni-aJid north-east and hUlnid tropics of nOlthenl
Brazil. It has a particularly high potential because it is a pioneer species in cleared
forest, growing in almost pure stands on degraded sites. Baba~u products are
particularly important for the subsistence economy as they arc obtained in the period
between peak labour demands in annual crop production, and are produced primarily
by women and children. The main cash products arc oil (used for cooking, soap and
chemical applications), feedcake and charcoal. The baba<;u oil industry was at one time
the largest oilseed industry in the world based solely on the harvest of a wild plant: in
1984 it contributed an estimated $150 Inillion value-added to the Brazilian economy.
However, there was a dramatic decline in its export value from $4.26 million in 1985
to $109,000 in 1989, due to substitution by synthetic detergents and less fany edible
oils, but domestic usage ~n Brazil remains substantial.
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A system of usufruct rights to baba~u stands on common lands and private estates
(where rights are dependent on sale of the kernels to the landowner) have become
established. However, recent major changes in land use throughout the region resulted
in baba~u clearance, widespread eviction, and a reduced area for subsistence
agriculture, further increasing peasant dependence on the depleted baba~u stands.
Since the 1970s processing activities have been located within the production zone.
Despite increased demand and prices (fuelled by fast economic growth and population
growth) production failed to increase. This was firstly because merchants and
landowners did not pass on the price increases, resulting in declining terms of trade for
the extractors. Baba~u also proved to have an inelastic supply as extraction took
second place behind rice cultivation in households' labour priorities. Because of
problems in obtaining supplies, baba~u processing plants attempted to reduce costs by
shifting to whole fruit marketing and centralised processing. This is less labour
intensive than manual extraction and was dominated by men, in contrast to herne-based
processing which was traditionally women's work. The combination of land use
changes and processing changes have caused drastic alterations in rural employment
and income distribution, and resulted in large-scale outmigration. Possible
interventions include the establishment of community-owned processing units on
extractive reserves and also the nonnalisation and protection of usufruct rights of
extractors on private land.
The study identifies the main factors affecting sustainable welfare benefits for
extractive groups as including tenure stability, policies favouring alternative land uses,
aviamento, commercialisation systems, commercial pressures resulting in resource
depletion where the extraction method is destructive, and the boom-bust nature of
export markets that inevitably lead to substitution by a synthetic or planted product.
The author concludes that the future of extractivism depends on better remuneration
for extractors, whether through the market or not, tenure and institutional refonns (i.e.
extractive reserves), and successful diversification through integrated natural forest
management. The cultivation of fonnerly wild plants in agrororestry systems should
also be given high priority. ExtractivisrTI on its own, and under present market
conditions, has major limitations as a response to deforestation pressures, but there are
important strategic and humanitarian reasons for its support while longer tenn
solutions are being developed.

17. Safran E.B. and Godoy R.A., 1993. EI/eets of governnlent policies on smallholder palm
cultivation: An example/rom Borneo. Human Organisation, 52(3) 294-298.
Based on interviews in two rattan-growing re!,rions in Kalirnantan, this article examines
the effect on smallholders of the Indonesian govemrnent's ban on the export of raw and
semi-processed rattan in 1988. The study sites represented two different styles and
intensities of cultivation of the thin-caned sega (Cahunus caesius): high-intensity in
Sampit (Central Kalimantan), where rattan is a well-established tradition, and lowintensity in Ketapang (West Kalimantan), where few fanners cultivate rattan and
investments in rattan are minimal. Although villagers in West and Central Kalimantan
derive about 28% of their income from rattan, Sampit fanners tnake about 50% more
per year from rattan than farmers in Ketapang. This is because Sampit is more
accessible and so farmgate prices are higher in Sampit than 'in Kctapang.
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Indonesia is not the only country to have restricted the exports of unprocessed rattan.
Over the past 15 years, the Philippines and Thailand and most recently Malaysia
banned the exports of raw rattan. The rationale for the ban is that it will encourage the
domestic processing of rattan, increasing local employment and value added from
manufactured exports. Additionally the govemtnent was lobbied by Indonesian
furniture manufacturers. The bans were progressively more restrictive, and at present
allow only the export of finished rattan goods - furniture, mats and trinkets.
The effect of the ban has been to lower domestic demand for unprocessed rattan and
depress fann-gate prices by about 40%. Small and large traders alike have abandoned
the rattan trade. It was also found that most of the famlers inteIViewed had stopped
collecting' and cultivating rattan since the imposition of the ban. In Sampit the farmers
have intensified rubber ano jelutung (gutta percha) tapping, logging and horticulture.
Average household incomes have fallen by 38% in Sampit and by 31 % in Ketapang
(although Sampit has also suffered from failed rice harvests). The number of farmers
earning less than what was considered to be enough for a family of five (Rp
25,OOO/week) had increased by fourfold in both the studies sites. Outside the study
areas, unemployment has probably resulted in areas where fanners depend Inore
heavily on rattan. Trading finns in Salnpit have also reduced their workforces
considerably.
The authors conclude that, although the ban may allow Indonesia to acquire the
technical and marketing skills to compete successfully in thc world Inarket for finished
rattan goods, it has had negative shol1-tcnTI consequences on local economies. In
addition the sharp increase in world prices for rattan caused by the ban has prompted
marginal producer countries (Papua New Guinea, Vietn,un, Bunna, Laos, Cambodia)
to increase exports and to establish plantations of rattan or rattan substitutes.
Manufacturers have been encouraged to develop synthetic substitutes and to search for
woody products that can substitute for rattan in the runliturc industry. The ban may
therefore erode the market for Indonesia's finished rattan exports.

18. Salafsky N., Dugelby B.L. and Terborgh J.W., 1993. Can extractive reserves save the rain
forest? An ecological and socio-econoJnic cOJnparison ql non-tbnber forest product
extraction systems in Peten, Guatemala" and West Kalimantan, Indonesia. Conservation
Biolo~y, 7(1) 39-52.
This paper compares existing non-timber forest production systems in Peten,
Guatemala, and West Kalimantan, Indonesia, to identify key ecological, socioeconomic, and political factors in the design and implenlcntation of extractive reserves.
In the Peten, chicle, xate and allspice are the prilnary products or the export-oriented
extractive economy. In Indonesia a range of products are extracted ('roIn the natural
forests including gaharu (resin from Aquilaria spp. used as a perfume), Inedang (bark
of Litsea spp. used in aromatic mosquito repellent coils), illipc nuts (from Shorea spp.
and from which edible oil is extracted),ironwo(x1 (a lcnn"itc and rot resistant wood),
damar (resin from Dipterocarpus spp. used as a caulk for ship construction), wild
fruits and, most importantly, rattan. The paper compares and contrasts NTFP
extraction in the two regions, examining a number of ecological parameters including
the spatial and temporal availability of harvested products and the sustainability of
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halVesting practices from both a population and an ecosysten1 perspective. Whilst the
commercially important products in West Kalimantan generally occur at a low density
in the species rich forests, the forests of the Peten display a much lower species
diversity with unusually high densities of some of the cOITImercially important species.
HaIVesting seasons for the products extracted in Guatemala complement each other,
providing year round employment. In West Kalimantan most products are extracted
continuously, though the natural production of illipe nuts and some fruits is
concentrated into masting years which occur every 3-7 years. Sustainable halVesting
appears to occur in Guatemala, but in West Kalimantan some products may be being
halVested in a non-sustainable manner (although there is little available evidence on
this subject).
Socio-economic and political factors of importance to the functioning and
sustainability of the extractive systems include the presence or absence of w<:ll-defined
resource tenure rights, physical and social infrastructure, markets, and alternative land
uses. Again, the circumstances in the Peten are more favourable with infonnal rules
governing the halVesting of products, durable and easil y transported products, well
established marketing systems and infrastructure, a relatively consistent and stable
demand, and less pressure to convert the land for other uses. In West Kalimantan
conditions are much less favourable, with }jule evidence of tenure or use rules for
extracted products in the area studied, poorly developed Inarketing systems and
infrastructure, a low level of demand for many products, and considerable pressures
for alternative land uses, with those involved in the extractive industries have little
political leverage.
The authors conclude that although extractive reserves can play a significant role in
preserving tropical forests as part of a broader land-use spectrUITI, their effectiveness is
highly dependent on prevailing local ecolobrical, socio-cconomic, and political
conditions. Ultimately, extractive reserves should be regarded as one component of an
overall approach to the probleITI of tropical deforestation

10. FURNITURE AND CARPENTRY
10.1 Introduction
Furniture manufacturing, together with other woodworking activities, is a major source of
employment in both rural and urban areas. Woodworking enterprises are predominantly smallscale, male owned and employ predominantly men. As economies grow and change the small. scale sector experiences considerable competitive pressures from both large-scale enterprises
and small-scale enterprises located outside the area. The success with which small-scale
producers can respond to the structural transformation occurring in an economy depends not
only on the nature of these transformations and the accompanying changes in the demand and
input situations, but also on the ability of producers to re-organise their production and
marketing operations to compete for new market opportunities.

10.2 General industry characteristics
The case study material examined here indicates that the furniture and carpentry industry is
comprised of predominantly small establishments (2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). In Guayas province,
Ecuador, McKean (4) found that smaller fi1111S, those with less than 1() employees, constituted
99% of the population, while accounting for the bulk of production, 840/0 of the total, and
90% of the employment. In Thailand, government survey data also reveals the numerical
importance of smaller fmns, with 89% having fewer than 25 workers, although Boomgard (1)
points out that this data set only includes a fraction of all furniture manufacturers. This case
study evidence is supported by the results of surveys of small enterprises (establishments with
fewer than 50 workers) conducted in southenl and eastern Africa by the GEMINI project. The
majority of enterprises enumerated fell into the 1-5 worker size range, with between 95%
(Zimbabwe and Kenya) to 99% (Malawi) of enterprises enlploying less than 10 workers
(Arnold et. aI., 1994).
Boomgard's study (I) is the only one of the studies exanljned here to present data on the
comparative profitability and competitiveness of s111all-scale versus large-scale furniture
making. Although only limited data was available, it points to large-scale, modern Bangkok
frrms being substantially more efficient with respect to the use of both labour and capital than
the firms at the provincial level. The c0111parative econonlic perfonnance of fmns at the
changwat level is examined in more detail by Boon1gard ( 1). Budget breakdowns and
production function analyses suggest that advantages are not the result of fum size, although a
clear pattern emerges of higher technical efficiency associated with larger size. The conclusion
reached by the author, that the primary detenllinants of perf01111anCe are, therefore, attributed
to batch size and the ability to organise production for the appropriate market niche, is
considered later in the section dealing with the organisation of production. Drawing on data
gathered during a number of small enterprise surveys, Liedholnl and Mead (1987) examine the
issues of economic efficiency and profitability in nlore detail. In Sierra Leone, Honduras and
Jamaica, social benefit-cost ratios for small-scale furniture enterprises (employing less than 50
persons) were consic;lerably higher than for the large-scale enterprises (employing more than
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50 persons). In Sierra Leone, these findings held whether donlestic prices or world prices were
used in the calculations. Examination of the econol11ic profit (obulined by subtracting from net
family return the imputed value of the fan1ily labour inQuts, valued at their "shadow" Qrice)of
small-scale furniture makers in Jamaica, Honduras, Egypt, Sierra Leone and Bangladesh,
where the economic profit was consistently found to be zero or above, also suggests that these
enterprises are economically efficient.
The studies disagree on the extent to which furniture making can be seen as a "multi-person
business operation" (6) as opposed to a self employment activity. In Kibera, Kenya (6) and in
the western districts of Kenya (Billetoft, 1989), only 5% and 6% (respectively) of the
businesses relied solely on the proprietor's labour (6), while in Anloga, Ghana (2), furnituremaking displayed a much greater degree of individualism than the other' sectors studied
(vehicle repair and metal-working), with 29% of furniture enterprises consisting solely of the
entrepreneur. Complete census surveys of three changwats (provinces) in Thailand, reported
by Boomgard (1), found that fmns generally range in size from one to thirty workers with the
largest concentration in the 5-15 worker range. Analysis of the GEMINI data sets from
southern and eastern Africa gives the average number of workers for all woodworking
enterprises (including carpentry, furniture and other woodworking enterprises) as ranging
from 1.4 in Lesotho to 3.8 in Kenya. The average for the Donlinican Republic was slightly
higher at 4.7. Many of the enterprises enumerated in Africa were single person operations
(ranging from 14% of the total in Botswana to 67% in Swaziland and Zimbabwe). In the
Dominican Republic only 18% of enterprises were single-person operations. There is also
conflicting evidence on the extent to which the range of enterprises found can be seen in terms
of a continuum, progressing from small (in terms of capital, workforce, output), relatively
unmechanised concerns to larger-scale, almost fully mechanised enterprises. This issue will be
developed further in the sections relating to technology choice, finances, organisation of
production, and markets. Without exception, the studies point to furniture making as being a
male-dominated industry both at the level of the proprietor and the workforce. The GEMINI
data also supports this conclusion, with from 82% (Lesotho) to 97% (Zimbabwe) of
enterprises being male-owned and men making up from 85% (Botswana) to 100%
(Zimbabwe) of the workforce.
Several of the case studies provide infoffilation on the age of establishments. McKean (4)
found that most enterprises in Guayas province, Ecuador, had been established for five or'
more years, with only 18% having been in operation for less than five years. In contrast, 43%
of the enterprises studied in Anloga, Ghana, had been founded in the five years before the
_study was conducted (2). In Thailand the average of timls in changwat Khon Kaen ranged
from 4.0 years for the retailers to 10.2 years for the producer-retailers, highlighting the recent
growth in the numbers of retailers operating in the changwat furniture distribution system (1).
The average age of all woodworking enterprises enumerated in the GEMINI surveys ranged
from 1.7 in Botswana to 13.5 in Malawi and Zimbabwe (where woodworking enterprises"were
considerably (five to six years) older than the average for all non forest-based manufacturing).
The evidence on the age distribution of the enterprises is inconclusive, however, with the data
from some countries (Dominican Republic and Malawi) displaying an even spread across the
age groups examined, others showing an aggregation in the 1-2 years age groups (Botswana)
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and Zimbabwe and Swaziland showing a concentration of enterprises in the 4-10 years age
group.
None of the case studies specifically examines the rural-urban location of the enterprises, and
therefore there is some doubt over how representative the picture presented, which is of a
predominantly urban-based industry, is. The evidence from the GEMINI surveys indicates that
the vast majority of woodworking enterprises are located in rural areas (roughly defined as
areas with a population below 20,000) (Arnold et. aI., Ope cit). In Ecuador (4) half of the
enterprises rented their premises rather than owned, while among the enterprises included in
Sverrisson's non-random sample in Kenya, three-quarters of the enterprises rented their
premises (8). In both Zimbabw'e and Kenya, Sverrisson (7,8) found that appropriate premises
were less of a problem than expected, with a major part of the production activity being
performed outside under a shed. Parker (6), also in Kenya, found that lack of display space
-was much more of a problem than lack of production space.

· employment
The GEMINI surveys provide the most detailed infol111ation regarding employment in the
small-scale woodworking industries. The data shows these enterprises to be major providers
of employment, with employment in all woodworking ~nterprises representing between 0.66%
(Swaziland) and 5.12% (Kenya) of elllploynlent in 111ediul11- and snlall-scale enterprises. In the
three largest countries surveyed - Malawi, Kenya and Zinlbabwe - the numbers of people
employed in the small-scale carpentry and furniture subsector are 27,325, 107,252 and 73,045
respectively (roughly 0.3%, 0.4% and 0.750/0 of the populations of those countries
respectively). In the Dominican Republic over 22,000 people are enlployed in the small-scale
woodworking sector. Evidence from case studies is less cOlllprehensive. House (3) quotes a
survey that found that 1.5% of the families engaged in some type of rural non-farm enterprise
were engaged in the furniture industry in some way. Mead (5), for Egypt, states that furniture
and carpentry is one of the largest subsectors alll0ng snlall enterprises. In Rutiji district,
Tanzania, Havnevik (1980) found that over 2,300 Inen, representing approximately 4% of the
economically active population, were involved in carpentry, sa\\' 111illing or the lllanufacture of
wooden beds.

· income
Sverrisson (8) found that the average lllonthly earnings of sole proprietors of flffilS in the
lowest technical sophistication group were significantly higher than those of all categories of
workers except skilled workers in intermediate technology enterprises. Also in Kenya, House
(3) found that the net average annual earnings of the business heads of K£707, compared very
favourably with what these same persons would earn as employees in wage employment in the
fonnal sector. In contrast the average nlonthly earnings of Z$223 of a proprietor of a low
technological sophistication finn in Zinlbabwe were relatively low conlpared to the Z$250-700
per month earned by an experienced carpenter in an established timl (7). Sverrisson concludes
that such entrepreneurs would obviously be financially better off working in a factory. In the
market places and smaller towns in three western districts of Kenya surveyed by Billetoft (op.
cit.), the enterprise owners in carpentry (and metal working) were found to be earning only
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moderately higher average incomes than owners in the other trades studied (tailoring, shoe~
making, bicycle repair, auto-repair). The survey found that 27% of owners were earning
between Ksh 500-1,000 per month, 23% were earning between Ksh 1,000-1,500 per month,
while 44% were earning Ksh 1,500 or over. Due to problems of measurement error andcthe
exclusion of data on resales (compared with sales of own production), Boomgard (1)
expresses little confidence in his analysis of changwat-Ievel furniture fmn budgets. However
he states that the. bottom line is "not a pretty picture" and nlay reflect the "major dynamic
structural evolution" underway in the provincial Thai furniture industry, with films having to
adjust to a new competitive environment. Liedholnl and Mead (op. cit.) present data gathered
from surveys conducted in five countries (Jamaica, Honduras, Egypt, Sierra Leone and
Bangladesh), on net returns per hour of family labour in a range of small industries. In Egypt
and Jamaica the returns in the furniture industry were well above the average for all small
industry (slightly above double and slightly below double, respectively), while in the other
countries returns were similar to the all small industry average. In all but one (Bangladesh) of
the countries studied, and especially so in Egypt and Janlaica, the ret.urns were well above the
prevailing hourly wage rate for small scale industry workers.
In Egypt, where wage rates were noted to be unusually high (5), the average daily wage rate
for all workers (excluding apprentices) in the Egyptian snlall-scale furniture industry was 3.72
Egyptian Pounds (LE) which compares with the LE30 per nlonth earned by a newly started
graduate in the civil service. In Rufiji district (Havnevik, op. cit.), workers in the carpentry
industry had average hourly returns of approximately Shs. 2.45 an hour, giving a monthly
potential income of Shs 510/-, or nearly double the rural 111ininlunl wage of the time. In
Western Kenya (Billetoft, op. cit.) the skilled fundis (artisans) were found to typically earn
KSh 6-800 per month with fundis in carpentry and nletal working tending to earn slightly
above this and those in tailoring and shoe-nlaking slightly below this average. By way of
comparison, the basic average wage under the collective wage agreements was KSh 1,363 per
month (excluding a housing allowance of KSh 233). In the three provinces surveyed in
Thailand (1) the average wages per day were 72.9 Baht, with adlninistrative, sales and skilled
production staff earning slightly above this anlount, unskilled production staff roughly twothirds and apprentices one-half. The average wage rate is considerably above that in other
industries such as the cement industry or the gannent industry and roughly 25 Baht above the
government established minimum wages.

10.3 Internal firm characteristics
· entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs appear to be recruited mainly from within the industry. The maJonty are
previously employed in either large fmns or as an elnployee in another slnall fmn before they
set themselves up as an independent artisan or a proprietor of a larger firm. Data from the
GEMINI studies also points to a fairly substantial proportion of entrepreneurs being
unemployed, although this was much less likely with woodworking enterprises than with all
other (non forest-based) manufacturing enterprises (Anold et. aI., op. cit.). Although in
Zimbabwe and Kenya a significant proportion of the proprietors of snlaller firnls (and some
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larger furns) also engaged in agricultural activities (7, 8), involvement, in agriculture was,
predictably, not mentioned in either of the studies conducted in urban areas of Ghana and
Kenya (2, 6). GEMINI data again points to involvenlent in agriculture as being fairly common
among entrepreneurs located in rural areas.
A number of authors (4, 8) point out that proprietors, and especially those of smaller firms, are
often motivated to establish an enterprise to achieve greater independence and obtain a decent
income. Consolidation and improvement of the business (8) became a motivating factor in
Kenya ~nly when the problem of earning a living had been solved, and therefore tended to be
restricted to larger and more technologically advanced firms.
Proprietors of smaller businesses typically possess less experience, which has been gained at a
~ower level in the production process, for example through apprenticeships (6, 7, 8).
Entrepreneurs in charg~ of larger enterprises brought greater experience, and especially
management experience and training, to their current business (4, 6, 7, 8). Owners of
woodworking enterprises enumerated by the GEMINI 'project were on average older than
those of other manufacturing enterprises and possessed t110re experience in the particular
activity. Some of the studies also point to the higher educational achievement of proprietors of
larger finns (2, 8). Sverrisson (8) states that information on levels of general education of
entrepreneurs suggests that it is of little consequence in the graduation of [mns from hand tool
operation into partial mechanisation. Its principal influence is in detemlining at which level, in
terms of technological sophistication, entrepreneurs choose to start their operations or take
over old ones. In a similar vein, Dawson (2) states that the lower educational level of
proprietors of woodworking firms, as compared to those of tlm1s in other sectors, is a
consequence of the lack of potential for growth in this sector rather than its cause.
Management specialisation, in the sense that the proprietor or leader of the enterprise is only
concerned with management, is only considered by Sverrisson for Zimbabwe and Kenya (7, 8).
He found it to be restricted to only those [mns in the higher technological sophistication
groups. Bookkeeping and financial managen1ent tends to be more advanced among those [mns
showing higher levels of technological sophistication (1, 7, 8) and among those frrms that are
more fully integrated (6) (for example, con1bining production and retailing 1). However,
among the group of [mns in the lowest technological sophistication group, Sverrisson (8)
found no particular pattern, leading him to suggest that accounting is not a critical factor in
detemlining whether these finns graduate to a higher level of sophistication. His assertion that
"expansion comes before management development, and expansion calls for such
development" is supported by Dawson's findings (2) that a nlore serious approach to
management tends to be a consequence of a finn's expansion rather than its cause. Boomgard
states that it is not clear whether the fact of keeping records is a -cause or effect of good
performance, but his comments that "it is a necessity for accurate pricing" and "it is difficult ...
to insure that accurate account is taken of capital and overhead expenses" support the idea
that record-keeping becomes necessary after finl1 growth.
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• finances
Infonnation on the capital entry thresholds for snlall furniture enterprises is lacking. In
Ecuador McKean (4) suggests that capital requirements are low, while in Ghana, Dawson (2)
found them to be significantly lower than for the two other sectors (vehicle-repair and metalworking) that he studied in detail. In both these countries the effect of these low capital
barriers to entry" when combined with the widespread possession of the necessary technical
skills, results in the sector being characterised by acute competition between fmns at the lower
end of the size and technical sophistication spectrU111. Boonlgard (1) also identifies acute
competition as a problem area in the furniture industry. He identifies three actual or potential
deleterious effects which such a highly competitive environment can produce. These are
excessively low returns to producers (creating an extremely hostile environment for
progressive innovation and development), the consequences of limited market size per finn
(i.e. limited possibilities for specialisation and the encouragement of diversified production)
and problems related to the quality of the products produced by ,.the' industry. In contrast,
3
Billetoft found carpentry, together with metal working, to be one of the most capital
demanding of the examined activities (other industries included tailoring and shoe-making),
although he states that no unequivocal conclusions can be reached on whether this results in
relatively fewer entrants and, in turn, less competition and higher profitability. The issue of
acute competition and its consequences will be returned to later in the consideration of
patterns of change. Initial investment capital was usually obtained fronl savings and personal
assets in Ecuador (4) and in the lower technological sophistication groups in Zimbabwe and
Kenya (7, 8). This conclusion is supported by the GEMINI data where 79% (Malawi) to
100% (Botswana) of the enterprises had never received loans, and the principal source for
those that had received loans was family and friends. In the D0l11inican Republic, where 35%
of enterprises had received loans, family and friends were again a nlajor source of funds but
commercial banks and non-governmental organisations were equally inlportant. In Thailand
(1) too, loans were an important source of start-up capital, providing over half of the total,
with personal and family savings providing the rel11ainder. lnvestnlent of funds from other
enterprises was the only source of investment for tinns in the highest technical sophistication
group in Kenya and Zimbabwe (7, 8). In Zimbabwe, recurrent investment was financed out of
savings from carpentry activities, but in most cases on a n1icroscopic scale (7). The situation in
Thailand followed the results for initial capital, with about half of expansion funds coming
from savings or fmn profits and the other half fronl loans. The evidence on the importance of
finance as a constraint on fmn growth is conflicting. Lack of capital was one of the reasons
why entrepreneurs were unable to buy machines or purchase tinlber in bulk in '1Gbera, Kenya,
(6). However, in Thailand (1), although over 50 percent of the tlnlls surveyed reported that
they would have problems financing the additional fixed assets required to increase their peak
production by 25 percent, none of the tinl1s which were not actually planning to expand
mentioned finance as a problenl. Hence, it is concluded that the availability of finance does not
appear to be a major problem which will have nluch effect on the development of the
changwat level furniture industry.
Working capital had to be financed directly from earnings for nlost of the low and medium
technological sophistication enterprises in Kenya and Zinlbabwe (7, 8). In Ecuador (4) and
also for the more mechanised tinns in Kenya (8) and Zinlbab\\'e (7), credit. played a much
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more significant role in financing working capital, with bank overdraft facilities playing an
important part in the finances of enterprises in both the latter countries. Anlong the furniture
producers examined in Thailand, credit needs for fixed assets and working capital were drawn
from a variety of sources including bank loans, overdraft accounts, loans from friends or
relatives, credit from input suppliers, rotating credit associations, Small Industry Finance
Organisation (SIFO) loans, advance payments from buyers, finn profits and personal savings
(1).

Working capital is of particular importance for a number of reasons. The primary reason is the
'high working capital costs involved in furniture nlaking, resulting from the high cost of
materials (1, 6). Working capital is also important in allowing tinns to produce for stock often a requirement if finns want to access higher quality markets (2) or sell to larger retailers
(6). For many finns working capital problems cannot be overcome and their production is
effectively constrained. In some cases (7) entrepreneurs have developed a number of solutions,
such as demanding deposits (i.e. borrowing fron1 custoll1ers) or insisting that the cust0111erS
provide the timber, which reduce but do not solve the problen1s caused by lack of working
capital. In Thailand, working capital shortages were reported by 58 percent of finns, with 82
percent of these finns considering the problem alTIOng their n10st serious. Boomgard suggests
that, while working capital shortages may be a real problenl for nlanagers, they nlay be
symptomatic of other more fundamental problenls such as a high level of uncertainty in output
markets or input markets, or problems in th~ managenlent of cash flow. "Providing more funds
to meet cash needs may solve nothing and nlay contribute to 111aking the other problems of the
finn more severe".
110

raw materials

The primary raw material for furniture nlaking in the exanlples considered here is wood.
Although Boomgard's study of provincial furniture 111anufacturers in Thailand contains a
comprehensive examination of the role wood supplies play in the dynamic evolution of the
industry, few of the other studies address the issue of raw Inaterial supplies specitically. In
most cases producers utilise low value structural woods, for exan1ple pine in Zimbabwe (7),
pine and cypress in Kenya (6) or a number of lesser known timbers such as tabek
(Lagerstroemis calyculata) and yang (Dipterocarpus alatus) in Thailand (1). Plywood is also
used extensively in Thailand. Low value structural woods and plY\Nood are used mainly in the
manufacture of furniture at the lower quality end of the market. The use of higher value
structural woods such as teak and rosewood in Thailand or various native hardwood species in
Zimbabwe and Kenya is relatively rare, and usually restricted to higher value furniture. Only in
Ghana are the higher value hardwoods used routinely by s111all-scale furniture nlaking
enterprises (2).
The'distribution networks for wood show considerable variation both between countries and
the type of wood traded. In Thailand the production of plywood is centralised in Bangkok and
provincial level producers of furniture Inost cOlnnlonly place orders and receive deliveries
from Bangkok based merchants (1). In contrast to the situation with plywood, structural
woods are produced, processed and distributed regionally, with local sawmills being by far the
most commonly used suppliers (1). The distribution systenl for structural woods· does not
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appear to be meeting the needs of provincial level furniture rnakers, with three quarters of the'
sample fmns in Chiang Mai (where the historical dependence on teak is great and regulation is
the most stringent) complaining of problenls in getting the quantity of wood needed, getting it
at the right time, very high rising and unpredictable prices and government regulation.
However, as explained below, many of these problems can be attributed to aggregate shortage
of timber in Thailand rather than deficiencies in the supply distribution system itself. Although
the scale of the forestry operations in the two areas in Kenya and Zimbabwe studied by
Sverrisson differed greatly, in both cases firms obtained their supplies either direct from
sawmills or from timber merchants. One difference between the two countries was the
existence in Kenya of small-scale timber merchants located in the same areas as the small and
intermediate carpenters, supplying both furniture 111akers and builders, and selling firewoocl as
well. Also, in Kenya the vertical integration of saw-nlilling and production of doors and
furniture was a common occurrence whereas in Zimbabwe the two huge lumber companies
rather concentrated on veneers, laminates, and similar products. In Kibera, Kenya (6), the
larger, more vertically integrated furniture 111akers purchased t~eir tinlbel~ direct from
wholesalers, which were located at the upcountry saw111ills or in greater Nairobi. This is
advantageous in that the producers have more control over the quality of wood they purchase
and they also avoid paying the retailers' mark-up on wood. Other enterprises would.purchase
their timber either from the large-scale retailers who dealt nlainly in 10\\1 quality pine and
cypress, or from the smaller retailers selling higher quality hardwood timber. One problem
identified in the study was that furniture nlanufacturers were often unaware of these snlaller
less visible retailers and travelled outside Kibera to purchase high quality tinlber.
The extent to which supplies of timber were seen as a constraint to the development of the
small-scale furniture industry varies between the cases studied. In Zimbabwe (7) and Kenya
(8) the two sites studied by Sverrisson were chosen partly because forestry was a significant
activity, thus allowing the studies to ignore raw nlaterial supply bottlenecks. Although in both
these case studies problems with the supply of hardwoods were identified, it appears that this
had little deleterious effect on furniture producers, the nlajority of whom tended to rely on
lower value structural woods. In Thailand the poor supply situation for structural woods was
identified by Boomgard to be a major factor in the future evolution of the industry (1) . Further
deterioration in this situation was also predicted to result in problems with the supply of
plywood, which at the time of the study presented few problenls. The nlain problenls resulting
from the shortage of wood is not straightforward inability to purchase wood, but appears to be
added search costs, forced substitution to less desirable wood species or having to buy
relatively lower quality wood of the preferred species. The Inost inlportant aspect of the wood
supply situation is that it is likely to have a differential inlpact on Bangkok-based producers as
opposed to those in the provinces. All producers will be confronted with the problenl of rising
prices, but up-country markets will experience progressively nlore serious supply
interruptions, while these will be less severe for the Bangkok producers because of the
dominance of this market area. Boomgard elnphasises the inlportant role government could
play in improving the distribution of usable timber between Bangkok and up-country areas and
between up-country areas of differential timber endownlent. In Ghana, Dawson (2) noted that
the drive to increase timber exports as part of the structural adjustment programme had
resulted in it becoming increasingly difficult and nlore expensive for small producers to obtain
timber of the right quality. This, in turn, restricted the ability of fil111S to upgrade the quality of
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their products. Larger producers were able to obtain supplies as they either owned plantations
or had shares in sawmills. In Kenya, Sverrisson (8) found that producers experienced greater
difficulties in obtaining hardwoods in comparison with the plantation grown pine and cypress.
Private individuals experienced fewer problems and as a result fmns frequently required
customers to supply the timber for a product, a solution which also reduced the working
capital problems of finns.
.. technology choice
Relative to other subsectors, furniture making is a labour-intensive activity (1, 4, 5). Among
the small-scale manufacturers the majority of production activities such as carpentry, carving,
staining, upholstering and finishing, are still completely nlanual processes. This is reflected in
the levels of mechanisation, which are generally low although there are considerable
differences between finn,s (1,2,4,5,6,7,8). The importance of mechanisation lies in freeing
finns from dependence on others for mechanised services (5, 6), reducing the need for skilled
labour (1, 5) and improving quality to enable fmns to produce for more lucrative markets (2,
8). The high degree to which labour and nlachinery can be enlployed interchangeably is an
important factor in allowing incremental change within a fin11 as it evolves (either expanding
or contracting). Boomgard's analysis (1) of the elasticities of substitution revealed that skilled
labour and capital are strong substitutes while unskilled labour and capital are complements, a
finding which will be returned to in the ~ection dealing with labour. This characteristic of
furniture production also helps to explain the continuun1 froll1 small unmechanised to larger
virtually completely mechanised frrms that is found. However, there does appear to be a size
threshold to mechanisation, with the smallest fmns rarely possessing Inachinery, primarily as a
result of capital constraints but also presumably because of insufficient value and volume .of
turnover. Rapid mechanisation was observed both in Ghana (2) and Ecuador (4) as nlarkets
expanded. It is interesting to note, however, that even in the relatively advanced provincial
furniture industry in Thailand the manufacturing process is still a relatively labour-intensive
one when compared to the developed countries (1).
Larger and more vertically integrated fmns tend to display a higher level of mechanisation (6,
7, 8) although there is not necessarily a direct correlation between the number of workers and
capital intensity (1). In a number of cases difficulties in attaining or increasing mechanisation
of the production process is a constraint on the finn's growth (6, 7). Financial problems (often
caused by difficulties in obtaining credit) and, occasionally, unavailability of machines were the
main factors preventing fmns from purchasing n10re ll1achinery (4, 6, 7). Machines were
obtained from a number of sources, including inlport, purchase whilst overseas, and dOll1estic
producers (2, 4; 6). In Kibera, Kenya, most machines were supplied by infonnal sector frrms,
at prices significantly lower than equivalent machines produced by the fOlTIlal sector (6). This
indigenous capability, also encountered in Ghana (2) arid Zill1babwe (7), has the effect that
finns that wish to purchase machinery are less affected by import and foreign exchange
controls. Difficulty in obtaining hand tools, although being addressed by alternative technology
agencies, was found to be an insignificant problem in urban Zin1babwe. Problems related to
mechanisation were much more important and the use of a nU111ber of hand tools was relegated
to the past (7).
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The greatest effect of increased mechanisation is related to its effect on the division of labour.
This relationship is dealt with below in the "Labour and the organisation of production
section. Effects of mechanisation on industry structure are usually presented in tenns of the
effect of the lack of machines. In most cases, those fin11s with machines have provided
machining services to other finns (2, 6, 7, 8). In Egypt (5) and Kenya (6) a number of fnms
were found that specialised exclusively in providing machining services. The effect of
increasing levels of mechanisation on these subcontracting relationships is not considered in
any of the studies, although Parker (6) suggests that if all the finns that planned to mechanise
actually succeeded, excess capacity would result as the supply of machining services
outstripped demand. The problems that this could cause highlights the fact that even small
machines require a sizeable through-put of production to make the initial investment in
purchasing them worthwhile. Parker has also identified the major role that electricity supply
plays in mechanisation. Firms that were located in districts where electricity was not yet
available faced the choice of either continuing to be reliant on outside machining services or
relocating to a district with electricity.
tt

- labour and the organisation of production
The relatively labour-intensive nature of the industry has been noted previously in the section
on mechanisation. The studies provide no clear message on the use of family labour, with
McKean stating that it is common among artisan producers in Ecuador (4), whilst Sverrisson
found it to be rare in Kenya and Zimbabwe (7, 8). In Thailand fanlily labour accounted for 15
percent of the total man-hours worked (1). GEMINI data also reveals considerable crosscountry differences in the importance of fanlily labour~ with fall1ily menlbers (excluding the
proprietor) representing between 0 and 6% of the workforce in Kenya, Lesotho, Botswana
and the Dominican Republic, but 160/0 and 22% respectively in Zimbabwe and Malawi.
Examination of the trends across the rural-urban spectrull1 appears to show a decline in the
importance of family workers, at the expense of paid workers, as the location of the enterprise
becomes more urban. However, this appears to be correlated with the larger average size of
urban enterprises. The use of casual labour and paynlent on a piecework basis appears to be
widespread from the evidence of the case studies (4, 6, 7, 8), although in Thailand temporary
workers only provided 12 percent of total nlan-hours and 1110st factories in the sanlple paid by
daily wages (1). The tendency to enlploy workers on a casual basis is in large part a response
to the fluctuating demand which is a characteristic of the industry (8), and may be reinforced
by labour legislation (4, 7).
Trainees and apprentices may represent a significant propollion of the workforce (2, 5, 7, 8)
although considerable differences are apparent in the importance of the apprenticeship system
in the various countries examined - a finding confirmed by the GEMINI data. Apprenticeships
appear to be one of the major ways in which new workers are trained in some countries (2, 5),
although formal vocational training may also play a role in supplying workers to more
technologically advanced enterprises (7, 8). In Egypt, Mead (5) documents a decline in the
number of apprentices as young people sought higher status enlploynlent (despite significantly
increased real wages for apprentices). The decline in the apprenticeship system in Thailand is
attributed to the combined effects of a relatively high turnover rate for unskilled workers, the
relatively low wages of apprentices and the fact that Inany skilled workers prefer to start their
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own business (1). In contrast Dawson (2) notes that the large nunlber of apprentices in the
woodworking industry in Ghana has resulted in an over-supply of trained labour. Often a
trained apprentice will stay on in the same workshop but as a separate operator producing in
competition with his fonner employer (2).
Mead (5) found that the non-trainee workforce in the small-scale woodworking industry was
primarily made up of skilled workers. This contrasted sharply with the large-scale factories
where semi-skilled and unskilled workers made up the majority of the workforce (excluding
apprentices). In Thailand the ratio of skilled labour hours to unskilled labour hours recorded
for the sample provincial level fmns was 1.90 (1). Again this contrasts with the Bangkok
producers, who were relatively less skilled-labour intensive and, interestingly, with the· village
level producers of low priced furniture who employed nlainly low-skilled labour. The
reduction in the supply of skilled labour in both Egypt and Thailand (due to the reduced
number of apprentices mentioned above and also the large number of workers leaving the
country for better-paid work overseas and/or to the capital) thus tended to favour the largescale enterprises over the small-scale ones. These were the only cases where the lack of skilled
labour was considered to be a constraint on developll1ent of snlall-scale industry, although it is
unclear to what extent this indicates that in nlost situations there are sufficient people available
with the necessary skills. In the GEMINI studies very few woodworking fimls identified
labour as' being their major current problenl. The issue of whether 111echanisation results in a
ltdeskilling lt of the labour force is investigat~d further by Sverrisson (7, 8). He found that there
is no apparent relation between the state of skills and the degree of mechanisation, with
subcontracting and the use of machinery by independent al1isans calling for broad skills.
Decrease of skills occurred much more as a result of the introduction of standardised
production with hand tools and simple machinery than Inechanisation per se.
Mechanisation can also play a role in detennining the organisation of production. Although
there was a clear relationship between technical sophistication and division of labour among
the woodworking fmns of Mutare, Zimbabwe, the relationship was not so clear for fmns
showing a lower level of sophistication (7). Anlong these latter fU1l1S the situation was
frequently encountered where an entrepreneur had ll1anaged to obtain one or a few machines
without being able to organise work accordingly (i.e. beyond the level conlffion in nonmechanised enterprises). In Kenya, the internlediate fimls using simple machines to make
standardised products used semiskilled labour and apprentices to a larger extent than either the
more flexible low sophistication enterprises, or the equally flexible high sophistication group
(8). Co-operative work arrangements (in which several workers contribute to the production
of one item) had only arisen in the medium and high technological sophistication groups. The
small number of enterprises in the lowest technological sophistication group that were
producing standardised products for display continued working in parallel nlode, with one
. worker taking an item from beginning to end.
McKean (4) examines the strategy of specialisation by product type as a ll1eans to establish
long-tenn" relationships with buyers in growth industries. This strategy pennitted greater
leverage with buyers and greater 'use of assembly line, ll1ass production, as the fmn was
insulated from the acute competition characteristic of the residential furniture industry. These
finns' profitable survival became linked to the evolution of pat:ticular industries,' such as
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housing and consumer goods, which' are in turn affected by government policies. Elsewhere
(1, 2, 5, 7, 8) specialisation is adopted as an approach by relatively few enterprises. In Egypt
(5) specialisation was encouraged by the low incomes of consumers, with some businesses
selling furniture with the wood unfinished. Whether to finish the wood and how to do so (e.g.
the· customer performing the work himself or hiring a fellow villager to do the work) is then
left to the customer. Both Sverrisson (7) and Boot;ngard (1) note that one possible explanation
for specialisation being uncommon may be the limited markets available to producers. This
means that fmns must be able to offer a range of products to potential buyers to be sure of
maintaining output at a sufficient level. The most marked examples of specialisation noted in
Thailand were found among the batch contractors producing desks for government customers.
These fmns were found to be among the most profitable of those examined in the budget
analysis, a result attributed mainly to the gains from specialisation and batch production (see
below). As considered later, the producer-retailers were. also found to display a degree of
specialisation (1). The only examples of specialisation referred to by Sverris~pn were those
that involved fmns supplying middle and higher income 11larkets, for ~xample a carpenter who
specialised in kitchen fittings for well-off custoll1ers in Mutare.
Another consequence of limited nlarkets is s111all production runs of manufacturers (7).
Production to order appears to be the norn1 (2, 5, 6, 7, 8). Boonlgard found that although
modem fmns and traditional fmns both produced an array of goods, the former specialise to
the extent of producing several relatively large batches of identical products, while the latter
typically produce very few pieces which could be considered identical. He found that fums
which manufactured on a job-order basis were far less efficient and profitable than tinns which
were able to produce and market in batches. Production for stock was seen in only a few of
the case studies (4, 5, 8) and typically anlong the larger enterprises. In Kenya the availability
of items in stock ("cash and carry"), and in particular standardised furniture, was seen by
producers to be a necessity to ensure custom and, hence, the survival of the fitm.
In Ecuador (4) the constraints imposed on fmns by governn1ent labour and credit policies (see
later section on the influence of policy) contributed to the adoption of a centraliseddecentralization strategy by many finns. This involved the division of a fmn's activities
between small semi-autonomous operations under tight central control, thus avoiding th~ high
costs associated with labour legislation. The associated fil111S still had access to subsidised
credit available to small industry and artisans, as well as to those benefits available to artisans
(exemption from insurance requirements and tax on profits, lower sales tax, etc.). This was
also seen as being a n10re effective strategy than subcontracting as flffilS could assure
themselves of a high quality product and in sufficient VOlU111e as it was under their effective
control. As with subcontracting, this approach was critically dependent on the tirmfrrst being
integrated forward into retailing.
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10.4 Commodity networks
• markets
There is a high degree of market differentiation in the furniture sector, principally based on the
quality of the product and the size of the finn. The lower cost and lower quality furniture is
consumed primarily by the rural and urban poor (1,2,3,5,6,7,8). This market is supplied by
smaller fmns with little or no machinery (5, 6, 7, 8). Firm size and the degree of mechanisation
increases as the quality and cost of the final product increases (5, 6). However, there are
important exceptions to this trend. In Egypt the highest cost, highest quality furniture was
produced primarily by medium-sized fmus, with several machines but still employing a
significant number of skilled workers (5). The market for intermediate-priced furniture is
supplied by a range of finns from small, unmechanised workshops to large mechanised
factories. In Thailand the medium quality nlarket was also the one in which there was most
competition between large- and small-scale fi1TI1s and between Bangkok-based and provincial
producers (1). Similar findings are reported in Kenya and Zinlbabwe where it was found that
small fmns were competing with shops selling the product of large factories (7, 8). It might
also be mentioned here that Zimbabwe is a rather special case, where an established formal
sector combined with a well-developed infrastructural systenl increases the exposure of small
producers to competition from the production of large-scale businesses. In Thailand,
improvements in infrastructure and comml:lnications have proceeded in line with the general
structural transformation in the economy (1). This has resulted in firms at the provincial level
being increasingly brought into competition with producers fronl around the country,
especially the specialised ttfurniture villages" in Northern Thailand, producers from other
changwats and, most importantly from nlodern, large-scale producers fronl Bangkok. In
addition to differences in product quality, timls also differed in the type of product they
produced. In Kibera, Kenya, the small fmns producing for the low-income market sold mainly
basic items such as chairs, tables and beds (6). The higher inconle consumers purchased more
non-basic items, often from outside Kibera. McKean (4) also found this in Ecuador, with small
finns with relatively small assets selling unfinished furniture or finished individual pieces and
finns with larger assets producing finished sets of furniture, sold as units. In Thailand the
small, village based producers in the North restricted their ou tpu t to sets of tables and chairs,
which were marketed throughout the kingdonl (1).
Two other possible outlets for producers - institutional buyers and export markets - deserve
attention. Purchases by government institutions and private businesses can be important niche
markets for small producers (1, 2, 6, 7), especially as they allow a degree of specialisation and
batch production unlikely to be supported by other nlarkets. In Thailand the survey of townbased provincial manufacturers found that approxinlately 20 percent of all production was on
government contracts, although the author suggests this Inay not be representative of the
country as a whole (1). However access to these 111arkets is not straightforward, being
dependent mainly upon personal contacts, as the inforrnal nature of 111any snlaller fnms means
they are seldom listed in business directories or the like (6). In Ghana 111arkets for snlall fmns
to supply school furniture only opened up as large-scale industry constricted from the mid1970s on (2). In Kenya (7) the fmus supplying district councils and other finlls were found to
be those 1n the highest technical sophistication group. Personal contacts and an 'ability to
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muster the working capital necessary- to produce in bulk were the prime reasons for this..
Production for export is rare (1), being a significant activity only in Ghana, where producers in
neighbouring countries had higher production costs and/or raw nlaterial costs
There are a number of reasons why fmns of different sizes and technological sophistication
supply different markets. A principal reason is ,access to marketing systems - these are
examined in more detail below. A number of the studies point to the problems smaller fmns
have in accessing markets for higher cost furniture as a result of difficulties in producing for
stock (often resulting from a lack of working capital), lack of display space or suitable location
for display space, lack of marketing contacts, etc~. (2, 6, 7, 8). Although Dawson (2) reports
that difficulties in obtaining quality seasoned timber were causing difficulties in upgrading the
quality of finished products, input problems are not mentioned in any of the other studies as a
constraint on producers ability to access higher cost markets. Among the producers studied by
Boomgard (1) the problems with wood supplies mainly related to the difficulties in securing
supplies of the lower value structural timbers, although the situation .for fmns located in the
northern teak producing areas may well have been different. Although Parker (6) found that
larger furniture retailers were unwilling to deal with infornlal sector manufacturers partly
because of poor quality control, it is not clear from the other studies whether an inability to
produce higher quality products is restricting s111aller producers to the low income and low
quality markets. Sverrisson (8) states that the low quality production of small fmns should
instead be seen as representing "appropriate quality", lneeting the denland of a market which is
more conscious of price than quality. "Quality i111prOVenlent is, therefore, not a pertinent issue
for many proprietors" (8).

- demand
The strength of demand for furniture is greatly deterrnined by the inconles of consumers and
the growth in population. Liedholm and Mead (1987) found inC0111e elasticities for furniture
produced by small enterprises of 2.00 and 1.61 in Bangladesh and Sierra Leone respectively.
Mead (5) estimates that the income elasticity for furniture in Egypt was probably over two in
the aggregate. Wiboonchutikula (1992) quotes incolne elasticities for furniture in provincial
Thailand of 0.88 between 1975 and 1986 (although in Greater Bangkok the figure was -0.07).
Using data from village surveys conducted in three provinces in Thailand, Boomgard (1)
estimated income elasticities for the total value of furniture owned and for purchases made in
1980 of 0.52 and 0.74 respectively. While these high incolne elasticities obviously help
furniture manufacturers during periods of prosperity, it also nlakes thenl vulnerable to a
collapse in demand during recessions, as evidenced by the "nose-dive" in furniture sales in
Ecuador during the 1982-3 recession (4). The high degree of 111arket differentiation also means
that the distribution of any income increases is also of great importance (5). House /(3)
suggests that, due to the propensity of the lower inC0111e sections of Kenya to purchase
furniture mainly from low income producers, a policy of redistribution by growth will further
expansion of employment in this sector of the industry (Mead (5) warns, however, that
promises of redistribution may not necessarily be followed by action). Similarly, Boomgar4 (1)
calculates that 76 percent of the total annual increase in expenditures on furniture between
1980, and 1990 will be accounted for outside municipal areas. This is partly a result of
increasing incomes and populations in the rural areas, but nl0re inlponantly is a result of the
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sheer weight of numbers in the rural areas. Finally, the possibility that tastes may not remain
static must be considered, particularly where finns of different sizes manufacture products of
different styles (5). Although smaller fmns can react to these changes, they may also find that
they have to adapt their production organisation (for exalnple increasing mechanisation) to
stay competitive against larger, more mechanised finns (5).
For those enterprises producing goods for the public sector, the level of public spending
obviously affects the size of their market (2, 6). Structural adjustment programmes such as
that in Ghana, where strict controls on public spending (including that by schools, an
important market for some furniture-makers) were imposed, can depress markets significantly
. (2). Prior to the introduction of this programme large-scale fmns had been in decline and their
contraction had resulted in a number of markets, such as supplying beer crates, school
furniture and construction items, becoming open to small producers. The structural adjustment
, programme revived the large-scale enterprises, and they rapidly retook these markets.
The demand for furniture is also very uneven within the year or the nlonth. Seasonal variation
in demand may result from pressures on household spending due, for exa111ple, to requirements
to pay school fees (6) or due to purchases Inade before festivals such as the purchasing of
domestic furniture and kitchens before Christnlas observed by Sverrisson in Zinlbabwe (7). In
rural economies the cyclical nature of agriculture-based inC0111eS has a large influence on
demand. The seasonality in demand in ru~al Thailand is closely linked to the wet season rice
harvest which occurs in October, Novenlber and Decenlber, although the observed
fluctuations in employment in furniture factories are also attributed to the etlect of agricultural
labour demands on urban labour markets (1). In urban areas, dell1and 111ay also be cyclical
within a month as a result of the tinles when salaries and advances are received (6). Dawson
(2) comments that the unevenness of demand particularly affects the ability of fmns to
mechanise and increases the costs of maintaining a sizeable inventory. The considerable skills
in money management required by entrepreneurs to conlbine seasonality in denland with the
high working capital costs of furniture production were noted by Parker (6). Producers have a
number of passive and active strategies in response to this seasonality. One of the most
common passive responses is seen in the extensive use of casual labour, which gives
entrepreneurs the flexibility to adjust costs and production to the nlarket needs (4, 7).
Boomgard found, however, that there was a poor correspondence between production
declines and cutbacks in labour, suggesting that nlanagers are experiencing difficulties in
accurately anticipating seasonal output variations. More active responses are observed in
Kibera where many producers seek out outside nlarkets with less fluctuation in demand (6).
Sverrisson (7) found that fmns in the ll1ediu111 and high technical sophistication brackets
anticipated seasonal peaks in demand by producing for stock.

.. marketing
The most common method of retailing is direct sale to the conSUll1er frolll the workshop (1, 2,
6, 7, 8). The data from the GEMINI studies also supports this conclusion with the vast
majority of enterprises recording individuals as their nlain cust0111er. Sale to a retailer is very
rarely found, with a number of the studies (1, 6, 7, 8) reporting on the problems small
producers have in establishing trading relationships with retailers. Boomgard (1) suggests that
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the main reason why provincial retailers purchase so little of their stock from local producers
is the fact that these producers, unlike the Bangkok based wholesalers, do not offer credit.
Furniture makers in Kibera, Kenya (6), were able to sell only to the smaller retailers, as the
larger ones believed that they have poor quality control, inadequate working capital to accept
tenns of contracts and cannot meet short deadlines. Retailers in Nakuru, Kenya were also
reluctant to deal with infonnal sector producers (obtaining their supplies instead from large
factories), giving reasons of low quality and unreliable deliveries (8). Producers were,
however, also reluctant to supply retailers as they claimed that the price received from retailers
was too low, making it more profitable for them to sell their own output. The large factories
can compensate for the low price paid by the shops, and. the transport costs incurred, through
economies of scale as well as better capacity utilisation n1aintained by regular deliveries to the
furniture shops. In Ecuador (4) a recent development has been the entry of large numbers of
fmns, discount houses, department stores and retail stores in shopping centres specialising in
the sale of the products of very small manufacturers. These retailers benefited from a relatively
rapid turnover of capital, making them more attractive to lo..an officers than small
manufacturing fmns which displayed a much slower capital turnover. Some of the retailers
actually directed the production of the finns supplying thenl, thus moving closer to a
subcontracting relationship with the manufacturing finl1s. This system and the system of
producer/retailers, where subcontracting relationships are also 111uch in evidence, relates very
much to the question of industry structure and therefore is considered separately below.
Producer-retailers were also found to be an important component of the. distribution system in
Thailand, where the dramatic increase in furniture reselling was identified as one of the nlajor
changes affecting the development of the provincial level furniture industry (1). Boomgard
states that "the importance of retailing ... is that it introduces new c0111petitive forces from
outside the changwat level industry and also that it allows 1l1anufacturers to reach more
consumers, thereby facilitating gains from specialisation". The distribution system is not only
important in understanding the potential of provincial level producers in the markets which
they presently serve, but it will also detemline to a large extent their ability to access the
expanding rural market. Producers will have little hope of reaching the largest segments of the
rural markets unless they develop linkages with itinerant t11erchants and fixed location retailers
who operate in these areas.

10.5 Industry structure.
The furniture industry in both developed and developing econolllies is typically a "fragmented
industry" (4), characterised by a low level of seller concentration with a large share of
production being supplied by relatively snlaller establishl11ents. However, despite this
fragmentation, fImlS do not always operate individually, and in a nU111ber of the cases studied
relationships such as the provision of Inachine servicing, subcontracting arrangements, and
production/retailing were found.
• services, specialisation and subcontracting
Finn~

perfonning specialised tasks for another fiml, particularly SOllle foml of machine work,
were found in several countries (2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). These were relatively casual arrangements
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with the work being carried out on denland by the purchaser of the service. A common reason
why finns required these selVices was that they lacked the necessary machinery, and the task
was relatively labour-demanding if carried out by hand (2, 5, 6, 8). Such arrangements could
be beneficial for the supplier because they allowed capacity utilisation to be kept high, thus
reducing the costs of production (6). Some of the suppliers of these services specialised solely
in~this activity (5, 6).

A further development of this is seen in the specialisation of producers in carrying out certain
stages of a production process. This was found in Egypt where there was an active market for
parts 'or products at any of a variety of stages of completion (5). A similar situation was noted
. by Dawson in Ghana (2) where furniture pieces manufactured in Anloga were assembled by
'woodworkers in another town 75 miles north. This type of specialisation appears, however,
to be relatively rare. The same is also true for subcontracting relationships, which were only of
- significance in Ecuador (4). Relatively larger establishments would subcontract small
producers for particular production lines and then centralise the final asselnbly, finishing and
retailing. These arrangements had advantages for the subcontracting tirnls because they were
able to respond to sales fluctuations and to avoid labour difficulties associated with increasing
the size of the workforce. However, subcontracting was less viable as a 10ng-terlTI strategy
than the centralised decentralisation approach ll1entioned above. Proble111s with subcontracting
included inadequate quality control and insufficient volu111es of production. McKean also
states that for the subcontracted firm it merely represents a 111eans of survival with little chance
for accumulation (4). In contrast to this, Parker in Kibera, Kenya (6) found that among the
more established enterprises there was a trend to bring 1110re production activities in-house,
with the purchase of machines allowing the tirol to avoid the delays and difficulties in buying
machine time.

• producer retailing
A development found in Ecuador (4) and Thailand (1) but rare elsewhere is for producers to
begin retailing the produce of other firms. This is to S0111e extent Sill1ply a development of the
subcontracting arrangements seen in Kibera (6) and Egypt (5). However, it is n1uch more
highly developed in Ecuador and Thailand where it was one part of a strategy for survival by
small fmns. In Ecuador manufacturers with a retail capacity were in a better position to
overcome competition from artisans and to benefit fron1 such innovations as instalment-based
credit. They were in a position to subcontract other fil111S, and to achieve a relatively high
volume of sales. Those small tinns without a retail capacity tended to be subcontracted by
another enterprise. However, this strategy was not sufficient on its own to allow producers to
survive profitably in the industry and needed to be cOll1bined either with the developn1ent of
subcontracting arrangements with small producers or the adoption of a centraliseddecentralisation approach. In Thailand (1) the developnlent of producer-retailing also resulted
from competitive pressures. In this case the advantages of this type of fmn organisation
related mainly to the ability of the f11111 to specialise in production while offering a greater
variety of products for sale than they produce. Although the producer-retailers had not
specialised to the extent of producing only a narrow range of prod llctS, when compared to a
producer-seller, the typical producer-retailer produces a ll1uch larger batch of product for
every product class he chooses and this is where the gains fr~)nl specialisation come from~
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Additional advantages from producer-retailing resulted fron1 the ability to spread out capital
costs of buildings and land and the provision of design infonllation through the procurement
process.

- flexible specialisation
The thesis of flexible specialisation has emerged from recent debates on the transformation of
production systems in the industrially advanced countries, and the part such transfonnations
play in detennining the relative competitive position of such countries. Its relevance to
development theory and practice has resulted in it being introduced into discussions about
industrialisation in the less developed countries (Schn1itz, 1989). Flexible specialisation is
proposed as an alternative to the mass production paradigm, and recognises the strengths and
viability of craft production, based on flexible use of general purpose machinery by skilled
workers, capable of manufacturing a wide range of products for constantly changing markets.
The key elements of the concept are: n1ulti-purpose equipn1ent and ..innovation; clusters of
enterprises or small-film comnlunities; interaction/networking between slnaller enterprises and
between smaller and larger ones and; collective efficiency (the result of the physical presence
nearby of innovative producers). The relevance of this conceptual approach to the small-scale
furniture industry in developing countries is developed further by Sverrisson (8). The fums
studied in Nakuru, Kenya displayed many of the attributes inlplied in the flexible specialisation
thesis (a relatively diversified and changeable product range; a t1exible technological
configuration; an adjustable form of labour organisation: batch production) and can be seen as
existing within a collective of enterprises (coexisting within a geographical region, with similar
production characteristics and co-operation, c0l11petition control and social cohesion all in
evidence). However it is difficult to see evidence in this exanlple, or indeed in the other studies
examined, of the horizontal and veltical links between ftlll1S and the strong inter-firm division
of labour which are central to the flexible specialisation concept. In contrast, successful
strategies for small fmns in the furniture sector involve bringing production in-house (6),
increasing the degree of vertical integration (1, 6) and expanding into producer-retailing (1, 4,
8). The necessity to shield the firm from the effects of the intensely volatile and competitive
situation that prevails in the industry plays an inlportant part in detenluning these strategies, as
confirmed by McKean (4) and Sverrisson (8).

10.6 The influence of policy and support measures
The preceding discussion has already touched upon the ways in which government policy can
facilitate or present obstacles to the operation of slnall furniture-111aking enterprises. In the
majority of cases these policy effects are unintentional Of, at least, not directed specifically at
this particular subsector. The indirect effects of a policy such as the Econon1ic Recovery
Programme in Ghana on consunler spending is a case in point (2). More direct effects on
denland may be achieved by policies of inC0l11e redistribution such as those considered by
House (3) and Mead (5) for Kenya and Egypt respectively. However, as Mead points out,
such policies are rarely implemented. A more direct effect of government on the demand for
the pI:oducts of small-scale furniture nlakers is the extent to which institutions (from
government departments to schools) purchase from these fimls. As noted earlier, institutional
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buyers were an important market for at least S0111e of the enterprises studied in Ghana (2),
Kenya (6, 8), Zimbabwe (7), and Thailand (1). Sverrisson (H) proposes that preferential
purchasing from small and intermediate local enterprises by governn1ent institutions could be
the single most effective support measure that governnlents could apply.
The import of machinery is another area where government policies have had a significant
impact on the development of the subsector. McKean (4) found that the relatively liberal
import policy of the government of Ecuador had allowed furniture makers, and especially the
larger-scale producers, to expand their production during the 1974-82 boom. In Zimbabwe (7)
government foreign exchange allocation policies also selectively favoured larger finns in
. obtaining machinery. These examples contrast with the situation in Ghana (2) during the
economic decline from the mid-1970s onwards, when foreign exchange shortages and
currency controls favoured the small producers who were still able to obtain machinery
through informal networks.
In both Ecuador (4) and Zimbabwe (7) labour legislation has influenced the structure of the

furniture industry. In Ecuador the legislation has included provisions to promote artisan
development by exempting them from the SIllall industry regulations concerning wage and
benefit entitlements (especially wage rates and union rights) and other areas (e.g. sales tax and
tax on profits). In Zimbabwe labour legislation creates problell1s for entrepreneurs who wish
to terminate the contract of an employee. These laws create particular problenls for those
entrepreneurs who are in the process of graduating frolll artisan production to more advanced
production methods as they involve either increased costs or reduced flexibility in employment
practices or both. In both countries the effect has been to encourage co-operation between
entrepreneurs (e.g. purchasing mechanised services frOl1l each other), the developnlent of
subcontracting arrangements, short-term, casual hiring of workers and, in Ecuador, the
adoption of centralised-decentralization strategies.
In Thailand the regulations most frequently refereed to by entrepreneurs as causing problems
were those of the Forestry Departnlent (1). The "strict, but frequently corrupt, and
inconsistent" regulation of the use of teak created significant problenls for those tirnlS which
continued to use teak in quantities beyond what they could legally purchase. A number of
owners reported having io bribe officials to stay in business. Another problem related to the
"Wood Using Industry Quota Systenl", with district forestry officials clainling that the quota
had been filled, though Boomgard reports that this was not the case for any district in the
North-eastern region. In Ghana (2) the difficulties in obtaining quality timber resulting from
the government's export-drive also adversely affected the production capabilities of small
producers.

A number of other examples where policy has affected the developnlent of the industry exist,
however these tend to be quite specific in their nature. They include the favouring of retailers
over manufacturers (due to the higher turnover of working capital of the fornler) by the
government's credit policies in Ecuador (4), and the protection of the furniture industry in
Ecuador by restrictions on the import of cheaper products fron1 COlol11bia (4).
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As regards governmental and non-governmental support programmes, what is most apparent
from these studies is the very limited role they have played in the development of the smallscale furniture industry. Only in Nakuru, Kenya (8) were they found to have been active in any
degree, and even there the number of enterprises involved was a snlall proportion of the total
sample. Although entrepreneurs were aware of the loans offered by the Kenya Industrial
Estates (KIE), many felt that the organisation was corrupt an~ inaccessible and, in addition,
that the amortisation and interest terms were too tough. Comparing the size of a typical
monthly instalment with information on sales, surplus and fixed costs, and given the difficulty
in predicting the dynamic effect of a loan in an extremely volatile market, Sverrisson (8)
suggests that repayment may present difficulties for entrepreneurs. Parker (6) also suggests
that the seasonal nature of demand for furniture presents special problems in designing lending
programmes for enterprises in the subsector. Other criticislTIS of the KIE activities related to
its dualism, offering either small loans to boost the working capital of small and intermediate
enterprises or large investment loans to sophisticated enterprises. Dynamic entrepreneurs in
the intermediate group therefore found it difficult to obtain investnlent finance. Delays in
processing applications were also a problenl, with capital boosts beconiing available long after
the opportunities for production expansion which lTIotivated the application had passed.
The various agencies and departments in Thailand responsible for encouraging small
enterprises are also criticised for lack of relevance to the need s of provincial level producers
(1). In particular the technical training available at local institutes was. found to be almost
completely irrelevant to the needs of the local furniture industry, a conclusion shared by a
number of local businessmen.

10.7 Patterns of change
The case studies examined for this review represent a wide spectrunl of experiences, as is
reflected in the way that small industries have developed in each of the study countries. This
analysis of the patterns of change in the snlall-scale furniture sector will attempt to draw
together the insights from these individual studies as well as highlighting the diversity found
between them.
It is useful from the point of view of analysis to greatly sinlplify the case studies exanlined here
and to distinguish between two types of environments in which snlall-scale woodworking
enterprises may be operating. The first is the relatively undeveloped urban or rural situation,
characterised by a market consisting of predominantly low inconle consumers and with a
relatively poor communications and distribution infrastructure. In contrast to this is the
environment where the economy has begun to experience a degree of structural transfonnation
with increased incomes, improved infrastructure and greater urbanisation. It should be clear
that a number of the case studies do not fit conveniently into either of these ideal types.
In the first case the low income market is served by a large l1ulllber of very small enterprises
producing goods of a relatively low quality. There is little c0111petition fronl large-scale
prod~cers or from other producers outside the area. However, low capital requirelnents make
entry into the industry relatively easy and the result is intense c0111petition between small
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producers for what is essentially the same limited market. In turn this results in a great deal of
importance being attached to marketing as evident fronl the anlount of tinle devoted by
entrepreneurs to this activity as opposed to production managenlen t. Beyond the
straightforward strategies of cultivating contacts, entertaining customers and being
competitive on price and quality, finns succeed in marketing principally by possessing display
space in prominent locations. The need to maintain sales also requires a range of products to
be on offer to potential customers. This extended scope of production limits the degree. of
specialisation a finn can achieve. There are also few other advances made in production
organisation. Gradual mechanisation does occur but for Inany tinns the availability of finance
to make such investments is a problem. Working capital is financed mainly from fum profits,
. customer advances/deposits or personal savings. Working capital is a major problem- for small
fmns, not only in their day-to-day operations, but also for firms wishing to gradually transform
their ;production process, for example, through the production of items for stock or the
introduction of batch production. Government influence on producers is generally negative,
particularly regarding raw material allocation and ll1achinery ill1ports. The influence of
governmental or non-governmental support prograll1nles is negligible.
Producers operating in the more "advanced" environnlent experience a different set of
potentials, constraints and competitive pressures to those in the 111ode I above. Increased
incomes have changed the demand situation, with not only a greatly increased level of demand
but also a greater demand for medium quality products (perhaps with new styles) and an
increased market in the rural areas. The improved distribution system results in producers
being brought into competition with large-scale and/or 1l10dern factory producers in the
medium quality product ranges and with small-scale producers outside the area in the lower
quality ranges. Although this means that the relative ilnportance of conlpetition between local
small-scale producers may be reduced, it is still very 111uch a characteristic of the industry_ The
considerable developnlent in the 111arketing systenl includes an increase in furniture reselling
activities, with producers trading in the products of other finns and separate retailers
establishing themselves. Although labour-intensive in cOlnparison to "nlodern" filll1S, the
majority of small-scale traditional films will now display a high level of ll1echanisation.
Financial problems are still an issue but overcon1ing thell1 is 1110re a ll1atter of ll1anagerial
capabilities. Input problems, and especially the availability of skilled labour, is now a much
more important problem area for the firms. The Inajority of finlls still organise production on a
parallel basis with little in the way of standardised designs and batch production. However,
such organisation becomes increasingly less profitable as cOlnpetition fron1 those finl1S that
have made such shifts in production organisation increases. Finl1s operating in this
environment still experience the sanle proble111s relating to governnlent as those above, but in
addition government labour legislation increasingly affects their operations. Again, support
programmes have little effect on these firms.

The extent to which any particular situation nlight be judged to resemble either of the two
scenarios above will obviously vary greatly, and it ll1ust be stressed that no "typical" pattern of
development exists. It is possible, however, to pick out a JlUll1ber of ill1portant factors which
greatlyjnfluence the success of individual enterprises and/or S111c.111-scale enterprises in general.
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Demand, and so the level of production, is greatly influenced by consunler income due to.the
high income elasticities of demand for furniture products. Increases in denland from lower
income groups often favour small producers, as their position as suppliers of this market is
generally assured. Above this level, however, cOlllpetition fronl larger tinns and shifts in
customer preferences make predictions of the effects of inC01l1e increases lTIuch more difficult
The availability of skilled labour is of particular importance for small firms, where standardised
production is less common. In both Thailand and Egypt the lack of such workers is identified
as an important factor influencing the development of the furniture industry and, in particular,
the small-scale sector. Raw material availability is also found to have been a serious obstacle
to the sector's development in Thailand as well as in Ghana. In both these cases the differential
impact of shortages on fmns of different sizes adversely affected the small-scale sector. In the
area of finance, investment capital constraints can serioltsly affect a firnl's ability to mechanise.
As with working capital this must usually be financed directly frQm earnings and savings.
Working capital appears to be a problem for I1lost stllall finlls and particularly restricts their
ability to accumulate raw material stocks and also to produce for stock.
Internal fmn characteristics also play a role in the developlllent of the industry. At the level of
the entrepreneur, the most obvious influence comes frOll.1 the entrepreneur's motivation for
establishing the business. Owners of smaller films (frolll the litllited evidence offered in these
studies) tend to be seeking independence and a decent incoll1e, whereas it is only once the fmn
is established that the owner becollles growth-oriented. Although entrepreneurial skill is
obviously required for a fUTIl to be successful, the ill1pression is that fOlTIlal ll1anagenlent skills
are not requirements for such success, at least while the fiI111'S size is still relatively small. In
relation to production organisation a major issue is 11lechanisation. Access to nlachines such as
saws, lathes, drills, etc., is vital to keep down labour delllands and ll1eet quality requirements.
Mechanisation can spread quickly, but it is generally slowed by the extensive trade in
machining services between mechanised and non-nlechanised finl1s. As timlS become larger
and more vertically integrated they rely less on these outside services as they nlove towards
almost complete mechanisation. Government import and exchange rate policies, by making
purchase of foreign machines more difficult, can have a significant effect on the ability of fmns
to mechanise, although this may be off-set to some extent by the developll1ent of a capacity to
manufacture machines among domestic fimls in both the fonnal and infonnal sectors. The
organisation of production, such as the division of labollC the degree of standardisation of
production, and the arrangement of work in parallel or co-operative t110des obviously changes
as fmus grow. It is difficult to tell to what extent such changes are, like I1lanagenlent skills,
made necessary by business growth and to what extent they detenl1ine growth. Specialisation
by product type was a successful strategy for profitable survival all10ng the slllall furniture
manufacturing firms of Ecuador.
Developments in the marketing and distribution systelll can have a great influence in shaping
the structure of the industry, as noted above. While one way that tinl1S can respond to such
changes is through their own marketing initiatives, such as developing linkages with reta~lers
in expanding markets, another possibility is to insulate the ti1111 frOtll the effects of the intense
competition which can accompany increased marketing activities by exploiting niche markets,
for example through developing a decorating service or seeking out governnl~nt contracts.
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,At the level of industry structure, marketing is also seen to be an inlportant area. Producer
retailing in Ecuador was seen to be an important way for producers to overconle competition
from·smaller artisan producers and benefit from retailing innovations such as instalment-based
credit. In Thailand the adoption of the producer retailing strategy was inlportant in allowing
finns to specialise. Aside from this, industry structure is not seen to have been an important
detenninant of the dynamics of the industry, with subcontracting (beyond the relatively simple
provisioning of services) being rare. Co-operation between timls' appears to become less
common as average firms size increases and they become 1110re vertically integrated.

One of the most interesting points to emerge from this analysis of the forces influencing frrm
and industry success is extent to which it can be seen that individual success and the success of
the small-scale sector in general can be in conflict. In particular, those activities which may
help the individual fInn, such as provision of credit or assistance with equipment purchases,
'may well lead to ever more intense competition between producers. This ll1ay have the
unintended consequence of reducing the ability of those that are already nlaking progress to
make further advances in their operations and meet the challenge froln nlore modern and
larger-scale producers. Such conflicts make the task of designing policies and programmes to
support the small-scale sector much 1110re of a challenge, and highlight the inlportance of
understanding the dynamics of the furniture industry on a subsector as well as an individual
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In addition to the annotated items that follow see also the following studies on this

subject listed in the bibliography:Dowds C.M., 1989; Mead D.C. and Ngirabatware
Branch, 1992.
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11. FURNITURE AND CARPENTRY • SELECTED ABSTRACTS
1. Boomgard J.J., 1983. The economics of small-scale furniture production and distribution
in Thailand. Unpublished PhD dissertation. Departnlent of Agricultural Econonlics, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
This study examines the economic viability of smaU-scale furniture manufacturers in rural
Northeast Thailand. It adopts a subsector or "systelns" perspective in which the small, rural
finns are viewed as participants in a changwat (provincial) level production-distribution
system, rather than in just one industry.
Furniture manufacturers in Thailand may be located in Bangkok, changwat capitals, amphoe
(district) towns and villages. Bangkok producers generally produce for the Bangkok and export
markets, although increasingly the-ir output is being sold throughout the country. Producers in
amphoe towns and changwat capitals tend to sell to local markets, while village level
production is sold throughout the country. However in recent years t11e con-espondence between
production and consumption location in the Thai fulniture industry has begun to break down.
The finns within each changwat are being brought into competition with producers from other
parts of the country, namely certain specialised "furniture villages" in Northern Thailand,
producers from other changwats which have extended the reach of' their market, and, perhaps
most importantly, from modem, large-scale producers 1'1'0111 Bangkok.
At the changwat level, furniture manufacturers can be differentiated in l11any ways. The vast
majority of producers located in the changwat level systctn Inanufacture wooden furniture.
With few exceptions, finns tend not to specialise in a particular line of products, but instead
produce a wide range of types of items. The quality or products is a finn-specific
characteristic. Normally, a producer's output will fall into one or two adjacent quality classes.
The technology of production is best classified as lnachine-assisted hand production, There is
variation across manufacturers prilnarily in tenns of the anl0unt and sophistication of the
machinery employed. In no case, however, is the production process fully mechanised. All
finns are clearly labour intensive although there are a wide range of capital-labour ratios.
There is also variation in the ratio of skilled labour 1.0 unskilled labour. Changwat level
producers also differ by the size of the finn Incasured by the nunlber of workers. Finns
generally range in size from one to 30 workers with the hll'gest concentration in the 5-15
worker range. One of the most interesting di flerenccs atTIong producer-sellers is the way in
which they have organised the marketing of their output. The Inajority of these tinns sell their
output directly to final consumers, Of these finns, the lTIOSl cOlntnon production and selling
arrangement is to produce in response to orders from consunlcrs ("job-order" production).
Nonnally, in this situation, products are produced individually or in very slnal1 batches. A
second group of producer-sellers are involved in the production of various sized batches of
products on a contract basis. There are usually orders for desks or cupboards for government
offices and schools. This is tenned "batch contracting". SOITIe finns will cOlnbine job-order and
batch contract production to some degrce and others will spccial'isc entirely in batch contracts.
It is usually possible to clearly classify a flnn as bc:ing in one or the other category. A third
type of selling arrangement is also based on contract. sales, but the contract involves the
production of a small number or a wide range of products. These flnns arc usually involved in
the interior decoration or construction business. Their work largeiyinvolves building fUlniture,
but it also involves the provision of a "decoration" or "design" service and a certain portion of
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the work is done on site. Examples of this type of contracting include building-in counters,
cupboards and seats in hotels, restaurants and theatres and finishing the interiors of homes.
These producer-sellers are "single-order contractors" or decorators. Only a small portion of the
changwat level producer-sellers sell furniture to retailers and producer-retailers for resale. One
of each of the two upholstery finns located in Khon Kaen and Chiang Mai sell exclusively to
town based retailers. The other types of producer-sellers in this group specialise in the
manufacturing of lower quality products for the geographically dispersed lower income
markets. One group is located in the changwat capitals and sells to retailers located in amphoe
towns or itinerant merchants. The other group, found only in Khan Kaen, is composed of
producers who come from other areas of the country, primalily from Northern Thailand, who
set up temporary factories during the post-rice harvest season. Their output is largely sold
through itinerant merchants in rural areas. Regarding the seasonality in production levels the
author states that in the furniture industry the most probable demand side factors relate to the
annual timing of consumer income receipts. Given the itnpoltance of agricultural income in
Thailand, this type of seasonality would be closely linked to the wet season rice harvest which
occurs in October, November and December. Therefore, given this rough analysis, it appears
that there is some seasonal fluctuation resulting from the cycle of agricultural production. On
the supply side, it is possible that the seasonal labour dem ands in agriculture could pinch urban
labour markets during the periods of peak agricultural labour delnands. During the period of
slack labour demand in agriculture, on the other hand, there is likely an excess supply of
workers in urban areas, especially unskilled labour. l'he evidence presented supports the
hypothesis that a range of technologies do exist even in the changwat level funliture industry.
These teclmiques are consistent with the production of a \vidc variety of products for roughly
similar markets.

The producer-retailer is really nothing more than a single firnl which cOlnbines Inanufacturing,
selling these goods and reselling other manufacturers' go(x1s. In both the production and
retailing enterprise these firms are essentially no different froln the nxed location producersellers and retailers. The important difference between these films and producer-sellers is that
they offer consumers an assortment of products purchased from valious outside suppliers in
addition to the products they produce in their own factory. The 111ix of own production and
resales varies substantially· across films. Most of the pnx1ucer-retailers began as producerssellers and then diversified into retailing, although some retailers have gradually expanded their
finishing enterprise into a full-scale unit. The cOlnbination of production and retailing results in
a number of important advantages for lx)th portions of the business including permitting some
specialisation in production, spreading out the capita] costs of the building and land, providing
important information on product designs through the procurelnenL process and, allowing the
producer to substantially diversify the range of items offered for sale in his showroom.
Two main classes of furniture retailers operate at the changwaL level - the fixed location retailer
and the itinerant trader. The fixed location retailers are silnply a retail store, buying furniture
from various sources and selling from the·ir store to the pubI-ic. They generally will deal in a
range of furniture products including wooden fUl11iture, upholstery products and some metal
products. In smaller towns, retailers will often be diversified, selling a number of different
types of goods in addition to furniture. In many cases, retailers will enlploy a slnall staff of
painters or catpenters to finish products which are purchased in a selni-finished form. A
common practice on the part' of producers who sell to retailers over a long distance is to sell the
goods in a semi-finished state. Normally, the items are full y assembled and sanded, but require
a final painting, staining and lacqueIing or valllishing. The second type of retailer is the
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itinerant merchant. There are two rather distinct types of these 'itinerant sellers. One group
represents producers from specialised furniture production villages in the North and will be
discussed below. The other group is indigenous to the changwat level system. These itinerant
merchants deal exclusively in the relatively low quality, inexpensive products of certain town..
based manufacturers. Typically, these sellers operate on a relatively small scale, carrying their
products to villages and small towns in pick-up trucks. These merchants are only active in the
post-harvest season as a consequence of the strong relationship between the agricultural cycle
and the cash incomes of their potential consumers. There may be more than 3(X) of these
merchants operating in Changwat Khon Kaen alone.
In order to precisely examine the structure and organisation of the various changwat level
production-distribution system, a compete census enumeration of all furniture enterprises, that
is, producer-sellers, producer-retailers and retaile~s, was carried out in all amphoe towns in
Changwat Khon Kaen. It was not }Xlssible to enumerate the itinerant retailers. This research
was supp~emented by further census enumerations in selected amphoe towns in Roi-et, Chiang
Mai and Amphoe Muang, Lampang. A brief interview was conduc]ed with the firm manager or
other knowledgeable person in each {inn covering sales, production, clnployment, sources of
products resold and the age of the finn. According to the survey, therc are a total of 84
establishments in the Khon Kaen fUl11iturc industry. This represents one film per 16,000
persons in the changwat or one finn per 3.6 thousand urban residents. Total annual sales are
approximately 31.4 million Baht. Of the total sales figures, approximately 53 percent
represents disposition of own products and the relnaining 47 percent represents resales. Total
employment in production and retailing is 504 persons, or approxiln"ately one person per year
per 62 thousand Baht of sales. Producer-retailers are, on average, larger in telms of production
(565,000 B p.a.), resales (273,000 B p.a.), total sa.les (839,000 B p.a.) and employment (11.4
per finn) than either producer-sellers or retailers (average elnploymenl 7.2 and 3.3
respectively). They are also the least COlnl110n type of llnn. The average number of finns per
town in the changwat arc 1.3 producer-sellers~ .9 producer-retailers and 2.2 retailer. When
arranged by the size of the town it can be seen thal t.he relative nUl11bcrs of each type of (inn
drops off sharply with declining town size. Most of the fUJ11iture purchased for resale is
produced in Bangkok, over 68 percenl. The producer-retailers are by far the oldest firms in all
town sizes (average age 10.2 years), and retailers arc the 1110st recent entrants into the industry
(average age 4.0 years). Retailers, including itinerant. Inerchants, are the youngest Hnns
indicating the increasing separation of production and consunlption and opening up
opportunities for increased competition {'roln products 111anu I'acturcd outside of the changwal.
Geographically, producers-sellers and pnxfucer-retailers are 1110re likely to be found in
changwat capitals, with retailers dOIninating sales in slnaller lowns. Itinerant Inerchants appear
to serve even smaller towns and dispersed rural consulncrs. Additional infonnatlon on the
changwat level production and distribution system was obtained 'in ('hangwats Chiang Mai and '
Roi-et. In each case the types of participants and the pattel11S of organisation were similar. In
Chiang Mai, the Inost developed changwat in the study area. the industry is Inuch Inore
concentrated in the capital city than in Khon Kaen or Roi-el \vhere a 1110re dispersed pattcll1 is
found.
The regional medium-scale producers and Northern Thai village producers are mainly
competing for market share at the lower end of the product quality range, whereas Bangkok
producers are competing for the higher quality ranges. The il11poItance of these different
sources of imports into the changwat di flcrs in each or the study areas, apparently as a
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consequence of the income levels of the changwats and the resultant size of the market for
different qualities of products.
One of the most important factors affecting the rate and structure of growth in the Thai
furniture industry is the pattern and growth of furniture consumption. A major consideration is
that furniture is a relatively new product for the majority of Thai consumers. In major urban
centres and among higher income groups the use of furniture has increased rapidly in the past
25 years, and more recently, consumption has begun to spread throughout the population. The
observed pattern of furniture ownership in Thailand in 1970 shows that, in all product
categories, urban consumers clearly dominate rural consumers. The average urban household
owned 22.4 pieces of furniture in 1970, while the average lural household owned 7.4 pieces.
Comparable data for villages in 1981, gives the average number of pieces of furniture owned
as 0.56, one-thirteenth of the figure for village and amphoe towns in the earlier survey. This
selVes to underline the remarkably low level of per household furniture ownership in villages in
Thailand. The 1970 data reveals the apparently strong relationship between income levels and
furniture owned - the poorest 33 percent of the population own only 15 percent of the furniture,
while the richest 6 percent own 11 percent of the funliture stock. In spite of the low levels of
per capita furniture expenditures in villages, the sheer nUlnbers of rural residents results in total
expenditures for this group considerably larger than would have been anticipated. For three
regions studied in detail, nearly 57 percent of total expenditure on funliture are made by
villagers, compared to 19 percent for residents of municipal areas and 23 percent for sanitary
districts. The results of the 1981 village survey show that higher incolne households purchase
more expensive furniture and more of it than lower incolne households. An econometric
analysis of furniture ownership and consumption pattenls reveals that the village of the
respondent has the greatest power in explaining the probability of ownership and purchase.
However, once the decision to purchase has been Bladc, inCOITIC becolnes a much greater
detenninant of the amount spent on furniture. For the total value or furniture owned the mean
income elasticity is .52. The mean income elasticity for purchases Inade in 1980 is .74. For
furniture consumers the income elasticities are extrelnely high and declining through income
classes. The author concludes that, with increased urbanisation, incolnes and population, the
demand for furniture will undergo substantial increases in the future. In the absence of rapid
penetration of outlying areas by Bangkok based Inanufacturers, the greatest poltion of demand
increases will be for the products produced in Amphoc Muang (district capitals) and other
Amphoe towns throughout the kingdom. This is likely to havc favourable employment and
income impacts throughout the "urban", rural areas.
The author presents an analysis of the ways in which products are distributed from
manufacturers to consumers. Up-country reseUers can procure their supplies of products for
resale in an number of ways from a valiety of sources. Infornlation on the geographic origin of
products purchased by reseUers shows the relative impoI1ancc of Bangkok produced fUlniture
in up-country resales and, at the same time, the variation in source of supply by location and
finn type. The pattern revealed by the data suggests that the size of the local market, the
income of the area and, therefore, quality preferences each play an unportant role in
detennining the supplies used. Producer-retailers arc found to have a clear preference for
purchasing higher quality goods produced in Bangkok. The reseUer will base his decision on
whom to purchase from based almost entirely on whether the selJer is willing to offer trade
credit and, is so, at what tenns.Among the Bangkok based wholesalers, credit was common if
there was a long-standing relationship between the buyer and seller. Trade credit is less readily
available from changwat level producers. Cash payment is the priInary lnedium of ~xchange,
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although some finns require advance payments and others provide credit to certain types of
buyers.
The primary input for furniture manufacturing in Thailand is wood. Virtually all producers use
plywood and low value structural wood. Many finns also occasionally use some high value
woods such as teak and rosewood for finishing, and some firms, primarily those in Northern
Thailand, depend almost exclusively on higher value "structural woods. Overall, plywood
currently presents few problems for the changwat level furniture industry with it being widely
available at a reasonable price and quality. In recent years deforestation has had important
supply and price effects for most of the types of woods commonly used in furniture production.
Three of the seven most important problems identified by producers related to wocx1 supplies.
The author states that this is a potential signifi~ant area "in the dynamic evolution of the
industry. The trends and potential implications are summarised as follows: 1. continued rising
prices of both plywoods and structural woods fot all manufacturers; 2. progressively more
serious supply interruptions in up-country markets, but less so for Bangkok because of the
dominance of this market area; 3. gradual, but noticeable shift..s to increasing the plywood
intensity of furniture manufacturing in all areas; and 4. progressively increasing costs
advantages to non-wooden furniture manufacturers.
Labour is the most important factor of production used in the Inanufacturing of furniture. All
but one of the sample finns is owned and operated as a fanlily business. Pennanent workers
make up about 72 percent of the workforce with the rcrnainder consisting of family or
temporary workers. Wage rates vary by skill by location, by type of employment arrangement
and by firm type. There is also SOIne variation in the Inanner by which workers are
compensated. Most of the factories in the sample pay by daily wages. Average wages per day
were 72.9 Baht with administrative, sales and skilled production staff earning slightly above
this, unskilled production staff earning roughly two thi rds and apprentices one half of the
average. For comparative purposes, the average daily wages in cement product finns in the
same areas are 48 Baht per day for skiJled workers and 35 Baht per day for unskilled workers.
In the ready made garment industry, the figures arc 25 to 55 Baht per day for skilled workers
and 16 Baht per day for unskilled workers. The relative scarcity of skilled labour is a
potentially important constraint for the changwat level furniture "industry. Rising wage tates for
skilled workers will probably result fro111 the labour shonages and Inay be relatively more
serious for up-country finns compared to Bangkok finns. Migration to Bangkok and overseas
(to the Middle East) and a decline in the apprentice systeln arc two unpoltant factors affecting
the supply situation for skilled labour. The latter probleln appears to arise because the
structure of incentives encourages underinvestment in skill developlnent, and therefore some
form of subsidy to reduce the costs of training might be justified. In Bangkok, the producers
interviewed expressed no COnCeITI with the unavailability of skilled \vorkers, but did commonly
complain of the high wages which must be pai.d. Village produced products require relatively
low skill levels, and no worker-related problelns were reponed by the producers inteIViewed.
The average initial investment valued at the original cost is approximately 204 thousand Baht
($10,000). Twenty-seven percent is for purchased or leased buildings and land, while 73
percent is for purchased machinery and equipment. As to the source of capital, the funds for
both initial investments and expansion funds conle abnost equally frOlTI personal or family
savings and loans. The availability of finance for fixed assets and working capital needs is
perhaps the most commonly mentioned problem facing slnall industries. However the author
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suggests that the availability of finance does not appear to be a Inajor problelTI which will have
much effect on the development of the changwat level funlitureindustry.
Analysis of the financial perfonnance of changwat level funliture films reveals that returns
turn negative as soon as the imputed return to buildings, land and vehicles is deducted, and the
rate of economic profit is -17.2 percent. There are several factors which can be noted to help
explain the results - measurement error, buying and selling of products (in addition to
manufacturing activities), major dynamic structural evolution underway in the Thai furniture
industry. The firms that are performing badly, in general, are also less technically efficient.
,This implies that technical assistance in production can be an important component of any
overall assistance package. The most interesting and significant finding of the study of the
economics of furniture manufacturing is the consistent relationship found between economic
perfonnance and firm organisation. The most profitable finns, as seen in the budget analysis,
are those firms which have chosen to market their output through contractual relations, whether
with batch government contracts or single order decoration contracts. It is noted that the results
of the budget breakdowns by firm size, technology and location show less variation than by
firm organisation, suggesting the dOlninant importance of organisation. Furthennore, the
finding of constant returns to scale in production function analysis suggests that advantages are
not the result of firm size. The primary detenninants of perfollllancc are, therefore, attributed
to batch size and the ability to organise production for the appropriate Inarket niche.
Theoretically, competition is generally regarded as a healthy, desirable economic state. this
largely ignores the fact, however, that competition can al so have undesi rabIc consequences for
prc:xlucers and consumers. There are at least three actual and/or potenti al deleterious effects
which a highly competitive environlnent can pnx1uce. These are excessively low returns to
firms, the consequences of limited market size per firnl and problelns related to the quality of
the products produced by the industry. The ilnplications of the degree of competition in the
industry are great.
Generally direct government intervention has little effect on changwat level rUlniture producers.
There is little direct contact between the govenlment institutes whose role is to assist industry
and the changwat level furniture industry. It does not appear that govelTIITIent policy has geared
itself well to the needs of the changwat level furniture industry. There is no technical support
consistent with the needs of small-scale, rural producers and product dislIibulors. Furthelmore,
there would seem to be much more that the govenl1l1cnt could do to supplement the llxed and
working capital financial needs of slnall finl1s, producers and distributors alike.
The paper identifies four major types of changes which have been taking place in the Thai
furniture industry which carry considerable "importance in understanding the development
potential of the changwat level production-distribution systell1. Thesc are - 1. the steady growth
in the demand for furniture in municipal areas, alllphoe towns and villages; 2. the dramatic
increase in furniture reselling; 3. the developInent of 1l10denl, large-scale flJlni ture
manufacturing for the domestic Thai Inarket in Bangkok~ and 4. the increasing difficulty
associated with acquiring necessary supplies of clitica) 'inputs for funliture manufacturing,
namely, structural woods and skilled labour. Although the 1110re rural Inarkets are selved to
some extent by the changwat level pnx1ucers, to havc any hope of rcaching the largest segments
of these markets producers must actively develop linkages \vith itinerant Inerchants and fixed
location retailers in the villages and smaller ,unphoe to\vns. The inlpollance of retailing from
the standpoint of the changwat level industry "is that i tintroduces new cOlnpetitivc forces from
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outside the changwat and also that it allows manufacturers to reach ·ITIore consumers, thereby
facilitating gains from specialisation. Therefore another option available to the changwat level
manufacturer is to augment his production enterprises with it reselling enterprise. In the
medium to medium-high quality range competition fronl large, In<xienl manufacturers is being
felt up-country. These finns are significantly more efficient than the various types of producers
found in the changwat level industry. Local producers will be forced to adjust to the
competition from Bangkok. The increasing difficulty of acquiring needed supplies of structural
wood and skilled labour may tend to further disadvantage changwat level furniture
manufacturers.
Several policy recommendations are proposed on the basis of this research. These relate to
technical assistance, financial assistance, materials policy and institutional reorganisation. The
development of the changwat level furniture industry can be facilitated through the design and
implementation of a program of technical assistance aimed at improving the ability of
participants in the industry to adapt to its evolving structu re and organisatiqn, in particular
training managers in marketing, design and the use of alternativ~ materials and in training
skilled labour. The evidence on the need for financial assistance presented in this study is not as
conclusive and it is recommended that further research be carricd out concerning the private
sector' ability to finance the types of adaptations which are cxpected to be made by participants
in the changwat level furniture industry. The study also Jnakcs recommendations regarding the
activities of relevant departments and agencies conccl11ed with forestry policy and regulation
and industrial promotion. It suggests that the DepalllTICnt or Industrial should be reorganised
with "industry desks" and a redefined role as a point of collecti()n and dissemination of
infonnation and that the forestry agencies and departtncnts should be encouraged to proceed
with all due haste to implement a progralTI of long-tenll, sustainable yield commercial forestry
while in the short- and medium-tenn tTIaking efforts to llTIprove the distribution of usable
timber between Bangkok and up-country areas and between up-country areas of difTerential
timber endowment.

2. Dawson J., 1988. Small-scale industry development in Ghana: a case study (~t' Kumasi.
Paper prepared for the Economic and Social COtlltllittee for Overseas Research, U.K.
Overseas Development Administration, London.
This study examines the development of slTIalI-sca1einduslry (SSI) in Kumasi, Ghana
over the fifteen years from 1973 to the present. During this pcri(xi, small firms have
played an increasingly important role in the local econolny and, in certain areas, have
penetrated markets previously dominated by large domestic industry and exports. The
first objective of the study is to trace the factors behind the explosion of small-scale
industry activity from the mid-1970s and to describe the quantitative and qualitative
advances made by SSIs. The central focus of the study. however, is to assess the
sustainability of these advances and to gauge the potential for sel f-sustaining growth in
the SSI sector. Particular attention is paid to the effects of the Economic recovery
programme (ERP), a structural adjusunent progralnlne launched 'in 1983 with suppon
and participation of the IMF and World Bank. The study adopts a branch-specific
approach, with one of these branches being furniture and related industries. Empirical
research was restricted to the two Kumasi suburbs of Suanlc and Anloga, areas where
small-scale workshops have been concentrated.
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Results from a questionnaire sUJVey showed that fUllliture enterprises accounted for
26% of the total in the two suburbs. No women workers were identified in any of the
enterprises. The majority of fitrns had been established relatively recently (since 1975).
Furniture enterprise proprietors tended to have lower educational levels than other
proprietors. Most proprietors had previously been employed in either a large flnn or
cOtpOration or as an employee in another small flnn. The vast majority (91 %) had
received their training in a small finn. The greatest degree of individualism was found
in the furniture industry with a disproportionately large number of finns consisting
solely of the proprietor. Salaried employment (as opposed to work as an apprentice) is
also much less common in the furniture industry than other industries. The majority of
furniture enterprises sell to individuals, but with a s'izeable proportion selling to
retailers.
For the branch-by-branch analysis the study team focused on three sectors - vehicle
repair, metal-work/manufacturing and furniture. Unlike the diversity found with metalwork/manufacturing, it was found that there was a Inuch greatcr coincidence in the
experiences and current situation of vehicle repair and fUllliture-lnaking finns.
Interviews with long-established proprietors revealed that. fro III t.he Inid- 1970s there
was an explosion in the number of carpenters working in Anloga. This is consistent
with the evidence that points to the opening or growth or Inarkels around that thne. The
. constriction of large-scale industry resulted in increased ITIarkets for small filTI1s in
supplying beer crates, school furniture and to small construction finns. Sales to fbreign
traders also increased because of the absence of til11ber supplies and/or a low-priced
furniture industry in neighbouring countries. In parallel lo this there was an increased
mechanisation - saw benches and wood-turning lathes (ITIOre than half made in
Kumasi) and a smaller number of Inore-sophisticated w(x)d-working Inachines
appeared. The mechanisation of Anloga (where most of the furniture enterprises were
located) has affected almost all the firms, since those who own powcr 111achines hire
them out to those who do not.
Since 1985 there has been a drop in demand whh breweries purchas'ing plastic crates
which are cheaper and of better quality. The control on public spending resulting froln
the ERP has meant that schools have had no money to purchase rUllliture. Foreign
demand has also dropped - this may be partly due to increased prices. It has become
increasingly difficult and more expensive to obtain tiln ber of the right quality as the
drive to increase timber exports has proceeded. The sector also suffers greatly from
unrestricted competition. Capital barriers to entry are low and thc large numbers of
apprentices ensure an over-supply of trained labour. Often a t.rained apprentice will
stay on in the same workshop and set up in competition with his l"ollller clTIployer.
There has been a limited degree of product enl1culCel11enl and di versi lication. This
partly results from the continued use of green wood (due to ease of working) and the
limited number of uses for wood. Difficulties in upgrading the quality of finished
products are caused by the .problems in obtaining quality seasoned timber and the need
for capital necessary to produce for stock.
The author states that a more serious approach to InanagcI11cnl tends to be a
consequence of a firm's expansion rather than, initially al least, its cause. He also
argues that the significantly higher than average nUlllber of fUllliture-mak,ing
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proprietors who have no education at all as well as the lower level of investment in
machines by those returning from overseas are a consequence of the lack of potential
for growth rather than its cause.
It is concluded that the potential for the development and endogenous growth of the
small-scale woodworking sector appears to be rather limited. With declining markets,
rising raw material costs and a greater atomisation of finns than in any other branch of
small scale manufacturing, even the more imaginative entrepreneurs have found little
scope for moving into new markets or product lines. However it is also concluded that
the future of Anloga as a supplier of low-quality furniture seems assured. The rural
and urban poor will provide a solid bedrock of demand. Beyond that, however, small
firms have little control over their market. They were sucked into the vacuum left by
the retreat of large- and medium-scale factories in the mid-1970s. With limited ability
to improve the quality of their produce, however, and with no control over their supply
of materials, they have just as quickly been marginalised again.

3. House W.J., 1981. Redistribution, consumer demand anti emplo)'Inent in Kenyanfurnituremaking. Journal of Development Studies, 17(4) 336-356.
This paper, which examines the secondary employment and income effects of an
income redistribution, is addressed at the level of the furniture subsector. Surveys have
shown that over half of rural families engaged in at least one non-farm ~ctivity, and, of
these, 1.5% were engaged in furniture. The smallest (-inns, which were found in rural
areas and in the urban infonnal sector, produce the lowest quality of furniture. The
major constraint of this part of the industry appears to be the low incomes of the
majority of the population.
The whole industry was found to be very labour-intensive cOlnpared with other
manufacturing industries. The use of machines is rare. Data derived from an informal
sector sUlVey show that labour productivity is only a third of the average for formal
sector firms, while average wages are significantly lower. Fuel and electricity used per
worker is negligible in the infonnal sector. Informal sector 111ms had much lower
capital:labour and capital:output ratios than formal sector firms. These data are
reflective of the lower quality output and skills employed in the infonnal sector. Yet
the net average annual earnings of the business heads of K£707 compare very
favourably with what these same persons would ea111 as elnployees in wage
employment in the fonnal sector.
From the results of a demand survey it is evident that low income households have a
greater propensity to buy from urban informal sector producers. Consequently, a
policy of income redistribution through growth will further the expansion of
employment in the low income sector of the industry. The author concludes that such
increases will create quite respectable income opportunities for the newly employed
and will go a long way towards alleviating existing deflciencies in the stocks of basic
furniture of the poorest Kenyan households.
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4. McKean C.S., 1988. Small scale manufacturing: The potential and linzitations .tor growth The case of wood products in Ecuador. MPhil thesis, Institute of Development Studies,
University of Sussex, Brighton, U.K..
1his thesis examines forces external to small manufacturing firms - the
macroeconomic context, industry structure and growth trends, and govenunent policy and discusses whether government policy towards industry represents a critical
constraint to the development of small finns. It also investigates whether
subcontracting represents a viable strategy for coping profitably in a fragmented
industry. The study draws on a "subsector" or "industry analysis" approach and is
based on data gathered from structured interviews with key informants and a survey of
a sample of small sawmilling and furniture producers in the provinces of Guayas and
Pinchincha.
In the furniture subsector of Ecuador, smaller firlTIS, those with less than 10
employees, constitute 99% of the population, while accounting for the bulk of
production, 84% of the total, and 900/0 of employlnent. The province of Guayas
accounts for 30% of furniture establishments nation-wide. Guayaquil, the most
populous city in Ecuador by a significant marbtin, represents a sizeable lTIarket.

Wooden furniture manufacturing in Guayas is a highly fragmented industry with a
very low level of seller concentration. This is a reflection of features of this industry in
its incipient stages. These factors rang from low ent.ry barriers, Hnlited capacity for
economies of scale, high inventory and storage costs, diverse product. lines and high
exit barriers. The seasonal demand charactel1stic of the subscctor particularly affects
the ability of finns to mechanise and increases the costs of tnaintaining a sizeable
inventory.
The small furniture manufacturers inteIViewed in Guayas elTIployed an average of
seven pennanent workers supplemented by five occas'ional workers (contracted
intennittently on a piecework basis). The large number or subcontracting relationships
and high proportion of workers elnployed on an unsaLaried piecework basis Ineant that
managers had the flexibility to reduce the total number of workers at will.
The motivation of most small manufacturers intelviewed establishing their tirm was
independence and a decent income, not growth. Sixty percent of the small
manufacturers interviewed had been in existence for over ten years. Most stalled out as
independent artisans, and then expanded their operation tTIodestly over time. The large
majority of managers interviewed already had significant experience in the carpentry or
furniture industry prior to establishing their own fj nl1. Savings and personal assets
were the primary financial basis for establishing finl1 s.
The majority of production activities such as carpentry, calv'ing, staining, upholstering
and finishing, are still completely manual process. the ext.ensive use of labour for
furniture manufacturing, along with the diversity of production activities, has
traditionally discouraged mass production and encouraged speci alisation.
Small furniture manufacturers accumulated on average 2 tnillion sucres in
wOodworking machinery, approximately US$ 16,000, by 19X5. There are considerable
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differences in the asset levels of 'small firms. Half of the interviewed manufacturers
rented, rather than owned, their workshop space. Most small Inanufacturers
inteIViewed built up their asset base over five years ago, and had purchased new
imported machinery at that time. Price rises in impolted 111achincry as well as the
higher cost of credit, have seIVed to shrink the market for new woodworking
machinery.
The increasing importance of credit for working capital can be seen in small
manufacturers explanation for their low level of use of installed capacity. Small
manufacturers inteIViewed used an average of 50 percent of their installed capacity,
principally due to a lack of working capital, lack of space, and contraction of markets.
t

The type of product manufactured reflects the variat?i1ity by firm size. Smaller finns
visited tended to manufacture unfinished furniture or finished individual pieces, such as
tables, chairs, beds. Small manufacturers interviewed with proportionately .. larger
assets produced finished sets of funliture, sold as unils~ kitchen cabinets, modular
shelving or other plywood-based products. the sales levels of slnall manufacturers also
suggests a wide spectrum of production potential. the average l110nthly sales level for
small furniture manufacturers in Guayas was 900,000 sucres or US$ 7,200. However,
half of the small manufacturers had sales of 200,000 or less sucres, equivalent to US$
1,600, while another group, 14 percent of the total, had over two Inillion sucres, or
US$ 16,000 in monthly sales on average.
A review of the forces in industry affecting the development of sInal) Inanufacturers in
Guayas pints to several critical constraints and a number of strategies for surviving
profitably in a fragmented industry. Two related constraint.s have had the most serious
effect on the evolution of these small finns. On one hand, the 111assive entry of artisans
has encouraged severe price-based cOlnpetilion for sJnaU Inanufacturers. Artisans have
a lower cost structure given the extensive use of family labour, their survival -oriented
motivation, and freedom from the expense and regulation of I abou r legislation. On the
other, retailers of artisans have the critical strategic advantage of a retail capacity
without the costs associated with production. In the post 1982 recessionary period
worldng capital financing was still available to retailers, largely because their rapid
turnover of capital made them an attractive credit risk. The government's labour and
credit policies have effectively discouraged the mergence of srn all industry, encouraged
the entry of artisans and favoured retailers over small Jnanufacturers. The result is the
continued fragmentation in the industry.
One effective strategy for surviving profitably as a slnall fUl1lilure Inanufacturer was
forward integration into retailing. Manufacturers wi th Cl retail capacity were in a better
position to overcome competition from artisans and to benefit from such innovations as
instalment-based credit. They were in a }X)sition to subcontract other firms, and to
achieve a relatively high volume of sales. Those small firms without a retail capacity
tended to be subcontracted by another enterprise. Entering into this subcontracting
relationship provided these smaller finns both with access to working capital and to
markets. For these very small firms, subcontracting arrangeJTIcnts represented a basis
for survival, not a secure basis for capital acculTIulation.
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However, achieving this strategic advantage of a retail capacity was not suflicient for
profitable survival by small manufacturers. Rather, they had to develop strategies to
overcome competition from retailers of artisans and to cope wi th restrictive labour
legislation. Several finns coping profitably in a highly fragrnented industry adopted a
production structure which capitalised on this fragmentation. They divided up their
finn into small semi-autonomous specialised operations under tight central control.
They made extensive use of occasional workers. As a result, they 'were able to protect
themselves from the high costs associated labour legislation, e.g. strikes, small industry
salaries and benefits. they could use labour practices more characteristic of artisan
, workshops, gain access to subsidised credit available to small industry, and sustain a
volume of production which pennits lower production costs.
Subcontracting smaller finns was another means to accolnplish the same end. They
would subcontract small producers for particular production lines and then centralise
the final assembly, finishing and retailing. However, subcontracting was less viable as
a long-tenn strategy than the centralised decentralisation approach. Problems with
subcontracting included inadequate quality control and insufficient volulnes of
production.

A third approach was specialisation by product type as a lTIeans to establish long-tenn
relationships with buyers in growth industries. This strategy pennitted greater leverage
with buyers and greater use of assembly line, mass production, as the film was
insulated from the acute competition characteristic or the residential fUllllture industry.
These finns' profitable survival becalne linked to the evolution of particular industries,
such as housing and consumer go(x1s, which are in lUlll affected by govelTIlnent
policies.
In sum, small furniture manufacturers have had opportunities to profitably survive in this
fragmented industry. A critical prerequisite was forward integration into retailing. However, to
cope with the constrains imposed by gavenl1nent labour and credit policies, they also needed to
keep the size of their finn small and to rely on a decentralised production structure or
subcontracting.
Analysis of the growth trends af the funllture manufacturing industry sho\v that it was
among the fastest growing industries in Ecuador during the lxx)ln peIiod between
1974-82. Average yearly growth rates during this period were 17°k. In Ecuador, the
strong growth in domestic demand in the lxx)ln pcri(xi, coupled with the availability of
cheap credit, was a stimulus for expansion of the fUllliture industry. Machinery froln
abroad could be imported relatively cheaply, stimulating considerable investment by
large manufacturers. The prohibition on the importation of wooden furniture to
Ecuador gave local industry considerable protection, particularly froln the low-cost
production of Colombia. Export markets constituted a 111inilnal propoltion of total
furniture sales in the 1974-83 peJiod. Growth in the fUllliture industry, however, took a
nose dive in the 1982-83 recession, when sales fell by sixteen percent in onc year. Thi~
was caused by the drop in personal consunl ption; the sharp rise in the cost of credit for
investment; more expensive consumer credit; the rising cost of imported inputs and
capital goods; escalating labour costs; and Cl very lilllited ability to benefit from
government export incentives. The failure of several large scale furniture
manufacturers and the sustained viability of retailers of artisans in thi.s recessionary
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period raise several important issues. On the one hand, government policies toward
industry had encouraged the overdimensioning of production; excessive external
borrowing; and overextension of consumer credit by the nlcdiuln and larger firms. On
the other, it suggests that opportunities for profitable survival are available to slUall
producers, particularly those able to organise production to complement the existing
structure of the fragmented furniture industry. The use of subcontracting and
occasional labour by small finns appears to have made them better able to respond to
the severe fluctuations in demand characteristic of the funliture industry.

5. Mead D.e. 1982. Small industries in Egypt: An exploration (~l the economics 0.1' small
furniture producers. International Journal of Middle East Studies, 14 159-171.
In Egypt, producers of furniture comprise one of tne largest subsectors among small
enterprises. This paper explores the patterns of production and resource use among
these small furniture producers. It is based on published and unpublished written
materials about the sector and interviews and di scussiolls wi tn. 50 woodworking
establishments in Cairo and Alexandria.
Machinery use in the subsector is extremely low conlpared to all manufacturing
enterprises. Although most finns have no machines they do not rely solely on hand
tools. Privately owned service centres which have Inode111 and well-maintained
machines are used to do work which is best done Inechanically.
Trainees represent one-third of all workers. As the expectations of young people have
risen, with most setting their sights on more fornl al education, it has become
increasingly difficult to attract into apprenticeships despite greatly increased real
wages. The rest of the labour force is primatil y l1lade up of skilled workers. This
contrasts sharply with large-scale fU111iture factories where a large proportion of
workers (excluding trainees) are semiskilled or unskilled. The average daily wage rate
for all workers (excluding apprentices) was 3.72 Egyptian pounds (LE) which
compares with the LE 30 per month ea111ed by a newly started graduate in the civil
service. Real wages have also lisen for skilled workers. Elnploylnent in those tinns
which had been in business for the last five years (the l1lajority had been) had fallen by
half. The loss of skilled workers was mainly due to enligration to other Arab countries
where better-paid work was available.
The author found some evidence of specialisation. One particular cxalnple of this was
the production of furniture with the wood unfinished.
Different products are sold in different Inarkets: they are also produced in different
types of finns. The highest cost, highest quality fUl11ilure is produced pJilnarily by
middle-sized, skill-intensive, selectively mechanised enterprises. The lowest cost
products, by contrast, which are consumed by the poorer groups in the country, are
made predominantly in very small, essentially unmechaniscd cstablishlnents. For the
intermediate-priced products purchased by Iniddle-inc0t11e conSUlners, the Inarket is
shared among a variety of different types of producers ranging from slnall workshops
with one or two skilled workers and no machines to the large Inechanised
establishments relying heavily on semiskilled and unskilled \vorkers.
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Factor proportions differ greatly between small, where capital is mainly present in the
fonn of skilled labour, and large firms, where capital is represented by machinery.
Capital fonnation in the small-scale sector takes place through training.

1be idea that small finns· have higher costs since they are not big enough to pennit
specialisation within the production process is not supported by this study. On the
contrary, even the smallest finns have often been able to attain a high degree of
specialisation, concentrating on only one or a few steps in the production process.
They may buy semi-finished inputs, selling their output after one further stage o~
processing; they may undertake a certain step in the production process, working for
others on a contract basis; or they send out their goods-in-process to other workshops
for such jobs as sawing and calVing. With this tightly woven set of market
interrelationships, smallness of size has not proven a barrier to a high degree of
specialisation.
Incomes of producers and workers in this sector have been high and rising. In large
measure this reflects the shortage of workers who cither havc, or are interested in
obtaining, the requisite skills.
In reviewing the future prospects of small furniture producers the author first examines
demand considerations. Growth in demand for furniture rises as a result of increases in
population and per capita income. Income elasticity of denland for furniture is high in
Egypt, probably over 2 in the aggregate. Distribution of ·incolne is of equal importance
in detennining future prospects, as a result of the different Inarkets being supplied by
different types of firms. Although Egyptian leaders have stressed the iInportance of
increasing the proportion of national income captured by thc lowest incolne groups, it
is not certain that this will happen in the future. Chanhring patterns of taste are
particularly important for medium-priced furniture producers - w·idely different styles
are produced by widely different enterprises (in tcnllS or flnll sizc, factor proportions
and production technology) who are in direct c0111petition with each other. Although a
shift from more traditional to modern styles has not occurred yct h 1l1ay well do.
A number of problems exist on the supply side. The lack or skilled labour has forced
prices up and may lead to larger-scale more higWy tnechanised ITI(xietTI producers (who
rely on unskilled or semiskilled labour) expanding their output. Small pnx1ucers also
face difficulties in adopting new production 111cthods and in inlproving their
managerial, as opposed to craft, skills.
The author concludes that in the production of intennediate-priced modelTI products,
small producers are likely to be replaced by more larger, more highly mechanised
workshops. The continuing strength of the slnall producers lies in tow other areas: the
production of lowest-cost, simple furniture, where it seelns likely that they will control
the market for the foreseeable future; and in the intennediate price and quality range
traditional furniture, which depends on considerable skilled craftsmanship in the
production process. Current production patterns for this type of product among small
producers are impressively efficient; as long as the consulncr tastes do not shift too
rapidly away from their traditional roots, the future prospects for slfiall producers of
these products are bright.
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6. Parker J., 1992. Furniture Subsector Report - Kibera. (nlinleo). Development Alternatives,
Inc., Bethesda, Maryland.
This paper provides an ovelView of the fUlniture Inaking subsector in Kibera. The
subsector study was preceded by a complete census of small enterprises in Kibera,
which revealed that, as of December 1991, there were 249 small enterprises currently
involved in furniture-making. Three subsequent studies - a demand survey, a rapid
appraisal of furniture-making, and a detailed business survey - provided the
infonnation about furniture-making presented in this report.
Local demand for furniture comes from consumers in lower-income parts of Kibera,
who demand basic items at low prices. Consumers in higher income neighbourhoods
spend more on furniture, purchase more non-basi~ items and purchase more from
outside Kibera.
The furniture subsector has six functions: (I) w(xxi whoJcsali ng, (2) wood transport to
Kibera, (3) wood retailing in Kibera, (4) furniture part shaping and cutting, (5)
Furniture assembly and finishing, and (6) furniture retail.
Wood wholesaling takes place in two areas: upcountry wholesalers connected to titnber
mills, and wholesalers in greater Nairobi. Wood is transported to Kibera under three
arrangements. 120/0 of Kibera furniture-makers buy w(xx1 direct froln.wholesalers and
transport the wood themselves. Kibera retailers also buy w(xx1 at the up-country saw
mills, where it is cheaper, and transport it to Kibera. Finally, w(xx1 is also transported
to Kibera by wholesalers.
Large-scale retailers of wood are highly visible, and sell lower quality cyprus and pine.
Smaller retailers sell higher quality woods and usually store wood to protect it. They
are therefore less visible, and many furniture lnakers in Kibera are unaware of their
existence and travel outside of Kibera for supplies of high qual'ity tinlbcrs.
The initial process in the manufacturing of flllnitu re (parl shaping and cutting) are
performed either in other suburbs where w<Xx:l is purchased or by flnns in Kibera. The
latter usually possess fewer machines (owning lathes but not saws) and either
specialise in this or are involved in other rUllliture-related act"ivities.
Assembly and finishing is the central activity of this SubSCClOr. 250 businesses are
involved in this stage. Although within finns there 111'1y be sOlne specialisation of
workers in particular tasks, in most cases all functions of fUllliture-making are
performed within a single business. This stage is very labour-"int.ensive, with hand-tools
used for all tasks. The vast majority of producers retail fr()ln their workshop (with the
customer collecting), while a few produce under subconlracllo city-based retailers.
The furniture making subsector of Kjbera has two Illain channels, which can be
distinguished according to how many of the above functions a furniture maker
undertakes. The first channel is the smallest, including less than ten per cent of
furniture makers in the finn-level sUIVey. Producers in this channel have power tools,
and are involved in the greatest number of tasks. They buy w()(xl wholesale and
transport the wood to Kibera. They do all the Inachinc work, asselnbling and finishing
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of furniture, then they retail the bulk of fun1iture themselves. producers in this channel
may have a cost advantage over those in the other channel: by dealing directly with
wc:xxt wholesalers, they avoid paying the retailers' mark-up on wood. they may also
have an advantage in other areas: by performing all production work within the
business, they retain the most control over the timing and quality of production.
However, by undertaking all functions within the business, greater managerial skill is
required.
The second channel includes the vast maJonty of all Kibera producers. These
businesses are less vertically integrated than those in the first channel. None have
power tools, so they subcontract cutting and shaping of wood to businesses that have
machines. Nearly all (95%) of these businesses buy wood at the retail level, 95% of
whom buy from their own business.
Differences appear between these channels in a number of areas. Most striking is the
size difference. Fully integrated businesses have an average of 11 workers, while less
integrated businesses have only four workers. Moreover, fully integrated businesses
are more likely to produce higher quality furniture out of hardwoods and are much
more likely to market some of their goods outside of K i be ra than less integrated
businesses. In part, these differences may stem from the entrepreneur's experience in
furniture-making. Indeed, entrepreneurs in fully integrated businesses brought an
average of 12 years of experience to their cun·ent busi ness, while those in less
integrated businesses brought less than seven years of experience. In addition,
entrepreneurs in more integrated businesses were better financial managers. they were
more likely to keep track of sales and costs than those with less integrated businesses
and they were more likely to keep business and personal finances separate.
The Kibera furniture market can be broken into two seglncnts. The first is in the
neighbourhoods of Makina, Line Saba, and Lindi, each of which has a well-defined
marketplace. Makina is the most accessible of the three and allracts higher mcolne
customers, many of them from other areas of Nairobi. CustoJn orders for higherquality furniture represents a large percentage of the work. Line Saba is less accessible
and draws its customers mainly from within Kibera. Most sales are of basic items,
made with low price inputs (mainly pine) and of rough workmanship. Lindi market
falls between these two extremes in its characteristics.
Other furniture makers are scattered through Kibera. They generally sell to Kibera
residents, with those along main roads generally producing better quality and higher
priced goods.
The sUlVeys also pointed to a high degree of seasonality in delnand, with it being
dependent on when school fees fall due. Business is also cycHcal within the month with
purchases being made when salaries or advances are received. Combining this
seasonality (with very high and very low demand periods) with high working capital
costs (materials for furniture making are expensive, producers must be good money
managers to keep their businesses open year-round. As a strategy to combat
seasonality, many producers seek out outside markets. For exalnple, a very few Kibera
businesses make furniture for city-centre retailers. They are able to sell only to the
smaller retailers as the larger ones believe inf{)Jmal sector furniture-Inakers have poor
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quality control, inadequate working capital to accept tenns of contracts and cannot
meet short deadlines. Large retailers appear to be expanding as their "hire-purchase"
schemes become more popular, reducing the opportunities for small furniture makers.
A more common market for Kibera furniture makers is with institutions or private
businesses, both within and outside of Kibera. Access to these markets is greatly
dependent on personal contacts.
The detailed business survey discovered that most machines used in the subsector were
supplied by informal sector firms, at considerably lower costs than equivalent
machines manufactured in the fonnal sector. Many firms plan to buy machines, which
the author suggests may lead to excess capacity as the supply of machining services
outstrips demand.
Less than 50/0 of firms relied on the proprietors labour only. More than 650/0 had
between 2 and 4 workers. Over half of all workers in furniture-making are paid.
However, paid workers are more likely to be "casual workers", paid by the piece or by
the day. Separating by channel, the data reveals that fully ·integrated businesses rely
much more on paid labour than do less integrated businesses, where 79% of workers
are paid, compared to 52% of less integrated businesses' workers. The labour force is
fairly stable, with an average of around two years elnployment typical for paid workers
and apprentices.
The study found that there were vast differences in the scale of production and
subsequent returns between furniture-making concerns. The foUowing businesses were
found to have the lowest profits - less verticall y integrated businesses; those making
lower quality furniture; businesses without records of costs or sales; and businesses
outside of major markets. Average profits varied between 1,020 Kenyan shillings ($36)
in bad weeks to KSh 3,592 ($126) in good weeks.
Producers face a number of problems. Most cited machine time as the binding
constraint in filling large orders and producing in a timel y fashion. This explains why
so many firms planned to buy machines. Other problenls included lack of workshop
and display space, rising input prices, and demand constraints.
The author concludes that, as a whole, this infonnation ·identifies that the main
constraints facing furniture makers stem from increasing competition for customers,
which manifests itself by producers trying harder to meet production deadlines, attract
customers with interesting furniture and goods displays, and sell at a good price.
However, in order to beat the competition, producers must deal with the supply-side
constraints of rising input prices and increased competition for scarce machine time.
Producers' solutions to both of supply-side problems require capital, either to buy
machines or buy lumber in bulk. However, as the discussion of financial returns
highlighted, returns to furniture making are highly seasonal, making large payments on
loans difficult. This is the puzzle of designing lending progralns fc)r furniture makers.
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7. Sverrisson A., 1990. Entrepreneurship and industrialisation. A case study oj' carpenters in
Mutare, Zimbabwe. Research Policy Studies Discussion paper, No. 186. Research Policy
Institute, University of Lund, Sweden.
This report presents empirical material on wood-working enterprises, which was
collected in a three month visit to Zimbabwe in the fall of 1988, as well as background
material, which is used to put the results of the fieldwork into perspective. The main
objective was to'investigate local innovation and adoption of intennediate technology
in existing, small private enterprises. The study asks the questions: - does local
innovation exist, which fonns does it take, and which are the implications for current
theoretical and policy discussions.
UNIDO figures for Zimbabwe show that the woodworking industry consist of
furniture-making and other activities in roughly equal shares. The sector is relatively
labour intensive and contains a high proportion of finns owned by Zimbabweans.
Although recently wood-working has faced severe problems with sharp falls in output
after 1981 (in contrast to the trend for all manufacturing), no explanation is offered
here for the decline.
The small-scale woodworking industry in Mutare re!,rion is analysed in detail.
Infonnation was gathered by extensive interviews with 26 woodworking entrepreneurs,
who made up the (non-randomly selected) core salnple~ and shorter interviews with
business relations and larger finns. Most of the enterplises in the salnple were longtenn projects, providing full time emp]oylnent for at least sotne elnployees and
operating all year round. They were therefore somewhat exceptional fr0l11 a rural small
enterprise viewpoint.
Most finns were in the 2-5 employees size range (although this measure of size was
variable due to the extensive use of casual labour). Sole proprietorships were mostly
found among the smaller firms, other fonns of ownership (e,g. partnerships, cooperatives, etc.) among the larger ones. Although sotne of the enterprises employed
relatives, none of these workers were unpaid family labour. They ranged in age from
two months to over 50 years, the average being 8.63 years. 12 of the 18 sole
proprietors also engaged in agricultural side activities, most) y for home consumption.
Only of the 1 of the 8 non-sole proprietors engaged in agriculture.
With the exception of the largest finns, most enterprises carried on a lnajor part of
their activity outside the building, sometimes under makeshift sheds. The main function
of pennanent buildings is for many small entrepreneurs to provide a place where tools,
machines and work in progress can be safely kept over night. Only one of the
entrepreneurs operated from home. All in all, appropriate prelnises were less of a
problem than expected.

22 respondents had received no government assistance or project aid. Seventeen of the
finns were licensed and paid a license fee. Most of the others were operating with the
pennission of the authorities.
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14 of the finns had no machines, ~ had some, while 4 were virtually completely
mechanised. A problem for many finns was that rnacJlines were difficull to gel, nOl
that they were unknown, and in several cases - by no Ineans aB - funds were lacking.

Management specialisation, in the sense that the proprietor or leader of the enterprise
was only concerned with management was found only in the finns in the highest
sophistication group. There was a clear relationship between technical sophistication
and division of labour (divorce of working and managing, and the decline of skill and
rise of semi-skilled work). However, among those with a lower level of technical
sophistication the relationship is tenuous, with the reality being that many a small
entrepreneur has managed to obtain one or a few machines without being able to
organise work accordingly. In other words, division of labour has not yet developed
beyond what was common in non-mechanised enterprises.
One consequence of limited markets is limited product specialisation, and small
production runs. 16 finns did indeed produce on order only or almost exclusively. The
size of orders varied, according to the size of the firm concerned (larger orders for
larger firms). Seasonal fluctuations in demand, such as demand (c)r domestic furniture
and kitchens units before Christmas, and the demand for school fUl111ture at the start of
the school year, etc., were anticipated, not only in larger and Inore sophisticated finns,
but also by those of the middle size and sophistication group. The nuctuations in
activity due to these and other practices (in particular buHding work, which was a
sizeable but variable part of the activities of most enterprises) are Inet by extensive use
of casual labour.
Insofar as the labour laws impinge on the operations of small-scale carpentry
enterprises, they reinforce the tendency towards co-operation between entrepreneurs
(e.g. purchasing mechanised services from each other) and short-tenn, casual hiring of
workers. The labour laws create problems for those entrepreneurs who are just about
to take the step from artisan production to more advanced production methods. Most
commonly bookkeeping practices were none-existent or very rudimentary.
Bookkeeping was more advanced among those films with greater technical
sophistication and showing a higher degree of division of labour. The author concludes
that the finns in the sample can be divided into roughl y two groups. Several of the
finns in the "lower" group do approach "graduation" according to one or another
criterion. These finns show up the disjunctions in the innovation process, with it
appearing that technical obstacles are minimal, but organisational obstacles
considerable.
The entrepreneurs in the lowest technical sophistication group ITIostl y received training
through apprenticeships, those in the Inedium group were strong on tbnna] training,
whereas the leaders of the enterprises in the high cOJnplexily group were trained
managers, delegating supervision to craftslnen and technicians, who in most cases had
no educational advantage over the entrepreneurs in the JncdiulTI group.
Few entrepreneurs reported inadequate detTIand, with several repotting that they had
more than enough orders. In the both the lowest technical sophistication group and the
medium group, the most common outlet was the workshop. T'he four finns in the
highest technical complexity group were in a very di rfercnt si tuation, having contacts
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with wholesalers and retailers, district councils and also sending travelling salesmen
around to villages. Main customer categories also contrasted greatly, although there
was a wide range of customer categories in all groups. In the lowest technical
sophistication group, peasants were the majority of CUS{,Olners, and this was true for
ooth urban and rural carpenters. In the middle group answers were more varied. In the
highest technical sophistication group, district councils and other finns were the main
customers. One of these enterprises also exported, and another was considering export.
Small entrepreneurs competed with shops selling the products of big factories, mostly
from Harare and Bulawayo. Charging slightly lower prices, but being less effective,
the smaller finns had to compromise both on quality (e.g. lower quality finish), rather
drastically at times, and on earnings as well.
The average monthly earnings were Z$ 223.42, ranging froIn 60 to 400 (although this
figure excludes 3 finns who refused to provide estitnates and who were judged to be
making earnings above average). This figure does not account for depreciation of
machines and other investments. In established finns, experienced carpenters earn from
Z$ 250-700 a month for a 40 hour week. Although SOlne sole proprietors. do better
than some semi-skilled and skilled factory carpenters, it is quite clear that most of the
smaller entrepreneurs would be better off in a factory, even if they worked as
semiskilled carpenters. The managers (and, in most cases, the supervisory personnel)
of established finns earned more than the small sole proprietors - between Z$ 500 and
3000.
Pricing criteria can be characterised as SOlllething between cost-plus pncIng and
market clearing pricing. Provision of credit, sOlnetinlcs coupled to lay bys (payInent in
instalments before collection), deposits and the paynlcnt of the sunl on collection, is for
many entrepreneurs a prerequisite for doing any business at alJ~ and it attracts Inore
customers to most of them.
The basic raw material, pine, is grown in the region. Border Tinlbers, one of the three
major estate owners and producer of sawn timbers and processed wood products, is by
far the main supplier to local carpenters, either directly or through tilnber merchants.
The choice of supplier, either sawmills or tirnber Incrchants,is detennined by a
combination of costs and access.
Sources of initial investment varied by technical sophistication group. In the lowest
group savings from wage labour and help from fanlily dOlninatc, whereas investment
of funds from other enterprises are the only sources for the highest group. Recurrent
investment was financed in most cases out of savings from carpentry activities, but in
most cases on microscopic scale. Difficulty in obtaining lnachines, even if funds were
available, was one of the .reasons for low acculnulation in the Inost sophisticated films.
Working capital, i.e. financing of input purchases, rent, etc., has to be financed directly
from earnings in most cases in the low and mediuIn technical cOlnplexity groups, as
overdraft facilities are absent. In the high sophistication group three out of four had
bank overdraft facilities. The fourth enterprise did not need such facilities, as it had a
captive market and access to council finance. A silnilar picture emerges when
suppliers' credits are considered. On entrepreneur in each or the lower technical
complexity groups received suppliers' credits, but all in the highest group. No
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enterprise in the highest technical' sophistication group reported liquidity problems, but
14 in the lower groups reported such problems.
Unemployment was the main reason why the entrepreneurs had entered the business.
This was a particularly common reason in the lowest technical sophistication group,
where the majority stated this as a major reason for starting their own enterprise. In the
highest group, however, nobody mentioned this as their reason for embarking upon a
career in woodworking. In that group two (500/0) had gone into the business for an
increased income. Independence was most valued in the middle group, where the
increased income also had some attraction as in the lower group. The author states,
however, that the reality is more complicated than this simple picture. Main start-up
problems were cash and credit and obtaining tools and machines (especially for the
middle technical sophistication group but not all for the highest group). Almost one
quarter of enterprises reported no particular start-up problems. Main stated current
business problems were cash flow and profits (but not at all for the most technically
sophisticated group), tools and machines, skills (less so for the l!Jwest group), and
premises.

8. Sverrisson A., 1992. Innovation as a collective enterprise. A case study 0.1' carpenters in
Nakuru, Kenya. Research Policy Studies Discussion paper, No. 1R9. Research Policy Institute,
University of Lund, Sweden.
This report uses the same methodology as for the earlier study of Mutare, Zimbabwe,
to investigate local innovation and adoption of intennediate technology in slnall woodworking enterprises in Nakuru, Kenya. Nakuru, the provincial capital of Rift Valley
Province, is approximately 160 kilometres north west of Nairobi. It is the fourth
largest town in Kenya. The Rift Valley province is Kenya's largest, generally fertile
and both large-scale and smallholder agriculture thrives. Forestry is also a significant
activity, allowing the study to ignore supply bottlenecks.
Official statistics show that the fonnal w(xxiworking indust.ry has been at the same
level of production for the period 1985-89, whereas all Inanufacturing has increased by
25.60/0. Data for the infonnal w(xx:lworking sector show that 'it has grown considerably
in the same period, particularly in Ri ft Valley province (with Nakuru disttiet
displaying similar growth to the province as a whole).
For the study of woodworking in Nakuru, a (non-randomly selected) core sample of 28
woodworking entrepreneurs was selected. Again, most of the enterprises in the sample
were long-term projects, providing full time employll1ent for at least some employees
and operating all year round. They were therefore s0l11cwhat. exceptional from a Iural
small enterprise viewpoint.
11 of the 28 enterprises had 3 workers (although, again, casual labour was frequently
used). All the entrepreneurs were men. Unpaid family labour played a minor role in the
enterprises studied here. They ranged in age from 4 months to 23 years, the average
being 6.27 years. 12 out of the 28 entrepreneurs did not engage in any fanning
activities, nor did any member of the immediate household. However, all but two of
them reported remittances, at least occasional, to peasant relatives, ITIostly parents.
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With the exception of the largest firms, most enterprises carried on a major part of
their activity outside the building, sometimes under makeshift sheds. All in all,
appropriate premises were less of a problem than expected. Seven enterprises owned
their buildings, 21 rented them.
22 respondents had received no government assistance or project aid. All but one of the
finns were licensed and paid a license fee.
14 of the finns had no machines (group I), 10 had some (group 11), while 4 were
virtually completely mechanised (group Ill).
Many of the finns produced on order only or almost exclusively. The size of orders
varied, according to the size of the firm concerned (larger orders for larger finns).
Management specialisation, in the sense that the proprietor or leader of the enterprise
was only concerned with management was found in 9 out of the 28 enterprises. In
group Ill, no manager did any production work, in group 11 50(~; did, and in group I
790/0 did. There were eight fairly established enterprises which produced mainly "for
display". Although the production of these finns was very standardised, co-operative
work arrangements (in which several workers contribute to thc production of one
piece) had only arisen in the four group 11 enterprises and thc two group III enterprises.
The two group I enterprises producing standardised products for display continued
working in parallel mode, with one working taking an iteln from beginning to end.
Average normal weekly working hours were 57.6,48.4 and 45.2 in group I,ll, and 11,
respectively. All but three entrepreneurs indicated that dCJnand was very uneven. These
fluctuations were again met by extensive use of casual labourers elnployed on a
piecework basis, as is usually the case also with more pennanentlabourers. The author
argues that this, and other aspects of labour organisation (e.g. the nonnal practice that
craftsmen bring with them at least the most basic tools) Inakc up what can be called a
ttsubcontracting culture".
Unlike in Zimbabwe, the category which kept all eletnentary records: expenses,
income, as well as debts and instalment payments, was the largest one. Again,
bookkeeping was more advanced among those finns with greater technical
sophistication and showing a higher degree of division of labour. The lack of any
particular pattern in the lower groups lends some credence to the view expressed by
most small entrepreneurs, both in theory and in practice, that accounting is not the
critical factor one would expect it to be from the itnpoltance given to this by support
organisations. It can be helpful, but it can also be dispensed ,,"ith. Expansion comes
before management development, and expansion calls for such developlnent.
Data on levels of general education of entrepreneurs (showing an increase in number of
years from group I to group Ill) suggest that general education is of little consequence
in the graduation from hand-tool operation into partial tnechanisation. However, it
obviously influences at which level, in tenns of technolo~Tjcal sophistication,
entrepreneurs choose to start their operations or take over old ones. Differences
between the groups in tenns of technical training were sinlilar to those found in
Zimbabwe.
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Use of a skill indicator (calculated as the percentage share of sldUed and supetvisory
workers of all workers), shows that there is no apparent relation between the state of
skills and the degree of mechanisation. Flexible fonns of organisation of production
had not been superseded by mass-production arrangetnents, even in the highest
sophistication group. Comparing between enterprise groups it is seen that both
subcontracting and the use of machinery by independent artisans call for broad skills,
whereas standardised production with hand tools and simple machinery opens the road
to decrease of skills, rather than mechanisation per se. Tills is reflected in the skill
distribution, as the intennediate finns using simple machines to make standardised
products also use semi skilled labour and apprentices to a larger extent than either the
more flexible low sophistication enterprises, or the equally flexible high sophistication
group, which, in turn, implies more active supervision of workers within this group
when non-standard pieces are made, something that was also indicated in the
interviews.
In all but three cases the demand was reported to be fluctuating considerably. Half of
each of the low and medium groups reported inadequate detnand, and one in the high
sophistication group. In all groups, most of the products were sold from the workshop
itself or a showroom on the same premises. Main customer categories for group I were
peasants, and a more varied profile for groups 11 and III but with an increasing middle
class urban component. Small entrepreneurs competed with main-street shops selling
the products of big factories. As there is a huge market for thei r lower quality output,
they also represent what can be called "appropriate quality". Quality itnprovement is,
therefore, not a pertinent issue for many proprietors. Indeed, increased quality beyond
standardisation and mechanisation wilJ Inerely move SOITIe enterprises into a more
expensive market segment.
The average monthly earnings for sole proptietors were KSh 2,477, ranging from 400
to 10,000 in group I, KSh 6,233, ranging from 1,000 to 20,000 in group 11, and 2,250,
ranging from 1,500 to 3,000 in group Ill. This figure does not account for depreciation
of machines and other investments. If rent, licence fees and other expenditures are
deducted, the average earnings for group I workers is brought down to KSh 1,843,
which is still significantly higher than all categories of .workers except skilled workers
in intennediate enterprises.
Pricing criteria was, as in Zimbabwe, a systeln of negotiated cost-plus pncmg.
Deposits played an important part in allowing entrepreneurs to overcome the
constraints on finance caused by a minimum of working capital, lack of bank overdraft
facilities, and a diffuse border between private and enterplise finances. In Kenya the
production of cash and carry items (in particular standardised furniture) was far more
common than in Zimbabwe in the low and intetmediate groups, and generally,
catpenters had more products in stock awaiting sale than in Zimbabwe. Several
carpenters quoted the availability of cash and carry as a necessity of survival. One
solution to the working capital problem is tnaking the cuslolner buy and bring the
material. Rare among the other groups, it was rather COmlTIOn in the middle group. The
reason for this is the relative difficulties of companies, as opposed to individuals, in
obtaining hardwoods. The supply of softwoods, cypress, and to a smaller extent, pine,
to small scale carpenters is, in contrast, generally plentiful in Nakuru and vicinity.
Most of the small and intermediate carpenters in the "local" area were regular
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customers of the nearest one or two timber yards. These obtained their supplies from
local sources, either government or private plantations.

The main sources of funding for initial investment had been, in Kenya as in Zimbabwe,
savings from wage labour and savings from other enterprises. In Kenya the picture is
clearer than in Zimbabwe: only two cases had not used either of these sources, whereas
in Zimbabwe 12 out of 26 had not used either of these sources. Both "traditional"
sources and credit played a larger role there, testifying to the stronger dualism of
Zimbabwe society, or to put it otherwise, the considerable advances made in Kenya
towards a self-sustaining intennediate sector.
Regarding recurrent investment the situation was basically similar to Zimbabwe:
profits precede investment, and credit played a negligible role. Bank overdrafts were
common among the group III finns, two finns in group 11 had received loans from the
Kenya Industrial estates infonnal sector programme, and in group I no enterprise had
access to short tenn credit. Infonnal usury did not occur, instead liquidity problems,
which were frequently reported, were solved by litniting the scope of cash-and-carry
production, and demanding deposits - Le. borrowing froln custolncrs.
Increased income (and stable employment) was the Inain reason why the entrepreneurs
had entered the business. In groups Il and III the main reason was independence.
Insufficient earnings dominate completely among business problems in technical
sophistication group I, whereas in the intennediate group, no one problem dominates.
For group III the only problem mentioned by more than respondent was the scarcity of
skilled workers. Main problems during start-up for finns in group were lack of Inoney
and acquiring tools and machines. Lack of money was also a problem for group II
finns but not as serious as the difficulties in finding skilled workers and attracting
customers from the competitors. In the high sophistication group acqui ring tools and
machines was seen to have been the major problem at start-up.
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